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Introduction
Production is the totality of operations aimed at
procuring for a society the material means of
existence ... Intheendwe seethatallproduction
is a twofold act subject to the technical norins of
a certain relationship between men and nature
and to the social norms governing the relations
between men in their use of the factors of pro-
duction. (Godelier 1978a:71)
XJJLYAYANAGARA,THEfi CITY OF vICrORY," was the production provides an excellent example of what
V capital city of an expansive empire which lay Godelier refers to as a "twofold act," lying as it
claim to large tracts of land in southern India does at an intersection between ecological and
between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries social forces, broadly conceived.
A.D. For the approximately two hundred years of its Chapter 1 reviews the concept of productive
existence, Vijayanagara was not merely a political intensification, witli particular focus on the roles
center, it was also a population center and a locus of accorded to intensification in archaeological
production, trade, and consumption. Today this research and on the overall perspectives by which
great city lies abandoned and although there has such discussions of economic processes are struc-
been a continuous record ofhuman settlement in the tured. The process of intensification itself is
region, it was not until the twentieth century that considered next, suggesting that an understanding
large settlements again developed in this area. The of the course of change is an essential prerequisite
dry interior districts of northem Karnataka present for coming to terms with competing models of
special challenges to agricultural production, cause. The remainder of the book is devoted to the
including shallow soils, rocky slopes, and a low and examination of one such study-the path of agicul-
highly variable rainfall regime. The success of the tural change in and around the city of Vijayanagara.
city depended on meeting these challenges. There The second chapter introduces the agricultural
would be no city, then, and perhaps no empire landscape of the study area. This landscape con-
without the diverse repertoire of agricultural strate- sists both of physical features of the environment
gies practiced by Vijayanagara food producers, and of a repertoire of crops, facilities, and tech-
without "fields of victory." mques of production.
A cultl production is, however, not just a Chapter 3 presents geographical, archaeologi-
base upon which political and social structures are cal, and historical background on thie southern
built. The organization of agricultural production is Deccanl and Karnatak Plateau regions. This chapter
itself integrally connected to demography, ecology, reviews thie major temes in Vijayanagara histori-
and culture. This organization is flexible, and thie ography and teir implications for te definition of
courses and causes of its change are a fundamental archaeological research problems and forarchaeo-
analytical concern of this work. Agricultural logical analysis. The sociopolitical context of
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Vijayanagara agricultural production, particularly what they reveal about land use, labor, and political
the important mechanism of temple investment in control. Stone and copper inscriptions, usually
agriculture, is introduced. associated with temples, constitute the other major
The fourth chapter introduces the Vijayana- corpus of historical material, essential to under-
gara Metropolitan Survey, a program of systematic standing the nature of agricultural investment. A
regional survey in the hinterland of the city of quantitative study ofpublished inscriptions is
Vijayanagara. The aims of the survey, sampling presented in order to document the early sixteenth-
strategies, recording procedures, and its relation- century expansion of reservoir and canal construc-
ship to archaeological and architectural research in tion.
the city itself are discussed. This chapter also Chapter 7 presents the results of analyses of
summarizes some of the results of the survey, with Vijayanagara vegetation. After a brief introduction
special emphasis on the content and distribution of to some methodological issues in pollen and
settlement, transportation, and agricultural facilities. charcoal analysis from lacustrine sediments, the
Chapter 5 discusses general pattems of land sampling program from the Kamalapuram Kere, a
use, settlement, and transport identified through Vijayanagara-period reservoir, is described. The
survey. Some prelminary interpretations relating results of pollen and charcoal analysis are discussed
to zonation, patterns of growth and decline, and in terms of vegetation and fire history and the
scalar and typological variation in land use are hydraulic regime of the reservoir.
suggested. The final chapter returns to the issue of
A review of the corpus of contemporary texts productive intensification, drawing together the
relating to Vijayanagara opens the sixth chapter. evidence from chapters 4 trugh 7. The overall
The brief descriptive accounts of the city and region course of Vijayanagara agricultural intensification
presented by European and Islamic travellers, is charted, and discussed in view of more general
traders, and ambassadors are discussed in light of models of change.
Agricultural
Intensification
AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPES represent signifi- political forces, or as a natural and inevitable
cantly new forms of environments, environ- outcome ofthe human condition, archaeologists
ments that are both natural and artifactual, that and others have recognized the importance of
result from both the noncultural elements of the intensification for understanding change in produc-
landscape and the intended and unintended conse- tive systems. Many arguments regarding the
quences of human action. If then, we consider causes and consequences of productive intensifica-
agrcultural systems as ecosystems (Grigg 1982:68), tion among agriculturalists focus exclusively on
they are ecosystems with a difference. Human either social or environmental factors, the result of
agricultural strategies lie at an intersection between a ping-pong history of reaction against existing
the ecological constraints of soil, climate, crop scholarship. However, I examine here not so much
requirements, and other "natural" forces and such the causes of agricultural intensification in the
cultural demands as the structure of domestic life, study area as the route or path of that change and
social obligations, political coercion, and transpor- its implications for the material record.
tation. The following chapters describe the agricul-
In the following study it is argued thfat in order tural landscape and its changing structure and
to understand the organization of agricultural content in the region surrounding the large pre-
economies and the nature of agricultural change, it Colonial city of Vijayanagara in southem India.
is necessary to situate agricultural production within Vijayanagara was the political capital of an empire
this intersection. This study traces the path or that controlled much of southem India between
course of productive intensification in one specific approximately A.D. 1330 and 1650. An influx of
region over time. Archaeological conceptions of population in the early fourteenth century drmnati-
productive intensification underlie much debate cally modified thie region around the city, trans-
about subsistence change and about thie develop- forming it from a sparsely settled and politically
ment of surplus production and social complexity. peripheral area into one of thie largest cities in
Whether intensification of production is viewed as a South Asia. Around thie beginning of thie sixteenthi
response to environmental, demographic, social, or century, major population movements appear to
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have occurred thoughout southern India (discussed well developed (Monison 1994), relatively litde
below, see also Breckenridge 1985; Stein 1980, 1989) attention has been paid to the process or course of
with concomitant expansions in Vijayanagara change itself. In this study, I examine the courses
militarism, agricultural investment, and construc- of agricultural intensification and the relationships
tion of monumental architecture. The shift of the of this process of change in productive strategies to
capital to the south after a military defeat in A.D. ecological, ritual, and socio-political constraints on
1565 entailed an equally dramatic population shift producers.
away from the Vijayanagara region, a trend that
was not reversed until the construction of a major CONCEiING ECONOMY AND PRODUCrION
dam in the 1950s. This history makes the In anthropological analysis, productive
V'ij'ayanagara region an excellent setting for investi-
gating proposals regarding the causes, courses, and activities are usually classified under the heading ofarchaenpologalconseregrngcesof agricaus uraintensi- economy, and, as such, much of the debate on thearchaeological consequences of agricultural causes and nature of change in production stems
fication. from varying conceptions of the economic. These
Methiodological issues are fundamental in any conceptions range from universalistic ones that
analysis of past intensification How can intensifi- argue for the existence of cross-culturally valid
cation be recognized? Assigning meaning to principles of economic behavior to particularistic
patterns evident in the archaeological record is a ones, in which the unity of cultural practice is
problem of all archaeological studies, but studies of stressed as is the "'embeddedness" (Polanyi 1957)
past agriculture can be particularly difficult, given of economic activities in othier cultural arenas.
its broad spatial extent and often ephemeral mate- This debate becomes more concrete when consider-
rial remains. My approach in this work is to ing Vijayanagara agricultural producrton. Can
employ multiple independent lines of evidence that agriclture be considered separately from politcal
inform on agricultural organization and practice orization seredept frortatical
across a large scale. These three lines of evidence organization, from settlement, transportation, or
canbe roalyclasifed s rcheolgicl,histori- social organization? Clearly it cannot. Are pro-can be btradly classified as a haeo ogical, cesses such as intensific tion implicated in chang-
cal, and botanicaL Each source of information ing forms of Vijayanagara agriculture analytically
presents its own methodological challenges and isolable? I think they are. We are confronted,
interpretive potentials and is discussed separately then, with the problem of defining, recognizing,
below. isolating, and understanding a process on the basis
of an archaeological sequence. This is the centralAGRICULTURAL INTENSU CATION AND problem of this book, and in order to begin we need
CHANGING SUBSISTENCE to first consider the definition of intensification and
Production-the making, constructing, or its place in production.
creating actions of human beings-is a major focus
of investigation of the archaeological record, with Sutdying Production:
subsistence production among its most basic forms. Substantivist-Formalist Legacies
Anthropologists have long been intrigued by the One legacy of the substantivist position in
causes and consequences of subsistence change, economic anthropology (e.g. Bohannon and Dalton
focussing on the more dramnatic transformations 1962; Dalton 1961, 1969; Firth 1956; Godelier
such as the shift from one "mode" of subsistence to 1978a; Herskovits 1952; Polanyi 1957), which
another, as in the change from hunting and gather- stressed the nonexistence of a discrete economic
ing to farming. This typological focus may be sphere in societies outside the modem world (in
misplaced, however, in its implication that forms of either time or space), is the existence of an implicit
subsistence can be characterized by a single divide between the study of the industrial west and
strategy. The category of farming, for instance, the remainder of the world. Thus, advocates of the
contains a great deal of varability, and thie tran5i- substantive position create a divide between
tion by farmers from one set of productive strate- different forms (types, modes) of society (or
gies to another may also constit:ute a dramtic production), withi "modem"~or "western" societies
change in subsistence. One such transition is the composed of economically motivated, independent,
process known as agricultural intensification. and rational individuals, and "premodern" or"non-
While the debate on thie causes of intensification is western" societies as constituting integral, commu-
Agricultural Intensification S
nal, and religiously or ideologically motivated tural production, where agricultural decision
corporate groups (cf. Kohl 1987:5). making appears to have been carried out by a
Within India, orientalist discourse (Said 1979) variety of institutions,, groups, and individuals, but
has stressed this d'istinction as essentially "Indian," not (directly) by political leaders (Morrison and
ascribing deviations from this ideal as the conse- Sinopoli 1992, and below). Certainly classifying
quence of outside influences (Inden 1990). Louis Vijayanagara agricultural production as "pre-
Dumont, influential scholar of the caste system, modem" provides little illumination into its struc-
writes of Indian village society: ture and change.
One ca sayhatjst asreligon ina wayIn contrast to such integral (Morrison 1994)
encompasses politics, so politics encompasses approaches, which view economilc activities as
economics with itself The difference is that the epiphenomena of some overarching cultural
politico-economic domain is separated, named, structure, formal economic analyses (cf. Earle and
in a subordinate position as against religion, Christiansen 1980; Smith and Winterhalder 1992;
while economics remains undifferentiated Winterhalder and Smith 1981; see also Martin
within politics. (Dumont 1980:165) 1983), linked to a definition of economies as
"rational" in terms derived from studies ofmodem
Inden comments (1990:153) on this statement that market economies, posit an analytical isolation
"'when some sort of autonomous economic activity bteneooi n te pltcl oil
is uncovered at the ideological 'level,' it is off- beweooicl asectsnofin society(plthusl,insucha,
loaded, following Weber, on to the religions such anloalysespecnomi strteiesycansbe sclrydifr
as Jainism that are,, in Dumont's consideration, not entatyed froompoiicaansoteialconbeclearns, adifr
essentially Indian, that is, H-indu (1980:166)."' As furthaer, their logticanbeasmdscal pron rinto reate
we shall see in chapter 3, the V'ij'ayanagara empire torther,maximal,giminiml or optimedal useor tof reffote
has often been exemplified by scholars as quin- andthcaloiesl(for maflleord piscusio useeoKeener
tessentially Hindu (e.g. Saletore 1982), an expres- 1983 Martins1983; D. Clrk 1972;sio and Morisne
sion of Indian (Hindu) nationalism against the 1994).Mathe use3of fo armalmodels maydnot'stritl
Muslim invaders of the north (Krishnaswami require adherene tof aonecnomimodelsa nofsrcm-
Ayyanar 191[ 21]. Evn whre tis ntion munities as diversified firms (Earle 1980: 14)
has been submerged, the wholeness or integration rationally selecting the optimal mix of subsistence
of ideology, politics, and economics into a tradi- options (Green 1980), but it does promote a seg-
tional sphere has remained as a guiding assumption mented and static conception of subsistence strate-
of historical scholarship. gies and economic organization. Models such as
Lansing (1991) makes a similar point in his Brookfield's (1972) and others that employ produc-
analysis of Balinese water temples. Bali has been tion functions as graphical devices (Friedman 1979;
taken as an example of "Orienta Despotism"' Renfrew 1982; Sachs 1966) imply that technologi-
(Geertz 1980:45; Marx 1969; Wittfogel 1957) in cal change occurs primarily because of input-output
which strong centralized control over irrigation balances and that intensification is primarily a
networks was exercised. Geertz (1980) effectively technological change (see also Glassow 1978:40).
challenged the Oriental Despotism model, showing Organizational changes are rather difficult to graph,
that kings had virtually no effective managerial and thus have low visibility in the "'well-structured"'
control over irrigation. Lansing has demonstrated solution (Johnson 1980:20) to the problem of
that, in fact, some supralocal coordination of intensification. This perspective has had a great
irrigation does take place, with religious institu- influence on the study of intensification and lies
tions (water temples) playing an important role in behind most of the explicit definitional discussion
decision making with regard to the timing and of intensification. However, as discussed below,
allocation of water. He suggests that contemporary in their quest for analytical rigor (cf. Johnson
6 Fields ofVictory
INTENSFICATION OF PRODUCTION: concept of efficiency through consideration of
marginal and average productivity obtained byDEFINITIONS such additional inputs. In regard to land, or to
The concept of intensification requires any natural resource complex, intensification
reference to a constant. That is, the difference must be measured by inputs only of capital,
increase in- labor, and skills against constant land. Thebetween intensiication and simple variase - pnmary purpose of intensification is the
volves the introduction of a second variable; the substitution of these inputs for land, so as to
difference is analogous to the difference between gain more production from a given area, use it
concentration and amount. Intensification of more frequently, and hence make possible a
production refers to an increase in productive greater concentration of production.
output per unit of land or labor (or some other fixed
quantity) (Boserup 1965:4344; Kaiser and Voytek THE BOSERuP MODEL: Do WE KNOW THE
1983:329; Tringham and Krstic 1990). This COURs OF INTENSIFCATION?
increase may be achieved in a number of ways. In
the archaeological literature, the variable held The model of population growth and agricul-
constant almost always refers to land in reference tural intensification set forth by the Danish econo-
to agriculture (getting more out of a given area) and mist Ester Boserup (1965, 1981, 1990) has been the
to labor in studies of craft production (increasing most influentialformulation ofthe problem in this
efficiency of production). Altemate situations, centurys. Her model has bothithieappeal and
such as technological intensification in which both limitations associated with parsimonious, general,
land and labor are held constant while capital and comprehensive views of structure and of
inputs are increased, as in industrialized agricul- change (cf. Netting 1977:72). Boserup's vision of
ture, are rarely discussed (but see Brookfield 1984). intensification engendered fierce debate in anthr-
Thus, what we term intensification may be quite pology during the 1960s and 1970s (Morrison
different, depending on whether the variable held 1994), centered around the cause or causes of
constant is space, labor, or technology, intensification. The debate has largely come to an
The multivariate nature of intensification is of end although, as in many anthropological battles,
considerable importance, serving to distinguish it no clear resolution was ever achieved. I believe
from "mere" expansion or increase. A temporl that one of the reasons theoretical ferment sur-
dimension is generally also implicit in conceptions rounding the concept of intensification has died
of intensification. Productive activities take place down considerably in recent years is that while
within definite temporal parameters such as a perspectives on cause have become polarized, other
growing season, and archaeologists may examine aspects of the Boserup model have become ar-
long-term temporal trends in strategies of intensifi- chaeological dogma. These unexamined aspects
cation. Thus, we can also speak of courses or paths include assumptions about the unilinear course of
of intensification. Intensification, then, must be intensification and about the utility of cropping
viewed as a process, consisting of multiple poten- frequency as an adequate measure of intensifica-
tial strategies, rather than as an event. A conse- tion. It is my contention that the debates about
quence of this view, discussed below, is that there cause are stalled precisely because of these
may also be multiple paths or courses of intensifi- unexamined assumptions about the nature and
cation rather than a single route from long to short course of intensification. I suggest that it is neces-
fallows. sary to come to an adequate understanding of the
There has been surprisingly little attention process of intensification in order to understand the
paid to definition, given the voluminous literature multiplicity of causes and the conditions under
on intensification (but see Netting 1993:271). The which they operate.
seminal definition of Brookfield is worth citing at Ironically, although Boserup's focus on
length, given his influence on later work (e.g., population has engendered the fiercest atacks, this
Kirch 1994; Renfrew 1982:265). He writes aspect of the model has the most empirical support.
(1972:31): Although I have argued (Morrison 1994) that inthis view of change, population is too simply
Strictly defined, intensification of production conceived as a proximate cause of economic
describes the addition of inputs up to the change, it is clear that demography is important in
economic margin, and is logically linked to thle the structure of and changes in agricultural produc-
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don. Other aspects of Boserup's model-its related assumptions. First, producers are assumed
technological associations and its unilineal se- to exert the minimum effort possible to meet their
quence of cropping intensity-have been subject to needs-the Law of Least Effort (Boserup 1965;
much less criticism, even though they are actually Zipf 1949). Thus, the most labor extensive regime
based on much shakier empirical ground. I suggest possible will always be employed. Second, there are
that uncritical acceptance of these aspects has diminishing retums to labor (decliniing efficiency)
hindered archaeological studies of intensification. with increasingly intensive modes of agncultural
production (Boserup 1965:28-34). The disadvan-
Boserup and Intensification: An Overview tages, then, of intensive agriculture-increased
Boserup's model of population as an indepen- labor inputs and declining efficiency of that labor-
dent variable driving intensification of agricultural ensure in this formulation that such modes of
production turned the earlier Malthusian formula- production will be adopted only when strictly
tion "on its head" (Rubin 1972:36). While Malthus necessary.
saw land, and particularly arable soils, as limiting There are a number of difficulties with the
factors to increases in production (production that Law of Least Effort. It assumes that producers will
eventually would be outstripped by a growing universally maximize leisure rather than labor
population) (Malthus 1872; Rubin 1972:36), (Grigg 1982:37), presupposing the existence of a
Boserup turned the production-population pair valid cross-cultural definition of effort (Bronson
around. She asserted that the role of an increasing 1972:199), and of a tradeoff between labor and
population was as a sort of "motor' driving techno- leisure (de Vries 1972:47). Bender (1978:218)
logical (in a broad sense) changes in land use along notes the essential ethnocentrism of the Law of
an extensive-intensive continuum. Population is Least Effort, based as it is on westem nodons of
assumed to be an independent variable (Boserup labor and work as belonging to a discrete and
1965:11; Grigg 1982:37), not a consequence of uniquely "economic" sphere. Work expended in
food supply, an assertion that drew heavy criticism agricultural production canmot always be neatly
from a number of different perspectives (Cowgill divided up into subsistence and social components,
1975a; Brown and Podolefsky 1976:212; Sanders or production for use as entirely distinct from social
1972:147; Bender 1978, 1981, 1985; Friedman and or otfier production (Brookfield 1972:37-38; see
Rowlands 1978; Blanton 1975; Kowalewski 1980; also Godelier 1978a; Ruyle 1987). The Law of
and see Tumer, Hanham, and Portararo 1977). By Least Effort is also explicitly ahistorical. That is,
population, Boserup apparently refers to sheer the amount and forms of labor inputs involved in
numbers of people, though in her second book different agricultural strategies may be directly
(198:66, see also Boserup 1990) she does consider contingent on past efforts. Production of crops on
the issue of population distribution (Carneiro 1970; terraced hillsides involves differing degrees of
Binford 1968; Flannery 1969; see also Von Thunen effort depending on whether terrace walls need to
1966; Sanders and Santley 1983). Just what aspect be built, already exist, or are in need of repair.
of population constitutes an independent variable in Decisions regarding work take place within a
intensification? Both advocates and detractors of a historically and situationally specific context Thus,
Boserupian approach seem to refer either to popula- Lansing refers to the highly modified Balinese
tion size or to density when speaking of population agricultural landscape as the product of "congealed
when, in fact, in age-structured populations such as labor" of cultivators' forbears (1991:12, after
human beings (Charlesworth 1980), the distribu- Marx). Decisions about labor, then, can be trans-
tions of various age groups and the nature of the fornative, creating new contexts which must
domestic cycle (Netting, Wilk, and Arnould 1984; thereafter be taken into account. In the case of
Wilk 1989) impinge directly on the organization of Vijayanagara, landscape modification was exten-
labor in production. Thus, population dynamics sive and included both intentional and uniintentional
cannot be considered to be independent of the changes in vegetation, thie distribution, structure,
organzation of labor and consumption. and fertility of soil, and water runoff. The construc-
By far thie most contested aspect of Boserup's tion of agricultural facilities, burning, clearing of
model of intensification is that of the causal effi- vegetation, livestock grazing, quarrying, anld
cacy of population in driving the process. The view construction all served to create through time new
of population as a causal agent rests on a number of landscapes and new contexts for production.
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The assumption that increasingly intensive in the context ofmany different forms of produc-
agricultural production necessarily leads to declin- tion. Consideration oftechnology in intensification
ing marginal retums has been empircally chal- is of particular importance to archaeologists, who
lenged. This issue cannot be completely separated often make inferences about productive strategies
from a consideration of Boserup's operation- based on the material evidence of tools.
alization of agricultural intensity in terms of crop- Both the unilineal and monolithic character of
ping frequency (1965:15-18; 1981:23), since the Boserup's model are evident in her operational
empirical support marshalled by Boserup defmiition of intensification in terms of frequency of
(1965:43-48) is intended to demonstrate the cropping (1965:15-18; 1981:23). This definiton
labor-efficiency of long fallow swidden over shorter has much to recommend it over the more usual
fallow systems. Boserup's contention of declining models of land use set forth by economists in that it
marginal retums seems to hold for many regions embraces such disparate agricultural practices as
and many crops, but the specific conditions of wet swidden and multicropping into a single analytic
rice (paddy) cultivation appear to violate the model, but the defnition tends to gloss over the
assumed inverse relationship between intensity and considerable diversity apparent in productive
efficiency (Conelley 1992:205; Hanks 1972:64-66; strategies, both synchronically and diachronically,
Nakana 1980:61; W. Clarke 1985:868) up to a and in strategies of intensification. The frequency
certain point (Geertz 1963; see also Waddell 1972). of cropping becomes a defacto measure ofprogress
Additional empirical studies of labor efficiency will along a single route of intensification. Although
eventually make it clear if wet rice is simply an Boserup does discuss the coexistence of different
energetic anomaly or if the widely accepted view cultivation systems (1965:56-64), this coexistence
that intensive agriculture promotes declining is seen as reflecting a sort of evolutionary lag. That
marginal retums (a fundamental assumption for all is, the diversity is said to be more apparent than
formal models of intensification, Morrison 1994a) real, not reflecting differing adaptations or adjust-
must be reevaluated. In the Vijayanagara region, ments but only the misleading result of considering
sorghum and other millets were among the major an artificial slice of time along the route of in-
food crops, but rice was also important and was creased cropping frequency (1965:56-59). In this
highly valued. Thus, the relative efficiency and volume, I directly challenge this view that diversity
security (see below) of wet rice must be weighed in agricultural strategies is somehow only a shadow
against its labor demands, and the possibility that a of an evolutionary process. Instead, following
course of intensification incorporating paddy rice Colson (1979), I argue that agriculturalists may
might be quite distinctive must be carefully consid- actively seek to maintain diversity in productive
ered. strategies and that diversification may itself be an
Boserup also discusses the association of aspect of the course of intensification (cf. Kaiser
classes of agricultural tools with cropping regimes and Voytek 1983).
(1965:23-27). In general, she contends that tool
types, if not specific forms, are determined by the BEYOND BosERup: CAUSES OF INTENSIFCATION IN
prevailing agricultural practice and that technologi-
cal change is thus also tied to population growth. COMnEX URAN SOCETIES
For example, short fallow farming creates a "com- Cities, with their dense and clustered concen-
pelling" need for plows, while forest fallow requires trations of people, present special challenges for
only digging sticks and axes (Boserup 1965:24-25). agriculture and animal husbandry. Given the prior
Thus, Boserup posits a course of technological existence of constraints on mobility that keep
progress along a path of increased complexity (e.g. people in or near cities, such populadon aggrega-
Sherratt 1973:427), counterbalancing (but only tions almost by definiton require intensive forms of
temporarily) diminishing returns. Bray (1986), agricultural production. More than this, however,
among others (e.g. Bronson 1975:25-26), has expanding urban populations have to be considered
challenged this uniilineal view of technological in te same context as any expanding population
change, noting thiat in fact the most intensive and facing severe mobility constraints largely structured
organzationally complex agricultural systems (such by the costs of transportation (see below). None-
as paddy rice cultivation) may use very simple theless, thie causes of intensification in urban
tools. Further, a single tool assemblage can be used contexts need not be viewed in a simplistic way, as
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direct pressures and responses. We must examine structured by the organization of food production
the possibility that different varables may come and can change in response to changes in produc-
into play in the process of intensification at differ- tive forms and strategies.
ent times. Further, while demographic factors may Spatial concerns must be balanced by a
represent an ultimate (and partial) cause of intensi- consideration of social and political forces. For
fication, they may be mediated by a number of example, in addition to the obvious locational
more proximate variables. constraints presented by island settings, Kirch's
Two such mediating factors may be broadly discussion (1984, 1985) of agricultural intensifica-
classified into the categories of mobility constraints tion in Polynesia incorporates demographic,
and sociopolitcal structure. The first extends political, and social dynamics. Contrary to both the
consideration of population density (cf. Boserup single-factor Boserupian and "political economy"
1981) to include more specific geographic con- models (Kirch 1985:449, discussed below), Kirch
straints and attractions. Cameiro's circumscription (1984:164) describes a multicausal, hierarchical
model (1970) postulates that intensification takes relation (see also Earle 1978, 1980; Kirch 1977,
place due to mobility constrints and resultant 1992) in which chiefly demands for surplus are
population pressure on a restricted land base. What seen as the proximate and population growth as the
Zvelebil (1986:9) refers to as the second generation ultimate cause of intensification (see also Brumfiel
population models (Binford 1983; Newell 1984; and Earle 1987). Others would prefer to dispense
Wobst 1974) incorporate similar notions of popula- with demographic variables altogether, giving elite
tion packing, and of "pseudo-density" (Bronson demands for produce causal priority in promoting
1975:40-4 1) caused by small- or medium-scale intensification (see discussion in Morrison 1994).
locational constraints, irrespective of larger-scale Netting (1993:283), on the other hand, has ques-
population levels. Such models take a step away tioned whether or not coercion has ever been an
from the "naive demographic" (Bronson 1975:33) effective cause of agrcultural intensification. This
model in recognizing the importance of mobility debate may best be settled empirically through
and transport costs (Sanders and Santley 1983; careful case studies. As discussed below, Vijay-
Sutton 1985); the existence of multiple productive anagara political elites appear to have employed
options, including abandonment (Stone 1993b); both coercion and incentives in order to expand
the implications of unequal access to resources and production, with scattered references in the histori-
production opportunities; and the impact of produc- cal literature to enforced cultivation (e.g.
tive strategies themselves in shaping responses to Karashima 1992:46) and many more to tax incen-
changing conditions. Von Thunen's model of the tives (chapter 6) for clearing new land, establishing
"isolated state" (1966) stressed the importance of agricultural settlements, and constructing agricul-
proximity to markets, transport costs, and perish- tural facilities.
ability in influencing intensity of cultivation and Cities and towns are excellent examples of
choice of crops in an urban landscape (see also loci in which political and economic elites and
Chisholm 1968; Rawski 1972). Bronson (1975:43) competing and cooperating groups of producers
adds land values and produce prices to the equa- and consumers may actively seek to structure
tion. agricultural activities (cf. Grigg 1982:41-42).
Clearly, the structure of cities as clustered Indeed, urban and periurban areas merit special
aggregations of food consumers (some of whom are consideration as loci of intensification, for the
also producers) presents an extreme form of demands of cities have been integral in shaping the
locational constraint. Transportation, perishability, structure of agriculture in the contemporary world
the distrbution of land of different productive (but cf. Williams 1989). Urban societies are
potentials, the size and structure of the consuming marked by inequities in social and political status
population, the organization of markets, fairs, and in access to resources. Such inequities have
taxes, and othier forms of produce disposition, and profound consequences for thie organization of food
te structure of access to land and other resources production. Thus, descriptions of thie intensifica-
all create special constraints on, and opportunities tion of food production in urban settings must
for, agriculturalists. It would be a mistake, how- include not only its component strategies, but also
ever, to simply view cities as unchanging points on their relative proportions (W. Clarke 1985:867;
a landscape, since they are themselves partly Nettng 1974:39) as well as the role of producers in
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the larger economic and political setting. increased, but irrigation networks, for example,
One additional mediating factor may be the represent more discrete "packages" of labor and
mechanism of price in market economies (de Vries capital outlay, as discussed in the following chap-
1972, 1974; Hassig 1985; Slicher van Bath 1963). ters.
Boserup has been criticized for ignoring the role of Boserup's operational definition of intensifi-
markets in mediating productive and consumptive cation as cropping frequency also reflects her focus
demands (see discussion in Netting 1993:288-94 on continuous variability and gradual change.
and Stone, Netting, and Stone 1990). This is an Technological change is allowed to be more
important topic, and one that may be significant in discontinuous but is ultimately a reflection of
the case of the Vijayanagara period during which fallowing length. The adequacy of cropping
historians (e.g. Palat 1987:22) suggest there was a frequency as a measure of the actual course of
growing degree of monetization of the economy. intensification (cf. Boserup 1965:18) in specific
More important may be asymmetrical power areas has been questioned (W. Clarke 1985:867;
relations and extractive demands on production. Morrison 1989), and several alternate, more
Taxes or customary shares of produce complex classifications of land use (Conklin 1957;
(Breckenridge 1985:51) were collected in kind only Denevan 1980; Brookfield and Brown 1963) have
for rice (which stores well), while shares of dry been devised.
crops and garden crops were assessed in cash. Fallow lengths may indeed provide a useful
Thus, subsistence producers may have been forced measure of production intensity in some areas and
to participate to some extent in a market system. In at some times. The problem with fallow length as a
the case of Vijayanagara, it is also necessary to proxy measure of intensification lies in the fact that
consider the structure of agricultural investment fallow length is a univariate measure of a multivari-
and opportunity in order to adequately understand ate phenomenon and thus can only provide a partial
the course of intensiflcation. In complex urban index at best. Actual systems of production are
economies, population clearly must be considered a intemally complex and organizationally flexible.
mediated variable, and not a simple and proximate Different strategies may be open to different groups
cause for change. of producers, and even a single household may
simultaneously practice multiple strategies of
THlE PRiOCESS: DIVERSITY AND THE production. Diversity can also be seen in the
COURMS OF INTENSIICATION purposes of production (after Brookfield 1972),
with what Brush and Tumer (1987:33) call the
Boserup and the Unilinear Path ofIntensification "dual farmer" producing for both subsistence and
Part of the great appeal of Boserup's (1965) exchange. Collapsing this variability and flexibil-
model has been its simplicity and comprehensive- ity into a single measure forces us to ignore the
ness. Pattems of land use, demography, and richness of the archaeological record and, ironi-
technology all follow a unitary course, and relevant cally, to seek a measure that we may never be able
variables are easily charted as matched sets of to reconstruct. The following study responds to
fallowing systems, population density groups, precisely this point-can a simple index of intensi-
agricultural tasks, and agricultural tools (Boserup fication be devised? What was the course of
1981:table 3.7, table 5.1). Comprehensive, multi- intensification at Vijayanagara? How can we
component developmental schemes (such as those recognize it, and what form or forms did it take?
of Fried 1967; Service 1963; Sahlins 1972) hold a The diversity of agricultural (and other)
perennial appeal for archaeologists, perhaps production strategies evident in the Vijayanagara
because these allow the constuction of an inte- archaeological record is itself of interest, and
grated picture of the past from the recovery of a suggests that we might also be alert for diversity in
single element of the model. Intensification, in the process of intensification itself, as people seek
Boserup's scheme, is also assumed to be a steady to adjust productive strategies in accord with
and gradual process (1981:46), withi labor inputs complex and changing sets of demands, constraints,
added continuously through time (cf. Bronson and opportunities. These conditions are themselves
1972:206). The notion of gradual addition of historically contingent, depending on past histories
inputs can realistically be sustained only for certain of decisions and actions. Thus, I propose that there
activities-perhaps manuring can be gradually may in fact be multiple paths of intensification and
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that the process of intensification may incorporate a increased frequency of cropping (cf. Boserup
much greater degree of variability than allowed for 1965), possibly facilitated by improved control
in the Boserup model. Kaiser and Voytek over conditions of plant growth, is one strategy of
(1983:329-30) divide the process into three compo- intensification proper. In what may be a larger
nents: specialization, diversification, and intensifi- temporal context are decisions about the construc-
cation proper (see also Tringham and Krstic 1990). tion of soil and water control facilities. Agcul-
These aspects of intensification involve changes in tural facilities may allow double-cropping or the
the amount and organization of labor and in its extension of the growing season. They may simply
application through technology (Kaiser and Voytek make production more secure or reliable; they may
1983:330), and cannot be measured simply in terms allow the production of specialized cultigens or a
of a single variable such as cropping frequency. As greater range of cultigens (see below). As noted,
part of larger economic and political systems, the creation of permanent facilities changes a
agricultural production also has to be considered in landscape in a rather dramatic way, just as otier
light of overall strategies of production, distribu- choices (direction of plowing, method of vegetation
tion, and consumption. These three categories are clearance, etc.) also continuously recreate the
not intended as rigid types or forms of intensifica- physical landscape.
tion, but instead have been selected to highlight the What Kaiser and Voytek (1983) have tenned
potential diversity and multiplicity of routes of intensification proper is a large category but one
change. I fully expect that not all strategies would which has a certain coherence in terms of standard
have been equally available to all groups of views of intensification strategies. Of the various
Vijayanagara producers at all times. Context forms of intensification proper noted above, some
matters. require large outlays of capital or access to specific
IntensificationProper resources, such as water, tools, draft animals, orIntensification Proper building material, while others primarily involve
Intensification proper involves increased labor. Thus, within this conceptual category, some
labor and/or capital inputs to a plot of land. These strategies will be possible only where producers
additions constitute what is commonly considered have access to non-labor resources, and the adop-
to be intensification and can include changes in tion of these strategies can be expected to be tied to
both the quantity, type, and organization of labor the economic and sociopolitical opportunities of
and other resources. Intensification proper may producers. Certainly labor itself constitutes a
take the form of increased investnents in practices resource that is not uniformly distributed (cf. Patir
such as plowing, seed bed preparation, weeding, 1987).
transplanting, manuring, or watering. Many of Kirch (1994) distinguishes between what he
these practices have low archaeological visibility terms "landesque capital intensification" (after
but may be amenable to careful study (e.g. Blaike and Brookfield 1987) in which primary
Wilkinson 1989). The construction of soil and labor investment results in a permanent modifica-
water control facilities, both permanent and tempo- tion of the landscape, and other forms of labor
rary, is also included in this category. Enduring intensification which do not create permanent
facilities such as canals, stone walls, and other facilities (landscape modifications such as canals or
structures generally constitute the primary archaeo- terraces). The construction of facilities may, he
logical evidence for intensification, but more notes, actually reduce labor demands for subse-
ephemeral features such as brush dams, earthen quent producers. It is necessary to disaggregate the
field borders, and biodegradable mulch are also labor organization involved in constructing facili-
important. ties from the subsequent demands of maintenance
A temporal dimension is implicit in this view and production. As Lansing (1991) has noted, the
of intensification proper. Many of the activities process of landscape transformation is historically
identified as increased labor take place in the contingent, so that decisions about productive
context of a single growing season; decisions to strategies, decisions which may involve thie con-
tasplant rice seedlings, manure a cotton field, or struction of facilities, have consequences for all
weed a garden plot can be made each season. The future producers. The history of past decisions is
nature of te growing season itself may constitute represented in thie "scongealed labor"' (Lansing
an aspect of intensification proper, so tat an 1991, and see above) of past activities, features
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which have themselves become part of the produc- of different locally adapted varieties.
tive landscape (see also Netfing 1993:267). For Specialization in agriculture implies ex-
producers at a given point in time, however, the change. As such, it is not intelligible outside the
potential permanence of their works may not be the context of the entire economic and social system
primary concen Perhaps it may be most useful to and must be considered in concert with the struc-
consider the diverse strategies of intensification ture of productive diversity. In urban societies,
proper in terms of the "raw materials"' required: specialization in agricultural production may be
labor, water, land, stone, draft animals, tools, related to production for markets and non-agricul-
manure, seeds. turalists may have various degrees of involvement
in agricultural decision-making. At Vijayanagara,
Specialization ithe demands of a monetizing economy may have
Specialization, the reduction of diversity or driven producers to participate in urban markets.
the channeling of production into restricted ends, is As with other aspects of productive intensification
another potential strategy of intensification. Spe- in complex societies, specialization might most
cialization may occur at a number of different profitably be considered as a strategy of intensifica-
scales. Farmers may seek to increase profits in tion, and possibly as a strategy differentially
market gardening by specializing in a high value available to and differentially employed by differ-
crop; villages or regions may specialize in produce ent groups of producers.
well adapted to local environmental conditions.
Thus, crop species and varieties or specific condi- Diversification
tions or locations of production may be differen- The differencebeyteen specialization and
tially deployed in strategies of specialization. diversificaton may at times be primarly a matter
Costin (1991:4) defines specialization in terms of of scale, since at least some minimum level of
entire societies as ".... a differentiated, regularized, system-wide diversity in food production is re-
penranent, and perhaps institutionalized produc- quired to maintain adequate nutritional levels.
tion system in which producers depend on extra- Considerable latitude exists, however, in the degree
household exchange relationships (see also Muller of diversity in crop species, varieties, production
1984). Specializaton in craft production is gener- strategies, and locations. Diversification is prob-
ally viewed as promoting efficiency, while intensi- ably the least obvious aspect of productive intensi-
fied agriculture has often been depicted as neces- fication, in that it may involve the addition or
sarily inefficient (producing declining returns). elaboration of productive strategies which seem to
An important form of specialized agricultural be extensive rather than intensive of land or labor.
production is wet rice agriculture, which, as noted Diversification relates to an increase in the number
above, appears to violate the assumption of declin- of components of a productve system (diversity),
ing returns. Wet rice entails very specific and as well as to changes in the organization of that
labor-intensive techniques of field preparation, diversity. Temporal dimensions of diversification
irrigation, and drainage, and promotes major might include strategies such as staggered planting
modification of soil stmcture. Rice paddies require and harvesting times which, as Mencher (1978) has
standing water at certain points in the cropping pointed out, make more efficient use of limited
cycle, and dry land at others. The standing water is labor forces during periods of labor bottlenecks
never stagnant, however, and a constant flow- (and see Stone, Netting, and Stone 1990). Spatial
through must be maintained. The labor and sched- diversity includes dispersed landholdings and the
uling demands of paddy rice, then, may interfere cultivation of crop mixes and of multiple crop
with the production of other crops, and fields varieties, each with different growth characteristics.
subjected to the careful levelling and water control In considering stmtegies of diversification, it is
of rice paddies may or may not be allowed to revert necessary to look beyond agriculture itself, as
to a less-productive crop. Specialization may not households, individuals, and groups may seek to
refer simply to crop species or production strategy, diversify not only in terms of plot sizes and loca-
however. Crop varieties may themselves be tions, types of crops, and forms of soil and water
developed as specialized responses to local envi- control facilities, but also in terms of other produc-
ronments (e.g., Gallagher 1989; Kirkby 1973), and tive activities (craft production, animal husbandry,
most "traditional" agriculturalists employ a number wage labor, etc.). Nonagricultural strategies of
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diversification include the forging of social or other process of agricultural change, then, involved the
ties and the creation of entitlements across regions. transformation-or creation-of an entire agricul-
Changes in labor organization might also be tural landscape, structured and defined as much by
considered under the rubric of diversity. For settlements, agricultural facilities, temples, and
example, in South India both contemporary and roadways as by productive potential.
historical studies have noted that dependent low-
status landless laborers (but not slaves; Netting VUAYANAGARA AS A CASE STUDY
1993:283) are differentially concentrated in areas Both the land use history of the region in and
of intensive wet rice production (Mencher 1978; around the city of Vijayanagara as well as the
Ludden 1985), and indeed, a greater diversity of diversity of potential sources of information about
occupations and statuses is seen in these areas. Vijayanagara production make this an excellent
It is useful to recall the distinction between case study. Because this large fourteenth century
intensification and expansion, where intensification city was established in a region that had never been
involves some fixed quantity, most often land. densely occupied, its material remains are rela-
Clearly, mobility constraints and mobility options, tively easy to identify. The city grew rapidly and
which are entailed in structures of access to land, had a considerable impact on the surrounding
are relevant to both expansion and intensification, landscape. By the late sixteenth century, the city
either of which may be employed in response to was virtually abandoned, although many of the
similar imperatives. In fact, agncultural change most productive agricultural facilities have re-
may involve both expansion and intensification, mained in use until the present. Large-scale
and expansion may be considered in some contexts reoccupation of the area did not take place until the
a fonn of spatial diversification or a component middle of the twentieth century. This sharply
strategy of intensification. In the context of defined occupational history makes the Vijaya-
Vijayanagara, the expansion of cultivation into new nagara region a good candidate for archaeological
areas was an explicit political strategy connected to survey work and for the study of intensification.
the extension of revenues and political control. Vijayanagara archaeology is facilitated by
Moreover, settlers were also a part of the empire, this land use history, but regional scale studies are
participatng in its economy and reducing demo- also possible because of the semi-arid environment
graphic and political pressure in more densely of northem Karnataka. Surface visibility is excel-
settled areas. Thus, expansion must be considered lent and the denuded natural vegetation cover
in tandem with intensification. sparse. Abundant surface and subsurface archaeo-
The Course ofIntensification: Discussion logical remains of the Vijayanagara period attest tothe intensity and complexity of land use in the
In Boserup's (1965) scheme, the intensity of region. Archaeological data on Vijayanagara
any land use system can be measured by the single production are abundant, and they can be supple-
variable of fallow time, leaving no room for mented by a corpus of contemporary documents.
multiple strategies within a single system of land These texts serve as an additional source of infor-
use or for a multivariate process of change. I argue mation on production and also provide a rich social
instead that the course of agricultural change and political context. Finally, the natural environ-
during the Vijayanagara period was complex, ment itself bears the scars of Vijayanagara eco-
involving both expansion and intensification, and nomic activity. Landscape modifications have left
further that the path of intensification was not their mark in the botanical and sedimentary
uniform, moving from longer to shorter fallow records. The analysis of pollen, spores, charcoal,
periods, or from simpler to more complex systems, and sediments constitutes the third form of infor-
but was intemally diverse, involving intensification mation used in this study to trace the course of
proper, specialization, and diversification. The change in Vijayanagara agricultural systems.
Agricultural Production in the
Vijayanagara Region
HE INCREASING demands on agricultural Because excavation generally is focused at
. production prompted by growing populations, the scale of the site, recovery of nonbotanical
by increased demands for surplus production, and material related to agriculture is limited primarily
particularly by dense population concentrations to artifacts. Some organizational infonnation can
such as cities, have historically resulted in transfor- be derived from agricultral artifacts (e.g. Barker
mations in productive strategies designed to extract 1985; Dimbleby 1967; McAnany 1992; Sherratt
a greater amount of produce from a given quantity 1981). However, some tools may be so generalized
of land and/or labor. These strategies of intensifica- that the same implement may play an entirely
tion take place within specific ecological, political, different role in different contexts (Bray 1986;
and historical contexts. The constraints and possi- Rowly-Conwy 1984a).
bilites of agricultural production in the Bellary and Written documents provide information on
southen Raichur districts of South India, briefly agricultural practices and strategies for some places
outlined below, provide a partial context for consid- and time periods (e.g. Hall 1982; Hall 1983;
eration of agricultural structure and change in the Postgate 1992; Slicher Van Bath 1963). These
Vijayanagara region. materials cannot provide all the answers, however.
Written materials typically record only the compo-
AGRICULTURE AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD nents of the agricultural economy of interest to the
The investigation of past agriculture poses a literate elite, and often omit reference to
particular problem to archaeologists because of the small-scale or margally productive strategies
large spatial scale of agricultural activities, and the (chapter 6). Attempts to trace the antiquity of
often ephemeral mateial remains hey pduce. names for crops, agricultural implements, or
For this reason, it may be necessary to consider a practices via lingustic analysis have also been
constellation of direct and indirect indicators of past made (Ehret 1984; see also Stahl 1984). This
land use at a number of spatial scales. Such indica- procedure, however, requires te questionable
tors may include artifacts, historical documents, assumption of stability in meaning thirough time.
settlement distributions, agricultural features, and Systematic archaeological surveys and
botanical remains. regional-scale remote sensing allow patterming at a
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scale larger than that of the individual site to be THE VUAYANAGARA REGION: CLMATE,
discemed. The development of regional or land- Sou, Amm TOPOGRAPHY
scape approaches in archaeology has revitalized
studies of past agriculture. Human land use patterns A visitor to the Bellary District today might
are complex and variable, and agricultural strate- well imagine hatthis agriculturl landscape has
gies may relate to disparate spatial scales. Resi- remained unchanged for thousands of years.
dents of a single village, for example, may plant Nearly every level piece of ground is covered with
intensively manured and irrigated "kitchen gar- fields of all sizes, shapes, and descriptons, from
dens" (Killion 1992; and see Turner 1992) near vast green oceans of sugarcane to small staggly
individual households, have wet rice fields in a patches of millet or brlliant expanses of sunflow-
valley bottom, have extensive rainfed fields on a ers. Groups of cows wander down well-worn
terraced hillside, and perhaps also manage stands of paths, small children herd flocks of sheep and
certain useful wild species. Such an intemally goats, and film songs blare from movie houses m
differentiated system might be expected to leave a nucleated villages. However, thislandscape is a
complex archaeological and archaeobotanical recent product, planted wi many introduced New
record, and one that looks different in different World cultigens, drawing water from a modem
locations. A research strategy for investigating this dam project, and serving the needs of cities and
case would require multiple lines of inquiry at towns far from the distinct.
severl spatial scales. This study of Vijayanagara Dunng the Vijayanagara perod, the capital
agriculture represents an initial attempt at such an city was located near the northem frontier of the
analysis, but inevitably represents only a partial empire, in what was also, in a sense, an agricultural
view. Only aporiton of teagprcultural landscape frontier. Vijayanagara was as populous or moreis examined here, and agricultural production populous tihan any modern town in the area today,
within e city walls (Paes in Sewell 1900) and at all of which rely to a greater or lesser extent on rail
long distances from the city (Morrison and Sinopoli and road transportation of foodstuffs. In contrast to
1992; Subrahmanyam 1990) is not explicitly rich alluvial deltas that had supported earlier South
considered here. Indian capitals, the semi-arid Karnatak Plateau lies
On a regional or sub-regional scale, archaeo- well within the rain shadow of the Sahyadris and
logical evidence of past land use includes the receives a low and temporally variable rainfall of
location, content, and temporal placement of less than 500 millimeters per year (Johnson 1969;
settlement and various special-purpose sites and Spate 1954). For this reason, and because almost
features along with geological, geochemical, and all of the rain falls within three months of the year,
botanical profiles. In settlement pattem studies, the productive agriculture in this region requires the
locations of archaeological sites and features in use of fairly specialized agricultural strategies,
relation to one another and to the structure of mosty having to do with e control and storage of
resources are related to their economic, social, and water.
political context. The material record of past Topography and Geology
agriculture may also include the physical remains The major mountain chain of the Indian
of agricultural features and facilities, and their peninsula south of the Vindhyas is the Sahyadri, or
distribution across the landscape. Soil ridges and Western Ghat chain, which runs along the westem
plow marks (Bradley 1978; Butzer 1982; Fowler coast of India (figure 2.1). These mountains act as
and Evans 1967; Hall 1983; O'Connell 1986), an orographic barrier to rainfall, so that the narrow
bordered and raised fields (Denevan and Turner west coastal strip and the westem side of the Ghats
1974; Matheny 1978; Siemens and Puleston 1972; receive proportionately more rainfall than the
Tumer 1974), gravel-mulched fields (Buge 1984; inland plateaus to the east (figure 2.2). These
Maxwell and Anscheutz 1992; Vivian 1974), plateaus include the Deccan Plateau to the north,
terraces (Donkin 1979; Fowler and Evans 1967; and the smaller Karnatak Plateau to the south.
Spencer and Hall 1961; Wheatley 1965), and canals Both slope downward to the east, so that the
and reservoirs (Farrington and Park 1978; Mathieny major rivers of southern India, most of which
1978; Maxwell and Anscheutz 1992; Mosley and originate in te Ghats, run from west to east. A
Deeds 1982; Seneviratna 1989) all present direct minor mountain chain (the Eastern Ghats) extends
indications of agricultural practice. down thie eastern coast of India, but thiis chain is
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low and discontinuous, and does not have the lush lowland tropical evergreen forest dominated
strong effect on climate that the westem mountains by vegetation of the Dipterocarpus-Mesua-
do. The Westem Ghats also partially isolate the Palaquiwn series and the Machilus-Holigarna-
west coast from the rest of the peninsula, an Diospyros series (Gaussen et al. 1966). The land to
isolation that has been consistently reflected in the east of the Ghats is divided into two zones, the
political boundaries. malnad and the maidan. Although these zones are
The Deccan Plateau consists of a great shield topographic, they also have a strong association
of basalt formed during the Late Cretaceous to with vegetation. The malnad consists of the rolling
Early Tertiary (Naqvi and Rogers 1987). The hills to the east of the Ghats and has a relatively
Deccan Plateau ends at the Tungabhadra River, so higher rainfall and more luxuriant vegetation ffian
that the study area, which spans the Tungabhadra the maidan. The malnad contains tropical dry
but is mostly to the south of it, is contained largely deciduous forests, which give way to dry mixed
within the Kamatak Plateau. The study area is deciduous forests on the east (Champion 1936).
located in the Bellary and Raichur districts of The maidan, or tableland, consists of dry plains
Karnataka state, at approximately 15 degrees north dominated by vegetation belonging to the southeem
latitude and 76 degrees east longitude. thorn forests and southeem thorn scrub (Champion
The base geologic formation of the area is a 1936).
gneissic complex (Krishnamurthy 1978), or what The vegetation of the study area has been
Naqvi and Rogers (1987) term undifferentiated greatly modified by human use of the landscape,
gneiss. In the study area, however, unlike much of which has included agriculture, grazing, buming,
South India, igneous rocks overlie gneiss. The and settlement. Vegetation on the Sandur Hlls
Hampi-Daroji Hills are a series of roughly parallel belongs to the Anogeissus-Terminalia-Tectona
northwest-southeast trending ridges of grey grano- series, with vegetation of the Hardwickia-
diorite that have weathered into froms that appear Anogeissus series on the lower slopes (see chapter
as immense piles of boulders of various shapes. 7). These vegetation series, particularly the
The study area is sandwiched between two narrow Anogeissus-Terminalia-Tectona series, are also
bands of metamorphic rocks klown as tihe Dharwar found on the Ghat foothills in the malnad and do
chlorite schists (Gaussen et al. 1966; Krishna- not occur ffiroughout dry eastem Kamataka (N. P.
murthy 1978). One of these bands runs along the Singh 1988). Thus, the Sandur Hills, with their
southern edge of the study area, fonning the high well-developed forests, presented a rather sharp
east-west trending Sandur Hills. The Tungabhadra contrast to the sparse scrub vegetation below, and
basin lies at an elevation of between 300 and 600 the Sandur forests undoubtedly represented an
meters, while the Sandur Hills rise to between 600 important resource for inhabitants of the Vijayana-
and 900 meters. gara area.
The principal river in the area is the The dominant vegetation association in the
Tungabhadra, a tributary of the Krishna. The survey area is the Albizia amara-Acacia series,
Tungabhadra originates in the Western Ghats and is which is characterized by narrow-leafed, thomy
not deeply entrenched. Its winding and sometimes trees and scrub adapted to dry conditions. Charac-
shallow and rocky course prevents navigation. teristic species of this series are Albizia amara and
Until the construction of the Tungabhadra dam in Chloroxylon swietenia (Gaussen et al. 1966). The
the 1940s and 1950s, the river often overflowed its principal tree species of this series are listed in
banks in the rainy season. An important feature of table 2.1, shrub species in table 2.2, and herbaceous
the Vijayanagara agricultural landscape, the species in table 2.3. A number of distinctive plant
Tungabhadra both provides a narrow alluvial strip microenvironments have been created by agricul-
and is the primary supply for perennial irigation. tural activity. These include cultivated fields and
bodies of water (canals, ponds, reservoirs). Plant
Vegetation species associated with reservoirs are listed in table
The western slopes of thie Ghats support a 2.4.
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TABLE 2.1 Dominant tree species in the Albizia amara-Acacia series.
Family Genus Species
LEGUMINOSAE Albizia amara
LEGUMINOSAE Acacia sundara
LEGUMINOSAE Acacia latronwn
LEGUMINOSAE Dichrostachys cinerea
FLINDERSACEAE Chloroxylon swietenia
APOCYNACEAE Holarrhena antidysenterica
ULMACEAE Holoptelea integrifolia
MELIACEAE Azadirachta indica
SALVADORACEAE Salvadora persica
VERBENACEAE Gmelina asiatica
CELASTRACEAE Gymnosporia spinosa
BIGNONIACEAE Dolichandrone falcata
RHAMNACEAE Zizyphus xylopyrus
RHAMNACEAE Zizyphus mauritiana
TABLE 2.2 Dominant shrub species in the Albizia amara-Acacia series.
Family Genus Species
RUBIACEAE Randia dumetorwn
RUBIACEAE Terenna asiatica
RUBIACEAE Canthium dicoccum
APOCYNACEAE Carissa spinarum
CAPPARIDACAEAE Capparis aphylla
EUPHORBIACEAE Euphorbia antiquorwn
EUPHORBIACEAE Euphorbia caducifolia
EUPHORBIACEAE Securinega leucopyrus
LEGUMINOSAE Cassia auriculata
LEGUMINOSAE Mundelia serica
ANACARDIACEAE Dodonaea viscosa
ERYTHROXYLACEAE Erthyroxylum monogynwn
CELASTRACEAE Maytenus emerginata
Climate The tropical monsoon system consists of two
The temperature of the study area is charac- seasonal patterms of rain-bearing monsoonal winds,
ternzed by a moderate degree of diurnal and a low the southwest monsoon and the retreating, or
degree of annual variability. Figure 2.3 indicates northeast monsoon (Rawson 1963:34-35). The
thie mean daily temperature minima and maxima by fonner bout of rainfall occurs between June and
month for the Bellary District. The high tempera- October, and constitutes thie principal rainy season
tures of thie study area contribute to a high rate of on the Karnatak Plateau. Rains of the northeast
evaporation, but in thiemselves are not limiting to monsoon fall between late October and early
plant growt. January, and are of lesser importance in the study
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TABLE 2.3 Dominant herb species in the Albizia amara-Acacia series.
Family Genus Species
GRAMINEAE Aristida adscensionis
GRAMINEAE Aristida funiculata
GRAMENEAE Aristida hystrix
GRAMINEAE Chrysopogon fulvis
GRAMINEAE Heteropogon contortis
GRAMINEAE Apluda varia
GRAMINEAE Cymbopogon martinji
COMPOSITAE/ASTERACEAE Tridax procwnbens
TABLE 2.4 Dominant species associated with reservoirs.
Family Genus Species
ACANTHACEAE Hygrophilia longifolia
LYTHRACEAE Ammannia baccifera
SCROPHULARIACEAE Bacopa monneiri
GRAMINEAE Echinocloa colonum
PONTEDERIACEAE Eichornia crassipes
HYDROPHYLLACEAE Hydrolaea zeylanica
ONAGRACEAE Ludwigia suffruticosa
NELUMBONACEAE Nelunbo nucifera
CYPERACEAE Scirpus articulatus
POTAMOGETONACEAE Potamogeton indicus
ARACEAE Pistia stratiotes
VERBENACAEA Phyla nodiflora
area (figure 2.4, and see Kanitkar 1960). A marked year, so that, for example, the spring or even the
orographic barrier to the winds of the southwest fall rains may altogether fail to arrive. Figure 2.5
monsoon is presented by tfie Westem Ghat moun- shows yearly variation about the mean for the same
tain chain, the westem slopes of which capture the twenty-year period. Given the generally low and
bulk of the moisture-bearing winds before they can often variable rainfall of the study area, it is not
reach the eastern plateaus (figure 2.2). difficult to see why it is classified by Kanitkar
The Bellary District receives a relatively low (1960:1) as falling within the "scarcity tract."
annual rainfall which is also characterized by
annual and inter-annual variability. The annual Soils
distribution of rainfall between thie years A.D. 1850 SOilS ofte study area consist oftropical red
and 1870 iS illustrated in figure 2.4, which shows sandy loams (Gaussen et al. 1966), generally
the typical bimodal distribution of seasonal rainfall classified as red (masab) and mixed black and red
in thie area. However, the amounts and distribu- soils (N. P. Singh 1988:22). A more extensive
tions of rainfall are not consistent from year to zone of trpical black clays surrounds te
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Vijayanagara region. The most well known of is involved. Water supply significantly influences
these black clays is regur (or regada, Kelsall not only the type of crop grown but also the poten-
1872: 1), or black coton soil, which covers the tial number of crops grown per year, the relative
extensive plains to the east and soutli of the study security of obtaining an adequate harvest, and the
area. In general, soils in the study area are thin and degree of long-term fluctuation in yields. Scales of
poorly developed, with a high sand and low silt and production, the degree of investment and control
clay content A small but agriculturally important exercised by non-cultivators, and the labor organi-
zone of alluvial soils is found adjacent to the zation of the cultivators are also related to these
Tungabhadra River. The city of Vijayanagara is categories. This section briefly reviews these
situated near a bend in the river where this alluvial categories in terms of water requirements, the types
soil strip is slightly wider. of crop grown, and their potential productivity,
reliability, and storability. The following section
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION: CATEGORIES describes the types of agricultural facilities
In discussing South Indian agriculture, it is associated with each category in the
customary to draw a distinction between "wet" and Vijayanagara period.
"dry" cultivation, differentiated on the basis of the This tripartite classification is derived from
water availability. Thus, "wet" agriculture is based local classification systems, and differs slightly
on perenial supplies of water, while "dry" agricul- from that employed in British revenue documents.
ture consists primarily of rainfall-dependent In Tamil, nanjai refers to wet land, punjai to dry
production. There is also a third form of produc- land, while the term nanjai-mel-punjai translates as
tion, what has been terned "wet-cum-dry"' cultiva- "dry crops on wet lands" (Ludden 1985:57; in
tion, in which the water supply is seasonal but Kannada gade means wet land and beddalu dry
some forn of water collection and storage facility land). Thus, for example, in a bad year sorghum (a
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dry crop) might be grown on land otherwise intensive facilities requiring extensive landscape
planted with rice (a wet crop). Mencher (1978:61) modification such as canals, canal-fed reservoirs,
describes wet-cum-dry cultivation (she uses the and wells. The initial construction of such facilities
term manavari) as being "midway" between wet involved considerable labor and organization.
and dry. The British did use the term nanjai-mel- However, these initial costs must be considered
punjai (which ey modified to nunjah-mel- independently from routine requirements for
punjah). However, for revenue purposes, land was maintenance, scheduling, and operation of the
classified as wet, dry, or garden land (Maclean facility.
1877). In this scheme, garden land is a special The labor demands and scheduling constraints
category of wet land that is intensively farmed of wet agriculture are significant. For rice in
(often with well water) and may be planted with particular (Grist 1954; Hanks 1972), paddy cultiva-
cash crops. This distinction within the general tion requires a great deal of field preparation and
category of wet land is potentially very useful, but constant monitoring of water levels in addition to
one which is difficult, if not impossible, to make 'other chores such as planting, weeding, trnsplant-
archaeologically. Instead, I employ the three-part ing, and harvesting. Mencher (1978:21) has
classification since each category is generally suggested that a "sizeable" landless population of
associated with a particular set of agnrcultural agricultural laborers may have existed in Tamil
facilities, features visible in the archaeological Nadu for the last thousand years, based on the labor
record. In Vijayanagara-period inscriptions garden requirements ofwet rice. She comments (1978:146),
land is sometimes referred to, but the categories "An economy based on rice cultivation needs to
wet and dry appear to be more consistently em- have either a very efficient system of cooperative
ployed. Land beneath reservoirs (tanks) is also production or a high labor force of agricultural
often mentioned as a category; I take this to be wet- workers since even those who own as little as one
cum-dry land since the vast majority of reservoirs hectare cannot manage without some outside help."'
in the survey area are fed by seasonal runoff, as In the study area rice can be grown at any time of
discussed below. year as long as there is sufficient water, and today
one sees rice paddies in all stages of growth
Wet Agriculture throughout the year. During the Vijayanagara
Wet agriculture and wet crops play an unpor- period, seasonal fluctuations in river levels and
tant role in South Indian structures of power, status, runoffmust have consttuted the major physical
and wealth. Rice was (and is) the preferred grain impediment to continuous rice cultivation making
of the elite, while sorghum and millets make the paddy cycles more seasonal than they are today.
breads of the poor. Wet crops include such species Scheduling demands of labor in wet rice
as paddy rice (Oryza sativa), sugarcane (Saccharum production are also significant, however, since
officinarum), vegetables, and tree crops. Veg- planting, harvesting, and other operations on more
etables include, for example, turmeric (Curcuma seasonally determined dry crops may have con-
domestica), onions (Allium cepa), garlic (A. sativum), flicted with the more constant labor demands of
mustard (Brassica), and various squashes. Tree rice production. In the Philippines, with a roughly
crops include, but are not limited to, tamarind similar rainfall distribution, Conelley (1992) notes
(Tamarindus indicus), coconuts (Cocos nucifera), that among the Napsaan fanners the timing of labor
mangos (Mangifera indica), jackfruit (Artocarpus demands of wet rice are compatible with the (dry)
heterophyllus), Areca nut (Areca catechu), ber swidden cycle. He observes that while operations
(Zizyphus jubjuba), and dates (Phoenix sylvestris) of the two forms of production do overlap, the
which also grow wild in the area. These crops periods of peak labor demands are not simultaneous
require a secure and abundant source of water, but (1992:215). This could also have been the case for
with such a supply, it is possible to obtain two dry and wet agriculture at Vijayanagara if planting,
crops per year from the annuals. Further, yields transplanting, and hanrvesting were carefully
from irrigated fields are much more consistent than orchestrated, but even so it would have been
those dependent upon sometimes-erratic rainfall, necessaryr for most wet rice producers to mobilize
There is a price to pay for this high level of produc- suprahousehold labor at certain times of year.
tion. Wet agriculture in the Vijayanagara region is In addition to the high potential productivity
only possible with the aid of labor and capital of irrigated crops, wet cultivation in te semi-arid
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Vijayanagara region permitted the production of dry field stubble constitutes a major nutritional
many crops which could not otherwise have input to dry soils. Dry agriculture in the study area
survived this dry environment. Among these are is a strictly seasonal enterprise, being restricted to
many arboreal crops, including coconut. Sugar- the period during and immediately after the mon-
cane, which is commercially important in the soon (Kanitkar 1960). Thus, the tempo of labor
region today, has a maturation period of approxi- demands in dry farming is quite different from that
mately eleven montis, during which it requires a of wet cultivation, where many perennial crops are
consistent supply of water. Thus, the presence of grown, and multicropping may be practiced. Dry
plant taxa such as these in the botanical record fields in the area today are often fallowed, although
indicates some human involvement in their mainte- wet fields rarely are. Vijayanagara-period fields of
nance. various sorts were undoubtedly also allowed to lie
fallow periodically, but this has proved difficult to
Dry Agriculture determine.
Until very recently, dry crops constituted the A wide range of agricultural facilites are
staple food grains for most of the population in the associated with dry farming, such as check dams,
Vijayanagara region. Dry crops include sorghum gravel-mulched fields, and tefraces. These facili-
(Jowar or Cholum, Sorghum bicolor) and various ties also require labor investments for initial
other grains classified as millets: bajra (Pen- construction and for maintenance but generally not
nisetum typhoides); ragi (Elusine coracana); and on the scale of wet facilities. There are many dry
others (Panicum swnatrense, Setarica italica, agricultural features in the Vijayanagara region;
Paspalum scrobiculatum, Echinochloa colonum, unfortunately, these are often difficult to date
Panicum miliare, and Panicum miliaceum). Other precisely. It is important to note here, however,
dry crops include oilseeds such as sesame and that there is a much greater scalar range in dry
castor (Sesamum indicum and Ricinus communis), facilites than in wet facilities and that dry agricul-
legumes (e.g. Lens esculenta, L. culinaris, Vigna ture covered a much larger area than did wet
sp., Dolichos sp., Phaseolus sp., Lathyrus sativus, agriculture (see chapter 5). The relatively small
and Pisum sp.), and cotton (Gossypium). Although scale of dry facilities, their lack of inscriptional
most dry fields appear to have been relatively small notice, and the scheduling demands of dry farming
affairs, cotton was grown on a large scale in the suggest that the organization of production of dry-
Vijayanagara period. A visiting Portuguese horse- farmed crops was quite different from that of
trader remarked on the "infinity of cotton" (Sewell irrigated crops.
1900:237; see chapter 6) that he saw growing. It is
possible to raise dry crops using only rainfall, and Wet-cum-Dry Agriculture
in fact cotton was almost certainly raised this way, The third category, wet-cum-dry cultivation,
but the high degree of annual variability in precipi- is dependent upon seasonal sources of water, of
tation and the sometimes erratic distribution of which the most important are runoff-fed reservoirs,
rainfall makes this forn of production very risky or tanks. Wells are also an important component of
(cf. Yegna Narayan Aiyer 1980). wet-cum-dry farming systems. With wet-cum-dry
In general, production levels from dry agri- cultivation, it may be possible in a good year to
culture are low, and yields are highly variable, obtain one wet and one dry crop, but more often
depending on weather conditions. Many dry crops, only one crop is attempted, either wet or dry,
such as the millets, have the advantage of produc- depending on the generosity of the monsoon.
ing both grain for human consumption and fodder Reservoirs were an extremely important component
for animal consumption. Today, the leaves of of the Vijayanagara agricultural landscape, and
sugarcane are a widely used fodder source. The although they have been built in South Asia for
provision of fodder for domestic animals is a perhaps as much as two thousand years (Sankalia
critical issue. The expansion of dry cultivation can 1962:103), and thus were not a new invention in
entail a direct competition with grazing land, as the the Vijayanagara period, thiey constituted an
same agriculturally margial areas are used for important form of intensification of regional
both purposes. Indeed, dry agricultural practices agriculture.
are closely connected withi strategies of aniimal As noted, te term wet-cum-dry is derived
husbandry, as the manure of livestock grazing on from an expression meanng "dry crops on wet
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lands" (Ludden 1985:57). If this meaning is taken The Vijayanagara canal network consists of
literally, then it would seem that a major concern of sixteen major canals and numerous smaller ones.
wet-cum-dry agriculture had to do with security or The ayacut, or area watered by these canals, in the
risk reduction. Given the low and uncertain rainfall Bellary District was estimated in 1872 at 11,010
regime ofnorthem interior Kamataka, the potential acres (Kelsall 1872:16). However, Kelsall's
low production or even failure of dry crops can estimate did not include the channels on the left
leave farmers without sufficient seed for the bank of the Tungabhadra River in Raichur District.
following year (cf. Conelley 1992). Irigated "dry" Sivamohan (1991:55) reports that the Vijayanagara
crops have a higher and more secure yield channels on both sides of the river now water an
(Kanitkar 1960). In practice, however, actual area of 29,000 acres (1 1,736 hectares or 117 square
production strategies on wet-cum-dry plots seem to kilometers), although post-Vijayanagara extensions
be quite variable. The great variability in the of the Basavanna channels have increased this area
amount and reliability of water supplied by differ- slightly (Davison-Jenkins 1988). In its present
ent reservoirs and wells makes it difficult to configuration the canal network appears as a maze
generalize about cultivation practices. Crops of channels, some cut through bedrock and others
grown under reservoirs might consist of tradition- running in raised beds created by earthen embank-
ally dry cultigens such as sorghum, millets, or ments, often with masonry facing. For the most
cotton, or wet crops such as vegetables or rice. The part, canals are open earth channels, and thus
extension of reservoirs would have had the effect, experience a high degree of water loss to seepage
not only of making the production of dry crops and evaporation (Sharna and Sharma 1990).
more secure, but also of expanding the area in The canals generally follow the natural
which otfier, more water-intensive (and productive) contours of the countryside, winding their way
cultigens could have been grown. across the alluvial plain of the Tungabhadra,
AGRIcuLTuRAL FAcLrrJEs combining with and splitting from other channels,
and eventually emptying back into the river. The
In the following sections, I briefly review the careful contouring belies the massive investnent
major types of agricultural facility associated with represented by these canals. Very few canals were
each category of agricultural production. For the simply excavated out of an earthen substrate;
most part, the associations are made on the basis of almost every one required either some cutting or
contemporary and historically documented agricul- moving of granite boulders and the construction of
tural practice, but the facilities I describe are those substantial raised earthen and masonry embank-
of the pre-Colonial period. Some facilities, such as ments and beds. A more extensive description of
reservoirs, may crosscut categories (cf Morrison the canal network can be found in Davison-Jenkins
1993) as do some of the systems of interconnected (1988). One of the canals, the Hiriya Kaluve, or
features found in the Vijayanagara region. "main canal" (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988; now
Wet Facilities known as the Turtha, or "swift" canal), ran thoughthe Urban Core (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao
Many different types of facilities are associ- 1985, and see chapter 3) walls near the eastem end
ated with wet agriculture. Of these, the most of town, watering an area of gardens and orchards.
important are canals, fed by water from the peren- Domestic water supply must also have been a
nial Tungabhadra River. Diversion weirs or consideration in the routing of the canal, but
anicuts were strategically placed across channels of travellers' accounts from the period make it clear
this braided watercourse, directing a portion of the that some food production took place within the
river flow into the extensive Vijayanagara canal city walls.
network. Other facilities associated with canals Because the Vijayanagara channels have been
include canal-fed reservoirs and aqueducts. Wells continuously maintained, it is not possible to be
also supported intensive wet cultivation on a small certain of te antiquity of sluice arrangements nor
scale, generally in the context of household gar- indeed to disentangle the construction history of the
dens. As discussed below, wells are also often canals using physical evidence alone. The major
associated wit reservoirs and may have supported sluices and outlets have been replaced by the
very small-scale wet cultivation far from the river irrgation authiorities withi modern devices, but
in what were othierwise dry anld wet-cum-dry smaller outlets leading into individual fields are
production areas. generally quite simple, some consisting of little
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southem India with longer histories of intensive
more thian a board or stone slab stuck into an agriculture, such as parts of the southem state of
earthen channel. Small feeder canals into indi- Tamil Nadu (Ludden 1985; Mencher 1978).
vidual fields are created on an ad hoc basis, and are A massive aqueduct (VMS-3) is also associ-
recreated each growing season. Drainage may have ated with the Anegundi Channel, which runs along
presented some problems, and many canals are the north side of the river. This aqueduct, essen-
equipped with escape channels to redirect excess tialy a raised channel carried on massive stone
flow back into the river. piers, carried water from a canal across the river to
The Tungabhadra River contains tens of irrigate a large island. The aqueduct channel is
thousands of large granitic boulders within and lined with concrete (of a type seen in other
between its braided courses. Even though water Vijayanagara-period structures), and the masonry
flow is now regulated by a modem dam, there is piers are constructed of closely fitted blocks of dry-
stll considerable seasonal variation in river levels. laid granite, much like fortification walls surround-
During the drought of the early 1980s, many ing the city. Elaborate brackets similar to those
smaller channels were completely dry but during used in temple architecture span the piers. Unfor-
the wet conditions in the early 1990s, many struc- tunately, the connections between the Anegundi
tures along the riverbanks were submerged and Channel and the aqueduct on the north and the
smaller channels were no longer even visible. aqueduct and the island on the south have been
Rivers levels were even more variable prior to obliterated by the partial collapse of the feature.
construction of the dam, and headworks of the However, a massive bastion on the island near the
Vijayanagara canal system would have been offtake of the aqueduct attests to the degree of
subject to damage in the summer rainy season. seriousness with which this small area of wet
Similarly, some canals probably did not flow agriculture was guarded.
consistently every winter dry season.
Anicuts were oppotunistically placed be- Dry Facilities
tween boulders in order to divert water into the The range of features associated with dry
headworks of a canal. Anicuts, or bandharas farming includes walls, check dams, terraces, and
(Shanna and Sharma 1990:18-19), are designed as gravel-mulched fields. The most common type of
low diversion works over which excess water can dryland feature is simply a small wall or barrier
flow. The upstream faces are usually vertical, designed to control surface runoff and erosion.
while the downstream faces have a slight batter. Such walls are generally of masonry or rubble
Anicuts were constructed of masonry, with brick (though they may consist simply of mounded earth)
and plaster, often using iron hooks to anchor and are rarely more than a single course high or
masonry to the boulders or to tie several boulders wide (see chapter 4). Erosion control walls are
together. The anicuts ofmany of the canals have placed perpendicular to the direction of surface
been submerged by the waters of the modem dam runoff, and occur on slopes throughout the study
(Kotraiah 1959), and many other have been re- area. Series of soil and water control walls in a
paired with concrete, but several apparently un- single drainage channel are referred to as check
modified Vijayanagara-period anicuts are still dams,and connected the networks of walls across
operative. Anicuts and less formal canal take-offs sloping fields that fonned terraces. Soil commonly
from the river were situated in order to avoid the builds up behind the wall, particularly on steeper
primary channel with its rapid flow of water and slopes. Thus, walls, check dams, and terraces may
heavy silt load. all be considered as serving similar functions; they
With the exception of small-scale wet cultiva- slow down and spread out runoff, prevent soil
tion supported by wells, all other wet agricultural erosion, and encourage soil build-up. In some
facilities were associated with the canal network. cases, boundary demarcation is clearly also an
These include the Kamalapuram Kere, or reservoir, important consideration. Several examples of
which is fed by the Turtha Canal, an unnamed double-walled terraces are found in the study area
canal-fed reservoir nort of the river (which no Dryr facilities are also sometimes physically
longer operates as a reservoir), and the Bhupati linked to othier kinds of features (see chapterS5). For
Kere, a reservoir fed by te Turtha Canal in thie example, many terrace systems are integrated wit
"irrigated valley" (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao runoff-fed reservoirs. Terraced hillsides may also
1985) between the city and thie Tungabhadra River. coverlarge portions of the watersheds of large re-
Canal-fed reservoirs are more common in areas of servoirs and thius have important roles in preventing
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erosion and silt deposition into the reservoir. cut by a modem canal, in an area not currently in
Terraces, then, may operate at a larger scale than use for agriculture. Adjacent to the gravel-mulched
that of the area contained within them. Small, terrace system is another system which incorpo-
isolated walls are also often found on the rocky rates a Vijayanagara reservoir. Thus, it seems
slopes around the edges of Vijayanagara reservoirs, likely that at least some of the gravel-mulched
walls which apparently served no local agricultural fields, or at least the technique of gravel mulching,
purpose other than as reservoir erosion-control were used in the Vijayanagara period.
features. In spite of this effort, siltation was
evidently a serious problem. Many Vijayanagara Wet-cum-Dry Facilities
reservoirs have become completely silted in, and The two major categories of facility associ-
additions to the embankments of others are evi- ated with wet-cum-dry cultivation are runoff-fed
dence of usually futile attempts to overcome the reservoirs and wells. Wells, as noted, are often
growing base of silt in the reservoir bed. spatially associated with reservoirs, and worked to
Several extensive gravel-mulched fields have supplement or safeguard crops grown under
been located in the study area. Although the reservoirs. Wells may also have been important for
natural soil of much of the area is already quite watering livestock. Although canals have been
rocky, in gravel-mulched fields, small quartzite extensively discussed in considerations of South
pebbles are intentionally applied to the surface of Indian agriculture (Ludden 1985; Mahalingam
the field. The gravel is often carefully size-sorted, 1951; Randhawa 1980), reservoirs have received
with graded piles of gravel lying on the edges of comparatively less attention (Leach 1971; Morrison
the field. Gravel-mulched fields are known prehis- 1993; Seneviratne 1989). Reservoirs are usually
torically in the North American Southwest (Buge referred to as "tanks," an English-language term
1984; Maxwell and Anscheutz 1992), but in the dating back to the Colonial period. However, step-
Vijayanagara region they are in current use. In the wells, pools, and just about every type of water-
case of Vijayanagara, it is clear that soil tempera- holding structure is also referred to as a tank (e.g.
ture conservation is not an issue, and the mulching temple tanks for bathing), a practice which ignores
effects of the gravel undoubtedly relate to water, important differences in operation and morphology
the limiting factor in local agricultural production of the different facilities.
(see Vivian 1974:100-101 for a discussion of Reservoirs consist of a water-holding basin
gravel function in prehistoric North American and a dam or embankment. The basin is generally
gravel-mulched fields). Webster and Wilson situated in a natural hollow or erosion channel; it
(1966) have discussed the potentially devastating may also be excavated. Water is retained by an
effects of runoff caused by high intensity rainfall, earthen embankment. Embankments located and
indicating that mulch may protect soils from the described in the survey varied from 2 meters to
erosional effects of runoff almost as well as does more than 3 kilometers long; the highest was 28
vegetation cover. The mulch breaks up the impact meters high. Embankments use to good advantage
of the raindrops, and slows the movement of water the rocky hills of the region, often damming up
over the soil surface, promoting greater absorption valleys between ridges or capturing the runoff from
(Webster and Wilson 1966:18). Gravel is a locally high granitic outcrops. Earthen embankment
abundant and inexpensive mulch, and gravel- sections consist of hundreds or thousands of soil
mulching would have been an important strategy in lenses; presumably the result of innumerable
the region since the natural vegetation cover had head-loads of soil laid down by large groups of
already been greatly modified by the Vijayanagara laborers, as described in travellers' accounts of the
period (chapter 7). Gravel-mulched fields are period (chapter 6). Most earthen embankments are
located only in areas of dry cropping,and some are faced with stepped masonry on the upstream side,
part of terrace systems. and occasionally on both sides. Small reservoirs
The dating of gravel-mulched fields is prob- may have no masonry, or a few rows of roughly
lematic. Gravel-mulching is neither intrinsically coursed boulders, while large reservoirs may have
temporally diagnostic, nor are thie fields usually fifteen or more courses of cut stone blocks. In
associated withi diagnostic artifacts. Some gravel- many instances, projecting steps and staircases are
mulched fields observed are in use today; however, built into the masonry face. A more extensive
many are not. In one case, gravel-mulched fields discussion of reservoir morphology can be found in
are found within a terrace system which has been Morrson (1993); figure 2.6 illustrates a hypotheti-
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cal reservoir in cross section. Land in the ayacut, Some runoff-fed reservoirs belong in the
or area watered by a reservoir, is described as lying category of dry cultivation, since they rarely collect
"below" the reservoir, while the higher land any surface water and have no outlets. In all
constituting the watershed of the reservoir is respects these small reservoirs, or embankments
described as lying "above" the reservoir. (Morrison 199 ib), operate like terraces or
The great majority of Vijayanagara reservoirs check-dams, but their morphology is similar to that
are filled by seasonal runoff and fall in the of larger reservoirs. Of course, during dry years
wet-cum-dry category. Such reservoirs usually cultivation may also take place in the beds of
contain water only during the monsoon and for a reservoirs fitted with sluices.
few months afterwards, although some retain small Pennanent and seasonal reservoirs evince
permanent pools. Runoff-fed reservoirs vary great variability in water collection, but methods of
greatly in size and in water-holding capacity, water distribution are similar. Water is released
depending on the size and nature of their from the reservoirs to the fields below by means of
catchments. The Daroji Kere, for example, is the tunels which are constructed under the embank-
largest reservoir in the entire district but is sup- ment. The tunnels are generally rectangular or
plied entirely by runoff, partly from fairly reliable square in cross section, and are lined witli stone
streams originating in the Sandur Hills. slabs on all sides. The slabs are then encased in a
The Daroji Kere is also the lowest reservoir in brick-and-plaster sheath (e.g. Morrison 1993:figure
a system of connected or grouped reservoirs. 5). On the upstream side of the embankment, the
Sharma and Sharma (1990:20) classify reservoirs tunnel outlet is usually under water, and the flow of
into three categories: (1) system reservoirs, which water is regulated by sluices.
are fed by canals or rivers and thus may have little Vijayanagara sluices are highly distinctive,
or no runoff catchment in the immediate area; (2) and serve as one of the best indicators of chronol-
nonsystem reservoirs, or isolated runoff-fed reser- ogy and degree of elaboration of a reservoir. A
voirs; and (3) grouped reservoirs, or senres of typical sluice consists of two stone uprights joined
interconnected reservoirs in which the excess flow by two or three cross-pieces (figure 2.7). The
from one is channeled to another downstream. tunnel outlet is located between the uprights, and
Grouped reservoirs may be system or nonsystem all the cross pieces are perforated by round open-
reservoirs, but in the study area all grouped reser- ings above the outlet. The tunnel can be blocked
voirs are runoff fed. As discussed in chapter 5, by lowering a wooden plug attached to a bar or
several large systems of grouped reservoirs are rope into the opening. The end of the bar or rope
found in the study area. may be secured to one ofthe cross-pieces, depending
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FIGURE 2.7 Four Vijayanagara-period sluice gates. Note donor portraits on upper right sluice gate, VMS-4.
on the level of the water. The upper cross-piece create a deliberate formal link with Hindu temples.
commonly consists of a thre-part moulding Water can also be released from the reservoir
sequence, similar to those seen in formal architec- by spillways, or waste weirs. These "overflow
ture of the period (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao sluices" may consist of very closely fitted stone
1985). Sculptures of deities are also common, and aprons and low walls or, more commonly, appear
at least two reservoirs south of the city, one a mod- to be a jumble of boulders and cobbles. The rocky
erately sized, runoff-fed reservoir near the village landscape, the sparse vegetation, and the seasonal-
of Malapannagudi (VMS4), contains sculptres of ity of precipitaion virally ensure at the velocity
the sort termed "donor portraits" in temple archi- of runoffin thie rainy season can be sufficient to
tecture. In most cases, sculpted figures are those breach even thie largest reservoir. Spillways allow
commonly associated with doorways (Lakshmi and te excess water to flow out of the reservoir wit
Ganesha being the most common) in temples and thie minimum impact on thie embankment. Some
the overall form of thie sluice itself mimics thiat of a very small reservoirs do not have tunnels, but only
temple doorway. These architectural forms thius spillways, and could have been used for only a very
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limited period of time each year. on hydrology).
On the downstream side of the embankment, 3. Hard soil in the bed of the tank.
water either flowed out of the tunnel directly into 4. A river with sweet water with a course of
the fields, or it flowed into a small basin (or both). 5. Two projecting portons of hills
These basins were made either of stone or of brick 6. Between these projecting portions of hills a
and plaster, and contain outlets for water to flow dam built of compact stone, not too long, but
into earthen ditches to the fields. Only two of the f
hundreds of Vijayanagara reservoirs I have ob- 7. Two extremities of hills should be devoid of
served contain basins (for a description of the brick 8. uit-bearing trees.8.Bed of tank extensive and deep.basin associated with the reservoir VMS-4, see 9. A quarry nearby, with long and straight
Morrison 1991a). The primary function of these stones.
basins may have been for domestic use, but they 10. Fertile, low and level land in neighborhood
may also have allowed silt to settle. to be irrigated.11. A watercourse with strong eddies in the
Anantarajasagar and Reservoir Construction mountain region.12. Masons skilled in the art of tank construc-
The Anantarajasagar reservoir, located in tion. (Randhawa 1980:99)
Cuddapah District of the modem state of Andhra
Pradesh (approximately 250 km east of The inscription also lists six faults to be avoided in
Vijayanagara), is associated with an unusually the placement and construction of a reservoir
detailed inscription regarding its construction. 1. Oozing of water from the dam.
Even though it lies outside the metropolitan region, 2. Saline soil.
it is worth considering in more detail. This reser- 3. Location of the site at a boundary of two
voir was constructed in A.D. 1369, during the reign kingdoms.
of Bukka*I(A.D.1351377thefrstVijyanagr 4. High ground in the middle of the tank.Of Bukka I (A.D. 1335-1377), the first Vijayan ga a 5. Scanty water supply and too extensive an
king. The water-spread of this large reservoir area to be irrigated.
covers an area of approximately 41.4 square 6. Too little land to be irrigated and excessive
kilometers. Fed by the Maldev River, this reservoir supply of water. (Randhawa 1980:99)
was fited with four sluices, and has a masonry- What we know about the organization of
edged earthen embankment 1,372 meters long, 45.7 reservoir construction is primarily derived from the
meters wide, and 10 meters high (Randhawa 1980). stone and copper inscriptions of the period, most of
What is unusual about the inscription associated which are associated with temples. Information is
with this reservoir is its enumeration of the labor available only for the larger reservoirs, however;
involved in its construction: one thousand laborers the thousands of smaller ones are ignored in the
were employed over a period of two years. One historical record. It may be that individual house-
hundred carts were employed in carrying stone to holds or other groups were responsible for the
the construction site (Randhawa 1980). If one construction and maintenance of the small reser-
assumes a five-day work week as a first guess, this voirs. Agricultural production under even large
comes to 520,000 person-days of labor (perhaps reservoirs, however, did not appear to have been
excluding the cart drivers?). The size of the centrally controlled (Morrison 1993, and below).
Anantarajasagar reservoir is comparable to that of The discussion in the following chapters will
the larger reservoirs in the survey area but is explain why facility size can not be used as a
smaller than the largest of the Vijayanagara-area simple indicator of the degree of elite involvement
reservoirs. Thus, it is clear that a large amount of in the construction or operation of that facility (and
labor was invested in reservoirs; this is discussed in see Morrison and Lycett 1994).
more detail in chapter 5. Wells are often associated with Vijayanagara
The Anantarajasagar inscription is also reservoirs, and almost every large reservoir has one
important in thiat it provides a sort of prescriptive or more deep wells lying in thie field immediately
litany of desirable and undesirable factors in below it. Reservoirs raise the water table in teir
reservoir location, construction, and sociopolitical immediate area, and wells were constructed to take
context: advantage of thiis fact. Wells may be used for
1. A righteous king, wealthy, happy, and supplemental watering of fields, thiough not as te
desirous of acquiring fame. primary water source. The major problem of well
2. A person well-versed in pathias shastra (texts irrigation consists, of course, of lifting water out of
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the well. In southem India, one way of accom- sluices date to the late or immediately post-
plishing this was to hamess the energy of catte. A Vijayanagara period, suggesting that t pre-
type of facility I have informally named "cows go Colonial capacity of this reservoir must also have
up, cows go down" was constructed adjacent to been substantial (see also Morrison 1993; Morrison
certain wells. The structure consists of a large and Sinopoli 1992).
ramp that leads to a point directly above the well. Several other integrated systems of reservoirs
Catte were backed up the ramp, and then harnessed are found in the region around the city, particularly
to containers of water down in the well. As the in the area to the west and south of Hospet. Among
cattle walk forward down the ramp, they lift the these is the Dhanayakanakere system as well as
containers of water (via ropes and pulleys), which several others now partially submerged by the
then flows down special channels or chutes in or waters of the Tungabhadra reservoir. Many
adjacent to the ramp and from there into fields reservoirs in the Dhanayakanakere area date to the
around the well. The high ramp not only gives the sixteenth century, and at least one contains large
cattle a runway, but it also raises the water high double sluices of a type seen on a reservoir (z/l) in
enough that it will flow quickly down the chutes the Daroji Valley. However, systematic study of
and further into fields around the well. These this area has not been completed.
rather elaborate wells are rare in the Vijayanagara In the driest upland areas, reservoirs some-
region. A solitary example from the survey area is times occur in linked systems with agricultural
associated with a spring-fed well; other wells may terraces. The reservoir is usually located at the
have been too variable in supply to merit such head of the system, releasing water to terraced
elaborate construction. areas below. Terraces, as noted above, are also
Interconnected Facilities important in protecting the watershed of reservoirsfrom erosion. Wells may also be associated withVijayanagara agricultural facilities were often tefraces and withs reservoirs.
only components of large-scale systems of features.
The canals, for example, now form a connected WET, DRY, AND WET-CUM-DRY
network, albeit one which emerged over a period of
time. Many reservoirs also did not operate in The three-part classification of South Indian
isolation, but were physically linked with other agriculture constitutes one way of partitioning the
agricultural facilities such as canals, as in the case diversity of strategies employed by producers in the
of the Kamalapuram reservoir. One of the most region. It has the great advantage, from the per-
dramatic examples of interlinked facilities is that of spective of the material record, of being associated
the multiple-reservoir systems (grouped reservoirs). with specific anid recognizable forms of agricultural
In this arrangement, reservoirs are arranged along facilities. However, the degree of facility intercon-
the length of a valley or sloping plain such that the nection and of linkage across the landscape, even
irrigation channels below one reservoir flow into between ostensibly different types of features,
and help supply the reservoir or reservoirs down- makes it imperative hat this classification be
stream. There are several of these integrated viewed as merely a descriptive device. The agri-
systems in the area around Vijayanagara; one in the cultural landscape of the Vijayanagara period
Daroji Valley contains at least fourteen reservoirs. described in chapter 4 and discussed in chapter 5
The Daroji system is located in a long valley was, in a real sense, a whole. That is, the land-
surrounded by hills on three sides, and opens into a scapes of production, of settement, of transporta-
wide plain. The valley slopes gently down to the tion, and of meaning, were connected. Movements
east, so that reservoirs are situated to collect runoff of soil and of water and changes in vegetation
from the west, south, and north. Almost all of the could have a significant impact on the region as a
reservoirs in this system have been breached and whole. Even more than this, the establishment of
are out of use; even so, it is still possible to trace settlements and te construction of agricultural
connections between reservoirs. The lowest features and of roads both built upon thie existing
reservoir in thiis system is the Daroji Kere which landscape and created new landscapes thiat pro-
today is permanently full of water. Its huge double vided frameworks for subsequent actions.
Vijayanagara
Agriculture in Context
CIrrY OF VIJAYANAGARA was located in a organization and introduce the events of the
L sparsely populated area that had been inte- sixteenth century leading to agricultural intensifica-
grated into several South Indian states prior to the tion in the Vijayanagara metropolitan region.
fourteenth century but had never itself been politi- SOUH I LANGUAGE ANDRELIGION
cally central. Within a short time, possibly less
than fifty years, the city grew to contain a popula- South India, that portion of peninsular India
don of at least 100,000, perhaps as much as 500,000 south of the Vindhya mountains (Saletore 1973:1),
(Stein 1989; and see below), and came to be consid- is divided into several linguistic regions. Although
ered the political and ritual center of the empire. numerous languages and dialects are spoken, the
This chapter considers political and economic principal languages in southeem India are Kannada,
strategies and institutions in the Vijayanagara Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. These four lan-
region and empire, which, combined with the guages all belong to the Dravidian language family.
ecological constraints on agricultural production The linguistic divide between the "Dravidian"
discussed in chapter 2, defined the changing course south and the "Aryan" (Indo-European) north has
of agricultural production. been emphasized by historians and anffiropologists
This chapter consists of wo distinct parts. The to such an extent that it has almost attained the
first is chronological, focussing on the nature of status of an impenetrable barrier that, together with
pre-Vijayanagara settlement in the study area, the Vindhyas, creates a great divide between north
setting the stage for consideraion of the Vijayana- and sou. In actuality, of course, te distncton is
gara material record in chapters 4 and 5. The not so clear-cut. Several polities, based both in thie
second part considers thie Vijayanagara period, but nort and thie southi, have spanned thle divide.
moves beyond thie Vijayanagara region, in order to Further integration in language is manifest in thie
situate local economic and political concerns within widespread use of Sanskrit in religious ritual and as
teir imperial context. I discuss several structuring a scholarly language.
models of Vijayanagara political and economic South India in thie Vijayanagara period
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contained adherents of numerous religious tradi- pannagudi; it is currently undergoing analysis
tions, including Muslims, Jews, Christians, Jains, (Morrison and Sinopoli in press).
and Hindus. Within Hinduism, major distinctions
exist between different religious sects or orders (cf. Neolithic/Chalcolithic
Inden 1990) such as Vaisnavism and Shaivism. Not until the Neolithic period (ca. 2300 B.C.
Both lingstic and religious traditions and their to 1000 B.C.) does dated archaeological material
working and reworking by participants in the reappear in the area (Allchin 1969; Paddayya
Vijayanagara polity are important for understand- 1973). South-central India contains a type of
ing its political and economic dynamics. Agricul- Neolithic site not found elsewhere in South Asia,
tural production was closely tied to temples (dis- the ashmound. Neolithic ashmounds, also referred
cussed below), and association with temples to as "cinder camps," are large (up to about 8
provided a vanrety of groups and individuals with meters high and 50 meters in diameter) accumula-
ways of structuring production, forming alliances, tions of a vitrified, slaggy material identified as the
and obtaining access to agricultural produce. remains of fired catte dung (Allchin 1963; Zeuner
1960). These mounds are often, though not always,
PRE-VIJAYANAGARA SETrLEMENTS associated with artifact scatters and settlements and
The pioneering geological and archaeological thus far have been found only in the Bellary and
explorations of Robert Bruce Foote (1914, 1916) in Raichur districts of Kamataka. They were first
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries described by the British Captain Newbold in a short
remain among the most thorough studies of the report to the Madras Journal ofLterature and
early prehistory of the Bellary District. Foote Science in 1838. Both Newbold and later, the
noted the existence of seventy-seven archaeological British civil servant, antiquarian, and historian of
localities within the Bellary District containing a Vijayanagara, Robert Sewell, accepted traditional
variety of stone implements, which he identified as accounts that the mounds were funeral pyres of
belonging to the Palaeolithic, Neolithic, and Iron giants, demons, and other mythic and heroic figures
ages. Further, he noted the existence of Neolithic or that they represented the remains of "enormous
ashmounds, or "cinder camps" (see below), cor- human or animal sacrifices performed by holy
rectly attributing them to dung buring (1916). He Rishis [sages]" (cited in Foote 1916:92; see also
was the first to map the geology of the region, and Longhurst 1916). Foote (1916:92) noted, however,
paid particular attention to varying uses of lithic that the mounds he examined contained no bone at
raw materials in different periods, a focus which all, with the exception of a single bovine hom core.
has continued in Indian archaeology to the extent He also noticed straw impressions from Sorghum
that material type is often used as chronological (Jowar or Cholum) in the slaggy matenral and
marker. remarked on the overall scarcity of artifacts from
within the mounded deposits. Foote distinguished
Palaeolithic two types of sites: the cinder camp, which he took
Palaeolithic sites are well represented in to be a vallated settlement, and the cinder mound,
peninsular India, but they often suffer from poor without evidence of settlement. In fact, although
stratigraphic context. Notable research into the this distinction does appear to usefully highlight
Lower Palaeolithic of Kamataka includes that of some of the variation in Neolithic sites in the area,
Paddayya (1982, 1985) at Hunsgi in Raichur personal observations suggest that some "cinder
District (see also B. Allchin 1959; Allchin and mounds" contain abundant evidence of artifactual
Allchin 1982). Palaeolithic materials are not well material and may have been the locations of
represented in the Vijayanagara survey area, seasonal settlement or at least of ephemeral struc-
although Foote (1916:78) noted the presence of a tures. Six of each type of mound were noted to
"chopper-shaped Palaeolith" of quartzite-hematite occur in Bellary District (Foote 1916; and see
from Daroji, just southieast of the survey area, and Foote 1887).
Ansar has noted the presence of "Soan" pebble Excavated ashmound sites close to thie study
tools from an unspecified location on thie bankc of area include Budhihal (Paddayya 1992), Kupgal
te Tungabhadra in Bellary District (1985). In the (Majumdar and Rajaguru 1966), Pikldihal (Allchin
1994 season, a possible Palaeolithiic site was 1960), and Utnur (AlIchin 1961). A small
located in Block R to the southwest of Malla- ashmound (VMS-26) was located during the
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Vijayanagara survey (Sinopoli and Morrison 1991). Early Historic
This low mound, situated near the south bank of the In the Early Historic period, as its name
Tungabhadra River, has been diminished by the implies, the first few traces of writing are found.
plowing, irrigating, and movement of soil associ- This period dates from about 300-200 B.C. to A.D.
ated with the expansion of intensive agriculture in 400 (Begley 1986). By the fourth century B.C., a
the Vijayanagara period, but was at least 30 by 20 supra-regional polity known as the Mauryan empire
meters in extent. Unpublished surface collections had formed in northern India (Kosambi 1956;
from the site have been made by the Directorate of Kulke and Rothermund 1986; Thapar 1966) at
Archaeology and Museums, Karnataka. Additional Pataliputra (Patna). Little is klown about the
collections were made in 1988 and are reported on actual organization and administration of the
by Lycett (199la), Morrison and Lycet (1989), and Mauryan empire (Mookeji 1960; Nilakanta Sastri
Sinopoli and Morrson (1991). Locally known as 1966), but it seems to have been linked to east
"Walighat" (Valighat), this site has made its way coast trade networks as far south as Tamil Nadu by
into the sacred geography of the region. Vali, a the third century B.C. (Begley 1983:469). The
demon associated with the epic of the Ramayana, is boundaries of e empire are assumed to coincide
believed to have been incinerated on this spot (for with the area in which inscriptions of its most
other examples of Ramayana associations, see famous ruler, Ashoka, are found (Nilakanta Sastri
Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985; 1966). Several of these inscriptions, or rock-ut
Dallapiccola et al. 1992). Foote described this site edicts, are located quite close to Vijayanagara, at
as "the great mound at Nimbapur, a little to the east Koppal, Maski, Nittur, Udegolam, Siddapur
of the ruins of Vijayanagar" (1916:90). Nimbapur Jatingarameswarar,and Brahmagin (Sircar
can be found on nearly all maps of the area before 1975:110-19; Kotaiah 1983:381). Thus,ihe study
about A.D. 1960 but is consistently located several area has been suggested to be a Mauryan border
kilometers to the north and west of VMS-26. zone (Davies 1959). The Mauryan perod also
However,tiere is no doubt tat Foote's mound is provides a convenient marker for the spread of
thie same as VMS-26: Buddhism throughout India, as signified by the
The third [mound] in point of size, the well-known account of the conversion of Ashoka.
Nimbapur mound, a little east of the ruins of Between the Early Historic and the Early
Vijayanagar (Hampi) I notice next because it Medieval periods (see below), the political history
was described by Captain Newbold who of southeem India was very complex and change-
mentioned the native legend that it was the able, with numerous small polities competing for
ashes of the giant Bali. The dimensions of the power, and shifting alliances and territories. The
mound given by Newbold are: length 45 yards Kadamba polity ruled the wester Kanara coast of[41 meters], width 18 yards [16 meters], and India between about the fourth and fourteenthheight 10 to 14 feet [3.4 to 4.2 meters]. They centurieS A.D. (Kulke and Rothermund 1986;
appeared to me to be correct I examined the
mound very carefully but found nothing Mores 1931); the Chalukyas of Badami were
whatever to assist in determining its age which tributary princes under the Kadambas before
may be and very probably is, post-Neolithic. asserting their independence in the seventh century
(Foote 1916:93-94) and taking control over the Deccan.
We have now no more chronological information The Medieval Periods
on this site than did Foote, but no post-Neolithic
ashmounds have yet been identified. The seventh century A.D. ushers in the period
known in South Asian history as the Early Medi-
Iron Age eval period, followed by the Medieval period in the
Iron Age (ca. 1000 B.C. to 300-200 B.C.) sites tfiirteenth century. A great deal of debate has
include both megalithfs, some with burials and some centered around both the use of this term, which
wfitout, and settements (Leshnik 1974). Hence, implies developmental parallels to European
this period is often termed "sMegalithiic" (Deo history, and around characterizations of Medieval
1973). A large Megalithiic site, Hire-Benkal, is society as "feudal," in analogy wit western Europe
reported in southiern Raichur District (Ray (Sircar 1969; Venkataramanlayya 1935;
1986:66). No sites within the survey area could be Krishnswami Pillai 1964; Stein 1980; Kulke and
assigned to this time period. Rothermund 1986). Further, since the Medieval
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periods are generally held to continue until the of the city of Vijayanagara. In doing so, I have not
onset of European dominance in the Colonial taken great pains to point out that when I mention
period, there exists a temporal lag between the "Vijayanagara" in a period before the mid-four-
European and the South Asian "'Medieval"' periods, teenth century, I am refening to the location in
reinforcing the impression of retarded cultural which the city would eventually be placed (since it
development. I do not use the term "Medieval" did not yet exist). This point should be kept in
here, but instead refer either to specific polities mind.
(Chola, Hoysala, Chalukya, Vijayanagara) or call Chalukya (A.D. 624-1061)
the time between the seventh and seventeenth
centuries A.D., "precolonial." The two major imperial powers in southen
This periodization (Prehistoric, Ancient or India before the Vijayanagara empire were the
Early Historic, and Medieval), like archaeological Cholas in the south and the Chalukyas in the north.
attempts to impose European developmental Both of these large polities broke up into smaller
terminology on the prehistoric record, has signifi- states prior to the establishment of Vijayanagara in
cant implications beyond the ordering of time. The the fourteenth century. The Eastem Chalukyan
European model embodies certain fundamental polity controlled the area around Vijayanagara
assumptions about the nature and course of change between the seventih and eleventh centuries A.D.
(development). These include an assumption of With their capital at Badami (Vatapi), in present-
progressive, linear evolution of social and material day Andhra Pradesh, the Eastem Chalukyas must
life which can be captured in a terminology of be distinguished from the Western Chalukyas of
"'stages." The terninology may vary: bands, tribes, Kalyani (A.D. 973-1200). Further south, the Chola
chiefdoms, states (Service 1962); archaic, feudal, empire (A.D. 849-1279; Heitzman 1987; Nilakanta
capitalist (Marx 1859; cited in Krader 1975), but Sastri 1966; Stein 1980) ruled what is now Tamil
the essential attempt to structure and order a Nadu and the southern part of Kamataka at the
perceived unlinear process of change is common to same time as the Chalukyas were extending their
all of these. In India, as in other countries sub- control over the Deccan Plateau. In A.D. 1071,
jected to European colonialism, this mania for Kulottunga of Vengi, a member of the Eastem
evolutionary classification was allied with a Chalukyan ruling family, took over the Chola
perception of difference between the prehistory of throne, with which he was affinally associated
Europeans and the (presumably inferior) prehistory (Kulke and Rothermund 1986). This resulted in the
of others, an aspect of what Said (1979) has termed nominal unification of the entire southeastem
"Orientalism." In Vijayanagara historiography, the coastal region of India under one house, called by
evolutionary/Orientalist tension is most clearly Chopra, Ravindran, and Subrahmanian (1979) the
manifest in two debates over the concepts of Chalukya-Cholas. The borders of the Chalukyan
feudalism and the Asiatic Mode of Production. polity were not entirely stable during this long
These two topics will be discussed below in the period, however, and the Rashtrakutas of the
context of the Vijayanagara period. northem and westem Deccan must also be counted
The precolonial political history of southern as significant political players on the Kamatak
India is extremely complex, involving periods of Plateau (Inden 1990; Nilakanta Sastri 1966).
supra-regional unification followed by The Vijayanagara region contains several
"balkanization" into smaller, competing polities. indications of small-scale Chalukya-period occupa-
To further complicate the picture, polities were tion. Just east of the modem town of Hospet, near
spread out across the peninsula, so that from the Muniribad, two Chalukyan temples are situated on
perspective of the study area, the political "center" the southem bank of the Tungabhadra River. In
'was located in different directions at different one of these small temples a large inscription,
times, and control over the study area (which had known as the Muniibad Vikramaditya inscription,
never been near thie core of any pre-Vijayanagara dates tO A.D. 1088 (Davison-Jenkins 1988:135).
power) shifted fairly rapidly. In thie following This inscription mentions the construction of a
sections, I present an extremely simplified frame- channel, almost certainly te Premogal Channel, a
work of political history for the Vijayanagara short, pre-modern irrigation canal which runs for
region. In this discussion, I have tried to relate the approximately eight kilometers from thie north bank
locations of pre-Vijayanagara places to thie position of the river. This channel is still used and main-
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tained but is not linked to any of the Vijayanagara- thirteenth- and fourteenth-century temples are also
period channels. That ifrigated agriculture was located near the Manmatha tank, and with the
carried out in the eleventh century seems certain; establishment of the Vijayanagara polity in the
what is not known is the scale of that production or mid-fourteenth century, the area became densely
of associated settlement. There is no known built up and settled. Thus, it is clear that the area
Chalukyan settlement in the area around the two around Hemakuta Hill and the Virupaksha temple
temples and the canal, but that area has never been was more or less continuously maintained as a
systematically studied. Later intensive agriculture religious area, if not as a settlement, from the ninth
and urban growth have undoubtedly caused a great or tenth century up to the present. Years of con-
deal of disturbance in the area, but it may be certed effort and archaeological excavation in the
possible to isolate areas of setdement. built-up core of the city of Vijayanagara (to the
Further east, within the area now covered by south of Hampi and the Hemakuta Hill area) by
the city of Vijayanagara, there are several both federal and state archaeological agencies have
Chalukya-period religious structures, probably failed to reveal any more substantial evidence of
indicating the presence of a small settlement, pre-Vijayanagara settlement than some reused
perhaps important primarily as a holy place. These architectural elements, including several Buddhist-
temples are clustered on Hemakuta Hill, a low period (Early Historic) carved slabs, which were
rocky outcrop near the south bank of the river. probably not in their original context.
Subsequent construction has obscured pre- The British gazetteer-writer Francis suggested
Vijayanagara non-religious architecture and other (1904:29) that the minor Chalukyan capital of
material, if indeed substantial settlement in this Pottlakere was located on the site of Dhanaya-
area did occur. kanakere (Davison-Jenkins 1988:19) to the south of
Michell (1991) describes several Chalukyan Hospet. It is not clear, however, on what evidence
temples located on the low hill near the village of this suggestion is based. The modem settement of
Hampi (in the "Sacred Center" using the terminol- Dhanayakanakere is on the edge of a very large
ogy of Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985). Vijayanagara-period reservoir, and I have not
These temples are situated within a cluster of pre- located any pre-Vijayanagara architecture or
Vijayanagara and early Vijayanagara temples (see artifacts near this reservoir.
also Wagoner 1991) in a walled area of approxi- Hoysalas (A.D.1006-1346)
mately 300 by 150 meters. The cluster of
Hemakuta temples has been overshadowed by the The Hoysalas were a small imperial power
imposing Virupaksha temple and its long bazaar centered to the south of the study area in the
street, which form the focal point of the village of Mysore region, with their capital at Dvarasamudra.
Hampi. The Virupaksha temple itself was built Kulke and Rothermund note:
around a ninth to tenth century "'core," although its Several local tributary prnces [under the
present form is primaily struct:ured by sixteenth- Cholas] emerged as independent kings, among
century additions (Michell 1991:38). On Hemakuta them the Pandyas of Madurai, the Hoysalas of
Hill itself, Michell notes the presence of an eighth- the southern mountains, and the Kakatiyas of
to ninth-century Rashtrakuta-period temple; a Wanrangal. But in due course tiey fell to the
similar temple is located to the north of Hemakuta superior military strategy of the Delhi Sultanate
Hill near the large temple tank (Manmatha tank) in the early fourteenth century A.D. (1986:116)
associated with the Virupaksha temple. Next to the The study area lay within the zone of Hoysala
latter stands a Hoysala-period temple, containing control in the period before the establishment of the
an inscription that refers to a gift to the Virupaksha Vijayanagara state, and as I discuss below, the
sanctuary in A.D. 1199 (Michell 1991:42). Michell debate concerning the nature of the transition from
describes eight temples on Hemakuta Hill that date the Hoysalas to Vijayanagara's Sangam dynasty is
to thie fourteenth century, of which three, he important for understanding historical characteriza-
believes, are pre-Vijayanagara. One of the latter tions of Vijayanagara polity and economy.
contains an inscription referrng to a fourteent- The Hoysala period is known for a distinctive
century chieftain of Kampli, the small kingdom architectural style involving elaborate and finely
which ruled this area immediately prior to the detailed stone carving. A cluster of Hoysala-peniod
founding of Vijayanagara (see below). Several temples, presumably also the location of a Hoysala
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settlement, is found at Lakkundi, 70 kilometers plunder the fortress of Warrangal (Kulke and
north of Vijayanagara. Within the study area, Rothermund 1986:170). This accomplished,
several thirteenth- and fourteenth-entury temples Dvarasamudra was captured from the Hoysalas
are located on Hemakuta Hill and near the while their king, Ballala III, was away attacking the
Virupaksha temple, as discussed above. Undoubt- Pandyan capital of Madurai. After Ballala agreed
edly the locus of some small-scale settlement in the to pay tribute to Delhi, as had the Yadava and
Hoysala period, the area contains little direct Warrangal rulers, Malik Kafur bumed and looted
evidence beyond that of the temples themselves, as Madurai, returning to Delhi with the riches of
noted. Other Hoysala-period settlements in the southern Indian cities and temples. This expedition
region around Vijayanagara are better known. lasted no more an eleven months (Kulke and
These include the fortified town of Anegundi Rothermund 1986) but has loomed large in the
(Purandare 1986), located on the north bank of the minds of historians as establishing a threat to the
Tungabhadra River opposite Vijayanagara city. Hindu cultures of the south from the Muslim north.
Both Kampli (Venkata Ramanayya 1929) and In part, this emphasis is well founded, since the
Kummata Durga (Patil 1991c) were fordfied expansionist plans of the Delhi Sultanate did
settlements occupied in the centuries before the indeed constitute a threat to southern kingdoms.
founding of Vijayanagara. While earlier scholars Moreover, the medium of Islam proved a powerful
felt that Kampli was the capital of the small Kampli social and ideological instrument in political
kingdom, from which the first Vijayanagara rulers alliance formation, trading, and in many other
seized control of the region, C. S. Patil has argued contexts. Accoding to many historians (e.g.
that Kummata Durga was the seat of the Kampli Saletore 1982; Nllakanta Sastri 1966), however, the
chieftains (Patil 1991b). Further, he has suggested establishment of the Vijayanagara state was a direct
(199 lb:196) that the Kampli chieftains were, in response to the religious and cultural threat posed
fact, powerfil kings who successfully resisted by the military activities of the Delhi Sultanate, and
incursions into the area by leaders of "Muslim" this interpretation certainly overstates the impact of
polities to the north. the "threat" of Islam on the south.
The Delhi Sultanate established territories in
The Delhi Sultanate and the South the Deccan and in the far south, near Madurai, all
The spread of Islam throughout the Mediter- of which promptly declared their independence.
ranean area and Western Asia first made an impact The Sultanate of Ma'bar was established in 1333
on South Asia in the eighth century A.D. It was not (Nilakanta Sastri 1966:53), and in the Deccan, the
until the twelfth century, however, that the Delhi Bahmani Sultanate was founded in A.D. 1346, ten
Sultanate, headed by Muslim rulers and a Muslim years after the traditional founding date of
rling elite, established itself in northem India. Vijayanagara. In 1482, the Bahmani Sultanate
South Asian archaeologists and historians often disintegrated into the five independent kingdoms of
label different polities as "Hindu" or "Muslim," Bijapur, Bidar, Berar, Golconda, and Ahmednagar
depending on the creed of their rulers. This some- (the Deccani Sultanates).
what misleading practice in no way necessarily
implies anything about the religious composition of The Vijayanagara Period (AD.1336-16S0)
the population under that govenmment, and what The remainder of this chapter will outline
were economic and political conflicts much more several of the major areas of debate regarding the
than ritual/religious disagreements are all too easily structure and operation of the Vijayanagara polity,
cast in the tenns of ideological struggle (see as these issues are inseparably connected to consid-
discussion in Wagoner 1993:51). erations of agricultural production and distribution.
Around A.D. 1300, the Delhi Sultan Alaud-din The nature of Vijayanagara control over outlying
launched a campaign of conquest and plunder areas of the empire has engendered a substantial
against the territories to the south. He captured the debate (e.g. Palat 1987; Stein 1980, 1989; Morrison
"impregnable" fortress of Devagiri (later renamed and Sinopoli 1992; Sinopoli 1988; Sinopoli and
Dalautabad) ruled by thie Yadava kings, successors Morrison 1995). This debate has significant
of te Chalukyas in the northwest portions of their implications for understanding te nature of
empire. After demanding tribute payments from production and distribution in and around thie city
the Yadavas, Alaud-din sent his general Malik itself. Finally, the Vijayanagara region is itself
Kafur, a converted Hindu slave, to capture and discussed in terms of its relationship to the larger
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polity. more accurately considered subject rulers or "lite
The political history of Vijayanagara has been kings" (Dirks 1987; Inden 1990) under the titular
exhaustively covered elsewhere (Appadorai 1936; control of the Hoysalas or some other dynasty.
Appadurai 1978; Heras 1927; Krishnaswami Pillai There exist several different "founding
1964; Nagaraju 1991; Nilakanta Sastri 1966; myths" of the city, accounts that perhaps reveal
Nilakanta Sastri and Venkata Ramanayya 1946; more about Vijayanagara historiography an about
Saletore 1934; Sewell 1900; Stein 1980, 1989; thfe early Vijayanagara period. Structural similari-
Venkata Ramanayya 1929, 1935), and will only be ties can be seen between the Vijayanagara accounts
broadly sketched here. The numerous treatments of and other founding myths in South Asia (Sewell
Vijayanagara economic history (Breckenridge 1900:19). These accounts stress tfie sacredness of
1985; Karashima 1984, 1992; Mahalingam 1940, the founding location, the religious experience or
1951; Palat 1987; Ramaswamy 1985a, 1985b, revelation of the founder(s), and their political
1985c; Stein 1979, 1980, 1982; Subrahmanyam legitimacy in terms of previous polities (Kulke
1984, 1990) also provide valuable infonnation 1985). Much of the debate about the founding of
about institutional arrangements in agricultural Vijayanagara, both as a city and as a polity, re-
production. volves around the identity of the two sons of
Sangama and the first Vijayanagara kings, Hakka
The Founding ofV{jayanagara (or Harihara) and Bukka. Historians have argued
The Vijayanagara polity seems to have taken about whether Hakka and Bukka were Telugu
over the sovereignty of northem Kamataka from speakers (Nilakanta Sastri 1966; Venkata
the Hoysalas by the beginning of the fourteenth Ramanayya 1933, 1935) or Kannada speakers
century, establishing their dynasty, as Stein has put (Saletore 1934; Heras 1927; Krishnaswami
it, "upon the foundation of the failing Hoysala Ayyangar 1919; Kulke and Rothermund 1986).
house under Ballala II" (1980:381). Kulke and Themes that run through the founding stories
Rothermund (1986:189) mention an inscription of include political legitimation through links to
A.D. 1320 recording the founding of a town called previous dynasties (e.g. Stein 1989:1), stress on
Vijayavirupaska Hoshapattana (meaning roughly: associations with particular religious orders (reli-
victory to the god Virupaksha, new town). The son gious institutions were powerful political and
of the Hoysala king, Ballala Ill, was named economic agents, as discussed below), and focus on
Virupaksha by his father on the spot that was later the supposed founding ideology of Vijayanagara as
to become the city of Vijayanagara. In fact, this a regeneration of Hindu dharna (law, proper
inscription probably referred to an area near the behavior) in response to the threat of Islam (dis-
Virupaksha temple, in the present-day village of cussed in Filliozat and Filliozat 1988; Kulke 1985;
Hampi. As noted, Hemakuta Hill in this area Stein 1980; Wagoner 1993).
contains numerous pre-Vijayanagara and early Scholars of Vijayanagara have seemed to feel
Vijayanagara temples (Michell 1991; Wagoner that if only the "mystery" of the foundation of
1991). The widow of Ballala II was apparently Vijayanagara could be resolved then its operation
present at the coronation of Harihara, king of would also be made clear. Its origins are thus
Vijayanagara, in A.D. 1346 (Kulke and Rothermund conceived of as containing the "essence" of the
1986:189). In an inscription of A.D. 1349 her name Vijayanagara polity, and these "essences" or
is mentioned before that of Harihara, indicating, as themes, whether Hindu dharma or linguistic
Kulke and Rothermund (1986:189) suggest, that nationalism, can be employed as the
Harihara derived his legitimation from being "a "4substantialized agents" (after Inden 1990) of
kind of devoted heir to the Hoysalas." Vijayanagara history. Thus, the political, eco-
In A.D. 1336, the traditional founding date of nomic, and religious stratagems of participants in
the city of Vijayanagara, Harihara constructed a the empire are reduced to mechanical expressions
fort at Barakur (Bankapur~, figure 3.1) to the west of of some ideal theme or goal of Vijayanagara
Vijayanagara in an area claimed by the Hoysalas. history.
Desai, Ritti, and Gopal (1981:332) argue that
Ballala III sanlctioned thiis construction, since he The Vijayanagara Empire
visited thie fort in 1338. Furthermore, as many The Vijayanagara rulers are conventionally
historians have pointed out, the first Vijayanagara divided into four dynasties, thee of which ruled
kings did not assume royal titles, and thius might be from the city of Vijayanagara (Sangamas, Saluvas,
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Tuluvas). Historians have reconstructed lists of quickly, so that the overall outlines of the imperial
Vijayanagara kings from contemporary inscriptions territory were established already by the late
(see chapter 6). Not all of these lists agree; table 3.1 fourteenth century (Desai, Ritti, and Gopal 1981)
presents two of these schemes. although certain areas passed in and out of Vijay-
The area claimed by Vijayanagara grew very anagara contrl. Stein (1989:2) estimates the
TABLE 3.1 Dynastic list of Vijayanagara kings
Sangam Dynasty
Harihara I 1336-1357 Harihara I 1336-1343
Bukka I 1344-1377 BukkaI 1343-1379
Harihara II 1377-1404 Harihara II 1379-1399
Virupaksha I 1404-1405
Bukka II 1405-1406 Bukka II 1399-1406
Devaraya I 1406-1422 Devaraya I 1406-1412/13
Ramachandraraya 1422
Vijaya Raya I 1422-1426 (?) Vira Vijaya 1412/13-1419
Devaraya II 1422-1446 Deva Raya II 1419-1444
Vijayaraya II 1446-1447 ? 14-1449
Mallikarjuna 1447-1465 Mallikarjuna 1452-53, 1464-65
Rajashekhara 1466 Rajasekhara 1468-1469
Virupaksha II 1465-1485 Virupaksha I 1470-1471
Praudharaya 1485 Praudha Deva 1476-1477 (?)
Rajasekhara 1479-1480
Virupaksha II 1483-1484
Rajasekhara 1486-1487
Saluva Dynasty
Saluva 1486-1491 Narasimha ?1490-?
Immadi 1491-1505
Tuluva Dynasty
Vira Narasimha 1505-1509 Vira Narasimha ? to 1509
Krishnadeva 1509-1529 Krishnadeva Raya 1509-1530
Achuyatadeva 1529-1542 Achutyadeva Raya 1530-1542
Venkata I 1542
Sadashiva 1542-1576 Sadasiva 1542-1567
Nilakanta Sastri 1966 Sewell 1900
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maximum extent of the empire at 140,000 square were expanded throughout the fourteenth century,
miles (358,400 square kilometers), about the same and during the reign of Harihara II (A.D. 1377-
area as the British-ruled Madras presidency. The 1404) tribute was collected from as far south as Sri
empire, at its peak, controlled much of India south Lanka (Desai, Ritti, and Gopal 1981:368).
of the Tungabhadra River. Attempts to draw The Vijayanagara empire never directly
boundaries and define political control inevitably controlled the Malabar coast (see figure 2.1), west
raise the issue of the nature and basis of this control of the Ghats. Honavar, on the Kanara coast, was
(cf. Morrison and Lycett 1994). These issues are conquered by A.D. 1342 (Desai, Ritti, and Gopal
discussed in the following section. In the four- 1981:331; figure 3.1). Although the Vijayanagara
teenth century, Kumara Kampana, son of Bukka I, rulers demanded and received tribute from several
conquered Madurai and gained control over the other small principalities on the Kanara coast,
Coromandel coast and much of the far south Subrahmanyam (1984) suggests that in the six-
(Nilakanta Sastri 1966). The southern territories teenth century little direct political influence was
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exerted over the economic operations of these period.
polities. Vijayanagara held Goa, one of the major Claims of territory and control were estab-
ports of the west coast and later the Portuguese lished and maintained in several ways. Chief
base of operations in India, only briefly (1366- among these seem to have been military raids and
1470) before losing control of it to Bijapur, who in campaigns, many of which are commemorated in
turn lost it to the Portuguese. contemporary inscriptions and in monumental
In the east, Vijayanagara waged constant architecture. The sixteenth-century Krishna temple
terrtorial wars with the Hindu Gajapatis of Orissa, complex in the city of Vijayanagara, for example,
temporarily losing a large portion of the eastern is said to have been built in order to commemorate
coast, from about Kondavidu to Chidambaram, to the success of Krishnadevaraya's (A.D. 1513-1514)
the Orissa polity in A.D. 1463 (Kulke and military expedition to Orissa, in which he captured
Rothermund 1986:382). While this area was held the god Balakrishna from the temple at Udayagiri
by Orissa for only a short time, other areas further (Kulke and Rothermund 1986; Stein 1980), an
north are generally classified as "contested" since important fort. Thus, military successes could
they passed back and forth so often (e.g. result in the appropriation of symbolic as well as
Schwartzberg 1992). material "goods" and territory (and see Morrison
Vijayanagara territorial expansion to the south and Lycett 1994).
and west was held in check by the militarily power- Claims of territorial control were made by
ful states to the north. These "Muslim"" states Vijayanagara rulers and recognized (at least by
initially had several military advantages over tiheir historians) tfirough tfie commissioning of structures
southern neighbors, including a strong cavalry and, and inscrptions. The location and content of these
in the sixteenth century, a willingness to use new inscriptions constitute the primary historical data
munitions technology such as cannons. These base for the period (see chapter 6). Buildings
strategies were quickly adopted by the Vijayana- commissioned by Vijayanagara rulers consisted
gara rulers,however, who employed Muslim almost exclusively of fortifications and temples.
soldiers and generals. Horses and cavalry had long The importance of military outposts for establish-
been important strategic and symbolic adjuncts of ing and maintaining some form of impenal control
Indian kingship (e.g. Inden 1990). Because of the is evident (cf. Morrison and Lycett 1994; Sinopoli
difficulty of successfully breeding war-horses in and Morrison 1995). The right to construct temples
South India, it was necessary to constantly import and to make donations to them was, however, no
horses from the Arabian Peninsula (Digby less important in tenns of the political and eco-
1982:147). In fact, the horse trade seems to have nomic goals of the rulers.
been one of the only economic arenas in which The occupational history of the city came to
Vijayanagara kings directly intervened (Nilakanta an abrupt termination in the latter half of the
Sastri 1966:274; see also Stein 1980, 1989; Subra- sixteenth century although the empire continued to
hmanyam 1984, 1990). Stein (1989) suggests that exist for several hundred years. In A.D. 1565, the
the military power of the Deccani Sultanates and Vijayanagara arnies were decisively defeated at
the barier they presented to Vijayanagara expan- the battle of Talikota (or Rakshasa-Tangadi), and
sion in the north was actually responsible for the the city was occupied, sacked, and looted. The
great economic success of the empire, forcing it to court (and hence the capital) fled south to Penu-
expand into the nrch deltaic regions of the far south konda, making later moves south to Clandragiri
that had nurtured earlier South Indian empires. and then Vellore. Although Tirumala attempted to
The Raichur doab, or the region between the recoccupy the city (Wagoner 1993:28), by the end
Tungabhadra and Krishna rivers, was another con- of the sixteenth century the city itself was aban-
tested zone. The northeem border of the Vijayana- doned and only smaller agricultural communities
gara empire moved back and forth from the persisted.
Krishna to the Tungabhadra, wi the capital city
perilously close to this batte zone. Thus, after the POL1TY AND ECONOMY: MODELLS
establishment of thie empire in its first hundred
years, the northern and eastern boundaries consti- The Asiatic Mode ofProduction
tuted the primary zones of territorial disputse, In order to understand thie nature of
althiough rebellions and conflicts in thie southi also Vijayanagara productive systems and strategies,
kept thie army engaged trughout thie Vijayanagara bothi on te local and regional scales, it is necessary
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to consider the nature of political power exerted by officer stationed in South India. In his history of
the Vijayanagara kings and by others and the extent Mysore (later Kamataka), Wilks depicted Indian
to which they did or did not involve themselves in villages as self-sustaining, self-goveming, isolated,
productive activities and decision making. It is stable, closed, and consisting of a traditional,
possible to recognize several political models in passive populace (Krader 1975:62-67). This view,
Indian studies generally and in the Vijayanagara while not supported by archaeological, historical,
case in parficular. More general conceptions which or contemporary evidence, has proved to be both
have structured historical scholarship include the persistent and pervasive in discussions of Indian
formulations of the Asiatic Mode of Production and villages (see Ludden 1985 and O'Leary 1989 for
its associated constructs. Indian polites of the more discussion).
"Medieval" period have also often been described Allied to the notion of the village republic is
as feudal. This model and the terminology of that of "Oriental Despotism." This construct, most
feudalism have been widely employed in descrip- extensively developed by Wittfogel in the 1950s
tions of Vijayanagara. Specific applications of the (1955, 1957), was also largely fabricated out of the
feudal model to Vijayanagara will be discussed colonial experience in India. Krader writes:
below. Stein's (1980) segmentary state model, and
finally several recent reactions to Stein are also In the accounts of the European travellers to
considered. Asia in the seventeenth century, the Oriental
Marx's Asiatic Mode of Production repre- peoples were represented as living either in
sented an attempt to come to terms with the newly utter want or luxury and the government of the
perceived differences between the European Orient as despotic, the power of the autocrats
histoicalexperenceand hose f oter pats o thewho ruled the various countries of Asia beinghistorical experience and those of othier parts of thie arbitrary, absolute and unbounded. (1975:19)
world (cf. Claessen and Skalnik 1978; Godelier
1978b), particularly the colonized countries of Asia. These accounts stressed the passivity of the ruled
These many alternate histories were, however, and the fundamental separation between agricul-
homogenized and combined into a single model of tural communities and state organization (Claessen
political economy taken as characteristic of the and Skalnik 1978:8). Asian rulers were conceived
"Orient." Historical and ethnographic sources used of as the sole proprietors of the land, with a con-
by Marx to construct the Asiatic mode were based comitant absence of private property rights as were
entirely on colonial accounts of Asia (Krader found in Europe (cf. O'Leary 1989). This debate
1975:7), particularly Brtish colonial accounts of regarding land ownership can also be seen in the
India. O'Leary (1989:263) notes that Marx in fact context of Vijayanagara history, as I note below in
made rather selective use of his limited sources discussions of the feudal model of Vijayanagara
which included travellers' tales, the British Parlia- political economy.
mentary reports, and historical works by British Besides stressing the distance and inferiority
administrators Wilks and Campbell. Later Marx of the "Oriental" in relation to the European, the
also consulted the historical works of the Bnrtish assumption of Oriental Despotism served a dual
officials Elphinstone and Sewell (O'Leary purpose in facilitating and legitimating colonial rule
1989:263). These colonial constructions of"tradi- (see Breckenridge and van der Veer 1993). British
tional" Indian society were aimed at legitimating mle in India was seen as benign and humane, an
colonial rule and facilitating revenue collection. An improvement over the capriciousness of earlier
extensive and important literature has grown up despots. The British have been depicted as reluc-
around this point, focussing on how the construc- tant imperialists (e.g. Wolpert 1989), spreading the
tion ofpower relations in the creation of "texts" benefits of British law and civilization to the
about colonized peoples has shaped much that has oppressed masses. Colonial depictions of earlier
been considered fundamental to anthropological Indian rulers as sole proprietors over land repre-
thought (e.g. Breckemidge and van der Veer 1993; sented a definite position in thie contemporary
Cohen 1990; DirkQs1992; Inden 1990; Boon 1982). debate regarding revenue collection. Were rev-
The colonial legacy of mythimaking writh regard to enues "taxes" or "rent"? If thie latter (where thie
the Indian past cannot be dissociated from thie state stands in the relation of landlord), thien rev-
Asiatic Mode of Production. Pervasive myths about enue extraction could "jfstiflably"' be higher. The
Indian society include that of thie "village republic," rent model was adopted, wit recourse to thie
a term coined by Mark Willcs, a British colonial argument that this was the "traditional" arrange-
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ment in India. Thus, constructions of the past no private ownership of land. In both the Ancient
served very immediate politcal goals. As these and the Asiatic modes, the production of commodi-
contexts have disappeared, however, the models ties was not a significant aspect of the economic
have not. relations of society, and even within villages
Oriental Despotism is often assumed to have commodity exchange was not highly developed.
an ecological detenninant-dry climates and the Villages being independent "republics," of course
consequent need for artificial irrigation. Indian there was no specialization between villages.
history served as one source for Wittfogel's formu- Production was directed toward subsistence, with
lation of this relationship, although Wittfogel most of the surplus going to the state.
described places such as Bengal that were neither With the advent of colonialism, capitalism
dry nor had extensive hydraulic works (O'Leary was brought to Asia, and only with this event,
1989:264, 270). Marx wrote (cited in Krader Marx asserted, did Asia enter history (Krader
1975:88) that irrigation was the work of the central 1975:90-93; O'Leary 1989:267). This depiction of
govenment alone and that the "passive' peasantry an almost monotonous continuity and of an absence
had never formed voluntary organizations for of significant change in Indian society is much
community water control as existed in Europe. more than simply a histonrcal curiosity. Indeed, it
"Orientals" were viewed as backward and isolated remains the orthodox perception of time and
pawns of the state without organizational or process in Indian prehistory and history (e.g. All-
entrepreneurial abilities (cf. Ludden 1985; Said chin and Allchin 1982:352-54; and see Leach
1978). The irigation link to despotism was, of 1990), leading to, for example, a relatively uncriti-
course, most fully developed by Wittfogel (1957) cal use of the direct-historical approach in archaeo-
and has been subjected to considerable criticism logical interpretation. Much more could be (and
(e.g. Hunt 1989; Hunt and Hunt 1976). Like Marx, has been) written about the Asiatic Mode of
Wittfogel apparently also saw what he wanted in Production and the way in which it has shaped
the sources available to him: perceptions of India's past. While the terminology
The evidence of [the traveller] Bemier's texts is of the Asiatic mode is long gone, the structuring
also at odds with Marx and Wittfogel's idea that concepts of the village republic and Oriental
the alleged centralized despotism of the Despotism persist.
Mughals was caused by (or associated with) the
imperative of hydraulic agriculture in arid Vijayanagara as a Centralized Empire
regions. Bernier's travelogue described the Perspecdves on the polidcal and economicIndian monsoons, the humid fertility of Bengal, Persni ectiveonth epolitialoandeconomicthe lack of agriculture in and regions and orgaynzation oftoemplre range from depictions of
entirely localized methods of irrigation (ditches Vijayanagara as a powerl, centralized empire to a
and channels). Marx's sources for his belief loose association of semi-autonomous localities.
that the state played a key role in hydraulic K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, perhaps the most well-
agriculture in India thus remain obscure, and known historian of South India, has discussed the
from wherever they were derived they directly Vijayanagara polity in tenns which stress the
contradicted Bemier's eyewitness account. importance of the military to state organization.(O'Leary 1989:264) Sastri's work was focussed primarily on the earlier
The Asiatic Mode of Production, then, is a Chola polity, and only secondarily on
stage in an altemate formulation of historical Vijayanagara. In his earlier work Nilakanta Sastri
change. In Europe and the Mediterranean, modes (Nilakanta Sastri and Venkata Ramanayya
of production moved from Primitive to Ancient to 1946:299) depicted Vijayanagara as a powerful,
Feudal to Capitalist. In Asia, there were only the centralized, bureaucratic empire, at least according
Primitive and the Asiatic modes. One of the major to Stein (1980:405). In his later, widely read
features of the Asiatic Mode of Production (follow- survey of South Indian history (1966), however,
ing Krader 1975:120-22) was a low degree of Nilakanta Sastri's view might be characterized as a
urbanization. The Asiatic city was not thiought to modified feudal perspective. The notion tat
possess signficant industries but intead existed Vijayanagara was essentially a strong centralized
only for military purposes as a sort of "armed power despite its never quite achieving full central-
camp" (Marx 1853, cited in Krader 1975:82 and ization (cf. Stein 1989:10), in fact seems to owe
see O'Leary 1989). There was no wage labor and more to an underlying desire to locate Oriental
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Despotism tihan to anything else. Few explicit including a "well-organized" secretariat near the
references to the powerful political and economic palace and two treasuries (1966:306). The revenue
control exerted by Vijayanagara over its subjugated of the central government consisted, he said, of
provinces actually exist in the historical literature several sources:
(but see Krishnaswami Pillai 1964), a view which Crown lands, annual trbute from feudatorieslater historians such as Stein have asserted they are and provincial govemors paid at tfie time of the
reacting against (Stein 1989:10). Mahanavami festival [October, after the
Sastri's depiction of Vijayanagara is, how- harvest], port and customs dues from commerce
ever, certainly "hegemonic" (cf. Inden 1990), and passing through the numerous ports of the
as such merits further examination. Nilakanta empire, formed the chief sources of revenue
Sastri can be placed together with those who feel which was collected both in cash and in kind.
that the guiding ideology of the empire was Hindu (Nilakanta Sastri 1966:306-307)
dharma and resistance to Islam (e.g. 1966:264). The military focus of Vijayanagara served, for
Nonetheless, he freely admits that Hindus served in Nilakanta Sastri, as its chief defining character.
the armies and courts of "Muslim" polities, that Vijayanagara, he noted, "was perhaps the nearest
Muslims served in the Vijayanagara anny, that approach to a war-state ever made by a Hindu
Vijayanagara kings warred against Hindus and kingdom," (1966:307) and a large standing army
Muslims alike, and that Vijayanagara rulers forged was maintained in addition to the "feudal levies"
political and even dynastic alliances with Muslim required of the "provincial govemors."
rulers (1966:271). In his influential History of Nilakanta Sasti's view of the Vijayanagara
South India, Nilakanta Sastri (1966) recounts the polity is not dissimilar to that expressed by Stein
activities of each Vijayanagara ruler in turn, (1980, discussed below). Unlike Stein, he did
stressing their military expeditions to establish and assign some role to the central govenmuent, particu-
maintain control over the empire. A theme that larly in the region around the capital (e.g. crown
emerges from these discussions is one of constant lands) and did stress tfie importance of the military
rebellions and rejections of imperial authority by and of military considerations in shaping policy
subject/subjugated leaders and consequent attempts and polity. However, he also noted the factiousness
on the part of the Vijayanagara kings to subdue of local leaders, the ease with which they slipped
them and receive their tribute and "fealty." free of the bonds of Vijayanagara hegemony, and
Nilakanta Sastri writes that Vijayanagara was a the unstable state of intemal and extemal borders.
"hereditary monarchy" (1966:305) in which kings
were required to have "high attainments in diplo- Vijayanagara as a Feudal Polity
macy and war" (1966:306). The empire was Given the general label of "Medieval" for the
divided into several districts, or rajyas, the bound- period from about the seventh to the seventeenth
aries of which changed through time with conquest century A.D., it should come as no surpnse that
and consolidation or rebellion and reduction of the Indian polities of this penrod have often been
realm. Nilakanta Sastri calls local leaders either described in terms of the categories of European
"feudatories" or "provincial governors,"' according feudalism (Karasbima 1992; Krishnaswami Pillai
to whether or not they were appointed (imposed) by 1964; Sharma 1965; Sircar 1966b; and refer to
the center (and see Karashima 1992). Discussing discussions in Byers and Mukhia 1985). Rulers of
the reign of Krishnadeva Raya, during which the kingdoms and of empires have been depicted as
power of the center was at its apogee: primus interpares in a group of petty kings and
The empire, although under his [the king's] "chiefs." Such lesser kIngs or "feudatories" are
direct rule, was itself divided into a number of said to hold flefs given by te paramount kng.
governorships under generals, each ofwhom Feudal models have been particularly popular in
enjoyed practical independence so long as he Vijayanagara historiography. This may be due to
maintained a certain quota of horse, foot, and thie great importance in the Vijayanagara period of
elephants in constant readiness for action and local leaders or chiefs known as nayakas or
pad his annual contributions to the central amaranayakas. Although this term is known from
treasury. (Nilakanta Sastri 1966:284) earlier periods (e.g. Kulke and Rothermund 1986),
Nilakanta Sastri writes of the capital city that a nayakas became prominent only in the Vijayana-
number of government "departments" existed, gara period (Stein 1980). Nayakas held specified
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areas within the empire and enjoyed the land core territory (Stein 1989). Except in terms of
revenues from that area. In return they owed legitimation, the leader of the segmentary state is
allegiance to the Vijayanagara rulers, and were only the first among equals. The center of the
required to maintain armies of a certain size and to segmentary state also fulfills a moral and nitual role.
contribute specified sums to the royal treasury each It is "exemplary" of structuring principles ratfier
year (Mahalingam 1951; more detailed discussions than a mundane seat of economic and coercive
of this relationship can be found in Karashima power. A parallel perspective can be seen in the
1992; Stein 1980, 1989). This form of tenure was work of Geertz on the "theater state" of Bali (1980).
known as amaram tenure. The wori of Fritz (1986, 1987; Fritz, Michell, and
The structural similarities between amaram Nagaraja Rao 1985) at Vijayanagara has built on
tenure and feudal obligation in Europe are certainly both of these models.
evident. However, important differences exist as In the segmentary state, the ruler's "power" is
well. The troops maintained by the nayakas were, moral, "expressed in a ritual idiom" (Stein 1980:23)
apparently, conceived of as belonging to the king divorced from coercive control except in his or her
rather than to the nayaka (Paes in Sewell 1900:280- own (small) domain, and yet he or she remains the
81), and the king (contrary to the Asiatic Mode of analytical pivot in much scholarship that explicitly
Production model) was never the actual owner of or implicitly accepts this model (e.g. Fritz, Michell,
the land. Land was freely bought and sold, and and Nagaraja Rao 1985). Stein explains:
agriculturalists were not "tied" to the land (cf. Stein The theory of South Indian kingship as articu-1980:374-79; O'Leary 1989:265-66). In general, lated in medieval law texts (dharmasastra) andhistorians who employ feudal terminology for other literary works as well as in the normative
southem India do not actually suggest that precolo- language of medieval inscriptions, especially
nial polities were "feudal" in the sense that they the often lengthy inscriptional preambles, speak
were varants of European politcal/economic forms of sacred kingship, not of bureaucratic or
(cf. Byers and Mukhia 1985; Venkata Ramanayya constitutional monarchy as so often construed
1935; but see Sharma 1965). Instead, the terms a by South Indian historians. And, concrete
used as a convenient shorthand, and in order to historical evidence of the activities of royal
avoid a heavy reliance on indigenous terms for the figures-whether these are military (and theplethora ofetavy eandtenure anangementermsMorthe king is seen as a great conqueror), or religiousplethiora of tax and tenure arrangements. More (and the king is seen as the greatest of devotees
recent historical work does not generally employ of gods whom he protects and upon whom he
European feudal terminology (e.g. Heitzman 1987; confers rich gifts), or whether in the more rare
Ludden 1985; but see Kulke and Rothermund royal intervention as the upholders of law or
1986), using instead an assortment of Tamil, dharma-these are the activities of a sacral and
Telugu, and Kannada words to describe land tenure, incorporative kingship. (1980:23-24)
occupation, and taxation. There is certainly a gain It is not entirely clear why the "sacral" and "incor-
in precision associated with the change, but perhaps porative" nature of kingship necessarily precludes
also a loss in that non-specialists may no longer kings from acting as bureaucratic or constitutional
even attempt to come to terms with the Indian past monarchs. The latter terms refer only to the action
(see also Subrahmanyam 1990). of the rulers or the operation of authority while the
The Segmentary State former refer to how they are perceived in a norma-TheS gmentary State tive fashion.
In 1980, the historian Burton Stein introduced The depiction of authority structures as
to scholars of South Asia his model of the segmen- "segmentary" places great emphasis on local
tary state. Based on Aidan Southall's (1956) model institutions (although scholarship has remained
of African political organization, Stein has pro- focussed on elites). This focus echoes an ongoing
posed (1980) that both the Chola and the interest of historians of South India with the local
Vijayanagara empire were "segmentary" in charac- structures of governance, irrgation, and land
ter. Authiority in thie segmentary state is pyramidal, contrl in Tamil country, nadus and their assem-
withi higher level political units replicating the blies, urs (Nilakanta Sastri 1966; Ludden 1985;
structure of lower levels. Sovereignty is ritual Mahalingam 1951; Stein 1980). Supraregional
rather thian material, and there is no signficanlt political authoioty is only uncomfortably perched
control of material resources except in the ruler's atop this "basic" stratmn of political and economic
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structure, able only to replicate its form and func- Stein 1989: 10) from this earlier extreme view of
tioning on a larger scale. This view strangely Vijayanagara political organization, suggesting
echoes that of "Oriental society" in which the instead that Vijayanagara be viewed as transitional
essential substratum of peasant agriculture persists between segmentary and patrhmonial forns (1985),
unchanged in spite of the exigencies of political the latter term derived from Weber (and after Blake
fortune. As Marx noted: 1979). Patrimonial political economies are viewed
as transitional between "traditional" (Stein-commu-
India had no history in general, at lCaSt no nal; Weber-patriarchal) modes of authority and
wrtten history: what we call the history of that "'modem" bureaucratic capitalist forms. Patrimo-
country is external history, the succession of
foreign conquerors who set up their kingdoms nial authority, as formulated by Blake (1979),
on the passive foundations of their societies, includes:
who offered no resistance to them, and who (1) a ruler claiming special, divine authority
underwent no change. (1853, cited in Krader which was (2) highly personalistic and (3)
1975:90) enforced or rendered powerful, by a standing
Certainly, the segmentary state model would arny (4) directed by an administration of royal
not go this far is depicting the "basic ethno-ecologi- household servants without (5) distinguishing
cal unit" (Stein 1980:3) of peasant society (nadus between military and civil functions. (cited in
or "peasant ecotypes;"' Stein 1980:25) as etemal
and unchanging (cf. Ludden 1985). Or would it? Further, patrimonial political economies are said to
Stein writes (1980:24-25) that a constant factor in be reliant for state income on commerce and
his analysis-which covers a five-hundred-year leaders of mercantile groups (cf. Perlin 1983).
period-is technology. Stasis is not demonstrated Local chiefs, while they are subordinate to the
in this model but simply assumed. During a period central authority, have considerable autonomy
in which fundamental political and economic (Stein 1985:76). The patrimonial model, though
relationships were in a state of rapid change the label itself is somewhat disturbing, seems to
throughout the world (Chaudhuri 1985; Wallerstein "fit" the Vijayanagara data better than the more
1974; Wolf 1982), such an assumption hardly extreme segmentary model. However, this con-
seems supportable. Further, this view of technol- struction also seems to differ little from that of
ogy is an extremely limited one that does not Nilakanta Sastri, except that the latter was con-
consider the organization of technology and the ceived of as historically specific description and the
relationships between different strategies of pro- forner as a type or stage.
duction, distribution, and consumption. Dis
The segmentary state model is fundamentally sentng Views: Palat
an idealist one, in which the coercive power of the Stein's treatment of Vijayanagara has been
state is either denied or minimized. In fact, the subject to a considerable amount of criticism (e.g.
power of the Vijayanagara rulers did appear to have Champakalakshmi 1981), but I will discuss only
included coercive dimensions. As just one minor two of these critiques here. The first critique, that
example, numerous people were reportedly sacri- of Palat, is based on a "world systems" perspective
ficed in the construction of a reservoir (Paes in of Vijayanagara economic relations. The second,
Sewell 1900:245; see also Sinopoli and Morrison that of Inden (1990), is not actually based on a
1995). If power is "only" ritual, then religion, consideration of the historical data but on a "'tex-
ideology, or "will" must explain the participation of tual" reading of Stein.
lesser elites and non-elites in the dangerous and Palat (1987) discusses the growth in political
destructive activities of warfare, and the extraction authority during the Vijayanagara period and the
of"surplus" production. In the segmentary state increase in efficiency of surplus extraction, thus
model, people are seen to participate in a supra- suggesting a basic empircal break with Stein's
regional system which is often fundamentally formulation. Palat finds thiat, in part, increased
opposed to their own material well-being because demands for cash, producing for markets, and the
of an unchanging belief system, and tere are few expansion of artisan production in thie growing
material considerations above the level of the urban centers of the period led to "the greater
locality (the fundamental unit of society). concentration of political power and the resultant
Stein has backed away slightly (1985; but see concentration of resources in the royal bureaucracy
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during the period of the Vijayanagara empire in (Inden 1990:207; and see Dumont 1980). While
comparison to the earlier epochs of agrarian Inden's contention that Stein's "peasant society" is
integration in South India" (1987:170). little more than a throwback to colonial history may
Importantly, Palat has focussed attention on be overdrawn, his assertion that the ritual sover-
the critical role of South Asian cities and of trading eignty of the segmentary state need not be dissoci-
relationships in structuring the economic and ated from control over resource flows is more
political dynamics of the Vijayanagara perod. The compelling. Inden notes that although authority is
city of Vijayanagara (see figure 3.1 for other cities ritually constituted, this does not also mean that it
and towns of this period) was one of the largest is somehow immaterial:
cities of its day, and certainly represented an
increase in scale over earlier Southi Indian cities (at Equally serious is te dichotomy of the rituallnreast insurfaceavereaandprobyasouIdianpopul(a- and political in classifying actions. Stein'sleast 'in surface area and probably also in popula- construct assumes that because it was 'ritual' in
tion). Any model that ignores this phenomenon, or nature and did not entail the use of 'force,'
the rapidly expanding volume of intemational trade royal sovereignty did not involve the transfer of
in the sixteenth century (Chaudhuri 1985; Mathew substantial resources or the mobilization of
1983; Subrahmanyam 1990), in order to stress the large numbers of men at a royal or imperial
essential continuity and stasis of productive activi- centre. (Inden 1990:209)
ties and organization can provide only a partial
understanding at best. Thus, Palat's view is com- AGRICULTURE IN THE VUAYANAGARA
pelling in that it integrates both rural and urban PERIOD: BACKGROUND
production in a model of political economy. Scholars of South Indian agriculture have
Palat asserts (1987:175) that surplus appro- been greatly concerned with issues of land tenure
priation of agricultural produce was made more and land revenue (Karashima 1984, 1992;
efficient in the Vijayanagara period, and that the Mahalingam 1951; Stein 1982; Subrahmanyam
melvaram, or superior share of the produce went to 1990). In general, resource rights consisted both of
the emperor, whose contrl over distant localities rghts related to "ownership" (land could be bought
was enhanced (rather than reduced, as Stein would and sold) and to "shares." Without reviewing the
have it) by the nayankara system. Karashima debates regarding details of land control (cf.
(1992) also stresses the dependence of nayakas on Frykenberg 1979), it seems that patterns of access
the king. The inscnptional record is, I believe, to land, to water, and to shares of agricultural
equivocal at best about the actual volume and produce were structured at least partially by group
efficiency of resource flows, but the degree of membership. The disposition of agricultural
fundamental disagreement between scholars produce was complex, but producers were com-
suggests that a great deal more investigation is pelled to part with some of their crop to holders of
warranted. specific rights (shares or grants). These shares
Dissenting Views: Inden included, but were not limited to, service shares,
which were paid to "village servants" (ayagars;Inden (1990) has criticized Stein's segmen- Stein 1980; Subrahmanyam 1990). Ayagars
tary state model on the grounds that it merely included members of occupational groups such as
replaces the enduring, self-governing "village barbers, smiths, potters, and accountants, as well as
republic" with the nadu, or "peasant state." Al- niranikkar, or "watermen," who were responsible
though Inden praises Stein's formulation for the for the distribution of irrigation water (Stein
role it accords peasants as active participants in 1982:112). The "royal," "landlord's," or "supe-
their own history (1990:210), he suggests that rior" share (melvaram; Breckenridge 1985:50; Palat
Stein's reaction against the unitary models of 1987:175, though these were not necessarily always
postcolonial historiography has induced a certain the same; Subrhmanyam 1990) was mentioned in
"amnesia" (1990:207), in that it postulates kinship chapter 2. This share was paid to the king, naaka,
to be the unifying "essence" of the nadu, and or other authority, and could be granlted to Brali-
indeed of the entire segmentary state, much as mins or temples. Finally, there also existed what I
kinship (in its manifestation as caste) was viewed would term investment shares (such as kattu-
as the basis of Indian society in the Colonial period kodaga rights). These are described below.
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Temples, Power, and Production family, but also local leaders, temple servants,
Institutions relevant to understanding the merchant groups, and individuals (Breckenridge
nature of political and economic power in the 1985; Morrison and Lycett 1994; Stein 1978).
Vijayanagara period are not limited to kings and Donation and Investment
nayakas. Hindu temples (and, earlier, Buddhist
monasteries and Jain temples) operated as political The pivotal role of temples in agriculture
actors, landlords, "development agencies," centers stemmed not only from their status as landholders,
of religious/ritual life and scholarship, redistribution but also from their investment in the construction
centers, and as institutions facilitating supraregional and maintenance of agricultural facilities. Gifts to
integration (Appadurai 1978; Breckenridge 1985; temples were not alienations (Breckenridge
Heitzman 1987). Temples often controlled exten- 1985:55) but investments. Temples took individual
sive landholdings, and maintained large numbers of gifts or pooled smaller gifts and invested them in
residents and visitors. They were major employers, agricultural facilities, especially reservoirs. Land
supporting tens or hundreds of specialists: priests, was often given withi te express intent that it
scholars, dancers, cooks, craft specialists, and should be improved hough the construction of
sweepers, and periodically employing large labor irrigation facilities (Stein 1979:194). The temple
forces in construction projects (Ismail 1984; was then entitled to a share in the increase in
Nagaswamy 1965). Temples contained huge production of the lands watered by the new or
kitchens, and produced feasts and regular meals for newly repaired facility, rights called kattu-kodage
hundreds or even, on occasion, thousands of people. rights (Stein 1982:114-15). These rights were
Temples of all sizes were found in the Vijay- shared with the original donor, who thus received a
anagara period, but large temples resembled noth- material benefit as well as religious merit for his or
ing so much as cities. Like cities, they were often her gift. The donor's portion was given as raw or
conceptually distinguished by specific names, so cooked food, prasad, offered to the god of the
that within the greater area of the city of Vijayana- temple. This prasad could be consumed, or sold.
gara, inscriptional evidence indicates that the larger In this way, complex networks of entitlements were
temple complexes were known by their name with set up which linked institutions and individuals with
the suffix ofpura, or town. Thus, the area around the agricultural landscape and its productivity.
the Vithala temple was known as Vithalapura While the construction of large canals was
(Filliozat and Filliozat 1988), the area around the undertaken almost exclusively by kings, the financ-
Krishna temple as Krishnapura, and so on. ing of reservoir constuction and, to a certain extent,
As I have noted, temples controlled extensive maintenance, were matters of more general parfici-
landholdings as well as other forms of wealth: pation. Not only kings, queens, and members of
livestock, gold and silver, precious stones, and elite households, but also groups of merchants or
rights in produce. Much of their wealth was taken craft producers, villagers, and individual investors
in the forn of gifts. I discuss temple donation in made grants of land or money (see chapter 6 for
more detail below, as it is a vital aspect of the more details), many of which were invested in the
operation of the agricultural economy. Several construction of irrigation works, especially reser-
different forms of land tenure existed in the Vijay- voirs. Investment in irrigation meant improved
anagara period, including forms of tenancy, and crop yields from the land watered by the reservoir,
temples were involved in tenant arrangements or made an extension of cultivation possible. In this
primarily as landlords. way, small donations or investments were pooled to
Temples appear in the historical record finance irrigation works requiring large capital
primarily as the recipients of gifts. In the pre- outlays.
Vijayanagara periods these were mostly gifts of There were also important political implica-
cash or livestock, but increasingly in the Vijayana- tions of this network of temple investment. The
gara period gifs were of land or villages. Gifts of overlordship of the Vijayanagara kings was ex-
villages were made by kings or political leaders; pressed and recognized in their right to construct
what appear to have been given were rights in and endow temples in thieir terrtories, and in the
produce from that village. For other gifts, donors expression of loyalty to them in thie donative
included not only kings and members of the royal inscriptions of others. Regional leaders, including
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those appointed by the center, were also able to acted as seed banks and agricultural "development
forge horizontal ritual and material ties with agencies." Thus, temples played an economic role
temples in their own areas, and thus subvert efforts in agriculture in that they were landlords and
at centralization (Appadurai 1978). facilitators of construction of and investment in
What may be particularly important for agricultural facilities. Their role was educational
intensification, however, is the role temples played and organizational in that they provided technologi-
in instituting regional integration in production, cal infonnation and temporal structure. It was
facilitating a kind of regional agricultural diversifi- social, political, and ritual in that they were nodes
cation. Networks of donation, investment, and of integration between political authorities and
entitlement were large, stretching across ecological agriculturalists, locations of record-keeping and
and agronomic boundaries. Donors could forge assembly, and directors of the ritual/agronomic
ties, for example, between wet and dry zones of calendar.
production (Breckenridge 1985), enabling them to The material record of agriculture reflects
make claims on produce in non-local areas, thus these critical roles of temples. Inscriptions record-
evening out imbalances or differences in productiv- ing donations and grants were sometimes associated
ity or type of crop. Donors in dry areas such as the with agcultural facilities. Some agricultual
Vijayanagara region were able to create rights in facilities themselves echoed the architectural forms
produce from more productive zones such as the of temples. Reservoir sluices, with their two
alluvial deltas of the east coast. Thus, temple uprights and a lintel bearing moldings (sometimes
investment was important in facilitating spatial also finials and sculptures of gods or donors), are
diversity in agriculture which was both ritual/ fornally similar to the door motifcommon on the
political and economic in character. facades of temples in the Vijayanagara period and
Temples must also be factored into the to actual temple doorways. Sluices often bear
agricultural equation as consumers of agricultural sculptures of the god Ganesha or the goddess
goods. As noted, temples themselves were often Lakshmi, deities who are often carved over door-
population centers and contained large kitchens. ways in Vijayanagara temples (Mornison 1993).
They may have also required special produce, such Part of the significance of this system of
as coconuts, for ritual use. investment and of rights in produce is that risks as
well as rights and obligations of cultivators andKnowkedge, Control, and Technology investors were shared. For the investor, the mecha-
The critical role of temples in agricultural nism of temple investment meant that he or she
production may be contrasted with the minimal could have small-scale rights in produce from a
importance of institutions of govenmment. Kings number of different areas simultaneously, an
and political leaders were prominent as donors and important strategy in this agriculturally uncertain
as holders of rights in produce. Agricultural region. For the cultivator, outside capital made
decision making and, in a larger sense, control over more productive agriculture possible; and although
production seem to have been vested at a number of it increased the number of demands on their har-
different levels, subject to numerous competing vest, the cultivators' share also apparently increased
claims. Kings are presented in the historical record (cf. Palat 1987).
as investing, and not as directing. It is not clear, The context of temple investnent in agricul-
however, that temples actually directed agricultural ture is vital for understanding the course of Vijay-
practice except in situations in which they were the anagara intensification. However, it is also impor-
landholders, and even then tenants may have had tant to consider what is left unsaid in the inscrip-
some autonomy. tional record and to consider what roles those
Temples were repositories of agricultural aspects and forms of production thfat are not part of
klowledge as well as of religious lore the historical record may have played. As dis-
(Breckenridge 1985). Temple functionaries di- cussed in chapters 4 and 5, t materal record of
rected thie ritual calendar of festivals and holy days, land use and of agrcultural production in te
a temporally ordered system in tune withi the Vijayanagara region indicates a much more diverse
agrcultural cycle (cf. Condominas 1986). Temples set of strategies and scales of production thian we
also stored some agricultural produce, and might otherwse expect, based solely on thie histori-
Breckenridge (1985) has suggested that temples cal record.
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The Political Role ofTemples "warniors" who would be loyal to the emperor
Temples played active political roles, with (Karashima 1992; Stein 1980). Appadurai (1978)
both elites and corporate groups gaining prestige has described how these Telugu nayakas used
and legitimation through their support of temples. temple endowments to legitimate their rule and to
As I have noted, rulers often expressed territorial create stable horizontal political-social links in their
claims in tenns of rights to construct and endow new territories. Telugu nayakas created strng
temples. Patterns of investment in different temples local political and material ties through theirassociation with particular sectarian leaders (Srithrough time surely reflect the changing political Vaishnuavas) at local temples, eventually gaining
and economic fortunes of different temples and complete i ecemfrom vijaya garntrl
religious orders. Kings and other elites might favor Temple cnsc aend owments, aong
parficular religious orders or sects at different times, Temore evid n auhirnpojects of
and differentially endow temples in certain key military expeditions and the construction of forts,
areas or dedicated to favored deities. These rela- serv expessions of poli ti or and
tionships between temple and donor were subject to ncrv tion overesubjectpoples.Appadurai, in
a great deal of manipulation. Temples themselves iscugpor taneoples.indthe
had considerable material and social resources that early Vijayanagara period, comments:
could be employed in seeking out beneficial rela-
tionships. Temple priests could give out certain Royal endowments to temples became a major
ritual symbols and privileges such as fly whisks and means for the redistributive activities of
the right to commission and participate in certain Vijayanagara sovereigns, which played an
rituals. These symbolic honorsimportant role in agrarian development in thisrituals.eitems syblch honormps includdmuslv tru- period. At the same time, temple endowmentexpensive items such as lamps and musical instu- was a major technique for the extension of
ments (Appadurai 1978). Temples also employed control into new areas, and transactions
numerous functionaries and employees, as noted, involving both material resources and temple
and temple management positions appear to have 'honors,' permitted the absorption of new local
been given as political favors. constituencies into Vijayanagara rule.
By far the most visible strategy of political (1978:49)
manipulation and integration, however, was gift- Temples operated as agents of incorporation
giving. Giffing was not restricted to royalty, or to on a number of levels. Stein (1978) describes how
men, and constituted an economic, social, and ritual local non-Vedic deities, primarily goddess or
arena in which a fairly large number of people Ammam deities, were incorporated into large Shiva
could participate. Donations to temples entailed temples and thus into "national" scale religions.
certain benefits for the donors, benefits which were This incorporation, interestingly, was not a policy
at once ritual, social, and material. Both the temple of the center or of the large temples, but was,
and the donor(s) were entitled to shares in produce according to Stein (1978:37), a consequence of
from the land watered by newly constructed (or attempts by locally dominant castes (who wor-
repaired) facilities financed by the temple, and the shipped in the Ammnam temples and shrines) to
donors were publicly honored for his/her/their strengthen their local control through improved
contributions in the form of stone inscriptions (and horizontal integration (shared ritual affiliation with
perhaps also some public function?). Temple other Shiva worshippers) and the establishment of
investments could extend across long distances (e.g. vertical links with major Shaivite sects. The period
Breckenridge 1985). Thus, gifting created links in between A.D. 1450 and 1750 has been identified by
the form of material entitlements between people of Stein (1978:38) as the period of the most rapid
different professions and from different areas. growth ofAmman shrines.
Temple investment could be used as a way of
forging horizontal political links, thus subverting The Sixteenth Century
attempts at political centralization. In the early The sixteenth century was a time of great
sixteent century, Vijayanagara rulers, in an attempt importance for understanding the course of Vijay-
to gain more secure control over outlying areas, anagara intensification. The rapid growt of the
began replacing local political leaders in the Tamil city in thie mid-fourteenth century is mirrored in a
country of the far south wit Telugu-speaking second, early sixteenthi century expansion in
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settlement, construction, trade, political control, and India had long been involved in an extensive
possibly also population size. network of long-distance and local trade in both
The early sixteenth century saw the establish- agricultural and forest products, as well as manu-
ment of a new ruling dynasty, the Tuluva dynasty. factured goods, but in the sixteenth century, the
One of its first kings produced thousands of inscrip- volume of this trade (Mathew 1983), particularly in
tions; built, repaired, and added on to hundreds of spices such as the pepper grown on the Malabar
temples, forts, and other structures; and pursued and Kanara coasts, increased dramatically. In the
several quite successful military campaigns. This early sixteenth century, the Portuguese began to
king, Krishnadeva Raya (1509-1529), was suc- establish a trade empire in South and Southeast
ceeded by his brother, Achutya Raya (1529-1542), Asia, participating both in the long-distance spice
and by the time of Sadashiva Raya (thought to have trade and the local "country" trade in provisions for
been a mere figurehead, Sewell 1900), the number the agriculturally dependent coastal trading cities.
of inscriptions in the Vijayanagara region reached An extensive literature deals with sixteenth century
an all-time high (chapter 6). The Tuluva rulers trade in the Vijayanagara territories (e.g. Das Gupta
presided over an expansionist period in the history and Pearson 1987; Digby 1982; Mathew 1983;
of Vijayanagara which was marked by increased Pearson 1981; Subrahmanyam 1984, 1990).
urbanism, commercialization, monetization, and
attempts at political centralization (Palat 1987; Populaton and the Sixteenth Century
Stein 1980, 1989). Historical accounts taditionally Southem India in the sixteenth century was in
stress the personal characteristics of these rulers, a state ofmovement Breckenmidge (1985:43) notes
especially Krishnadeva Raya, and their role in that "although migration has a long history in South
creating and directing the events of the early India, there is every reason to suppose that in the
sixteenth century. However, it is not necessarily Vijayanagara period the scale, pace, and social
the case that events such as the large-scale popula- depth of migration vastly increased." Whole
tion movements in southem India or the dramatic communities migrated to new locations, as evident
expansion of trade along the Southi Idian coasts in the modem and Colonial period distributions of
were in any way planned or directed by Vijayana- language communities, oral histories, and contem-
gara rulers. A variety of forces and processes seem porary inscriptions and literature (Breckenridge
to have been operative. I will bnrefly consider four 1985:43; Mahalingam 1940, 1951). This large-scale
of these: military expansion and attempts at movement, particularly of Telugu-speakers into
political centralization; long distance and local Tamil areas, but other moves as well mirrored, in
trade relations; population movements; and moneti- some respects, earlier population movements of
zation and commercialization. Tamil-speakers into southen Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh (Ludden 1985; Subrahmanyam
The Empire and the Sixteenth Century 1990). Certainly, the sixteenth century did not see
The territorial maximum of the empire was the beginning of this process.
attained by the middle of the sixteenth century It is not entirely clear what these large-scale
(Chopra, Ravindran, and Subrahmanian 1979; population movements implied for the Vijayanagara
Desai, Ritti, and Gopal 1981). The southern region or for the city of Vijayanagara. I discuss this
provinces were brought under control (although issue again in chapter 5, but I note here a dramatic
this required repeated expeditions), and the prov- expansion of settlement in the Vijayanagara region
inces, or rajyas, were reorganized (Nilakanta Sastri and a boom in construction within the city in the
1966:278). Krishnadeva Raya and Achutya Raya sixteenth century. The relationship of the increased
botih were involved in numerous campaigns in the scale and tempo of construction to regional popula-
Raichur doab, capturing key forts such as Raichur tion is, however, not necessarily straightforward.
and Mudgal (figure 3.1). Successful wars against Within the empire as a whole, this construction
t'he Orissa kingdom were waged, and in 1513-1514 boom can also be seen. Not only were many new
the Vijayanagara armies under Krishnadeva Raya temples and othier structures built during thie reign
captured thie fort of Udayagiri, a victory commemo- of thie Tuluvas, but existing temples were added to
rated by thie construction of a major new temple in and modified. One can have litte confidence in
the city (Kulke and Rothermund 1986). inferences about population size based on construc-
Producers, merchants, and rulers in southern tion of monumental architecture, however. Ample
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inscriptional evidence does exist regarding the is no evidence for central control over the disposi-
expansion of cultivation into new areas and the tion of produce. Temples did serve important
clearing of forests (chapter 6). Concessional tax redistributive roles, but they also operated in
rates were offered for settlers ofnew lands, but it is conjunction with markets. Thus, they were just one
not possible to assess how much this expansion part of the economic picture.
reflected policy making, population redistributions, The structural changes of the sixteenth
or actual pressure on land. Because no research on century surely had consequences for the material
domestic contexts outside of the Vijayanagara record of the Vijayanagara region. This work is
region exists, estimates of population sizes or largely an attempt to isolate and understand these
changes based on the archaeological record are changes and their consequences in the configuration
simply not available (historians have hazarded of the archaeological landscape.
guesses, however, cf. Moreland 1920; Stein 1989). TE VIAYANAGARA METROPOLITAN REGION
Money, Markets, and the Sixteenth Century The city of Vijayanagara lies within several
Monetization and commercialization in the zones of fortified space. The immediate agricul-
sixteenth century helped stucture changes in tural hinterland of the city is situated along the
economic organization. Allied to these two pro- banks of the Tungabhadra River on an "'island" of
cesses was urbanization (see Ramaswamy 1985c; relative fertility sunrounded by rocky and semi-arid
Stein 1982). Cities grew larger and more numerous uplands (figure 3.2). As noted, Vijayanagara was
during the Late Vijayanagara period (Palat 1987), situated either on or very near the northem frontier
with major temple towns (such as Tirupati) increas- of the empire. The military and territorial losses of
ingly distinct from centers of administration and A.D. 1565 did not lead to the end of the polity but
trade (such as Vijayanagara and the west coast certainly to the end of the city as a political and
emporia). Coined money had been employed in economic capital. What was the nature of rule in
India for hundreds of years but became increasingly this core territory of the empire? Surprisingly, it is
important in the sixteenth century (Breckenridge difficult to answer this question as the region
1985; Palat 1987). This monetization may have immediately around the city has not been well
been prompted by a desire on the part of elites for studied by historians (but see Rajasekhara 1985a).
cash in order to be able to parficipate more effec- South Indian historical scholarship has tended to
tively in the growing intemational trade, a trade that focus on the Tamil regions to the exclusion of all
brought elite goods such as Chinese porcelain into other areas. This Tamil-centric view of the Vijay-
the city. Elites who were able to make revenue anagara empire has resulted in a perspective of
demands on producers and others may have at- Vijayanagara rule from the "provinces" of the
tempted to shift these obligations to cash demands. empire; a view from the "outside in." Paradoxi-
Certainly the historical record makes it very clear cally, the city itself has received a great deal of
that tax obligations were increasingly cash obliga- attention, much of it archaeological, as discussed
tions in the sixteenth century, a shift that would below, but the regional context of the city, as a
have forced agriculturalists to participate in the province of the empire, is less well studied.
market economy, if they did not already do so. In recent work on Vijayanagara (1989), Stein
Melvaram, or the "landlord's share" of has advanced the notion of an imperial "core"
produce, was paid differently for rice than for other territory, directly ruled over by the Vijayanagara
crops (Breckenridge 1985:339). Assessments on emperors. This is the personal domain of the
paddy rice, which is highly storable, were in kind, paramount king, just as subordinate kings and
while revenue demands for other crops were made chiefs also maintain control over their own do-
in cash. The existence of large urban markets in mains. However, Stein does not develop this
Vijayanagara is well documented (e.g. Paes and argument or suggest how such control might have
Nuniz in Sewell 1900; Dames 1989); participation been exercised or manifest. In part, te work of
in these marksets probably met thie cash require- Sinopoli on ceramic production in te city has been
ments of most Vijayanagara-area agriculturalists, directed toward establishing the presence or ab-
Indeed, te needs for urban provisioning would sence of control over te processes of ceramic
seem to require some sort of mechansm for moving production (1986). She has not found any evidence
agricultural products to non-agriculturalists. There for control over this low-status commodity. This
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FIGURE 3}2 The region around the city of Vijayanagara. Light shading represents land over 500 m,
darkQer shading, land over 700 m. Small circles are Vijayanagara-period settlements and
fortifications. Selected reservoirs are shown.
finding, however, does not allow for generalizations Vijayanagara empire (cf. Rajasekhara 1985b), a
to other forms of production (Morrison and long tradition of research on the monuments and
Sinopoli 1992). ruins of thie city itself also exists. Until recently,
Very little is known about political processes such studies have focussed almost exclusively on
in the "core"~region, however, it is clear from monumental structures, particularly those within
inscriptions that there were nayakas even within the the city. An excellent account of the early history
metropolitan region. It is not clear if tese might of archaeological and architectural studies at thie
have been less autonomous versions of more distant city of Vijayanagara is provided by Michell
nayakas, royal functionaries, agents, or instruments (1985b).
Of royal conrol, or if local leadership were also The first survey of the ruins (and a collection
strong withiin thie core. of water colors) was made by thie British surveyor
Colin MacKenzie, who also collected an extraordi-
PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH nary corpus of ancient documents and oral histo-
AT VIJAYANAGARA ries. MacKenzie's map of thie site is reproduced in
Early Research ~~~~~~~Michell and Filliozat (1981). Later in the nine-Early Research
~~~~~~teenth century, about sixty waxed-paper negatives
In addition to the historical scholarship on the of various monuments in the city were exposed by
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Alexander Greenlaw in 1856. These photographs Filliozat and Fllliozat began their research into
indicate a certain amount of decay and destuction architectural, art historical, and epigraphic issues in
of architecture (though surprisingly little) on the the city and in the surrounding region (1988;
site. Recently, a volume (Nagaraja Rao 1988) has Filliozat 1973, 1984). Their research is important
been brought out which counterposes Greenlaw's for many reasons, but a major one is their focus on
photographs with a similar set taken by the photog- understanding the layout of the entire city and not
rapher John Golings in 1983. A comparison of just of the larger structures. They also identified
these photographs shows that although the types of smaller settlements in the vicinity of the city
vegetation in the region do not appear to have (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988). Filliozat and
changed significantly, the amount of vegetation on Filliozat have employed a very productive ap-
and around the structures was greater in the nine- proach in which inscriptional research is combined
teenth century. In part this relates to archaeological with architectural description, providing a more
clearing and conservation of monuments, but even secure foundation for functional identification of
where this is not relevant, the twentieth century structures and for chronology.
vegetation has clearly been subject to much greater Excavation work began in the 1970s when the
pressure from grazing animals and from humans. Archaeological Survey of India began a "National
In 1880, the Madras survey brought out a Project" of research at Vijayanagara (Michell
topographic map (incomplete) of the site, and 1985b). The Karnataka State Directorate of
several descriptions of the monuments also ap- Archaeology and Museums also began excavating
peared at about this time (Kelsall 1872; Rea 1886, in the city at about this time. Both groups have
1887; Francis 1904), witfi various structures and concentrated on the elite core of the city, what
parts of the site acquiring the functional labels they Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao (1985) term the
still retain. In the first part of the twentieth century Royal Center. This excavation work is ongoing
the fledgling Archaeological Survey of India (see and has cleared very extensive areas of the city
Chakrabarti 1988 for a history of the early survey), center. Reports of this research can be found in the
Madras circle, began the work of conservation and serial publication Indian Archaeology-A Review
vegetation clearance on the site (Michell 1985b). (Tripathi 1987), and in the Vijayanagara: Progress
Collapsing structures were shored up with brick ofResearch publication series (Nagaraja Rao 1983,
pillars (many of which are now being replaced by 1985; Devaraj and Patl 1991a, 1991b, in press).
the Archaeological Survey), and roofs and founda- In 1980, architectural historian George
tions repaired. Michell notes, however, that Michell and archaeologist John Fritz began their
vandalism was a constant problem, with copper work at the site. Their research has stressed careful
pipes and teak beams in parficular demand surface documentation, mapping, and architectural
(1985b:200). The activities of the survey are plans of the city. Analyses have been directed
reported in various Annual Reports of the Archaeo- toward the urban layout and its symbolic dimen-
logical Survey ofIndia (detailed in Dallapiccola sions, and the development of architectural styles
1985:5-7). In 1917, Longhurst brought out his (Fritz 1986, 1987; Michell 1985a, 1990). Fritz,
celebrated guide to the site, Hampi Ruins De- Michell, and Nagaraja Rao (1985) have divided the
scribed and Illustrated. This guide continues to be city and its surrounding region into named areas or
widely read, although superseded in the tourist zones; these terns are now the primary ones used
offices by Devakunjari (1970) and Fritz and by archaeologists and others in discussing the site.
Michell (1986). Although their major publication is restricted to the
Royal Center (1985; and see Fritz and Morrison in
Post-1970s press), Michell has also recently published an
Although historical and epigraphical research inventory of standing structures in the Urban Core
on Vijayanagara continued, little archaeological (1990).
work was carried out thiere until thie 1970s. The The first analytical studies of Vijayanagara
site did come under thie purview of the Public artifacts were carried out by Sinopoli (1983, 1985,
Works Department in the 1950s and 1960s, Michell 1986, 1989, 1991la) in conjunction withite Direc-
notes (1985b:202), and thiey carried out conserva- torate of Archaeology and Museums' excavation in
dion and clearing operations withiout, unfortunately, te "Noblemen's Quarters." Sinopoli carried out a
keeping any records of thieir projects. In the 1970s metric examination of earthenware sherds in order
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to study producdon and to develop functional unpublished theses include Blurton (1985),
categories. In conjunction with this study, Sinopoli Davison-Jenkins (1988), Dallapiccola (1985;
made extensive surface collections of artifacts from Dallapiccola et al. 1992), Pascher (1987),
two areas outside the Royal Center: the residential/ Purandare (1986), Sinopoli and Blurton (1986),
commercial East Valley and the Muslim quarter Verghese (1989), and Wagoner (1991, 1993).
(1986). In 1987 I carried out a similar surface The Vijayanagara Metropolitan Survey is an
study of artifacts and debris in the Northeast Valley outgrowth of the long history of archaeological and
(Morrison 1990). other research in and around Vijayanagara. This
Much research has also been carried out in the project constitutes the basis of chapters 4 and 5,
fields of art history, architectural history, and and is discussed in more detail there.
archaeoastronomy. Some recent publications and
4
The Vijayanagara
Metropolitan Survey
TmS CHAPIER DESCRIBES the strategies of the volume on regional survey (Fish and Kowalewski,
Vijayanagara Metropolitan Survey and reports eds. 1990), several archaeologists reminisce about
on some of the results of the project to date. The their full-coverage surveys, holding up a model of
Vijayanagara Metmpolitan Survey has focussed "100 percent survey" as an archaeological ideal.
specifically upon the hinterland of the city of This work appears to be part of a backlash against
Vijayanagara in order to address issues of settle- the emphasis on sampling in regional studies and
ment, land use, and production on a regional scale. prompts two separate questions. The first question
Although the survey has not been completed, it is is: do such studies really bypass the problems of
possible to describe some overall patterns in the sampling? In answering this question, I consider
structure of the regional archaeological record; the variables of sample fraction, intensity, and
these pattems are discussed in chapter 5. sensitivity. The second question is equally impor-
tant. Can we treat the archaeological landscape as
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES a collection of replicable entities (sites of various
'types'), or is each region uniquely structured?Sample Fraction and Intensity: The "100 In their introduction, Fish and Kowalewski
Percent Survey" (1990) argue that although sampling may be
From the onset of sustained archaeological necessary because of time and/or budget con-
consideration of sampling (Binford 1964), archae- straints, full-coverage survey is always preferable.
ologists have tended to approach problems of I agree that more continuous coverage is preferable
sampling in terms of sites, viewed as replicable to patchy coverage for most of the questions
units of analysis, rathier than in ters of archaeo- archaeologists ask of their data, but this discussion
logical landscapes, areas tat are uniquely struc- has introduced a false notion that such a thing as
tured. Regional surveys do not sample sites or site "100 percent" coverage ofte archaeological
typ>es (cf. Lycett l991b). Instead, what is sampled record of a region can indeed exist. In fact, even
in any archaeological study is areawe may or the "'100 percent" surveys are themselves samples
may not know what thie past uses of tat area were in bothi time and space. They are samples in time
prior to initiating the sampling program. In a recent as a consequence ofte dynamic nature of the
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surface record. Although structural remains may sampling unit may be considered a factor of at least
be considered relatively stable, artifacts may move two variables: the size of the observational unit
about in the soil, the consequence of rodent distur- assigned to the crew member and the visibility and
bance, frost action, plowing, erosion, and many obtrusiveness of the remains themselves. The latter
other factors (Ammerman 1985; Ammerman and factor is discussed in the next section, but it seems
Feldman 1978; Lewarch and O'Brien 1981; clear that where crew members are so widely
O'Brien and Lewarch 1981; Wandsnider 1989; spaced that they may not even be able to maintain
Wood and Johnson 1978). Thus, the surface eye contact with one another, it is unrealistic to
artifact assemblage may constitute only a sample of believe that they are comprehensively covering the
the tota possible surface assemblage, and the ground surface. Instead, we might consider each
experience of the archaeologist with that surface at person to be surveying an individual sample
a specific point in time is, to some extent, unique to transect, with the periodicity of the transects
that time. Certainly the archaeological record is in determined by crew spacing and the width of the
a constant state of transformation, not only as the transect by the visual range of the observer com-
result of "N-transforms," naturl processes such as bined with the visibility of the archaeological
decay, erosion, and sedimentation (Schiffer 1972), materials. Thus, smaller sites that did not overlap
but also due to the growth of cities, the expansion one of these widely spaced Utansects (the field of
of agriculture, looting, quarrying, and other human view of an individual observer) would not be
actions. Our samples are dependent on the occupa- found. This technique is thus as much a sampling
tional history of the areas we study. strategy as are lower sample fraction surveys. The
difference lies in the choices made in balancingSamnple Fraction sample faction and intensity. Decisions about
The 100 in "100 percent" survey refers to the sample fraction and intensity may depend on both
sample fraction, the proportion of land surface the goals of the research and the nature of the
covered at a given level of intensity. Sample archaeological record. Where the distribution of
fraction has been shown empirically to be ex- large and highly visible sites across a region is the
tremely important, particularly if archaeologists are pattem of interest, high fraction, low intensity
interested in rare or unique occurrences, as we surveys may be the best strategy. However, if
often are. Thus, larger sampling fractions are information on small sites or isolated occurrences
certainly desirable. The underlying distribution of is desired, very low intensity sampling will be
the archaeological record itself is also important. inadequate. In such situationss sacrifices in sam-
Where archaeological landscapes consist of mul- pling fraction may have to be made.
tiple, similar occurrences, smaller sampling frac- Cowgill has attempted to estimate how close
tions may provide an accurate view of overall crew spacing must be in order to notice unobtrusive
distributions. However, where landscapes are sites such as artifact scatters. He suggests: "In
uniquely pattemed and archaeological features are order to detect 95 percent of the occurrences 10
internally diverse, low fraction sampling may meters in diameter, the intensity of survey would
seriously misrepresent underlying distributions. have to be increased so that the spacing between
Intensity observers is only about 16 meters" (1990:255-56).
Intensity in regional survey may be conceived Sensitivity
of as the grain of surface observations and is Cowgill defines sensitivity as "the probability
primarily a product of crew spacing. It is in the of detecting an occurrence of evidence of ancient
consideration of intensity that tfie claim of "100 activity" (1990:253) or, in other words, the likeli-
percent" survey may be challenged. Total coverage hood of finding the archaeological sites present in
survey implies total observation. In fact, many of an area. Sensitivity is the most difficult survey
the "100 percent" surveys accomplished 100 parameter to measure or descibe in that it is
percent sampling fractions at the cost of very low somewhat subjective and is contextually specific.
intensity coverage. In the Valley of Mexico According to Cowgill, five factors are relevant in
(Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979), for example, considerations of sensitivity. These include: the
crews were spaced 30 to 100 meters apart. Each nature of thie occurrence; the nature of the terrain;
crew member's success in encountering and the closest approach of thie surveyor to the occur-
observing archaeological remains present in a rence; the extent to which the observers are sensi-
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tized to a certain type of occurrence; and the extent
to which special techniques are used to detect
subsurface phenomena (1990:253). The first two
factors require little discussion. Where sites are
large and obtrusive, they will be easier to detect
than smaller, more "camouflaged" sites. Where
vegetation is dense or alluviation has occunred, sites
will be more difficult to detect. The distance of the
surveyor from the site is primarily a function of
intensity, as discussed above. Therefore, I would
suggest tfiat what Cowgill includes here as a
variable of observation that is difficult to control is
actually a rather straightforward function of crew
spacing.
Cowgill's fourth variable, the extent to which
observers are sensitized to certain types of occur-
rences, is of particular importance in the case of the
Vijayanagara survey. Because this was the first
survey of its type for precolonial southem India, we
had very little idea of what to expect in terms of site
morphology and content. In fact, we learned a great
deal about the Vijayanagara archaeological record
as we proceeded. For this reason, some types of
features may not have been consistently recorded,
pardcularly in the first season. Most notable,
perhaps, were the chipped stone artifacts found in
association with Vijayanagara sites (Lycett 1991a,
1994; Morison and Lycett 1989). Chipped stone
artfacts are not, according to traditional systemat-
ics, supposed to persist in time periods past the Iron
Age, and thus we did not expect to encounter them
in the context of Vijayanagara-period remains.
However, stone tools were consistently encountered
in Vijayanagara sites, and we eventually became
habituated to that association and became more
aware of the occurrence of such materials. At that
point, we also noticed stone tools among the surface
artfact assemblages of the city in areas that had
been studied previously (Morrison 1990; Sinopoli
1986). Cowgill's (1990) point that sensitivity, or
learning, is an important parameter of recovery is
well taken.
THE VUAYANAGARA METROPOLITAN SURVEY
Beyond the walled city of Vijayanagara lies a
fortified area more than 350 km2 in extent that we
have termed the greater metropolitan region of
Vijayanagara (figure 4.1. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, north is at the top of all maps). The greater
metropolitan region is contained within extensive
fortifications and constitutes a significant portion of
the agricultural sustaining area of the city. The
boundaries of this region are partly arbitrary, and
we recognize the economic importance of areas
outside the metropolitan region (Morrison and
Sinopoli 1992; Sinopoli 1994). A pordon of the
metropolitan area has been divided by previous
researchers into 25 blocks of 2.5 minutes of latitude
by 2.5 minutes oflongitude (Fritz and Michell
1985). Each of these blocks is approximately 4.5
km on a side and is designated with a letter (A to Z,
excluding I). The city is located in block N, near the
center of the grid. We have expanded this system
to include areas outside the original grid, so tfiat the
entire metropolitan region can be discussed in terms
of a uniforn spatial reference system. In the
expanded system,, the blocks are nested within a
series of larger blocks, so that the original grid is
contained within blockN of a larger grid. Each
block in the larger grd is divided into 25 smaller
blocks so that, for example, blockN in Fritz and
Michell's system is [N1 N, and tfie block to the
immediate south ofblock Zm Fritz and Michell's
system is block [S] E.
Because it was not possible to intensively
survey the entire study area, the eight blocks
surrounding the city were selected for detailed
examination. These blocks were chosen for several
reasons. First, since we wished to examine the
relationship of the city to its immediate agricultural
and demographic hinterland, these blocks seemed a
logical starting point. In addition, we wanted to
survey contiguous blocks so as to be able to trace
out distributions of setlements and features that
may be uniquely patterned. Thus, the outer edges
of the eight blocks in no way constitute a natural
boundary but are arbitrary limits of the intensively
surveyed area.
Areas outside of the eight blocks but within
the study area have been studied less intensively .
Previous researchers have described strucures from
some of these areas (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988;
Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985; Michell
1990). This information, together with the results
of a study of the Daroji Valley (partly contained
within Blocks [N]W through [N]Z) and of the
Vijayanagara canal network, will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 5. In this chapter, material
from outside of the intensively surveyed blocks is
not described in detail.
Sampling Strategies
Within the eight blocks intensively surveyed,
an explicit sampling program was followed. Each
block is approximately 4.5 km on a side or 20.25
km2. The total survey area is therefore 162.0 km2.
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FIGURE 4.1 The Vijayanagara Metopolitan region, showing block boundares.
We expect the archaeological record of this land- transects within each block were randomly chosen
scape to be uniquely structued. That is, te sete- for study.
ment pattern is dominated by a single large city, and Because we are interested in thie location and
is constrined by thie Tungabhadra River and distribution of small and unobtrusive as well as
surrunding rocky uplands. In order to capture large, highly visible sites, a reLatively high observa-
spatial pattenng in thie archaeological distributions tion intensity was chosen. Crews were spaced 20
of thiis area, we adopted thie largest feasible sam- meters apart at all times, so thsat each observer was
pling fraction, 50 percent. Each block wfitin te responsible for monitoring an area 10 meters on
metropolita region was treated as an individual eithier side of his or her survey path. In practice,
sampling stratum, sampled at a fraction of 50 survey intensity was slightly higher thian 20 meters,
percent. In consideration of experimental studies of as crews had to crisscross and backtrack in order to
sampling unit size and shape (Judge, Ebert, and find ways trugh or over the many obstacles in the
Hitchcock 1979; Plog 1976; and see Cowgill study area. These obstacles included: canals,
1975b), we selected 250-meter-wide transects as the thorny field boundaries, outcrops, modem struc-
sample uniit. Such units are relatively easy to locate tures, and fields planted in wet rice or mature
in the field and to survey. Each block was divided sugarcane.
into 18 nort-south trnects. In orderto avoid The high granitic outcrops in thie survey area
potential problems associated with regularly spaced, presented a special problem. These hills are
Or periodic site locations, transects were selected composed of piles of huge rounded boulders and are
using a table of random numbers. Half of the often extremely steep and difficult to climb. Often
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there are a limited number of routes over an out- anagara situation differs from those discussed by
crop. In order to cover a 250-meter-wide transect at critics of the site concept in its scale and complex-
a 20-meter crew spacing, it is necessary for a crew ity. Surface artifacts, especially ceramics, occur
of three to make four passes (plus an extra 10- throughout the survey area, albeit in variable
meter-wide sweep) up and down a transect. Where densities. It is not obvious how such a continuous
outcrops block the transect, crews often had to and yet variable scatter should be treated. Breaking
travel repeatedly over the same limited route. For it up into individual "sites" would have been
this reason, the sample fraction on high outcrops arbitrary at best, and further, would have produced
was reduced to approximately 25 percent, or to one many hundreds (or perhaps thousands) of additional
60-meter-wide pass. It is generally possible to "sites." It was not feasible, as has been done
visually survey an outcrop for larger sites from its elsewhere (e.g. Lycett 1991b), to record the location
peak. While some smaller sites may have been of each artifact. As discussed in the following
missed, this strategy was adopted in the interests of section, a compromise strategy was followed,
safety and time. Notes were kept on the locations combining traditional site systematics with more
of reduced sample-fraction areas. continuous observation.
A few additional comments on sampling are Artifact distributions constitute only one
in order. Whenever a site overlapped a transect aspect of the archaeological record, however. The
boundary, even slightly, it was fully documented. Vijayanagara region also contains other conse-
Thus, many sites are situated largely witiin unsur- quences of past human activity, from formal
veyed transects. Further, many sites could be structures to minor modifications of rock surfaces
observed from the vantage of a neighboring transect to large-scale modifications of soils and slopes. It
or were found when crews crossed over areas is fairly easy to break up some archaeological
outside the sample in order to reach sample tran- features into sites, for example, a walled temple
sects. The presence and locations of these sites complex. Other cases are less straightforward. It is
were noted, and when possible, the sites were necessary, however, to divide the record in order to
documented. Thus, a portion of the recorded sites record its attributes, and we felt that changing the
are located outside the sampled area. However, I name of each division from "site" to ""feature"' or
do not assume that such sites constitute a total or some other ostensibly neutrl term (such as "occur-
representative sample of sites in unsurveyed rence," cf. Cowgill 1990) would not actually
transects. address the fundamental difficulty. For this reason,
we have employed site terminology, but we recog-
Site Definition and the Continuous Record nize that this is partly a recording convenience.
In the last fifteen years the site concept has Moreover, we are aware of the fundamental interre-
been subject to a spirited critique (Dunnell and lation of different sites to one another, and of the
Dancey 1983; Ebert 1992; Foley 1981; Lewarch potential for interpretive manipulation that the
and O'Brien 1981; Thomas 1975). Critics of the strategy allows. As discussed below, field books
site concept point out that human use of landscapes were intended to minimize some of the problems
is continuous, and that past human activities may inherent in the division of a continuous record into
not always produce pattems of material remains separate units.
that conform to archaeological systematics. In
response to this problem, various altemative survey Field Recording
strategies have been suggested and tred out, Once sites are located and defined, they must
strategies that have been termed "non-site," be described and recorded. In the Vijayanagara
"siteless," or "off-site" surveys. survey, we recorded infornation about archaeologi-
Most of these studies have been concemed cal occurrences several different ways. These
with relatively low-density archaeological land- included: standardized site survey records, feature
scapes. The Vijayanagara archaeological landscape forms, field notebooks, photographs, base maps,
presents many of thie same problems as continuous, and site plans. The basic document for each site
low-density landscapes in thiat it represents a was thie site survey record. This form was designed,
continuously transformed and reworked environ- in part, to guide thie recorder though a number of
ment and cannot be easily separated into discrete descriptive categories in order to insure thiat basic
"packages" of archaeological material. The Vijay- information for each site would be recorded
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consistently. At the same time, the forn includes and more complex sites such as villages and
space for description and interpretation. The site agrcultural terraces were mapped using a theodo-
survey record includes information about the lite. Not all of the site plans could be accommo-
context of the site, both in terms of natural features dated in this chapter, and only a small sample is
of the landscape and of other sites. Short descrip- included.
tions of contemporary land use and the apparent Collection Strategies
effects ofmodem activities (such as erosion,
vandalism, etc.) are required. Basic information on Whenever possible, contlled surface
each site includes site measurements and orienta- collections of artifacts were made from each site.
tion, architectural descriptions (where appropriate), The collection strategies were formalized only after
and general layout. The site survey record also the initial season, so that the size, shape, and
contains information about associated artifacts and number of collection units from sites in Block 0
artifact collection strategies. It serves as the central are more variable than those from other blocks. In
record for each site, and identifying numbers of general, collection strategies were based on the size
additional forms, maps, and photographs are of the site and the density of surface remains. For
recorded on it. very small sites, such as an isolated wall, or for
The feature form was occasionally used for very sparse sites (huge terrace systems may contain
large and complex sites. This form provided only a single sherd, for example), all artifacts
additional space for descriptions of stiuctures or observed on the surface within 5 meters of the site
other portions of a site designated as a feature (a boundaries were collected and provenienced by
subset of the archaeological material constituting site. For larger sites with denser surface scatters,
the site). In addition, the feature forn contained artifacts were collected along tmnsects oriented to
prompts for description of fonnal architectural the cardinal directions (preferably north-south).
elements such as mouldings and columns (see also Transect spacing could vary, but it was never more
Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985; Fritz and than 20 meters. Along each transect, 2-by-2 meter
Morrison in press). collection units were placed at regular intervals.
Field notebooks were kept by each crew chief. Again, interval distances could vary, but they were
Notebooks were, in part, a daily log of crew size never greater than 20 meters. Additional "judg-
and composition, weather, and other factors deemed ment" 2-by-2 meter units could be placed on the
relevant by the crew chief. Field notebooks also transects, and off the transects, 2-by-2 meter
represent an attempt to get around the difficulty of "diagnostic" units could be collected. The location
breaking up a continuous archaeological record into of all collection units are indicated on the original
individual sites. In each field notebook are obser- site plans.
vations about the distibution of artifacts across
transects, whether or not the artifacts were consid-
ered to be part of a numbered site. In addition, the All of the areas intensively surveyed to date
possible relationships between numbered sites were lie south of the river. Only areas to the east and
discussed in field notebooks. south of the city are reported on here. The inner
Each site was photographed with both black- portions of Blocks 0, S, and T (that is, the portion
and-white and color film, providing a documentary nearest the city) may be considered the outermost
record that cannot be duplicated by any other portions of the city of Vijayanagara itself. Except
medium. All photographs were recorded on the site for the northwestem quadrant of Block 0, all of the
record forms. surveyed areas described here also lie within
The location of each site was recorded on a generally drier upland areas. Data from the survey
series of base maps. The Survey of India 1:50,000 may be compared with detailed surface documenta-
topographic maps were enlarged and redrawn in tion of portions of the city (Fritz, Michell, and
order to create the 1:25,000 base map series. Each Nagaraja Rao 1985; Michell 1990) and scattered
block is represented on a separate map for use in thie documentation elsewhere (Purandare 1986). More
field. Individual block maps with site locations detailed discussions of areas surveyed can be found
were combined after survey (figure 4.2). Sketch in Lycett (1991a, 1994), Means (1991), Morrison
maps of most sites were also prepared. In most (in press), Morrson and Sinopoli (in press),
cases, plan view maps were prepared using Brunton Sinopoli and Morrson (1991, in press) and Sinopoli
compasses and measuring tapes or pacing. Larger (1991lb, 1993).
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FIGURIE 4.2 Blocks N, 0, S, and T with locations of recorded sites
Three preliminary transects were surveyed in To date, four survey blocks have been corn-
1987 in order to gather baseline data and establish pletely documented. Block 0, located to the east of
appropriate field recording techniques (Morrson thie city, was surveyed in 1988 (Sinopoli and
1991a). These transects ran thirough blocks 0, R, Morrson 1991), and thie majority of Block S, to te
and H, locating six sites (VMS-1 to VMS-6). The south, in 1990 (Morrison and Sinopoli in press).
sites were not recorded using thie same set of Block S was completed in 1992. Block T was also
guidelines thiat have become standard in subsequent completed in the 1992 season. In 1994, Block R
field seasons. Consequently, thiese sites are being and portions of Block M were studied (Morrison
re-recorded during the course of thie survey, as tey and Sinopoli in press), but tese are not described
are encountered. here.
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Surveyed Blocks: Overview agriculture, though transport costs may also have
Significant differences exist between the three been a consideration in their planning.
survey blocks, differences that are reflected in the Vijayanagara site distributions also appear to
types and distributions of sites. In all areas, pri- be highly constrained by transport considerations.
mary factors influencing site location appear to As a "primate center" (Smith 1976), Vijayanagara
include topography and soil, proximity to the city, dominated the regional settlement hierarchy. The
and routes of transportation. There are limited survey area immediately surrounding the city also
expanses of level ground in the study area, consist- reflects this dominance, with a radial pattem of
ing of the narrow alluvial strp of the Tungabhadra roadways leading into and out of the city. As noted,
River and colluviated valleys between granitic trnsport routes are influenced by topography and
outcrops. These granitic outcrops are one of the by agricultural regime; settlement distributions
most striking features of the landscape, and range mirror those of roads. The Tungabhadra River is
from fairly low hills with natural terraces of shallow not considered navigable (Kelsall 1872), and thus
red soil to extmely high and steep edifices that presents more of an obstacle to transportation than a
support only a few clnging bushes. Outcrops are conduit. A massive stone bridge set on stone piers
defensively important and also constitute barriers to once spanned the Tungabhadra River north of the
movement, sacred places, and the primary city, near the Vithala temple complex. Deloche
catchment areas for runoff-fed reservoirs, terraces, (1984:26) notes, "According to some inscriptions in
and check-dams. As figure 4.2 indicates, Block 0 the XIVth century, the kings provided stepping
contains numerous high steep granitic outcrops, stones (or was it a causeway) to cross the
while S is relatively open and flat. Block T is more Tungabhadra River (Mysore Archaeological Survey
similar to 0, in that it contains a single broad valley 1920(35); Annual Report of Indian Epigraphy for
enclosed by granitic outcrops. Like Block 0, the 1958-1959, 94)." A second river crossing exists at
southeastern portion of BlockT is bisected by rocky Talarighat (Tolara), opposite the settlement of
hills. Anegundi. This crossing, made by small, round
Topography and soils, together with the route basket coracles is still important today. That this
of the Tungabhadra River, partially determine the area was a coracle crossing in the Vijayanagara
locations of different types of agricultural land. period is evident from a sixteenth century copper
Land under permanent, wet cultivation tends to be plate inscription, detailing a grant of land made to
low-lying since it must fall within the reach of the the boatmen enabling them to give free passage to
Vjayanagara irigation channels. Dry fared areas holy people (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988:vii).
are more topographically diverse, and make oppor-
tunistic use of topographic variation. The form of Block 0: Introduction
agricultural regime itselfmay itself strongly con- Block 0 lies to the east of the city and is
strain the locations of other sites. Wet fields and described by Lycett (1991a), Means (1991),
reservoir beds, for example, prevent movement of Morrison (1991b), Sinopoli and Morrison (1991),
traffic, while the raised embankments of reservoirs and Sinopoli (199lb). It is bisected by a major
may be used as roadways. roadway that runs southwest-northeast. The block
The city of Vijayanagara greatly influenced contains a moderate density of sites, the majority of
the anrangement of smaller sites and features in the which are found near this major roadway.
study area. The city's massive enclosing walls Approximately half ofBlock 0 consists of
(VMS-10, VMS-123) exerted an almost magnetic low-lying colluvial and alluvial soils, with high
attraction, so that most of the recorded settlement granitic inselbergs looming above the relatively flat
areas lie within the city walls or huddled up against northwestem portion of the block. This portion of
them. After one passes out of this urban zone, the block is watered by the Vijayanagara-period
residence appears to have been almost exclusively Turtha Canal (Turtha is the contemporary name for
concentrated in nucleated settlements. The areas of thiis canal, which was known in the Vijayanagara
most intensive agrculture recorded in the survey- period as thie Hiriya Kaluve, or "big canal;" see
the Turtha Canal zone of Block 0 and the land chapter 2). Site densities are very low in this area.
under the Kamalapuram reservoir (VMS-231) in In the southeastern portion of Block 0, granitic
Block S-are also the closest to thie city. In part, outcrops are connected by high rocky uplands,
thiis is due to the topographic possibilities for such forming a large zone of rugged topography. The
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rocky uplands of the southeast contain numerous described by Brubaker (in press) and Sinopoli and
dryland agricultural features, evidence of lime Morrison (1992, in press). Block T, unlike either S
processing, and a few shrines. or 0, lay completely out of reach ofTungabhadra
Site densities in Block 0 are fairly high in its water dunrng the Vijayanagara period. Thus, all of
southwest comer, where an incomplete segment of the agricultural facilities in this mixed red and black
the city's fortification wall (VMS-10) encloses soil area relate to either dry farming or wet-cum-dry
numerous small structures, wells, and shrines. production. A modem canal now cuts through the
Outside this area, three nucleated settlements were center of the block, and canal construction has
identified (VMS-2, VMS-35 to 37, and VMS-101). disturbed many sites in this area.
Two of these were located on the major roadway Topographically, Block T represents a transi-
that led from the city toward the town of Kampli tion between the rocky uplands of Block 0 and the
along a course very close to that of the modem level expanses of Block S. Block T contains
road. One hundred and eleven sites were recorded extensive level areas, now mostly under dry cultiva-
in Block 0. tion, but several high granitic outcrops tower over
the level ground. The northem halfof the block
Block S: Introduction consists of a broad valley, running east-west, while
Block S lies to the south of the city and is higher land to the south promotes northward
described by Lycett (1994), Morrison and Sinopoli draining runoff. Block T contains numerous
(in press), Morrison (in press), and Sinopoli and reservoirs, including two very large ones in its
Morrison (in press). Survey block S is located in an northem half. Routes of movement are well
area of fairly low relief. Both red and mixed black- defined, with a fortification wall and radial roadway
and-red soils occur in this area. The high granitic as well as agricultural features serving to channel
outcrops of the Hampi-Daroji Hills are virtually traffic through the area. Two nucleated settlements
absent, with surface elevation rising gradually from and numerous smaller structures attest to the
north to south. Sites in Block S tend to be larger intensity of occupation and land use in the area.
and more intemally complex than those in Block 0, FORTIOCATON
with significant differences in the distribution of
settlement and agricultural facilities. While Block The entire Vijayanagara region was, in a real
O site distributions are almost entirely constrained sense, a fortified zone. In the city, the elite zone of
by environmental and agricultural features, site monumental architecture termed by Fritz, Michell,
locations in Block S strongly reflect the influence of and Nagaraja Rao (1985) the Royal Center consists
the city, as a portion of the block is located within of numerous walled enclosures and is contained
the massive city walls. As in Block 0, land in within a circuit of high masonry walls. The Urban
Block S is fairly sharply demarcated by irigation Core (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985) is
regime. In the former, permanent cultivation was also contained within strong walls, many of which
restricted to land under the river-fed Turtha Canal. are built over and integrate granitic nrdges. The
In Block S, permanent cultivation was carried out walls of the Urban Core are broken by numerous
under (to the north of) the Kamalapuram reservoir monumental gateways (Fritz 1983) and are guarded
(VMS-23 1), which is supplied by the river-fed Raya by projecting square bastions. Many short "label
Canal as well as by seasonal runoff. Elsewhere, dry inscriptions" (Patm and Balasubramanya 1991:19)
and seasonally dry farming and grazing predomi- identify strategic locations as guard posts and
nate. The huge Kamalapuram reservoir dominates lookout points. All of the abovementioned fortifi-
the westem half of the block. Water levels in the cations are located in Block N.
reservoirvary throughout the year, so that in some The morphology of Vijayanagara fortification
seasons it is surrounded by marshy ground with walls in and around the city is wor notng, in part
aquatic and semi-aquatic vegetation. The embank- because we have assumed that simiilar walls in the
ment of the reservoir, besides having an agricultural survey area also belong to the Vijayanagara period.
function (see below), serves as both a fortification Fortification walls consist of two faces of well-
wall and a roadway. fitted square, rectangular, or irregular blocks, often
of quite massive dimensions (up to two meters
Block T: Introduction long). The blocks thiemselves are commonly
Block T lies to the southeast of the city and is triangular orpie-shaped inplan, so thiat the pointed
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ends of the blocks of each face meet in the center of before turning south to meet the outcrop. This wall
the wall. The intervening space is then filled in segment may have met VMS-10, forming a continu-
with earth, rubble, or other fill material. Occasion- ous arc of fortification around the outcrop. The
ally rectangular "ties" join the two faces of the wall. wall would have then left Block 0, possibly joining
Walls may be plastered, but it is rare that mortar is the Urban Core wall on the west. A short wall
used. Sometimes walls are surmounted by a cap of segment, VMS-20, is located atop the outcrop.
brick and plaster. A few heavily built walls in the Block 0 contains the remains of three settle-
city do not use pie-shaped blocks, but these are less ments (see below). Of these, two (VMS-35 to 37
common. and VMS-101) contain fairly clear evidence of
Outside of Block N, an outer ring of massive having been fortified. VMS-2 is heavily disturbed.
fortification walls with numerous square bastions If it had been enclosed or otherwise fortified, no
follows the Urban Core circuit rather closely, lying traces of walls, towers, or bastions are preserved.
up to one kilometer to the south of the Urban Core The evidence of fortification at settements in Block
circuit in Block S. This outer wall (VMS-123) is 0 is discussed below.
well preserved in Block S, where it encloses a Several isolated walls (VMS-19, VMS-27,
densely settled area. In the westem portion of VMS-32) may have served defensive functions.
Block S, the wall joins with the embanlament of the The complex of sites and features (VMS-42, VMS-
Kamalapuram reservoir (VMS-23 1). The latter 43, VMS44, VMS-45, VMS46, VMS-47, and
clearly functioned as a fortification, as is evident VMS-50) associated with the temple VMS-42 and a
from the two bastions built into it. West and north pathway over a high outcrop (Sinopoli 199 lb)
of Block S, the fortification wall curves up through include a long, well-built wall (VMS-45) that
the northeast corner of Block R and into Block M. served to restrict and channel the movement of
To the north and east of Block S, the fortification traffic over the outcrop. This important pass near
wall intersects the junction of Blocks S and 0 the city linked the valleys of Blocks 0 and T and
(where the wall is renumbered VMS-10). The wall was carefully protected.
ends abruptly in Block 0 (figure 4.2), less than 500 VMS-62 is a 130-meter-long feature that may
meters from a high, northwest-southeast trending have been a fortification wall-cum-embankment
ridge. spanning a low-lying area between outcrops (figure
Features related to fortification and defense 4.2). It is badly disturbed, however, and is more
are also found outside of the walled area of the city. likely to have been a reservoir. VMS-85 is located
There are numerous other tes of features de- approximately 60 meters west of the settlement
signed to control movement across the region and to VMS-101 and an associated temple complex, VMS-
restrict access to specific locations. These include 83. VMS-85 appears to be an isolated square
smaller walled settlements, isolated bastions or bastion and is 18.4 by 13.6 meters. This structure
towers, isolated walls, and "horse stones" and are was built of quarried rectangular blocks and may
discussed individually by block. have been associated with an outer wall of the
settlement. A small segment of cobble wall, double
Block 0 faced and with an earthen core, is located immedi-
VMS- 10, a fairly short (90 meters) but well- ately south of VMS-85. It prevents easy access to
built segment of fortification wall located in the the outcrop containing the temple, VMS-83. Thus,
southwest comer of Block 0, was mentioned above. if the access route to the outcrop and its temples
This wall is constructed of two faces of pie-shaped were guarded or watched, VMS-85 may have
blocks with an earthen core and contains several served as a watchtower or lookout post for the area.
square bastions. The present northem end ofVMS- VMS-85 would have been located either on or near
10 lies in an area of intensively farmed irrigated the major roadway running through Block O.
land (a consequence of the twentieth century dam
project). The northern end of the wall may have Block S
been destroyed by farmers clearing thieir fields. If Block S also contains walled settlements.
thie wall had continued along its present course, it These include Kamalapuram (VMS-259) and thie
would have run up to the edge of a granitic outcrop. entire northeastern corner of the block enclosed by
To thie nort of thie outcrop is VMS-25, a wall VMS-123. These sites are discussed below.
segment composed of large, pie-shaped blockss, One isolated bastion, VMS-247, is located
which rus for 178 meters in an east-west direction amid thie irrigated fields sout ofte Kamalapurmn
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reservoir (VMS-23 1). This round bastion is 10 first citadel are stones the height of a man, one half
meters in diameter and does not appear to be of which is sunk in the ground while the other half
associated with Vijayanagara-period walls, roads, rises above it. These are fixed one beside the other
or other features. However, the recent extension of in such a manner that no horse or foot soldier could
irrigated fields to the area (watered by electric boldly or with ease approach the citadel."
pumps) may have caused the destruction of such Other possible fortification-related features in
features. A modem dirt road runs past the site; Block S include the long walls VMS-279 and
perhaps this road follows the course of an older VMS-284.
route.
VMS-158 (figure 4.3) is located just outside Block T
the circuit of walls (VMS-123, VMS-10) and is Block T contains several very long fortifica-
adjacent to the Penukonda Road (see below). This tion walls and these, together with such barriers as
site consists of a row of closely spaced upright outcrops and reservoir beds, make this block one of
slabs, set on end and partially buried. Adjacent to the most carefully protected in the survey area. The
the row of upright slabs are hundreds of small and northem part of Block T consists of an east-west
medium boulders set into the ground. These valley. A major roadway leading into the city runs
boulders are not organized into well-fonmed rows through this valley. This road runs near the village
but are scattered thickly throughout an area up to 10 of Nallapuram and is thus called the Nallapuram
meters south of the uprights. The feature ends at Road. Along the roadway are several features
the edge of the Penukonda Road. VMS-158 is related to defense, including a bastion or watch
morphologically similar to features known as tower, VMS-327. This circular masonry structure
"horse stones,"' barriers described by contemporary sits atop a small outcrop commanding a good view
visitors to the city, and known from the site of of the road and abuts a wall that nms downslope
Kummata Durga (Patil 1991c). "Horse stones" are toward the long roadway, VMS-326. Further west
mentioned by Paes (Sewell 1900:253) in about A.D. along the course of the road lies VMS-321, a small
1520 and by Abdur-Razzak in about 1443. structure or wall fragment that may have been
Abdur-Razzak wrote (Sewell 1900:88) "Around the defensive. The entire course of this roadway is both
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well defined and well controlled. VMS-6 is located in BlockW (Morrison
VMS-339 is a 2-km-long rubble wall which 199 la) and consists of a high, isolated granitic
runs northwest-southeast across the southem half of outcrop topped by a thick-walled fort. At the base
Block T (figure 4.2). This wall, up to 10m wide of the hill are a large step well and an extensive
and 3 m high in places, certainly served both for complex of masonry rooms. This complex appears
defense and boundary demarcation. The wall to consist ofmany small square or rectangular
extends from a high rock outcrop on the south and rooms arranged around courtyards or open areas.
spans a level expanse, perhaps compelling traffic to This layout is unlike any other known from the
move along the Nallapuram Road. Several other study area. The complex of rooms may be related
walls (VMS-348, VMS-353, VMS-345) run along to the fort on the hill, possibly as an area where
the base of the outcrop that defines the southem end soldiers were housed. A second fort is located atop
of VMS-339 and apparently served to define another outcrop near the modem village of Daroji,
roadways and paths along the base of the outcrop. south and east of the survey area.
At the foot of the outcrop near the present southeem Isolated walls are situated throughout the
end ofVMS-339 is VMS-365, a fortified settement study area and well beyond it. Such walls tend to
(below). VMS-339 now bisects the course of the be heavily constructed, and many contain gateways.
road along the outcrop near VMS-365 and thus Walls are often placed across strategic passes and
appears to postdate this route. At the northem end points of entrance into the region. For example, in
of VMS-336 lies VMS-306, a curved wall segment order to approach the city through Block 0, passing
that runs approximately east-west. This short but along the Kampli Road, one must enter through a
substantial wall would have blocked traffic moving narrow pass in the rocky hills. This pass is blocked
north along tihe base of the long wall VMS-339 on by a double line of masonry walls. VMS-370 in
the east side. This feature, VMS-306, may have Block [O]Q (to the east of Block P) is another such
compelled those taking this route to take an acute fortification wall, restricting access to the
turn to the east. Nallapuram Valley from the west. This 2-km-long
Finally, in between the massive wall and wall appears to have been constructed and recon-
fortified settlement (VMS-339 and VMS-365) on structed several times and contains two gateways.
the south and the Nallapuram Valley on the north, Similar walls occur well away from the city,
the landscape is broken by high outcrops separating guarding the eastern egress into the Daroji Valley.
moderately hilly zones. In this area are numerous
isolated wall fragments, at least one which (VMS- SET NT
325) seems to have been defensive. Although the entire survey area shows evi-
Other Areas dence of Vijayanagara land use, permanent resi-dences (at least those involving stone construction)Numerous feature related to defense are seem to have been restricted to nucleated settle-
found throughout the study area. These include ments. Such settlements are generally well defined.
walled settlements, forts, and segments of walls and Unfortunately, many also coincide with locations of
gateways. Walled settlements include: Anegundi modern villages and thus have been heavily dam-
(Purandare 1986), Malpannagudi, Hospet aged
(Tirumaladeviyara-Pattana; Filliozat and Filliozat aged.
1988:13), and probably Anantasayanagudi. Major Block 0
temple complexes themselves resemble walled Block 0 contained four major concentrations
settlements. Temple complexes were named and of settlement. One of these, in the southwest corner
conceived of as independent settlements, and often of the block, may be considered part of the city
contained large resident populations in and around itself, being partly enclosed within the fordfication
the temple. Large temples are invariably enclosed wall, VMS-10. This wall is part of an arc that, in
within strong and highfprakara was (Meister and Block , protects Late Vijayanagara setlements and
Dhaky 1986) not dissimilar to fortification walls structures. Inasmuch as thie wall is continuous,
around cities. Such walls would not only have although broken in places and partly dismantled by
served to delineate the sacred space ofte temple modern canal construction, it may be the case that
and to prevent unauthorizerd entrance to te temple the small structures or foundations found in thiis
but would also have protected the occupants and area also date to thie Late Vijayanagara period.
treasures associated with the temple from attack. Sites in this area include VMS-li, VMS-13, VMS-
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14, VMS-15, and VMS-16. VMS-Il is a small material is a melanocratic, aphanitic volcanic that
rock-cut cistem. VMS-13, VMS-14, and VMS-15 occurs as late Tertiary extrusive dykes and sills
are small, single room structures or foundations. throughout the Hampi-Daroji Hills (see Lycett
VMS-16 is a pitted area containing a high concen- 1991a). These black pegs are used throughout the
tration of ceramics and other refuse. city of Vijayanagara wherever walls are built on
Several nucleated settlements were also sheet rock. Gabbro pegs are inserted into lines of
located in Block 0. Only one of these, VMS-35-37, square holes cut all along the base of the wall,
is not also the site of a modem village. This anchoring it and preventing it from sliding down-
settlement is also distinctive in that it is located hill. Other artifacts recovered in the surface collec-
amid irrigated fields of the Vijayanagara period tions included ceramics from a variety of types of
(watered by the Turtha Canal), and is not situated vessels, chipped stone debitage, and two schist
on an identifiable roadway. The settlement area objects which may be hoe blades (cf. Foote 1914).
was separated into several sites partly because each VMS-36 is a small, Vijayanagara-penrod
set of habitation structures was spatially segregated shrine to the god Hanuman. The shrine consists of
and partly for recording convenience. The complex four dressed columns supporting a simple roof with
consists oftwo concentrations of structures, one a carved lotus. To the west ofVMS-36 is another
located on a high and rocky granitic outcrop, and concentration of rubble-walled structures, VMS-37.
the other, approximately 100 meters to the south- This area is on a fairly level surface atop a low
east on a level area atop a low outcrop. A small outcrop, and contains at least 18 single or multi-
temple (VMS-36) lies between the two concentra- room structures. A "dolerite," or gabbro, dyke runs
tions (Means 1991; Sinopoli and Morrison 1991). through this outcrop, which may be the source of
VMS-35 is a village or hamlet, approximately the raw material for the pegs. Other evidence of
200 by 170 meters. It extends from the bottom to gabbro working is also found at VMS-37. Ceramic
the top of a large outcrop, with stairs and paths densities are lower than at VMS-35. A coin found
connecting different levels. Numerous small on the site dates to the reign of Deva Raya II (A.D.
structures, indicated by cobble wall fall, are oppor- 1426-1447; Ramesan 1979) suggesting an Early
tunistically placed on the available level surfaces, Vijayanagara attribution for at least part of the
some built up against boulders. Much of the occupation.
underlying outcrop consists of flat sheetrock, into This entire complex (VMS-35-37) consists of
which stone "horse ties" have been excavated. a small, possibly fortified settlement at least partly
These ties are common features at Vijayanagara, m focussed on gabbro working. It is surrounded by
which bedrock is pecked away to create a short bar the irrigated fields of the Turtha Canal; it is not
or handle to which tiings might have been tied. clear if the settlement predates the opening of the
Numerous bedrock and block mortars and small canal or not (see also Means 1991).
drains are cut into the rock. The site is bounded by A larger settlement, VMS-2, (figure 4.4) is
walls on all sides (VMS-34 to the southwest, VMS- located midway through the block on the large
35 features 25 and 26 to the north, VMS-35 feature Kampli Road. Unfortunately, this site now lies
33 on the east, and VMS-35 feature 31 on the between a modem village, Venkatapuram, and the
south). These walls are solidly, if roughly, built. (modem) power canal, both of which have caused
VMS-34, one of the boundary walls, consists of two considerable destruction of the site. In the small
faces of quarried rectangular blocks and unmodified portion of VMS-2 that has survived, there are
boulders separated by an earthen core, 1.45 meters numerous small informal structures. In addition,
wide. Feature 2, a wall on the highest tier of the scattered architectural elements such as columns
settlement is the only formally constructed wall, and mouldings, as well as quanied blocks, suggest
consisting of well-fitted square and rectangular the presence of more substantial elite or public
quarried blocks. architecture. Several high mounds with fragments
VMS-35 contains abundant evidence of stone of walls are located on the site. One of these,
working, withi large boulders and cobbles of gabbro, feature 7, is a U-shaped mound, facing east, with
which is not naturally occurring at thiis site, scat- two or thiree stepped levels. This plan corrsponds
tered across thie settlement. A large quantity of to "palaces" or elite residences found wfitin thie city
debitage and several finished pegs were recovered (Blurton 1985). The site also contains a small but
in surface collections at the site, perhaps indicating well-constructed step well and two shrines or small
specialized production of gabbro pegs. This raw temples. The Vaisnava shrine has two elephant
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FIGURE 4A Heavily disturbed Vijyanagara-period settlement (Venkatapuram), VMS-2, Block 0
balustrades in front of it. Similar balustrades in the settlement Whether there was continuous settle-
city are used in the formal architecture of palaces ment from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century is
and temples. VMS-2 also contains gabbro-working unclear. The contemporary village of Venkata-
debris and pegs. There is no sheetrock in the area, puram lies adjacent to VMS-2 on the main road
so the pegs could not have been for local use. A from Kamalapuram to Kampli. Because the
large number and variety of ceramics were recov- modem roadway closely parallels a major Vijay-
ered from the site, including one sherd of blue and anagara-period road, it is likely that VMS-2 lay
white porcelain (from China or Southeast Asia, along this roadway and that Venkatapuram overlies
fifteenth to sixteenth century A.D.). Other artifacts part of the Vijayanagara-period settlement.
included worked glass and iron slag. VMS-101 is situated on the same roadway, in
Two small boundary markers (Kotraiah 1979) the northeast comer of the block. It is even more
stand in the middle of the visible remnant of the badly disturbed than VMS-2. Like that settlement,
village. One of these contains an inscription it has been bisected by the power canal, and huge
referring to a donation made by a resident of the piles of fill from canal construction obscure much
village. The inscription is in a form of Kannada of the site area. VMS-101 hugs the base of a high
script that was introduced approximately one outcrop on which a Vijayanagara-period temple
hundred years ago (Directorate of Archaeology and complex (VMS-83) is located. At the base of thiis
Museums personnel, personal communiication outcrop is a large masonry-lined spring (VMS-84).
1988). Thus, it seems likely thiat this settlement has This settlement contains traces of several spatially
had a long occupational history in which a fairly segregated structures. These structures were built
substantial Vijayanagara-period village or town was of carefully laid unmodified cobbles. Only a few
succeeded by a nineteenthi to twentiethi century consist of more than one room, but a larger building
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of four to five rooms with plastered walls can be The location of permanent Vijayanagara-
traced. period residences and commercial establishments
Two very long walls may have bounded the appears to have been confined to rather clearly
settlement. One wall now runs parallel to the demarcated areas or zones, very often set offby
modem canal, and it cannot be determined if there walls or confined to roadsides. This should not,
were more structures on its northem side. The other however, obscure the abundant evidence for the
wall lies at the eastem end of the settlement, at the repeated use of the entire surveyed landscape, use
mouth of a narrow valley. There are traces ofmore that may involve mobility in residence, albeit for
substantial fortifications nearby. VMS-85, a large limited periods of time (harvesting, for example).
stone bastion, lies 60 meters to the west of the The overall pattern of settlement in block S accords
spring at the base of the high outcrop. The modern well with that from block 0, where nucleated
village of Bukkasagara lies just north of the canal. settlement distribution predominated. In Block S,
North of Bukkasagara, and north of the Vijayana- areas thought to relate to permanent and fairly
gara-period roadway, bastions and fortification dense settlement all lie witiin the city walls.
walls can be seen atop a high outcrop. Numerous stuctures were found in this area,
The setdement history of VMS-101 may have including mandapas, temples and temple com-
been similar to that of VMS-2, with continuous or plexes, as well as rooms, platforms, walls, and
sporadic occupation of the same location from the terraces.
Vijayanagara period to the present If VMS-101 Traces of several road segments are evident
had extended as far north as the bastions, much of it inside the walls, some lined by raised platforms and
would be now underneath the village of small shrines (e.g. VMS-201) similar to bazaar
Bukkasagara. In fact, several Vijayanagara-period streets in the city associated with the large Vijay-
shrines are found within the modern town (VMS- anagara temple complexes. Within the walls are
116, VMS-1 18, VMS-1 19). The name many isolated sculptures and architecturl elements
Bukkasagara itself is Sanskrit for "ocean of as well as ten wells or cistems and over forty
Bukka," perhaps referring to one of the Vijayana- bedrock and block mora, all within a huge and
gara kings of that name (Sangama Dynasty; see very dense artifact scatter. Only a very limited
table 3.1). number of these artifacts could be collected and
Block S studied. Although earthenware ceramics domimate
the assemblage as elsewhere in the study area, there
The northem pordon of Block S lies just south appears to be a greater concentration of polished
of the well-built walls surrounding the city's Urban wares, both black and red, among the ceramics of
Core (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985). This this walled zone.
area is itself enclosed within massive fortification Inscriptions indicate that there were at least
walls (VMS-123) that incorporate twenty-nine two named settlements in Block S during the two
bastions, and numerous gateways and openings. hundred years of Vijayanagara occupation. The
The only evidence for settlement in Block S is Early Vijayanagara Kamalapuram fort (VMS-257
within these walls. Some temporal distinction can to 259) has retained its identity as a settlement, even
be made among settlement areas in Block S. The though it became almost completely enclosed by
fort of Kamalapuram (VMS-257, 258, and 259) as other settlement areas during the Late Vijayanagara
well as the large Kamalapuram reservoir (VMS- period. Kamalapuram has been continuously
23 1) are known to date to the early Vijayanagara occupied since the Vijayanagara period. Thus, it is
period (e.g. Saletore 1982:187; Panchamukhi not possible to trace the layout of the settlement in
1953:ix). The Kamalapuram fort (figure 4.5) was any detail. Kamalapuram was contained within the
later enclosed by and incorporated into the city wall high walls of a square fort, approximately 250 by
(VMS-123). The embankment of VMS-231 is also 250 meters. Segments of these walls still exist, and
integrated into the later city wall, even displaying the overall plan can be clearly seen in aerial photos
several large bastions. Within thie walls, a late (displayed in the Kamalapuram museum). The
suburb of thie city was constructed, and this expand- nort gateway complex (VMS-256, VMS-257) is in
ing settement, probably together with a growing good condition. The pillars of thie gateway are Late
Kamalapuram, eventually coalesced into a continu- Vijayanagara in style, indicating that thie gateway
ous distribution of struct:ures and features. was either constructed or remodelled in tat period.
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FIGURE 4.5 Northern gateway complex of the Kamalapuram fort (VMS-256) and associated
temple (VMS-257)
In the center of the fort is a high, round tower relating to this town, one dated A.D. 1534 and the
(VMS-258). The tower is solid, except for a other 1539; both were associated with the large
stairway leading to its summit. Pattabhirama temple complex (VMS-237; see also
Filliozat and Filliozat (1988:13) note the Pascher 1987). Thus, as noted above, this settle-
occurrence of a second named settlement southeast ment dates to the latter period of the city's occupa-
of the city, Varadadevi-Ammana-Pattana, named tion. Archaeologically, settement appears to have
after a queen of thie emperor Achyuta Raya (ruled been nearly continuous between Kamalapuram and
A.D. 1529-1542). They describe two inscriptions Varadadevi-Ammana-Pattana, assumiing that the
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latter is located south and east of the Pattabhirama small structures, such as VMS-340, a cluster of
temple. platforns, are of uncertain function.
A long wall, VMS-223, bisects the settled area The second nucleated village in Block T is
inside the city, abutting the city wall (VMS-123) on VMS-361. This settlement is situated at a strategic
the south and extending to the north for 364 meters, point along the Nallapuram Road. It is adjacent to
to witiin 200 meters of the Pattabhirama temple. the bastion, VMS-327, and lies just south of the
At this point, the wall makes a ninety degree tum to embankment of the large reservoir VMS-330. As
the west, continuing another 160 meters. East of noted, settemerts in dry and wet-cum-dry areas are
this tum in VMS-223 is the settement area VMS- almost always associated with reservoirs. This
222. This concentration of small structures and settlement has been heavily disturbed but is associ-
artifacts contains a Saivite boundary marker ated with a dense ceramic scatter. Nearby are a step
(Kotraiah 1979), indicating some fornal demarca- well (VMS-328) and a highly disturbed area
tion of space. Unfortunately, the marker carries no containing artifacts and some sculpted columns
inscription and can be dated only to the Vijayana- (VMS-329) that may have once been part of the
gara period. Settlement growth in ths area appears setdement
to have been accretional. Although named settle-
ment areas were established and spatial divisions Other Areas
maintained, the archaeological materials indicate a Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of named
dense and continuous distribution of settlement settlements in the study area known from historical
across the area. sources and from previous archaeological research
Block T (see also figure 3.1). References to Vijayanagara-Block T period structures found in these settlements can be
The northwestem corner of Block T abuts the found in Devaraj and Patil (1991a, 1991b), Filliozat
outer circuit of the city walls. However, areas of and Filliozat (1988), Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja
settlement within Block T are confined to well- Rao (1985), Michell (1990), Nagaraja Rao, ed.
defined nucleated settlements. VMS-365 is a (1983, 1985), and Purandare (1986).
walled village ca. 600 by 300 m (area inside the For the sites identified on figure 4.6, both
walls 140 by 90 m). This Vijayanagara-period historical and archaeological evidence coincide,
settlement contains a small temple with a Hanuman and both location and identification of the settle-
sculpture, a well, and several clusters of multi- ment are fairly straightforward. However, the
roomed rubble-walled structures (rooms and historical data on settlement names, dates, and
platforns). Two separate concentrations of struc- locations cannot be uncritically accepted. The
tures are found. The larger lies inside the circular "founding" of a settlement, for example, may refer
bounding wall and appears to contain between two only to an official naming (or renaming) and to the
and five houses. Some fragments of plaster floor- construction of monumental or elite architecture.
ing are visible. Large open areas, what may be Settlements may have been "founded" in (unincor-
courtyards or gardens, also lie within the exterior porated) areas where people were already living,
walls. One lithic artifact was located on the site. merely defining, formalizing, and claiming bound-
The other group of structures is smaller (perhaps aries. The close association of specific kings and
one or two houses?) and lies to the northwest of the their relatives with specific settlements certainly
walled village, separated by about 40 m of open says something about royal patronage and claims of
space. VMS-365 is one of the few Vijayanagara- status, but such associations do not necessarily date
period villages in the study area that has been the settlement in its entirety.
completely abandoned, and like VMS-35-37, it is
well fortified. The reservoir VMS-349 lies adjacent ROADWAYS
to the village and was undoubtedly an important The roadways wthin the city have been
source of water for domestic and agricultural descbed by Fnrtz(1983) and by Nagaraja Rao
purposes. (1983). Outside Block N, many othier roads and
Other structures in Block T may have sup- paths can be identified. These provide important
ported temporary or small-scale residence. One information about the nature of transportation
such structure is VMS-343, a single-room rubble- across the study area.
walled structure withi no associated artifacts. Other
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Block 0 VMS-1 15, and possibly VMS-64. VMS-93 is a
Block 0 is dominated by a long roadway gateway located along the route of the Kampli
which emerges from a gateway in the Urban Core Road, midway through the block. A wall may once
walls and runs southwest-northeast through the have been associated with this gateway, spaTning
block as far as Bukkasagara. Past Bukkasagara, the flat area between two outcrops here. However,
beyond the survey area, transportation was chan- this area has been heavily disturbed by modem
neled through several nanrow passes that are canal and road construction and by agricultural
protected by fortifications. The road apparently led cleanng.
through these passes and extended at least as far as A second road along the banks of the Turtha
the town of Kampli to the east. The route of thiis Canal now winds its way though the northeasten
roadway is inferred from te distribution of struc- portion of thie block and into te city. This pat-
tures that once lined the road. Proscriptions way has undoubtedly existed as long as the canal,
regarding temple placement require an eastern since it is necessary to have access to the canal for
orientation (Dagens 1985), but in practice temples operating sluices, opening and closing feeder
often faced onto roads. Among the structures canals, and for routine maintenanlce. Several sites
lining the road are VMS-ll1, VMS-i 12, VMS-i114, are located near the canal, including VMS-79, a
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columned structure (figure 4.7) that was only ends on the northwest, a cobbled ramp has been
partially finished. This building appears to have constructed to meet the slope of the rock. Unfortu-
been planned as a temple or shrine. It is interesting nately, both ends of the road have been destroyed
that the carving of columns for the structure took by recent quarrying.
place on the construction site itself, rather than at a A path or roadway may also have run through
workshop or spatially specialized location (cf. a small valley in the northeast corner of Block 0.
Muller 1984). This route would have linked VMS-106 (either a
Specific reference to the canal road is made in road wall or an erosion control wall), VMS-105 (a
the Pampamahatnya (rishna Das and step well), and VMS-104 (a shrine).
Dallapiccola, personal communication 1992), a All of the roads in Block 0 discussed thus far
sixteenth and seventeenth century religious text. In run approximately east-west, paralleling the general
this text, a Saivite temple known as the Nageswara orientation of the Hampi-Daroji Hills. North-south
temple (VMS-80) for the hundreds of naga stones movement through the block would have been, and
(cobra images) it contains, is noted to occur along still is, difficult, as one must cross over successive
this road. The Nageswara temple itself is associ- outcropping ridges of the grey granitic hills. There
ated with a short road segment (VMS-8 1; figure is evidence of a path over one ofthese ridges, in the
4.8). This road has been heavily disturbed by southwest comer of the block (Sinopoli 1991b).
modem quarrying, but if it had continued at its This road would have connected the densely settled
present orientation, it would have intersected the southwest portion of Block 0 with the valley to the
entrance to VMS-80 on the northwest. VMS-181 south in Block T. The road runs over a high
runs over a section of relatively flat sheetrock. The outcrop on which a temple (VMS-42) and a temple
roadway here is wom smooth. Where the sheetrock tank (VMS43) are placed. Traffic was channeled
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FIGURE 4.7 COlUmned structure under construction located along canal roadway
(VMS-256)
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FIGURE 4.8 Road segment leading to Nageshwara temple, VMS-82 (VMS-81), Block 0
along a specific and clearly defined route delineated Block S
by steps (VMS-44, VMS-46, VMS-47, VMS-50) Twelve roadways or road segments were
and walls (VMS-42, VMS-45, VMS47). A 184- identified in Block S, and several others can be
meter-long wall runs along the top of the ridge. traced using the alignment of structures such as
This wall is 2.4 meters wide and consists of two wells, temples, and shrines. Some of these roads
faces of boulders and shaped blocks separated by an differ from those in Block 0 in that they have a
earthen core. The road evidently passed thugh a "local" character. That is, they are internal routes
gap in the center of this wall. The fornal layout of within the city walls, or run for only short distances.
this route and the heavily built wall at the top of the In contrast, the major roadway identified in Block
ridge suggest that this route was well controlled 0 connected Vijayanagara with the nearby town of
(Sinopoli 1991b). Kampli, 25 kilometers away. As noted, a second
The outcrop containing the temple complex long roadway is inferred to have traversed Block 0,
VMS-83 also has several formal pathiways. One of along the raised north bank of the Turta Canal.
these is described as part of VMS-83 and provides Several of the road segments identified in Block S
access to the temple from thie nort via defined are described below.
pathiways. The other, VMS-87, consists of a paved VMS-137 is a rased causeway withmasonry
pathway, a carved step, and a terraced walkway sides between 8 and 16 meters apart. It extends for
leading up the outcrop from the southeast. more than 450 meters. Where the road runs over
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sheetrock, fragments of cobble paving are pre- VMS-214 can be extended for a short distance to
served. A small walled reservoir, VMS-136, is the mandapa VMS-215, and possibly as far as
built into the edge of this road (see figure 4.20). VMS-163, a carved panel and rockshelter. While it
VMS-137 winds its way northward from the is not possible to trace the road past this point, the
southeastem comer of Block S. The northern end road segment VMS-183 that passes through the city
of the road is cut by a modem canal; it may have walls lies only a short distance to the north.
been connected to either VMS-214 or VMS-160 on VMS-183 (figure 4.9) is a well-constructed
the north. A parallel road segment, VMS-152, runs roadway leading into a small passage through the
approximately 700 meters east of VMS-137. This city wall. Associated with it are a step well (VMS-
road is not constructed, as is VMS-137, but consists 187), small temple, platform (VMS-186; figure
of a long path 10 to 15 meters wide cleared through 4.10), isolated room (VMS-185), and a cluster of
the surrounding scatter of small granite boulders. shrines and sculptures (VMS-182; figure 4.1 1).
Rubble walls have been constrcted along the sides The structure of this road is complex, and it may
of the roadway where gaps in the natural boulder have diverged into two or three separate segments
scatter occur. as it approached the city wall. The southeem portion
The east-central portion of Block S is domi- is defined by raised platforms on either side of the
nated by three large reservoirs (VMS-190, 165, and road surface. The road surface, which ranges from
132), all of which capture seasonal runoff from the 12.5 to 27 meters wide, still contains a few wom
higher ground to the south. The locations of these cobbles. Further north, the road appears to narrow,
reservoirs constrained the movement of traffic in though modem fields have encroached on the site
this area, at least during the rainy season. North- and one side of the roadway has apparently been
south passage would have to have been between the dismantled. The city wall runs along the top of a
beds of the reservoirs, and east-west passage across high outcropping ridge, and two large square
the raised earthen embankments. Unfortunately, it bastions loom over the narrow passage of VMS-183
is not yet possible to precisely date all the reservoirs thrugh the wall. There is no evidence of a gate-
and all e road segments, so a possible temporal way, but the opening was built into the city wall
gap between their periods of operation must be and not cut through it. The passage constricts to 2.5
considered. meters wide, certainly too narrow for most wheeled
VMS-160, a north-south road segment, is traffic. As one emerges into the fortified area on
located between reservoirs VMS- 132 and VMS- the north, the path narrows further to an approxi-
165. This roadway is similar in layout to the formal mately one-meter-wide sloping cobbled path lined
bazaar streets found within the city. It is defined by with small boulders (VMS-182).
two long platforns on either side of an approxi- VMS-209 is another pedestrian passage into
mately 30-meter-wide road surface. The platforms the walled city, but this site is considerably less
are constructed of masonry, witfi earth and rubble elaborate and appears to have provided a route over
ffil, and contain visible intemal features including the city wall from a densely settled area to two large
stone rings and a shrine with a sculpted female step wells (VMS-290/1, VMS-210) just outside the
figure. In addition to Vijayanagara earthenware, wall. The city wall is constructed atop a high, east-
the ceramic inventory from VMS-160 included a west granitic ridge. The path ofVMS-209 is well
piece of blue-and-white Chinese porcelain. marked by a paved surface of flat, rounded gabbro
Another north-south road segment, VMS-214, boulders. The path ranges from 1 to 2 meters wide,
runs approximately parallel and about 500 meters to and is about 75 meters long. It incorporates several
the west of VMS-160. This road also passes staircases on its steeper northen end inside the
between two reservoirs (VMS-190 and VMS-165), wall. Similar paved walkways run along the top of
running north-northwest. This nine-meter-wide the granitic ridge just inside the fortification wall.
road, defined by walls ofup to five courses of black One roadway that may represent a more
gabbro boulders, leads directy to te east gateway regonal transport route is the Penukonda Road, so
of the temple complex VMS-164. Sout of thie named because it passes thirough the monumental
temple, thie road incorporates a large step well. Penukonda gate complex (VMS-217). Penukonda
Althiough modern cultivation makes it difficult to was a Vijayanagara-period settlement and fortifica-
trace VMS-214 to te south, it may have joined the tion, located 192 kilometers southeast ofte city
roadway VMS-152. To the north, the course of (an eight-day journey according to Stein 1990:19).
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FIGURE 4.9 Roadway complex with cobbled surface flanked by walls and platforms and a
small temple (VMS-183), Block S
Following the sack of the city in A.D. 1565, the Further east, a constructed road segment is visible.
Vijayanagara court fled to Penukonda. Inscriptions This short segment, approximately 30 meters wide,
on temples in the gateway complex date it to the is bounded by masonry walls on the north (VMS-
late Vijayanagara period, roughly contemporaneous 130) a-d south (VMS-158).
with the naming of Varadadevi-Ammana-Pattana. Iside the city wall, the Penukonda Road
The Penukonda Road can be traced both inside and becomes a bazaar street, defined by elevated
outside thie city wall. Outside thie wall, several platforms on bothi sides (VMS-201). A small
temples (VMS-129, VMS-173 [fig. 4.15], VMS- Vaisnavite temple was built into the platform on the
128), a cluster of small platforms (VMS-172), and a nort side ofte stret. At thie present western end
step well (VMS-189) define the route of this road. of the nort platform is a larger temple of the
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FIGuRE 4.10 Two-level platform associated with roadway VMS-183 (VMS-186), Block S
Vijayanagara period. Not far north of this temple in an area set apart from surrounding areas.
the Penukonda Road would have intersected with VMS-225 is a very short, walled road segment
the road leading from the monumental gateway with traces of cobbled paving. Had this road
(VMS-123/1) in the city wall to the north of the continued at its present orientation, it would have
Penukonda gateway. Two small mandapas (VMS- led directly to the south door of the Pattabhirama
184) line the roadway between VMS-201 and the temple.
Penukonda gate. A shrine (VMS-177) to the god Another roadway within the city wall can be
Hanuman, commonly associated with gateways, is traced by an east-west alignment of temples (VMS-
situated in the road just inside the gate. 239,260, 262,265-270, 272). This road runs north
Other road segments from Block S serve to of the Kamalapuram fort (VMS-257 to 259) and
further inform on the circumscription of space appears to have had a long use-history, as it is
within the area of dense settlement inside the city edged by both early and late temples. The embank-
wall. One of these, VMS-224, runs approximately ment of the Kamalapuram reservoir (VMS-23 1)
east-west along the base of the high ridge that carried a roadway during the Vijayanagara period,
carries the city wall. VMS-224 is defined by walls as it does now. This is evident from the remains of
on both sides and incorporates a deep rock-cut well. a gateway at the westem end ofthe embankment.
Both the east and west ends of the road are closed As noted above, the Kamalapuram embanknent
offby cross walls; the west end stops just short of also doubled as a segment of thie outer fortification
thie long north-southi boundary or fortification wall wall in thiis area. The road segment along thie(VMS-223), which bisects thiis zone of habitation. Kamalapuram embankment is part of the Hospet-
The east end of te road does not extend as far as Vijayanagara Road (see below).
Kamalapuram fort (VMS-257 to 259). Thus, VMS- A north-south road branlches off from the
224 appears to have served a very limited purpose, Kamalapuram embankment road, heading toward a
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Opening in the city wall north of VMS-183. The cobbled pathway is lined with
boulders, walls, and sculptures (VMS-182), Block S
gate in the Urban Core wall. The route of this road
is indicated by a platform (VMS-255), several
temples (VMS-238, VMS-239), and a well (VMS-
240).
Block T
Block T contains several well-defined routes
of movement, not including interior pathways in
the settlements VMS-361 and VMS-365. The first
of these is a long roadway runnmg approximately
east-west through the valley that covers the north-
em part of the block. This broad valley is partly
bounded by high rocky outcrops, but large reser-
voirs also served to restrict movement. On the east,
VMS-360 is a road segment defined by two parallel
courses of walls about 20 m apart The road walls
on each side consist of rubble-constructed, double-
faced walls. At the eastern end of this 800-meter-
long road segrnent is a masonry-lined spring. The
Nallapuram Road continues to the west through the
settlement VMS-361 and past the bastion VMS-
327. A long section of the road west of the settle-
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ment is well preserved. This section, VMS-326, is end of VMS-339 cuts right through this alignment,
approximately 1200 meters long and is defined by and no gateways or openings are apparent. Thus,
parallel courses of double-faced rubble walls. The VMS-339 may postdate this roadway.
space between the walls is packed with earth and
stone. Although tfie roadway has been disturbed by OtherAreas
modem activities, the course is quite clear. Incor- Several other major roadways can be identi-
porated into the north road wall is VMS-326/F1, a fied in the study area. The largest of these is the
boulder containing several inscribed games and road leading from Hospet QTirumaladeviyara-
shallow depressions. The northem end of the road Pattana) to the city of Vijayanagara, via
has been disturbed, but the structure (bastion?) Kamalapuram. This road runs through the villages
VMS-321 was almost certainly located right on the of Anantasayanagudi and Malapamagudi and is
roadway, as was the temple complex, VMS-317. closely paralleled by the modem road. Another
Further west, the location of several reservoirs modem road branches off from the Hospet-Vijay-
(VMS-319 and VMS-125) served to define move- anagara Road, going through Kadirampuram
ment; the road may have been carried on the toward Hampi. The routes of Vijayanagara roads
embankment of VMS-319 and certainly was carried in this area have not yet been investigated.
on the 728-meter-long embankment of VMS-125.
If so, this road would have joined to the road in RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE
Block S leading from the Penukonda gate. It is Block 0
also likely that this road split somewhere in the BlockO
northwestern comer of Block T, with one branch Block 0 contains sixteen temples and shrines
headed to the northwest and into the gateway in the of te Vijayanagara period. Two of these (VMS-2/
outer city wall, VMS-17. 2 and VMS-2t3) are located in the settlement VMS-
The second route of movement may be 2, one is foun3d in te small settement VMS-35, anddefined by a barrier, the long fortification wall, four (VMS-83, VMS-le16, VMS-l 18, and VMS-
VMS-339 (and associated walls VMS-306 and 119) in or near ie thsettlement VMS-10s. In all,
VMS-325). Because traffic could not have moved seven of the sixteen are associated withsetlements,
east-west across the broad level fields in this area, and eight of the sixteen outside of settements are
it may have been funneled north-northwest by the on identifiable roads.
course of the wall. In any event, people and carts Both temples in VMS-2 are small structures.
probably moved between the settlement VMS-365 Feature 2 is a south-facing Vaisnava temple, simply
and the city. Thus, there was almost certainly some constructed of the type of stone column apparently
sort of road or path runmning north-northwest produced in great quantity (and of low quality) in or
through the block. This supposition is supported near the city. These columns are found by the
by the evidence of VMS-354 and VMS-356. These hundreds-perhaps thousands-in the city. Feature
are both short fragments of well-built walls incor- 3 appears to have been a Saivite temple. This single
porating low platforms. If these were indeed parts chambered shrine now houses an image of
of a now-destroyed road wall parallel to VMS-339, Hanuman, but a nandi (bull) and an image base
as their location suggests, then these parallel walls with lingam (phallus) lie nearby; both of these are
may have defined movement in a northwest- Saivite symbols.
southeast direction across the block. VMS-42 is a walled temple compound with
Finally, several wall segments (VMS-345, several associated structures, located on a granitic
VMS-348, and VMS-353) in the southeem part of outcrop in the southwestem portion of the block
the block define a roadway that runs along the base (Sinopoli 199 lb). A pathway leads over this
of a rock outcrop toward the settlement VMS-365. outcrop (see above), connecting the valley of Block
The longest of these, VMS-345, is 750 m long and 0 with that of Block T. This two-chambered
appears to be an embankment wall that carried an Vaisnavite temple abuts an outcropping boulder and
elevated roadway along the edge of te outcrop and is actually built into the rocky hillside.
above the low-lying fields to thie north. The align- VMS-80 is known locally as thie Nageswara
ment of this substantial wall (up to five courses of temple, no doubt because of the hundreds of naga
boulders and cobbles) is continued on te east by stones (cobra images) tat lie stacked against te
VMS-348 and VMS-353. As noted, the southern walls of thie temple. VMS-80 is one of the larger
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temples in Block 0 but is still much smaller than
many located in Block S. This east-facing temple is
20 by 8 meters and consists of a covered columned
porch, an inner courtyard, and a thre by two
columned sanctuary.
Another temple located atop a granitic outcrop
is VMS-83 (figure 4.12). Like VMS-42, it is built
into the rocks of the outcrop. It lies just east of
VMS-101 and immediately above VMS-84, a
masonry-lined spring. Access to this temple was
fairly well controlled (see above) by pathways,
steps, and a gateway. Like other temples in Block
0, it is difficult to date VMS-83 more precisely
than the Vijayanagara period. Defining architec-
tural characteristics include columns, mouldings,
brackets, and other elements found orly on fairly
omate and elaborate structures. The simple temples
of this block contain neither inscriptions nor clear
architectural indications of sub-period.
Several other religious/ritual sites are found in
Block 0. These include VMS-18, a small
rockshelter containing religious carvings, and
VMS-94, an image of the god Ganesh carved on a
boulder. VMS-ill is a small hilltop temple located
near the major roadway. The simple shrine is
surrounded by rubble-walled rooms, and contains
an undated inscription (Morrison and Sinopoli
1992).
Block S
Block S contains a wide range of sculptures,
shrines, temples, and temple complexes. Of the
twenty-nine temples and shrines in the block, more
than half are enclosed withinprakara walls. In
general, temples in Block S are larger and more
complex than those located in Blocks 0 and T. The
largest temple complex in the block is the
Pattabhirama temple, VMS-237, constructed in the
sixteenth century, during the Tuluva dynasty. Two
inscriptions from this temple date to the reign of
Achyuta Raya (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988:13).
Associated with the Pattabhirama temple is an
elaborate temple tank, VMS-236. This very large
and omate temple has received proportionately less
attention than others in the Vijayanagara region,
and is unique in its location. All of the other major
temple complexes of the Vijayanagara period are
located either in the city or to the north of the city,
near the Tungabhadra River. Only the Pattabhirama
temple is located south of the city. The architecture
and iconography of this temple have been descnrbed
by Pascher (1987).
Among the very large temples in the block,
the VMS-142 complex (figure 4.13) occurs within
the city walls, along a roadway leading to the
monumental gateway VMS-123/1. This walled
Vaisnavite complex contains a central and a subsid-
iary shrine, as well as several smaller structures and
numerous rubble-walled rooms. Various grinding
implements probably derive from the temple
kitchens. West ofVMS-142 lies a small mandapa;
it may be possible to trace a roadway in this area
leading to the eastern gateway of the Pattabhirama
temple. An inscription on the north gateway of
VMS-142 refers to a donation of the emperor
Achyuta Raya (Archaeological Survey of India
1904:17), which accords well with the Late Vijay-
anagara architectural style of the temple, placing it
chronologically in the period of the Penukonda gate
and the settlement Varadadevi-Ammana-Pattana.
The east gate of the complex is aligned exactly with
the monumental gateway, VMS-123/1, suggesfing
that it, too, belongs to the late Vijayanagara period.
Thus, almost all of the large-scale construction in
this portion of the study area appears to be contem-
poraneous.
VMS- 144 is a smaller Vaisnavite temple
complex located immediately west and north of
VMS-142. This site contains a three-chambered,
south-facing shrine and several associated struc-
tures, but no enclosing wall. All of the omate
elements appear on the south facade; this side may
have faced a roadway. Architecturally, VMS- 144
belongs to the Late Vijayanagara period and is
similar to (although it is smaller and simpler) VMS-
142. However, despite their proximity, the two
sites are not in alignment.
VMS-164 (figure 4.14) is a temple complex
located along the road segment VMS-214 discussed
above. This temple occurs over 750 meters from
the walled city. Though much less formally con-
structed than the VMS-142 complex, VMS-164 is
also contained within enclosure walls. The com-
plex has a centrl Vaisnavite shrine, a small
mandapa, and numerous rubble-walled rooms.
Incorporated into the enclosure wall is a simple gate
consisting of two platforms on the north, and a
more elaborate columned and roofed gateway on
the east. Architectural indications suggest that this
temple was constructed early in the Vijayanagara
period, and the superpositioning of the rubble-
walled rooms indicates that they postdate the perod
of initial constuction and use of tfie temple.
In all, twenty-nine temples and shrines were
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FIGURE 4.12 Hill complex containing terraces, temple, and gateway (VMS-83) above large
walled spring (VMS-84), Block 0
recorded in Block S, many more than can be (possibly for iron working). VMS-304 is also a
described here. Most of these are not large, formal Saivite shrine and is perched high atop a rock
structures. In addition to stmctures inferred to have outcrop in the northem part of the block overlook-
a religious function, hundreds of isolated sculptures ing the Nallapuram Road. Another elevated shrine,
were located and recorded. The portability of these VMS-338, is still in worship but does contain
sculptures, however, makes any attempt to analyze fragmentary images that appear to date to the
their provenience problematic. Many of the reli- Vijayanagara period. VMS-293 is a small temple
gious structures in the block were located along that appears to be an early Vijayanagara Saivite
roads, and the majority were found inside the city shrine. In front of (north) this simple structre is a
wall. carved stone basin on a low platform. On the basin
is a scene containing nandi, lingam, and devotees.
Block T A lamp column is found further north. Other
Block T contains thirteen temples and shrines religious features are smaller, consisting of isolated
and an Islamic tomb (VMS-297). As in other parts images or small shrines. With the exceptions of
of the survey area, these features range from small VMS-338, located on a high outcrop, and VMS-
carvings to large complexes. VMS-317 is a temple 316, associated with a reservoir (VMS-315), all of
complex located along the Nallapuram Road. It is the religious architecture outside of settlements is
centered around an early Vijayanagara Saivite associated either with the Nallapuram Road or with
temple and contains five associated mandapas protected areas contained withiin (west of) te long
(tese may have been constructed later). Other wall VMS-339.
associated features include a well and furnace VMS-297 (figure 4.16) is a domed Islamic-
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FIGURE 4.13 Late Vijayanagara Vaisnavite temple complex (VMS-142), Block S
style tomb located near the edge of the reservoir Dallapiccola et al. (1992); Devaraj and Patil, eds.
VMS-319. A pile of rubble is all that is left of what (1991a, 1991b); Filliozat and Filliozat (1988); Fritz,
may be a second tomb. No other tombs are located Michell, and Nagaraja Rao (1985); Michell (1990);
in the immediate area although there are several Nagaraja Rao, ed. (1983, 1985); Pascher (1987);
concentrations of Islamic-style architecture in the and Purandare (1986).
Northeast Valley of the Urban Core (Fritz, Michell,
and Nagaraja Rao 1985; Michell 1985a, 1990; WELLS AND CISTERNS
Sinopoli 1986) and in the village ofKadirampuram Water storage was of great importance in the
(Michell 1985a) to the west of the city. Vijayanagara region. Because the distribution of
Other Areas rainfall is highly seasonal, and overall precipitationis low, about 51 centimeters annually (Singh et al.
Hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of temples 1971, and see chapter 2), there exists a limited
and shrines are scatterd throughout the study area. supply of water, which decreases throughout the
Virtually every city, town, and village contains at winter and spring. Water storage technology was
least one temple. Major temple complexes found in diverse, including such facilities as wells and step
and around the city of Vijayanagara include te wells, cisterns, and reservoirs. Stored water was
Ramachandra temple, the Krishna temple, the important for domestic consumption, watering
Virmpaksha temple, thie Tiruvengalanatha temple, livestock, and for agriculture.
te Vithala temple, and the Pattabhirama temple. Wells ta the water table, while cisterns
These and many others are described in varous merely collect and store water. A wide variety of
publications including: Dallapiccola (1985); forms anld degrees of elaboration of wells and
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FIGURE 4.14 Temple complex with formal shrine, gate platforms, and mandapa surrounded by
infonnal structures (VMS-164), Block S
cistems are present in the region in and around the is a platform. Water was raised from the pool by
city. Wells and cistems tend to occur in consis- bullocks, who backed up an earthen ramp abutting
tently pattemed situations. These situations include the tower on the east, and then walked back down
roadsides, areas near temples, residential and the ramp to pull water up out of the pool. The
commercial areas, and locations immediately below tower, fitted with a superstructure containing
reservoirs. These are by no means mutually exclu- pointed arches, contained an elaborate system of
sive categories, and many wells served multiple pipes and channels for the distribution of water. A
purposes. chute on the platform funneled water into ceramic
pipes, which led down the sides of the platform and
Block 0 into the fields below. In this way, both the fields to
Block 0 contains ten wells, cistems, and the east of the well, which lay at a lower level, and
masonry-lined springs. Five of the ten water fields to the west of the well, which were higher,
storage features are located in areas of settlement, could be watered. VMS-40 lies approximately 600
six along roads, and two appear to have been meters from the outer city wall (VMS-10), in an
pnrmarily agricultural. area of dry farming.
VMS-40 is a large Islamic-style spring and Other water storage features in Block 0
well (and see chapter 2). A spring-fed pool of include simple masonry-lined wells and rock-cut
water is contained withiin a stone enclosure. Chan- storage cisterns, but also elaborate step wells such
nels lead offto the east directly from the pool. On as VMS-i112 (figure 4.17). This well, located along
te west is a large and ornate tower which rises 13 the Kampli Road, included an ornate gateway writh
meters above thie level of the water. Atop the tower two carved nandis perched on top.
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Block S these,, iree are located on or near the Nallapuram
Of the 26 wells and cistems recorded in Block road. VMS-360 is also associated with a masonry-
S, 10 lie inside the city wall and 16 outside. Con- lined spring. One well, VMS-328, lies adjacent to
sidering that a single well may be siltuated near the settlement VMS-361 but was given its own site
several different features, 12 of thie 23 are located designation. VMS-294 and VMS-298 are found in
along roads, 8 near temples'. lO in habitation areas, the northwest corner of the block. VMS-298 lies
and 2 below reservoirs. This latter figure is very right on the postulated course of the Nallapuram
low compared to the number of irrigation-related road, while VMS-294 is several hundred meters
wells to the east and south of the city in the Dar-oji north of the road near the temple VMS-293. The
Valley. Block S wells and cilsterns exhibit a variety road may have split in this area, with a branch
of forrns, including fairly simple lmed wells such laigutoheaewyV S1.MS32sa
as VMS-175 (figure 4.18), more elaborate step- small keyhole-shaped step well located in the
weUs uch sVM-210(figue 4.9),,and argemiddle of a dry fanned area shielded by the wallwelsuchasVMS21( igure.19VMS-339. This well mavhave been used for
waledncosues uc asVMS13 (fgur 420) wterng ivstok ad or griulureas hee i n
mu ~~ ~ei c of n rb Uetlmet
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1990). In generl, wells and cisterns are found in
settlements and along roadways. Wells are also
commonly associated with reservoirs, as discussed
in chapter 2, and nearly all of the reservoirs in the
Daroji Valley are associated with wells. Even
when the reservoir does not hold water, the local
effect of a raised water table caused by the reser-
voir ensures that water will be available in the well.
Many of the Daroji wells still contain water even
though the associated reservoir has been breached
and is no longer working. In recent years, wells
have become a major form of primary irrigation in
the region, thanks to the introduction of electric
pumps (cf. Mencher 1978).
NON-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
Block 0
Sites related to non-agrcultural production in
Block 0 include VMS-1 and VMS-54, which are
associated with lime processing. VMS-1 (Morison
1991a) contains two large mounds of calcium
carbonate (kankar), which was bumed to produce
lime. Lime was used in mortar, plaster, iron
production, and for many other purposes. Lime-
stone deposits do not occur within the study area.
Two circular, clay-lined stone features appear to
have been kilns in which the calcium carbonate was
fired. The morphology of these features is similar
to that of modern lime kilns, which are common
fthoughout the area. These are simple conical
structures of bnrck or stone, open on top, with dual
air vents near the ground. The kilns and one of the
mounds of kankar are set on a platform of rough
quartz-pebble concrete, similar to that used in
structures throughout the city. VMS-54 is an 8.5
meter diameter pit with calcium carbonate accre-
tions that may have been used for soaking lime.
This pit is not located near any known lime kilns,
lying 275 meters east of an agricultural embank-
ment, VMS-21. As noted, contemporary lime
processing of kankar is carried out throughout the
study area, and calcium carbonate nodules are
widespread in study area soils. Thus, it is difficult
to date the lime processing sites with any degree of
cerainty, particularly VMS-54, which contains no
structural remains.
The settlement VMS-35 has evidence of stone
working, possibly for peg production, as does
VMS-2 (see above). The coarse-grained gabbro of
the study area occurs as surface veins in the granitic
outcrops, and it does not fracture conchoidally,
making it difficult to work out production se-
FIGURE 4.16 Islamic-style tomb, Block T
quences for pegs and other gabbro objects.
VMS-92 is a rather enigmatic feature. It
consists of two large boulders containing hundreds
of round shallow pecked impressions, each about
four cm in diameter and one cm deep. Some are
joined by shallow furrows. The surfaces of the
boulders slope down slightly on one side. A small
reservoir, VMS-91, is located about 70 meters to
the west. Similar features have been observed by
Hegde in the context of metal working in westem
India (Sinopoli, personal communication 1990).
Molten metals were poured over the roughened
surface and lighter impurities sloughed off.
Block S
VMS-140 is an area of setdement contained
within the city wall (VMS-123). Abundant remains
of gabbro, both moderately sized chunks and small
flakes and debitage, are scattered rather tiinly
throughout this area. The area around VMS-140
has been heavily disturbed, but it must be consid-
rubble mound
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FIGuRE 4.17 Elaborate step well with carved nandi figures located along roadway (VMS-1 12),
Block 0
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FIGURE 4.18 Small well wit stepped masonry sides (VMS-175), Block S
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ered a possible production locale for pegs and other
stone objects.
Although many types of craft production
activities were carried out in the survey area,
perhaps the most visible and durable archaeological
record was left by iron working. Two iron produc-
tion sites were identified in Block S. One of these,
VMS- 121, (figure 4.21) is situated in the middle of
the block. The furnace area contains what appear to
be vitrified crucible fragments on a low rectangular
platfonn. This feature has been partly broken up
and now contains a small shrine. Portions of the
fumace, chunks of iron, and slag are incorporated
into the fill of the platform of a large, elevated
Vijayanagara temple, VMS-7. Thus, the initial
construction of VMS-121 predates the construction
of the temple. VMS-121 is situated near VMS-122,
the very badly disturbed remnant of a small reser-
voir. This reservoir was superseded by a large step
well, VMS-8, apparently associated with the
temple. Thus, it is possible that the iron-working
sit and Xt reservoir ar contempomncout, and
certain that they predate the construction of the
temple and step well.
A second iron-working locale, VMS-179
(figure 4.22) is located south of the large temple
complex VMS-142. VMS-179 consists of a scatter
of artifacts relating to iron working. The scatter
contains innumerable small chunks of iron, slag,
and overfired red brick. Here, however, there are
no in situ traces of a furnace. VMS-179 is situated
along the route of a road running east-west past
VMS- 142, and, unusually, is not near any obvious
source of water. This site cannot be clearly dated.
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FIGuRE 4.19 Step well built into natural rock
outcrop (VMS-210), Block S
Block T
There is very limited evidence for nonagri-
cultural production in Block T, although future
study of the settlement areas may alter this view.
VMS-317/F7 is a low platform, circa six by three
meters, built over outcropping rocks. The platfonn
is constructed of brick and fired earth, and although
there are not high slag densities associated with this
feature, slag is found elsewhere in the temple
complex. It seems that at least some of the temple
complex postdates this fragmentary (iron?) produc-
tion locale, since slag is incorporated into the fill of
VMS-317/F6, a mandapa.
Other Areas
Evidence of production outside of the inten-
sively surveyed blocks is extremely limited, as such
material has generally not been the focus of ar-
chaeological investigation. VMS-5 is located in
Block R (Morrison 1991a). This site consists of a
large scatter of iron slag, vitified brick, and iron
ore. VMS-5 was situated on or near the edge of the
reservoir VMS-4 (the Malpannagudi reservoir,
Morison 1991a).
AGRICULTURAL FEATURES
A complete list of agricultural features from
Blocks N, 0, S, and T is given in chapter 5 (table
5.1).
Block 0
The most striking agricultural feature in Block
0, and one of the primary determinants of vegeta-
tion in the block is the Hiriya or Turtha Canal
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(VMS-120). Hiriya appears to have been the Canal. However, although Nuniz visited Vijayana-
Vijayanagara-period name for the canal, but the gara between A.D. 1535 and 1537, his account of
name Turtha Canal is in widespread use and has the canal construction is found within his chronicle
been established in the literature of the site, so I will of Vijayanagara history. He places the construction
use it here. The canal begins at a point approxi- during the reign of a nonexistent king, "Ajarao,"
mately 2.5 kilometers west of the village of Hampi, supposedly the successor to Harihara I (this would
where the Turtha anicut, a series oflow stone walls be Bukka II, 1399'1406; Sewell 1900: 301, 404).
positioned between the boulders in the river, diverts This account canot be considered reliable. Thus,
the flow of the Tungabhadra into the canal. The the canal can only be dated to pre-1524. The
canal flows back into the river just east of Block 0, Turtha Canal was extremely important to the area
past Bukkasagara. Fairly detailed description of the near the city. It watered the narrow "inigated
Turtha anicut can be found in Davison-Jenkins valley" (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja Rao 1985)
(1988:105). north of the city and ran through the eastem end of
An incription of Krishnadeva Raya in A.D. the Urban Core itself.
1524 refers to te donation of produce and of wet Within Block 0, thie Turthia Canal has been
lanlds to a temple located on thie canal (Nagaraja continuously maintained and repaired, so tat not
Rao and Patil 1985:3 1). A Portuguese visitor to te much beyond the route ofte Vijayanagara-period
city, Nunz, describes the construction of a canal canal can be discerned. In general, artifact densities
that seems to match thie description of te Turtha and site densities in thie canal zone are very low,
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FIGiuRE 4.21 Furnace/working platform with kiln debris and superimposed shrine (VMS- 121), Block S
suggesting that there was minimal nonagricultural fonnal sluice gates but orly overflow sluices, and
use of this area. Important exceptions include the VMS-48 is not faced with masonry. Several of
small settlement, VMS-35 to VMS-37, and the pre- these features were apparently designed for small-
Vijayanagara site VMS-26 (and possibly also VMS- scale cultivation within the area of impoundment
28). rather than for downstream distribution of water
Block 0 contains eleven runoff-fed reservoirs (Morrison 1991b). One of these embankments is
(VMS-21, VMS-48, VMS-59, VMS-62, VMS-72, VMS-108. Although solidly constructed, it con-
VMS-91, VMS-97, VMS-108, VMS-113, VMS- tains no outlets (aside from a recent breach, figure
117, and VMS-229). These tend to occur near the 4.24).
bases of outcrops and in the narrow valleys around Informal erosion control walls are often found
the edge of the southeast corner of the block, which in association with reservoirs. These generally
consists of high, dissected rocky hills. VMS-2 is consist of one or two courses of unmodified boul-
sunrounded by a cluster of reservoirs (VMS-72, ders or cobbles built at right angles to the direction
VMS-117, VMS-229). VMS-59 was a very large of runoff. All of the eleven erosion control walls
reservoir tfiat has now mostly been broken down by recorded were located either on the edge of granitic
construction of the modem canals. This reservoir outcrops (VMS-82, VMS-98, and VMS-106) or at
may have blocked nearly the entire valley through the base of an outcrop (VMS-52, VMS-53, VMS-
which the modem canals now run. If so, it would 55, VMS-58, VMS-60, VMS-61, VMS-63, and
have created a signficant barrier to the movement VMS-90).
Of traffc in tis area, maing te route over thie Two sets of check dams (VMS-95 and VMS-
outcrop associated wit VMS-42 even more impor- 100; figure 4.25) were recorded in Block 0. Bothi
tant. are located in remote areas, away from roads or
The Block 0 reservoirs, with thie exception of settlements. VMS-95 is located in te rnmoff
VMS-59 and VMS-i117, are relatively small (e.g., catchment of thie reservoir VMS-i117.
VMS-72, figure 4.23). Many of them do not have The "'Islamic style" well, VMS-40, has been
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described above. This feature was associated with Canal, it provided a year-round source of water for
agricultural production in a dry zone. The proxim- irrgation. Although te land under VMS-231 is
ity of the site to thie city and thie labor requirements enclosed witliin tfie city walls,, it contains very few
of such a fonn of watering may indicate that arfifacts. The pnimary route thiat linkced the city of("garden" crops such as vegetables or orchard crops Vij'ayanagara with setdlement to te west ran over
were grown here. A masonry-lined spilg, VMS- the raised embanlanent of the reservoir, passing
99, may also have been used for agriculture (figure ofiugh a gateway (now mostly dismantled) on thie
4.26). western end of the embarnkent. A smaller road
Block S ~~~~~~~~~~branched off from this route, extending nort to thieBlock S
~~~~~~~~~~~city.Except for this route, the area nort of the
The Vijayanagara agricultural use ofBlock S reservoir appears to have been used solely for crop
was botli intensive and diverse. Agricultural production from a very early period. The area
facilities identified in the block include a canal-fed watered by V-MS-231 was estimated at 182 hectares
reseroir, unof-fed eservirs nd emankmets, n l Facs10:8)
tercs,cekdas rae-uchdfeds n TeebnketofteKmaaua
wel.rsrori/erytoklmtr og u
Th o/ etr odno h lc sesemot30mtr rs pert earcn
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FIGuRE 4.23 Heavily disturbed reservoir embankment (VMS-72), Block 0
quarried and shaped blocks in the upper courses and The Kamalapuram reservoir obtains water not
unmodified boulders in the lowest courses. There only from runoff but also from the Raya Canal,
are at present four sluice gates, of which two are which feeds into the reservoir on the northwest just
from the Vijayanagara period. It is not clear if the inside of Block R. The anicuts of the Raya Canal
westenmost sluice has replaced an original sluice (and the Basavanna, which was extended into Block
or not; the eastern sluice is part of the post-Vijay- S during the 1940s and 1950s; Davison-Jenkins
anagara modifications to the reservoir. The original 1988) have been submerged by the Tungabhadra
sluices are fairly simple, containing two-stepped dam (Kotraiah 1959), and the irrigation department
with angled bevel mouldings with half medallions. now supplements the holdings of the Kamalapuram
This moulding type is extremely common in city reservoir both with the Raya Canal and with a
architecture. Both of the Vijayanagara-period modem canal.
sluices are associated with stone setting basins In the eastern portion of the block, wet-cum-
below the embankment (see chapter 2). dry and dry runoff-dependent agricultural strategies
No inscriptions are located on or near the prevailed. Fourteen runoff-fed irrigation reservoirs
Kamalapuram reservoir. However, an unpublished were recorded (VMS-122, VMS-125, VMS-132,
inscription of Bukka I, A.D. 1366, is reported to VMS-138, VMS-150, VMS-159, VMS-165, VMS-
contain a reference to the grant of lands below the 190, VMS-194, VMS-206, VMS-226, VMS-230,
reservoir (Manjunathaiah, personal communication VMS-241, and VMS-242). These reservoirs vary
1988). Gopal (1985a: 180) reports an inscription of greatly in size, from VMS-230 with a 36-meter-
A.D. 1518 located on a boulder northiwest of the lonlg embankmnent to VMS-125 with a length of about
village of Kamalapuram which records a grant of 728 meters. Block S reservoirs are signficantly
land to a god (temple) located beside the reservoir larger, on average, than those of Block 0. Of
of Chikkaraya. Thus, this large and important interest is the relative lack of very small agricultural
reservoir appears to have been constructed quite features common in Block 0 (Morrson 1991ib).
early in the Vijayanagara occupation of the area. Instead, larger and more formal types of agricultural
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190 received the overflow from several reservoirs
upstream, including VMS-194 and VMS-206.
VMS-242 is a large reservoir in the south-central
portion of the block. This reservoir has been cut by
the modem high level canal and is in poor condi-
tion. However, when this reservoir was in opera-
tion, the nature of the vegetation and the appearance
of the landscape would have been quite different
from the scrubby landscape now used only for
grazing and collecting, indicating the extent of land
use changes in Block S caused by changes in the
hydrological regime.
Block S is notable for its extensive terrace
systems (figure 4.28). These terraces tend to be
shallow and simply constructed, often covering
large areas. Most are located in areas that now are
used almost exclusively for grazing; some are in
areas where dry fannming of millets, sunflowers, or
cotton are carried out every few years. In a real
i... ... sense, the categories of check dams and tenraces are
actually continuous categories. For this discussion,
terraces are defined as covering more than one
drainage, and check dams only a single drainage.
Either may contain walls both parallel and perpen-
dicular to the direction of slope. Terraces and
A... check dams in Block S include: VMS-133, VMS-
134 VMS-139, VMS-181, VMS-191, VMS-193,
.. N VMS-198, VMS-199, VMS-205, VMS-207, VMS-
208, VMS-21 1, VMS-263, VMS-264, VMS-276,
I VMS-280, VMS-283, and VMS-287.
VMS- 108 As noted in chapter 2, terraces protect areas
____________ downstream from excess runoff and the potentially
0 M 8 devastating effects of erosion and slope wash. This
function may have been as important as the benefits
for localized agricultural production. The some-
what unstable nature of the soil cover in the survey
FIGURE '1.24 area (a consequence both of the topography and
Masonry-edged earthen embankment (VMS- 108), rainfall regime as well as of human and animal
Block 0. The only opening is an unlined gap in the impact) ensured that agricultural features and
embmankment. practices had consequences well beyond the area
actually farmed. The landscape was linked trugh
large-scale movements of soil and water as well as
ffirough the social ties of its inhabitants.
Vijayanagara agricultural facilities were often
linked to create areally extensive systems of soil
and water control. A very striking pattem of
facilities predominate, and even the dryland fea- association between agricultural facilities can be
tures tend to be larger thian thieir counterparts in seen in Block 5, where large terraces (VMS-133,
Block 0. However, some very small features do VMS-134, VMS-191, VMS-205, VMS-207) cover
exist, such as VMS-138, a simple embankment with many of thie rocky hillsides fonning te runoff
no outlets (figure 4.27). catchment for reservoirs below. These terraces are
VMS-190, Halla Kere, is another very large rarely more thian two masonry courses high, but
Vijayanagara-period reservoir in Block S. VMS- they form quite complex systems over large areas.
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Reservoirs are not all located in the flat areas below Extensive areas of gravel-mulched fields are also
terraced outcrops, however. Several of the reser- found in the Daroji Valley to the south of the survey
voirs recorded in the eastern portion of the block area.
are situated within terrace systems and are an In generl, the picture of agriculturl exploita-
integral part of them. These include: VMS-206 tion of Block S that emerges is one of intensive and
amid the terraces of VMS-205, VMS-226 in the opportunistic use of the semi-arid landscape.
terraces of VMS-133, and VMS-230 in the terraces Although Block 0 contains a larger area of perma-
of VMS-207. Other features such as rooms (VMS- nently irrigated land than does Block S, Block S
139) and wells (VMS-207) were also built into soil exhibits a greater diversity and density of large,
and water control systems. integrated dryland agricultural facilities.
A number of small erosion control walls,
which were often associated with reservoirs, were Block T
also found in Block S. A complete list of these is Although Block T contains large areas that
given in table 5.1. were devoted to dryr and wet-cum-dty cultivation in
VMS-276 consists of an area of low terraces the Vijayanagara period, it is unlike Block S in
and gravel-mulched fields. This complex is still in some respects. The very large terrace systems tat
use and may be modern, as it is quite close to are common in Block S are more rare in Block T,
Kamalapuram village. However, thiere is no reason although reservoirs are common. No facilities
to believe that the gravel-mulched fields contained related to wet irrigation are located in the block, as
within the terraces of VMS-263 are modem. it is out of reach of the Vijayanagara canals. VMS-
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344 is the largest dry facility in the block. This borders and walls are constructed of piled cobbles.
terrace system covers ca. 320 by 280m of an area Among the terraced fields are small boulders with
in the northwest watershed of the reservoir VMS- petroglyphs-snakes, circles, v-shapes, and letters.
315. The system consists of five to six long north- There are no ardfacts. VMS-299 is located in a dry
south walls spaced 30-50 m apart. The one to two area of moderate slope inside the long wall VMS-
course high terrace walls run perpendicular to the 339. Very close to VMS-299 is VMS-300, a series
gentle slope and are remarkably straight and long. of check dams placed perpendicular to the slope of
Silt has built up behind the low walls, and this area a narrow area between two outcrops. A second set
was probably used both for immediate cultivation of check dams, VMS-310, is also found in this dry
and as a check to erosion into the reservoir below. farmed zone west ofVMS-339. This small system
Abutting the northern end of one terrace wall are (120 by 35 m) consists of five walls perpendicular
two east-west rubble walls parallel to the slope. to a gentle slope and one flanking wall running
Adjacent to these is VMS-343, a single room parallel to the slope, a pattem found in many other
structure. On the southern edge of the terraced area similar features in the study area.
are three other small one-room structures and one Dry farming was also carried out in te level
inside the terraced area. Artifact concentrations in east-central portion of Block T, as attested to by the
the area Were loW, two terraCe WallS Of VMS-362. The WallS Of thiis
VMS-299 iS a small complex consisting of feature are substantial, with up to four preserved
three square bordered fields (each ca. 25 bY 25 m) courses of large cobbleS holding baCk soil On a
or gardens and five other wall segments. The moderate slope. This site may be part of a much
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more extensive terraced area containing a well and an area north and west of the village VMS-361.
a one-room structure. VMS-347 is a check dam Eight small reservoirs are scattered throughout the
located on a slope just east of the wall VMS-339. area between VMS-125 and VMS-330. Several of
Block T contains fifteen reservoirs as well as these are part of interconnected systems (e.g.,
VMS-125 and VMS-132, which span blocks S and VMS-369, VMS-132, VMS-125). The southwest-
T. Thus, Block T contains the highest density of em quadrant of Block T also contains several
runoff-fed reservoirs in the intensively surveyed reservoirs. VMS-349 is associated with the village
area. As noted, features related to dry farming are VMS-365. VMS-315 is a large reservoir, with an
somewhat smaller (or perhaps only more disturbed embanlcment 500 m long. The terrace VMS-344 is
and thus not recorded) than in Block S. VMS-125 part of the watershed of this reservoir, and VMS-
and VMS-330 are the largest reservoirs in the 316, a shrine, is situated next to the reservoir
block. VMS-125 extends into Block S on the west, embankment. Most of these southwestem reser-
and its embankment may have caried the Nallapur voirs are isolated, but VMS-357 and VMS-355
Road. This reservoir is quite close to the outer form a small system.
circuit of the city walls, and it may predate the As in other surveyed blocks, a number of sites
expansion of urban settlement into this area. VMS- consist solely of isolated walls and wall fragments.
330 is 650 m long, spanning the northern valley of Of thiese, perhaps seven relate to soil and water
Block T. Although it has been heavily disturbed, control. Many are clearly associated with reservoirs
two sluice gates and a brick-and-plaster-lined sluice (VMS-332 and VMS-331 withi VMS-330; VMS-
tunnel still remain. VMS-330 blocks most of the 320 withi VMS-297; VMS-350 withi VMS-315),
Nallapur Valley and would have watered fields in although they probably also served more local
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FIGuRE 4.28 Integrated system containing terraces (VMS-133) and a small
reservoir (VMS-226), Block S
small-scale agricultural purposes. Such walls tend reservoir VMS-315. As the wall turs and extends
to be quite simply constucted of one or more down the ridge it becomes higher, up to five
courses of unmodified cobbles and boulders. A few courses. VMS-363 is 85 m long and may actually
are more substantial, however. VMS-350 is a 94- be a heavily distubed reservoir embankcment.
in-long wall formed by two parallel alignments of The most unusual agricultural feature in Block
cobbles 1.2 to 1.4 m apart filled wit earth and T is VMS-351, just south of thie wall VMS-350 just
rubble. This wall rnms along thie top of a low ridge described. VMS-351, like VMS-350, lies on thie
adjacent to an ephemeral drainage leading into the edge of a drainage channel leading into VMS-315.
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This complex feature consists of a series of walls the expansion of canal irrigation at the expense of
and platforms and may have been employed as part reservoirs during the Vijayanagara period. In most
of a water lift for bringing water up out of the cases, however, different types of faciities did not
entrenched drainage. The soil and water control compete directly since each was suited to a parficu-
features VMS-347 (check dams) and VMS-352 lar environment.
(walls) lie upstream, as does the small reservoir In the larger area around the city, runoff-fed
VMS-346. This drainage has been cut by the reservoirs were among the most common form of
construction of VMS-339, which may postdate the agricultural facility. Hundreds of reservoirs are
construction of some of the agricultural facilities. found roughout the study area (see chapter 5). Of
particular interest are the large integrated systems
Other Areas of reservoirs, such as that found in the Daroji
A diversity of agricultural features are found Valley, leading into the large Daroji reservoir, and
throughout the study area. Intensively farmed the Dhanayakanakere system, to the south and west
zones of wet agriculture include the areas watered of Hospet (figure 4.6). Rare double sluices are
by the Vijayanagara canals and by both the Turtha found on reservoirs from both systems.
Canal and by wells within the Urban Core walls. It has not been possible to discuss all of the
The canal zone stretches approximately from sites located in the Vijayanagara Metropolitan
Hospet on the west to Kampli on the east and Survey; instead I have provided an overview of the
includes the narrow valley north of the Urban Core. types of sites and features found and of the diversity
A reservoir was constructed in this valley (Bhupati of the material remains in the survey area. More
Kere; Rajasekhara 1985a:1 12) probably sometime detailed discussion is limited to only three survey
after the Turtha Canal was built. Thus, there were blocks, a total area of about 75 square kilometers.
at least thee canal-fed reservoirs in the region. Clearly, these ffiree blocks represent only a fraction
Other facilities associated with the canal system of the productive landscape used by the inhabitants
include the massive aqueduct, probably dating to of Vijayanagara and outlying settlements. Even so,
the sixteenth century, that caries water from the it is possible to discern some overall pattems of
Anegundi Channel across a branch of the land use around the city. These pattems are dis-
Tungabhadra to a large island, Virupuragadda. A cussed in the following chapter.
few breached reservoirs in the canal zone attest to
5
Archaeological Patterns
of Land Use
HE mATEAL REmAiNS of the complex patterns Other topographic features also prevented easy
. of agricultural land use and settlement around north-south movement; these include the Sandur
the city of Vijayanagara constitute one of the Hills on the south and the high, rocky granitc hills
primary sources of information about the scale and north of the river. Smaller, parallel ridges of east-
diversity of productive strategies in the region. west trending granitic hills cross the landscape,
Although the intensive phase of the survey has making the major direction of roadways east-west,
covered only a small area to date, the distributions with only short north-south segments connecting
from this area coupled with the less detailed infor- adjacent valleys. Temporal trends in agricultural
mation known about other areas can provide mate- land use in the study area are associated with
rial for some preliminary observations about the changes in settlement location. An early settlement
nature of agricultural production in the study area concentration near the Tungabhadra River and in
and its change through time. zones of wet agrculture reflected the spatial
structure of agricultural production in the Early
Settlement Vijayanagara period, while a later settement
In order to understand the distribution of expansion into the dry zones away from the river
nucleated settlements in the study area, it is neces- seems to have been matched by a concomitant
sary first to consider some of the primary locational expansion in runoff-fed reservoirs. The relationship
constraints and oppormities of the region. The between settlement location and agncultural
course of the Tungabhadra River was clearly very strategy is neither simple nor straightforward,
important in structuring settlement. The river was however, since bothi reflect an entire range of
not only a source of water for irrigation and for locational and organizational constraints. These
domestic and ritual use, it was also a significant constraints include, for example, thie position of
barrier to nort-south traffic and a limited transport existing settlements, markets, and roadways, as well
route for thie west-to-east movement of goods such as the amount and timing of labor demands of
as logs, which could be floated down thie river, different agricultural strategies.
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The city of Vijayanagara dominated the style of columns in the north gateway (VMS-257).
settlement distribution of the region, containing The two nucleated settlements in Block T are
high-density residential and residentiallconmuercial not securely dated. Neither contains elaborate
neighborhoods. Unfortunately, it is not possible to architecte nor are any inscriptional records
trace the pattem of population growth (and decline) correlated with these settlements. VMS-317 is an
within the city over its two hundred year occupa- early Vijayanagara temple located on the Nallapur
tion, except as it might be reflected in the pattern of Road that runs east-west through this block Thus,
construction of monumental structures (see the roadway may have been in use by the fourteenth
Rajasekhara 1985a). However, it seems unlikely century, and the small settlement, VMS-361, may
that the tempo of construction of elite architecture even date to this early period. The walled village,
unfailingly matched that of the population of the VMS-365, is spatially associated with a road system
city or of the region. The Urban Core walls were and a system of interconnected dry-land agricultural
built early in the occupational history of the city facilities, both of which are cut by the long wall,
(Michell, personal communication 1988); it may be VMS-339. Thus, the village probably predates the
that this walled area was rather sparsely settled at wall, but it cannot be placed securely within the
first and filled in only later. The Urban Core did, Vijayanagara period.
however, support some agricultural production in Elsewhere in the study area, most setlements
the forn of economically useful trees and garden have been dated either to the early or the late
plots (Morrison 1989), and one reservoir was portions of the Vijayanagara period, but few to the
actually located within the Urban Core walls middle of the period (fifteenth century). Locations
(Michell 1990:240, 245). Some of the garden plots near the Tungabhadra River seem to have been
in the city were probably watered by the Turtha favored in the earlier periods-Anegundi, Kampli,
Canal as it passed through the Urban Core near the Hampi, VMS-35-37, the Chalukyan village of
"Muslim Quarter" (Michell 1985a). Huligi (near modem Muniribad)-all are located on
In the study area as a whole, a clear bimodal or near the riverbanks. Only Kamalapuram, on the
pattern of settlement growth exists, with the first edge of the Kamalapuram reservoir, has a fairly
mode falling in the fourteenth century coincident secure temporal assignment to the Early Vijayana-
with the establishment of the city and of the empire gara period and is not on the riverbank. With the
and the second peak occurring in approximately the possible exceptions of VMS-35-37 and the
mid-sixteenth century. The settlements in Block 0 Chalukyan village of Hulig (the location of the
are not well dated, but VMS-35-37 dates to the Chalukyan temples), all of these settlements seem
early Vijayanagara period and is one of the few to have continued to be occupied into the later
settlements in the study area that was not occupied Vijayanagara periods or even to the present.
in the Colonial or recent periods. Dates for the A number of settlements cannot be dated to
establishment of VMS-2 and VMS-101 cannot be specific portions of the Vijayanagara period.
detenrined on the basis of the archaeological Examples include VMS-2 and VMS-101 in Block
evidence. However, both were occupied during the 0, VMS-361 and VMS-365 in Block T, and
sixteenth century and either have been continuously Kadirampuram and Mallapannagudi in BlocksM
occupied since or were reoccupied in the eighteenth and R, respectively. The latter two settements are,
or early nineteenth century. In Block S, the entire however, spatially associated with dated structures.
northeastem corner was densely setded. All In Kadirampuram, Muslim tombs have been
evidence for the establishment of this settlement provisionally assigned by Michell to the fifteenth
points to the mid-sixteenth century, with the century (1985a: 109). Mallapannagudi perches on
founding of Varadadevi-Ammana-Pattana (Filliozat the edge of a reservoir (VMS4; Morrison 1991c)
and Filliozat 1988:13) and the construction of the dating to A.D. 1412, which, if it also dates the town,
Penukonda gate. The outer city wall (VMS-10, would make it one of the very few settlements in
VMS-123) may also have been built coincident thoe survey area getting its start in the fifteenth
wit thie sixteent-century expansion in thiis area. century.
Only Kamalapuram (and te Kamalapuram reser- The thrust of the sixteent-century expansion
voir, VMS-231) predate the sixteenth-century of settement in the study area was to thie west of
expansion, but even thiere, thie structure of the the city, although the southeastern edge of the city
gateways of the fort was greatly modified in that (in Block 5) also experienced signficant growt
time period, as evidenced by thie Late Vijayanagara (see above). This area to te southeast ofte Urban
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Core walls was the only area adjacent to the city in population levels (see chapter 6), then it seems that
which the expansion of urban settlement was the study area (Bellary and Raichur districts)
possible without significantly encroaching on experienced a much more marked sixteenth-century
iriigated land. expansion than did other areas of what is now
Many of the "suburban"" (Fritz, Michell, and Karnataka state.
Nagaraja Rao 1985) settlements in the metropolitan
region were founded in the sixteenth century, as AGRICULTURAL LAND USE
indicated both by inscriptions and by architectural Zones ofLand Use
style (Filliozat and Filliozat 1988; Rajasekhara
1985a), and the majority of these named and dated It is possible to differentiate general zones of
settlements are sprinkled along a southwest- land use around the city with a fair degree of
northeast axis flanking the zone of canal irrigation. certainty. Figure 5.1 indicates the maximal distri-
These settlements include Tirumaladeviraya- bution of areas watered by canals and reservoirs in
Pattana (modem Hospet) and Sale-Tirumalema- the Vijayanagara period. This map does not show
haraya-Pura (modem Anantasayanagudi [Filliozat every known reservoir, as many are so small that
and Filliozat 1988:13-14]). they would appear only as a speck at this scale.
Other portions of the study area may also have Many others undoubtedly remain to be located and
experienced settlement expansion in the sixteenth recorded. Further, figure 5.1 represents the com-
century. The Daroji Valley contains several small bined distributions from the entire two-hundred-
villages that date to the Vijayanagara period. year occupation of the area. This temporal dimen-
Agriculture in this valley was supported entirely by sion will be addressed in more detail below and in
reservoirs, wells, and dry-land features such as chapter 8. A complete list of recorded facilites
gravel-mulched fields and minor terraces. Agricul- from the surveyed areas is given in table 5.1.
tural facilities in the Daroji Valley were remarkably In general, wet agriculture was limited to a
well integrated, with the excess water from one long and narrow strip along the banks of the
reservoir channeled into the next reservoir down- Tungabhadra, as indicated by the distribution of
stream. The largest reservoir in the system (z/1), canal irrigation. Other wet facilities included the
just above (to the west of) the village of Dhanna- canal-fed Kamalapuram Kere, the Bhupati Kere in
sagara is dated by an unpublished inscription tO A.D. the "irigated valley" (Fritz, Michell, and Nagaraja
1509. Thus, the Daroji Valley system, or at least a Rao 1985) and another small canal-fed reservoir
good part of it, appears to be a manifestation of the located to the north ofthe river, as well as the Setu
larger pattern of settlement expansion in the six- aqueduct. The areas served by these wet facilities
teenth century, and part of the move outward from fall within the discrete zone of wet agriculture
the Tungabhadra River and from the locus of hugging the riverbanks. Although the zone of wet
pennanent wet cultivation. A major part of the agriculture had localized areas that were too high or
Dhanayakanakere reservoir system also appears to rocky to irigate or that had dense settlements, in
date to the sixteenth century. Although this area general areas under permanent irrigation had a
has not yet been systematically studied, all known continuous rather than a patchy distribution.
dated reservoirs are late, and one, at Potalakatte, has Wet-cum-dry agriculture, as indicated by the
large double sluices that are believed to be late distribution of reservoirs (and wells, most of which
Vijayanagara in date. are spatially associated with reservoirs), covered a
It is not known whether or not the occupa- much more extensive area than did wet agriculture.
tional histories of some or all of these sixteenth- Unlike wet agriculture, however, wet-cum-dry
century expansion settlements actually predate the production took place on isolated and discrete units
formal founding and naming of settlements and the of land; even the interconnected reservoirs of the
construction of monumental architecture, but major Daroji Valley were separated by interstitial zones
settlement expansion clearly took place in the mid- devoted Fodry agrculture, grzing, and collecting.
sixteent century. An important future step will be Zones of dry agriculture are not indicated on
to determine the relationship of local Vijayanagara figure 5.1. These tend to be small and scattered,
area population changes to larger scale patterns and the observed distribution of dry fields and
from southiern India. If the volume of inscriptional facilities probably represents just a fraction of thie
activity relating to agriculture is any indication of original dry farmed area since dry farming did not
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FIGUREx 5.1 The Vijayanagara metropolitan area: zones of land use
necessarly result in archaeologically visible only one of thie many factors conditioning settle-
landscape modification. Several terraces covering ment location. The amount and timing of agrcul-
extensive areas were located, however (see chapter tural and other labor demands might be expected to
4). These dryland features were often situated near influence thie ways in which farmers situate tem-
reservoirs and are interspersed between areas selves in space. In the study area, both permanent
watered by reservoirs. Other important forms of and tlemporary habitation sites are indicated,
land use included grazing of cattle, sheep, and suggesting thiat althiough the focus of settlement was
goats; collecting of plants and firewood; and in stable, nucleated villages and towns, shorter term
hunting. The forested Sandur Hills, immediately camps were also made by agriculturalists and
south of thie area depicted in figure 5.1, were othiers. Agriculturalists could, and almost certainly
undoubtedly of great importance for collecting and did, travel between scattered fields in several
hunting. different areas and perhaps also in several different
production zones. Isolated structures in agricultural
Relation ofSettlement to Agriculture areas are often referred to as "field houses." Al-
Settement locations are closely related to the though this term is problematic, there were certainly
structure of land use. The labor demands of agri- a range of features associated wit short-term use
cultural production are a major consideration in by agriculturalists, herders, hunters, travellers, and
settlement pattern, but thiese demands constitute others: shelters, sunshades, caches, caves, and
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TABLE 5.1
Agricultural features from surveyed Blocks 0, S, and T, and from Block N, by type.
WET FACILITIES (c = canal, a = aqueduct, r = canal-fed reservoir) _______
BLOCK N BLOCK 0 BLOCKS BLOCKT
Turtha c Turtha c VMS-231 r
Bhupati r
Setu a
WET-CUM-DRY FACILITIES (r = reservoir, w=well)
BLOCK N BLOCK 0 BLOCK S BLOCK T
NYm/14 VMS-21 r VMS-122 r VMS-301 r
VMS-40 w VMS-125 r VMS-302 r
VMS-48 r VMS-132 r VMS-315 r
VMS-59 r VMS-136 r VMS-319 r
VMS-62 r VMS-138 r VMS-322 r
VMS-72 r VMS-150 rw VMS-324 r
VMS-91 r VMS-159 r VMS-330 r
VMS-97 r VMS-165 r VMS-335 r
VMS-108 r VMS-190 r VMS-342 r
VMS-113 r VMS-194 r VMS-346 r
VMS-117r VMS-206 r VMS-349 r
VMS-229 r VMS-226 r VMS-355 r
-_ VMS-230 r VMS-357 r
- VMS-242 r VMS-364 r
VMS-369 r
DRY FACILITIES (t= terraces, c = check dams, w = wall, g = gravel-mulched fields)
BLOCK N BLOCK 0 BLOCK S BLOCK T
VMS-52 w VMS-133 t VMS-299 c
VMS-53 w VMS-134 t VMS-300 c
VMS-55 w VMS-139 c VMS-307 w
VMS-58 w VMS-181 w VMS-308 w
VMS-60 w VMS-185 w VMS-310 c
VMS-61 w VMS-191 t VMS-314 w
VMS-63 w VMS-193 tc VMS-320 w
VMS-82 w VMS-198 c VMS-323 w
VMS-90 w VMS-199 tc VMS-331 w
VMS-95 c VMS-205 t VMS-332 w
VMS-98 w VMS-207 tlwell VMS-34 t
VMS-100 c VMS-208 cw VMS-347 c
VMS-106 w VMS-211 t VMS-350 w
- VMS-263 tg VMS-351 other
_ _~ ~~~VMS-264 t VMS-362 t
_ _~ ~~VMS-276 tg VMS-363 w
.~~~~VMS-280 c
- ~~~VMS-283 c
_~~~~VMS-287 c
- ~~~VMS-288 w ______
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rockshelters. understanding this mix of strategies, the organiza-
Archaeologically, there are consistent patterns tion of this mix, and its change through time.
of association between settlements and agricultural Even within each category of production a
features. As noted above, much of the settlement in great deal of diversity is evident, moreover.
the area, and all of the securely dated early settle- Archaeologically, this diversity is manifest in the
ment, was situated in or near zones of wet agricul- fonns and distribution of facilites. Information
ture. Villages recorded in the survey that were not about less visible, but no less important, forms of
adjacent to the wet agriculture zone were all diversity such as the types of cultigens grown and
associated with reservoirs. Reservoirs were impor- genetic variation in cultigens, cropping practices
tant sources of domestic water supply, and the (field preparation, weeding, etc.), fallowing, and
association of villages with reservoirs in South Asia intercropping either must be inferred from both the
has often been noted (e.g. Leach 1971). Wells also archaeological distributions and from ecological
provided domestic water, however, and some knowledge about plant physiology or must be
densely settled portions of the city appear to have derived from some other source.
been primarily supplied by wells. Thus, the village-
reservoir association may have been related to Diversity: Agricultral Facilities
agricultural practice as well as to domestic water As noted in the previous chapter, a great deal
needs. No villages located in zones of exclusively of diversity is apparent in agrcultural facilities,
dry agriculture have been located. The explanation diversity expressed in the form, size, degree of
for these patterns of association probably relates to elaboration, placement, and mode of operation of
the nature of labor demands in the thee different facilities.
fonns of production (cf. Stone, Netting, and Stone
1990). Wet agriculture required not only a higher Canals
labor input overall than did dry agriculture, but the Formal variability in canals is evident prima-
timing of labor input was also more consistent. Wet nly in details of construction rather than in scale.
rice requires constant monitoring of water levels, as The eleventh century Chalukyan Premogal Canal
well as a high degree of investnent in plowing and takes off directly from the river without the assis-
weeding. Sugarcane and tree crops have a longer tance of an anicut or any headworks (Davison-
maturation period than do the mullets that made up Jenkins 1988:135). It is only about 8 kilometers
the bulk of the dry farmed crops. Field preparation long and has not been joined to any other canals.
and facility maintenance may also have been more Most of the Vijayanagara canals are somewhat
demanding in wet and wet-cum-dry production than longer, but they do not exhibit the variability in
in dry production. Thus, wet and wet-cum-dry scale that features such as reservoirs do. In part,
agriculture were situated closer to setdements than this scalar consistency may be due to the fact that
were concurrently dry farmed or grazed areas used all of the Vijayanagara canals are still in use and
less often or less continuously. have been subject to some modification (see
Davison-Jenkins 1988; Sivamohan 1991), including
Diversity: Forms ofProduction the extension of some canals and the amputation of
I have discussed Vijayanagara agriculture in others. More important, however, in stucturing
terms of a three-part categorization of wet, dry, and this similarity were design constraints of anicuts
wet-cum-dry production and facilities. Notwith- and of canals and, possibly, the modes of invest-
standing the difficulties with this classification, ment and labor organization in construction.
such as the occurrence of forms of production that Anicuts, or smal diversion weirs, typically
do not fit easily into a single category, the need for consisted of low masonry walls that filled in gaps
multiple categories highlights the diversity of between granitic boulders in the watercourse.
Vijayanagara productive strategies. Wet, dry, and Boulders were sometimes clamped to each other or
wet-cum-dry forms of production do not epresent to the wall with iron clamps (see chapter 2), and
points along an evolutionary development of anicuts could also support temporary superstruc-
agricultural forms but rather different strategies of tures held in place with stone or iron needles (cf£
production that coexisted within a single point in Sharma and Sharma 1990). This design was well
time and within a single land use system. The key adapted to thie braided and rocky course ofte
to understanding Vijayanagara intensification lies in Tungabhadra River. Often, one or two channels of
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the river were blocked to support a canal, leaving facing on a reservoir may consist of unmodified
other channels unmodified. Dangerous rainy- boulders or of cut and even dressed stone blocks.
season floods could then flow down the river On VMS-190, Halla Kere, stones of different colors
relatively unimpeded, causing minimal damage to were used in alternating rows of masonry to create a
canal headworks. The force of these summer floods striped effect. Some embankments boast elaborate
is well illustrated by the massive bulk of the piers of staircases or protruding slabs that serve as steps
the Setu aqueduct. These piers span the river near down to the water, and even support small temples
Hampi (Block N) and, in spite of their bulk, have or other structures. Sluices also exhibit a great deal
been badly damaged by the flowing water. Thus, of variability in ornamentation. The simplest form
the rather limited extent of scalar variation in of upright sluice consists of two roughly shaped
anicuts seems to be related primarily to the sizes uprights with a plain lintel and lower cross-bar.
and orientations of the river channels near the canal The stone elements vary a great deal in the fineness
headworks. Another physical constraint on canal of shape and in the extent of dressing. The lintel
design is slope. Canals must flow neither too (upper cross-bar) may also consist of two parts
quickly nor too slowly (Sharma and Sharma 1990), (made of two slabs) bearing elaborate mouldings of
and excess water must be drained off into another the type found on temples, gateways, and other
canal, a reservoir, or back into the river. Vijayana- forms of elite architecture. Several sluices also
gara canals followed topographic contours rather contain carvings of gods and goddesses, particularly
closely, and where tihe landscape did not allow the those associated with doorways. Sculpted figures
excavation of an earthen canal at an appropriate from the survey area include Sita and Hanuman,
slope, canals were either rock-cut or were artifi- Ganesha, and Lakshmi.
cially raised, carried by elevated earthen embank- The two largest reservoirs in Daroji Valley
ments, some faced with masonry. This hierarchy of have double sluices, with four upright posts and,
physical constraints may have ensured that the instead of simply being capped by a lintel, they also
degree of scalar variation in river-fed canals (as sport peaked roofs. Several other sluices bear
opposed to small inundation canals from seasonal carved finials. As noted, the moderately sized
drainage) was relatively limited. Potalakatte Kere near Hospet also boasts elaborate
Social and organizational issues were at least double sluices. Some, but not all, of the decorative
as important as construction challenges, however. variation in reservoirs can be temporally ordered.
Canals in the study area were often constructed For example, many of the dated, highly ornate
under royal patronage (Stein 1980 and see chapter reservoirs were constructed in the sixteenth century,
6), using large groups of laborers. Because canals but other dated late reservoirs are quite plain. The
often crossed the boundaries of several villages and degree of reservoir elaboration is also correlated
the junrsdiction ofmany local leaders, they required with size to a certain extent, and possibly thus witli
some supraordinate coordination in planning, sponsorship or with mode of investnent.
whether that was facilitated by govenmment bodies, Reservoirs also vary in operation. Although
temples, groups of cultivators, or some other all worked to collect and store water from seasonal
corporate group. The organization of construction runoff, some reservoirs were not designed to then
and of operation were not necessarily congruent, distribute that water to fields below the embank-
however, and there is little indication of any cen- ment but rather to contain soil and water for cultiva-
tralized control over the day-to-day operation of the tion in the bed (Morrison 199 lb). Some contain
canal network (Stein 1980, 1982; and see overflow sluices or waste weirs (spillways) in
Sivamohan 1991). addition to tunnel sluices; others have only one or
the other outlet device.
Reservoirs
The diversity of form, scale, and elaboration Dryland Facilities
in Vijayanagara reservoirs has been noted in thie Dryland facilities vary a great deal in form,
previous chapter (and see Morrison 1993). Reser- size, degree of elaboration, and degree of intcegra-
voirs range widely in size, from a few meters to a tion with other facilities. Dry facilities are, in fact,
few kilometers long and may also vary greatly in the most varable of the thiree categories and include
width and height (figure 5.2). Equally striking is such features as isolated erosion-control walls,
thie variation in degree of elaboration. Masonry check dams, terraces, gravel-mulched fields, and
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FIGuRE 5.2 Selected reservoirs from the Daroji Valley
various combination of these features. Dry facili- agricultural landscape actually operated was
ties do not appear in the inscriptional record (see dependent upon their placement on the landscape-
chapter 6), although dry land as a category was their relation to topography, soils, and to each other.
often mentioned. Thus, it seems likely that the
modes of investment in the construction and Topography
maintenance of dry facilities were quite different, at The topographic potentials and constraints of
least in most cases, from those operative for wet canal irrigation were noted above. For these and
and wet-cum-dry facilities. Further, the distribution other features, distributional patterning is largely,
of dry facilities (and presumably of dry farming) although not entirely, explicable in terms of slope
was extremely patchy, and, at least by the end of the and water supply. The Tungabhadra was the only
period, was restricted to more marginal locales in perennial source of water in the region, and thus
which neither wet nor wet-cum-dry production wet facilities were all ultimately dependent upon
could be successfully pursued. Dry facilities must the river. All other facilities operated in conjunc-
be studied in tandem with the wet-cum-dry facilities tion with rainfall and runoff. These facilities
they are so often associated with. Because terraces, differed primarily in their success in capturing and
check dams, and isolated walls often protected storing runoff, and this in tum was dependent upon
reservoirs from slopewash and rapidly moving their placement in relation to potential watersheds.
runoff, the placement, form, and maintenance of Large reservoirs sometimes tapped nearly the entire
these facilities would have been a concern to those surface runoff of a large watershed, while small dry
using the reservoir even if they were not directly facilities intercepted only a tiny portion of the
associated with dry-land production. runoff from any particular watershed. Different
watersheds also varied in terms of teir reliability,
The Organization ofDiversity based on their size, relief, and the nature of the
The way in which features in the Vijayanagara substrate and vegetation. The interconnection of
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facilities was also strongly conditioned by slope. In nance to remove accumulated sediments and
a reservoir/terrace/well association, for example, vegetation. The flow of silt-rich water through the
the terraces would be placed on the slopes of the Vijayanagara canals was reduced in the mid-
hills constituting the watershed of the reservoir, the twentieth century by the construction of a large dam
reservoir at the base of the slope generally blocking across the Tungabhadra. Soils in the area tend to
a valley, and the well immediately beneath (down- have a low overall silt content, but reservoirs
stream from) the reservoir embankment. created conditions for silt accumulation, and small
A striking feature of the study area is its particle sizes are differentially concentrated in and
"saturation" of agricultural facilities. It is relatively around reservoirs.
easy to predict the locations of reservoirs from A locally important soil type found near the
topographic features. In almost every case that study area is regur (regada), or black cotton soil.
such informal predictions were made, there was in This fertile soil is well suited for cotton production,
fact a reservoir in that location. Rocks and slope as its name implies, and occurs to the east of the
were two major impediments to agriculture outside survey area where the landscape opens out into a
the alluvial zone. However, a great many very broad plain. This area may have been used for
small flat or open patches of soil show evidence of large scale production of cotton, as contemporary
walls or other features associated with agriculture. visitors to the city observed. Although the black
cotton soil tracts have not been intensively sur-
Soils veyed, they do not contain any large scale agricul-
Soils in the study area, with the exception of tural facilities. The flat topography severely limits
the narrow band of alluvial soil adjacent to the the number of reservoirs that can be constructed,
Tungabhadra River, are shallow and rocky (see and wells seem to have been the most important
chapter 2). The disposition of soils in the area agricultural facility in these dry farmed areas.
around the city has been greatly modified by human Black coton soil can also be found north of the
activity during and after the Vijayanagara period. study area, in the Raichur doab.
In the city, the granitic ridges have been so heavily
eroded and the valleys between them so deeply Vegetation
colluviated that many Vijayanagara-period temples Vegetation cover exerts a significant effect on
and gateways are now almost completely bunred. the hydraulic characteristics of a watershed, affect-
Further away from the city, soil movement also ing both the amount and velocity of runoff as well
seems to have been a problem. Erosion control as of erosion. The natural vegetation of the survey
walls and terraces served, in large part, to minimize area has been greatly modified by a long history of
the movement of sedimentt from the rocky hillsides grazing, collecting, cutting, and clearing. The
of watersheds into the beds of reservoirs below, pollen record (see chapter 7) indicates that defores-
where it clogged up sluices and reduced water- tation had begun before or coincident with the
holding capacity. Many reservoirs seem to have Vijayanagara penod and that the pressures exerted
been abandoned after they silted in, and nearly all on regional vegetation by the demands of the large
abandoned reservoirs in the study area (unlike the and concentrated population of the city for fire-
canal system, few Vijayanagara reservoirs are still wood, construction material, and animal fodder
in use) show some degree of siltation. In extreme were significant. The charcoal record shows that
cases, sluices (which may be between 2 and 10 m periods of intense buming coincided with periods of
high) were completely buried. Inscriptions describe open vegetation (Monison 1994b), suggesting
the removal of silt from reservoirs as a normal vegetation clearance for agriculture and grazing.
maintenance operation, arranging carts for that This coincidence of grassy, herbaceous vegetation
purpose. with increased burning no doubt led to increased
Canals brought, in addition to a consistent problems of erosion. Without the stabilizing
water supply, the added benefit of fertile river silt. influence of vegetation, erosion control and siltation
The open design of Vijayanagara anicuts allowed would have been increasingly problematic. The
suspended silt to flow trugh the canal where it denudation of vegetation would also have adversely
could reach the fields, although anicut locations affected soil fertility on the slopes, although the
ensured thiat fast-flowing water would be avoided. fertility of colluviated valleys may actually have
Like reservoirs, canals required periodic mainte- been enhanced.
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Reduced vegetation cover also has microcli- coordination, since the flow of water through the
matic effects, and the loss of forest and scrub cover paddy must be consistently maintained. Thus, both
may have enhanced the already warm temperatures inflow and drainage are ongoing concerns of rice
of the region. In contrast, water and dense vegeta- farmers throughout the growing season.
don in irrigated zones promoted cooler conditions, It would be well to consider that intercon-
humidity, and created environments suitable for nected facilities other than canals pose similar
breeding mosquitoes. British accounts of the organizational problems. Water allocation is a
nineteenth century note that cultivators in the concern in even isolated reservoirs. Those with
Vijayanagara canal zone did not usually live there, rights in land undemeath a particular reservoir have
due to the prevalence of malaria (Kelsall 1872). cause for concern when a new reservoir is con-
stucted upstream, or when facilities upstream are
Interconnection ofFacilities not adequately maintained. It is difficult to isolate
I have noted in several places that the ar- this organizational dimension from the archaeologi-
chaeological record of the Vijayanagara agricultural cal record, and arguments about the organization of
landscape must be considered as a whole because of past irrigation systems generally rely on ethno-
the interconnection and interrelation of agricultural graphic or historic analogies. Such reliance is
facilities. The material record of agricultural problematic, given the apparent absence of any
facilities is historically configured, so that the universal "rule" relating system size and complexity
decisions made about agricultural production at one to the nature of control over construction and
point in time have important consequences for those allocation (Hunt 1988; Kelly 1983).
who come later. Constructed features themselves
become part of the productive landscape, modifying hange through Time
ad indeed recreating soil, slope, runoff, and The archaeological record of Vijayanagara
vegetation conditions. The diversity of Vijayana- agriculture reveals a great and unexpected diversity
gara agricultural strategies, involving different in forn and in scale not evident from the historical
crops, different scales of production, and differen- record. However, it is difficult to trace temporal
tial investment in facilities, is partly mitigated by pattems in agricultural features based solely on
the high degree of integration of fonns of produc- surface remains. Future research must be directed
tion. toward excavation and subsurface analysis of a
The implications of this degree of intercon- range of agricultural features in order to provide a
nection are profound. Canal networks are perhaps secure basis for chronological ordering of facilities,
the most common example of facility interconnec- including small-scale and dry features that cannot
Lion and interrelation, and discussion about the otherwise be securely dated.
organizational problems of canals is well developed At present, we are reliant on the occurrence of
(see discussion in Hunt 1988). Hunt (1988:341) inscriptions that date specific agricultural features
lists six "universally found work tasks" and two or, less satisfactory, nearby settlements. As noted
"commonly found" ones that are associated with above, variation in the degree of ornamentation in
canal irrigation systems, although these could apply reservoir sluices appears to be at least partly
equally well to other systems of interconnected temporally ordered. "Simple"' sluices, those
facilities: without mouldings or with mouldings of the type
construction of the physical system, capture of termed two-stepped with angled bevel (without
water from the environment, allocation of medallions or with medallions or half-medallions;
water once captured, maintenance of the Fritz and Morrison n.d.), occur throughout the
physical system, conflict resolution and period, but thus far all of the dated "oomate" sluices
accounting. (Hunt 1988:341) (those with more elaborate moulding styles, finials,
The "commonly found" tasks include drainage and capitals, and double sluices) can be assigned to the
ritual activities (Hunt 1988:341). Pest control may sixteenth century or the Late Vijayanagara period.
also be a particullar concern in systems of intercon- These ornate sluices are, unfortunately, rae, and
nected facilities and interdependent fields. Lansing simple sluices cannot be dated on a stylistic basis.
(1991) describes how large sections of wet rice land However, it is possible to date several of thie major
in Bali are drained at the same time in order to agricultural features in te survey area based on
combat pests thiat posed a potential threat to the both associated incriptions and on sluice styles.
crops of all farmers. Wet rice requiires special In definiing the patterns of agricultural growt
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in the survey area, it has proven difficult to differ- The second form of sixteenth-century expan-
entiate between fourteenth- and fifteenth-century sion involves a movement away from the riverine
construction within the canal zone. This confusion zone of wet agriculture, as indicated by the chain of
arises from disagreement about the association reservoirs in the Daroji Valley. The wet-cum-dry
between particular historical references to canal agricultural production (and perhaps the associated
construction (e.g. Sewell 1900:301-302, and see dry fields as well) in this broad valley appears to
chapter 6) and specific canals. The Kamalapuram have been an outcome of the sixteenth-century
reservoir (VMS-231) is known to have been con- intensification process. Many other outlying
structed in the fourteenth century and the reservoirs date to the sixteenth century (see chapter
Malapannagudi reservoir (VMS-4) in the fifteenth 6). Important among these are some or all of the
century.The pattem that emerges in the chronologi- reservoirs of the Dhanayakanakere system. It is
cal ordering of agricultural facilities is strikingly not yet known if a major settement expansion into
similar to the pattern of settement expansion in the these areas occurred at the same time, although it
region. Early facilites were differentially focused seems likely on present evidence.
near the river, although it will be important to learn Clearly, the most problematic temporal
more about the specific patterns of change within pattem is that of the dry facilities. Dry facilites do
this riverine area in the early time period. The not appear in Vijayanagara iscriptions, although
sixteenth-century expansion appears to have dry land does but not in sufficient quantity to
adopted two forns. In one, facilites were built analyze its temporal distribution. It is likely that
adjacent to the already existing zone of intensive, dry agriculture was always important in the semi-
wet agriculture (and near dense settements). The ard Vijayanagara region, but equally likely that its
major locus of canal expansion (at least, that for importance changed through time. It may be that
which we have dates) took place on the southwest- the spatial association of certain dryland features
ern edge of the irrigated zone, with the construction such as terraces with other, dated or dateable,
of the Basavanna Channel and the Korragal and features indicates contemporaneity. If this is the
Valabapur anicuts in A.D. 1521 (Kelsall 1872:231). case, then the temporal pattem of dry facilities in
Also in this area and near the newly founded town the study area followed the same general course as
of Tirumaladeviraya-Pattana (Hospet), the Raya that of wet-cum-dry facilities. However, it is not
Kere was constructed in the early sixteenth cenatry clear that this assumption can be supported. Addi-
during the reign of Krishnadeva Raya. Further east, tional, subsurface archaeological research is needed
a reservoir near the modern village of Nagenahalli to clear up this issue.
was constructed in A.D. 1516 (Gopal 1985a:188). Even with the relatively crude chronological
This reservoir watered a small area on the edge of control now possible, the Vijayanagara agricultual
the canal-irrigated zone, drawing runoff from a few landscape shows a great deal of spatial diversity in
rocky hills that prevented the extension of canal both production strategy and production scale, and
irigation into a small pocket of land. through time, both an areal expansion and an
Just north of the village of Hampi, the six- intensification of existing lands and strategies. The
teenth-century Setu aqueduct carried water from the overall result of this patem of change is an agricul-
Anegundi Channel, the major channel north of the tural landscape that was at once both more intensive
river, to a large island. No doubt this island had and more diverse. The pattems of change are
been cultivated before the constuction of the complex; one type of facility was not found in the
aqueduct, but the provision of a secure supply of early period and another in the later period, nor was
water to this high land in the river channel would there a simple locational shift Rather, diversity
have dramatically changed the agricultural potential was a constant theme thoughout, but the organiza-
of the island. The monumentality of the aqueduct tion of that diversity was changeable. The land near
in relation to the small size of the island is quite the river was utilized from the start, and wet
striling. Like thfe pocket of land served by fthe agricultural facilities such as the Kamalapuram
Nagenahalli reservoir, agricultural land in thie reservoir existed from the very beginning ofte
vicinity of thie city appears to have been highly period. This pattern of land use had consequences
valued in terms of thie effort invested in its cultiva- for the later inhabitants of Vijayanagara, and the
tion. Unfortunately, te date of the Anegundi decisions adopted in thie fifteenth century built upon
Channel itself is not known. those made in thie fourteenth century. By te
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sixteenth century, the large-scale growth in settle- variation in agricultural practice in type and scale
ment and construction ofmonumental architecture that is not indicated in any other body of informa-
were reflected by a dual process of agricultural tion. Dry farming was carried out both on a small
growth. Land use in the wet agricultural zone near and a large scale, and minor wet-cum-dry facilities
the river was intensified; small dry pockets such as were extensively employed. Further, in terms of
that served by the Nagenahalli reservoir were area, the extent of dry and wet-cum-dry production
brought under cultivation. The canal zone itself was much greater than that of wet production. The
was extended on the southwest, and a more secure archaeological record of the Vijayanagara area
water supply was brought to the land on the island indicates an early concentration of settlement and
north of Hampi . Changes in practice within the agriculture near the Tungabhadra River and a later
wet zone cannot be discemed archaeologically (see expansion outward from this zone of permanent
chapter 7). Coincident with the continued focus on irrigation. Concurrent with this outward expansion
production in the irrigated zone was an outward was an intensification of land use around the edges
expansion of wet-cum-dry production (and dry of-and possibly wihin-the irrigated zone. The
production?) as indicated by the construction of archaeological record provides one line of evidence
reservoirs. into the nature of Vijayanagara land use. Addi-
tional forns of infonnation from the historical and
Discussion botanical records are considered in the next two
Archaeological survey in the Vijayanagara chapters.
metropolitan region has revealed a degree of
6
The Historical Record
THEEisToRIcAL REcoRD of the Vijayanagara
period is both rich and diverse, but using
inscriptions and documents to understand produc-
tive organization is not without difficulties. In this
chapter, I discuss three classes of historical docu-
ments that relate to the written history of the Vijay-
anagara region: literary sources, foreign accounts,
and inscriptions. For each class of document-here
I use the tenn document to refer to any form of
object bearing writing-the nature of the source and
the potential information it can provide on the
nature of agricultural production in the study area
are considered.
Although the use of historic and ethnohistoric
materials in archaeology is commonplace, it is well
to consider that documents do not represent pure
glimpses of historical "fact." They are consciously
produced to further the goals or views of elites and
are subject to considerable ideological manipulation
in presentation (cf. Morrison and Lycett 1994).
Anthropologists have been greatly concemed with
the analysis of the production of "texts," both
historical and antrpological, and the point that
foreign accounts of Vijayanagara may be fraught
with misunderstandings and were constructed as
statements anchored in their own time and culture
probably need not be made here. However, indig-
enous texts such as the stone and copper inscp-
tions of the Vijayanagara period are equally ideo-
logical statements, made by and for a specific
stratum of society. Inscriptions reflect the interests
and transactions of a portion of South Indian
society, and as such provide only a partial view of
agriculturl and other activities, a view that re-
flected, and possibly transformed, the attitudes of
the literate elite.
LrARY SouRicEs
This rather general category includes all of
the non-inscriptional indigenous sources from the
fourteenth through sixteenth centuries. This great
corpus of material includes poems, songs, religious
discourses, and accounts of the activities of great
figures, both religious and political (cf. Nilakanta
Sastri 1966:340-421). Many of these works were
collected by British colonial administrators, such as
Colonel Colin Mackenzie (Mahalingam 1940,
1951), in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. In 1919, Krishnaswami Ayyangar
published a selection of this material relating to
Vijayanagara history, primarily in Telugu and
Sanskrit (with English summaries) in his Sources of
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Vijayanagara History. In 1946, Further Sources of FOREIGN AccouNTs
Vijayanagara History was published (Nilakanta Soutiern India was a focal point in an exten-
Sastri and Venkataramanayya 1946), containing sive network of trade stretching from China on the
additional extracts (see Stein 1989:8-9 for further east to the Mediterranean on the west, and South
discussion). Indian polities, merchants, and producers were
Literary sources have been preserved on a active participants in local and long distance trade.
variety of media, all of which are subject to decay. An extensive literature describes this trade and the
Thus the preservation of a palm-leaf manuscript, political and social interaction it engendered (Das
cloth manuscript, or other form of recording is, in Gupta and Pearson 1987; Digby 1982; Mathew
part, a matter of chance. More than that, however, 1983; Pearson 1981; Subrahmanyam 1984, 1990).
important texts are often transcribed over and over The accounts of foreign visitors to the city of
(or have been passed on through oral tradition), so Vijayanagara must be considered within the context
that the extant version of a text may actually have of the economic, political, and social relations
been written hundreds of years after its putative between Vijayanagara and observers and their
date of orgin (cf. Leach 1990). Thus, such wors countries. Visitors came as ambassadors, traders, or
must be treated cautiously. simply adventurers; the concerns and experiences of
Literary Sources and Agriculture an ambassador may have differed from those of ahorse trader, and thiese differences must be kept mnThe literary source material is of great trad
importance for Vijayanagara history as a whole but mind.
provides little infonnation about production, Travellers' accounts, not just of Vaijpayanagaraprovidesittleinformationgeneaboutesp itaroductn, but throughout the region, are also marked by afocussing instead on genealogies, military sagas, high degree of conventionality (Pratt 1986:33-35).
and accounts of the great deeds of patrons of the hg ereo ovninlt Pat18:33)
arts. When these deeds include the constrction of Certain topics are described again and again, often
agriculturl f itiesedeedsuh dclumenthe pron tide using the same descriptive devices. For example,agncultural facilities, such documents provide the number seven, a culturally significant number
critical information regarding the perception of such for many of the visitors to the city, crops up in
activity as meritorious (numerous aphorismsfomayfthvitrsotect,copupn
comment on the value placed on the repair and virtually every account of the great strength of thecommet onhe u ace r ndwalled city of Vijayanagara. It has seven circuits of
construction of irrigation facilities). Noninscrip- walls, it is seven miles in circumference, and so on.
tional accounts of agricultural patronage might also Iart,itis conventioliifer the borow-
provde mpotantcros-rferecesto nscrptinal In part, ths conventionality stems from the bonrow-provide Important cross-referen t in rip ona ing of one account from another. Thus, the traveler
notices of the same events. Unfortunately it was Nicolo di Confi described diamond mining in South
not possible to attempt this sort of cross-reference India with a story familiar from another traveller's
in this study. Krishnaswami Ayyangar's English tale, that of "Sinbad the Sailor" (Sewell 1900:86).
summary from the Annals ofHande Anantapuran The conventionality of description extends beyond
illustrates an account of reservoir construction: overt borrowing, however. Certn themes are
While Bukka was ruling from Vidynagar repeated: the great wealth of the "Oriental" cities[Vijayanagara], his pradhani or minister and potentats, the great poverty of the countysideChikkappa Odeyar constructed an embankment an otentates, theg p rtygofeth ountide
across the river [drainage?] Pandu which ses in or of the commoners, and teestrangeness of idig-the Kambugirisvami hills and formed a big tank enous customs. Travellers were generally educated
[reservoir] filled with its waters in the year and literate men. As such, ey also employed te
Krodh corresponding to Saka 1286 [A.D. 1364/ literary conventions of their day, conventions that
65]. This was near Devarakonda in the province become evident when accounts from different
of Nandela (Nandyal) south of Vidynagar. On traditions, such as those from Europe and those
each side of the embankment he constructed a from westem Asia, are compared.
village. (Krishnswami Ayyangar 1919:45) Many travellers' stones were written down
This sort of account vrmes lie from tat presented long after te events in question and were often
in inscriptions. However, the general corpus of translated many times. In some cases the extant
literary works rarely contains this kind of informa- version is based on a retelling ofte saga. Travel-
tion (but see also Krishnaswami Ayyangar lers also may also have lacked facility with local
1919:143, 339), and no attempt has been made to languages, making their obsenrvations idiosyncratic
systematically compile such information, and depriving them, in many cases, ofte ability to
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cross-check information given to them. Finally, the
obvious cultural differences between the observer
and the observed may have resulted in many
fundamental misunderstandings. This issue lies
behind all of the efforts to discem Vijayanagara
political economy based on such accounts (cf. Inden
1990; Stein 1989), and is of great importance in
interpreting travellers' tales as culturally con-
structed texts. On a more basic level, this differ-
ence in cultural knowledge also resulted in some
misidentifications. For example, both Portuguese
visitors to Vijayanagara mention the presence of
Indian-com growing in fields around the city,
presumably Zea mays. It is possible that com was
growing in the area in the early sixteenth century
but much more likely that the Portuguese observed
Sorghum (Jowar or Cholum), an important dryland
grain. Sorghum plants look remarkably like com
plants, even from a relatively short distance away.
In the following sections, I mention a few of
the visitors to the city of Vijayanagara and relate
some of what they said about agricultural produc-
tion. Like the literary evidence, the nonindigenous
historical sources are extremely important to
understanding Vijayanagara history. However, like
the literary sources, this corpus of data is primarily
anecdotal. It provides interesting and important
glimpses into the Vijayanagara period but is diffi-
cult to analyze systematically. For this reason and
because the existing historical literature contains
extensive discussions of this material (Mahalingam
1940, 1951; Sewell 1900; Stein 1980, 1989), I do
not cover it in great detail. Every foreign account
of Vijayanagara cannot be covered here. For
example, the accounts of Ibn Battuta in the fifteenth
century (Major 1857) and of Fray Luis (Loschom
1985) in the sixteenth century are not included.
Nicolo di Conti
Nicolo di Conti was an Italian traveller who
visited the city of Vijayanagara during the reign of
Devaraya II, in about A.D. 1420 or 1421. His
narrative was recorded in Latin by a secretary of the
pope (Sewell 1900:8 1) and was published only in
1723. Thus, Conti's account was actually written
by someone else and was recorded some time after
he returned home to Europe. Conti provided some
description of the city and of its people, describing
the city as large and well fortified, contaimnng
"ninety thousand men fit to bear arms" (Sewell
1900:82). After discussing the activities that took
place at various festivals, he moved on to such
diverse topics as diamond mining and the zodiac.
Although Conti's account is interesting in that it
portrays the Vijayanagara region as densely popu-
lated, it contains little information about agriculture
or land use.
Abdur-Razzaq
Kamaluddin Abdur-Razzak Samarqandi
(Thackston 1989), an ambassador from Persia to
Calicut, was summoned to the court of Devaraya II
at Vijayanagara. Abdur-Razzak visited India
between A.D. 1442 and 1445. He described the city
of Vijayanagara as being of "enomious magnitude
and population with a king of perfect rule and
hegemony" (Thackston 1989:307) and mentioned
the existence of seven concentric rings of fortifica-
tion. The only overt mention of fields is found in
Abdur-Razzak's comment on the structure of the
fortified zones:
Between the first, second, and third walls are
orchards, gardens, and buildings. From the third
through the seventh is very crowded, with shops
and bazaars. (Thackston 1989:308)
Ludovico di Varthema
An Italian traveler, Ludovico di Varthema,
left a lengthy account of people and places in South
Asia in the beginning of the sixteentfi century.
Neither Varthema's profession nor his purpose for
travelling are known, and doubts have been cast on
the verity of his account-in particular on his
descriptions of the east coast of India and beyond
into Southeast Asia (Temple 1928:xi). There
appears to be no doubt, however, that Varthema
spent some time in Calicut and made shorter trips
to other cities in westem and interior South Asia.
Between 1502 and 1508, Varthema visited Vijay-
anagara, about which he had relatively little to say.
He was particularly impressed by the use of el-
ephants in warfare (Temple 1928:5 1) and was
interested in military matters in general. Of the city
and surrounding countryside, Varthema said only:
The said city of Bisnegar belongs to the kdng of
Narsingha [Vijayanagara, after the name of the
king, Narasimha], and is very large and strongly
walled. It is situated on the side of a mountain,
and is seven miles in circumference. It has a
triple circuit of walls. It is a place of great
merchandise, is extremely ferdle, and is en-
dowed with all possible kinds of delicacies.
(Temple 1928:51)
Duarte Barbosa
In 1524, a Portuguese manuscript describing
the coasts of East Africa and western India was
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traslated into Spanish by Mardn Centurion and India. Paes had a great deal to say about the city,
Diego Ribero (Stanley 1867:i). This Spanish but I will focus here on the descriptions of agricul-
edition was then translated into Italian and pub- ture and of agricultural facilities.
lished in 1554 by Ramusio (Stanley 1867:iv), who Forests and Fields
was the first to attribute authorship ofthe piece to
Duarte Barbosa, a cousin of Magellan and em- On his way to Vijayanagara from the west
ployee ofthe Portuguese govenment in India who coast Paes noticed many cities and walled villages
was known to have lived for several years on the (Sewell 1900:237, 242). Of the kingdom as a
Malabar coast and to have spoken the local lan- whole he noted:
guage. Whether or not the author of this account These dominions are very well-cultivated and
actually was Barbosa or not, it does provide some very fertile, and are provided with quantities of
interesting descriptions of India and of Vijayana- cattle, such as cows, buffaloes, and sheep ...
garain the period between approximately A.D. 1510 The land has plenty of rice and Indian-com,
and 1514. grains, beans and other kind of crops which areand151
many other visitors tothecity,Barbosanot sown in our parts; also an infinity of cotton.Like many other visitors to the city, Barbosa Of the grains there is a great quantity, because
began his trip on the west coast and journeyed besides being used as food for men, it is also
inland, crossing the Western Ghats, noting: used for horses, since there is no other kind of
After passing this mountain range, the country is barley; and this country has much wheat, and
almost entirely plain, very fertile and abundantly that good. (Sewell 1900:237)
supplied in the inland districts, which belong to Paes began his description of the city with an
the kingdom of Narsinga, in which there are account of the fortifications that block stategic
many cities and villages and forts, and many passes along the road to the city, describing severallarge rivers run through it There is in the
country much cultivation of rice and other zones of encircling hills and fortficatons:
vegetables, with which they maintain them- Between allhese enclosures are plais and
selves, and many cows, buffaloes, pigs, sheep, valleys where rice is grown, andthiere are
asses, and diminutive ponies . .. (Stanley gardens with many orange trees, limes, cirons,
1867:85) and radishes (rabaos), and other kinds of garden
produce as in Portugal, only not lettuces or
Barbosa's description of the city of Vijayanagara is cabbages. Between these hill ranges are many
extensive and eclectic, containing a great deal of lakes by which they irrigate the crops men-
detail on the appearance and dress of the inhabitants tioned and amongst all these ranges there are no
of the city. He had little to say about agriculture or forests or patches ofbmshwood, except very
vegetation, though he did note the presence of small ones, nor anything that is green. (Sewell
gardens inside the city: 1900:243)
Forty-five leagues from these mountains [the Several interesting points are raised by this
Westem Ghats] inland, there is a very large city description. First of all, it indicates that fortified
which is called Bijanaguer, very populous and areas did contain agricultural fields as well as
surrounded on one side by a very good wall and settlement, a pattern also indicated by the survey
on another by a river, and on the other by a results. The association of reservoirs with garden
mountin . . . [The king] has in this place very crops such as vegetables that are water and labor
large and handsome palaces, with numerous intensive is also notable. As Paes travelled thrugh
courts in which there are many mounds, pools of ffie Vijayanagara region from the west, he would
water with plenty of fish, gardens of shrubs, have passed through or near aras watered byflowers, and sweet-smelling herbs. There are canas,although or not meas tese.by
also in the city many other palaces of great lords canals, although he does not mention these. Sev-
who live there. And all the other houses of the eral large reservoirs were located between Hospet
place are covered with thatch. (Stanley 1867:85) and Vijayanagara, on or near the main road. These
include VMS-4, the Malapannagudi reservoir, and
DomingoPaes VMS-231, the Kamalapuram reservoir (canal-fed),
Domingo Paes was a Portuguese horse trader among others. These "inner" reservoirs (located
who visited Vijayanagara, probably several times, close to te wet agriculture zone) would also have
between thie period 1520 to 1522. The reignng been important as domestic water sources, and thieir
king was Krishnadeva Raya. Paes's account of the proximity to densely setted areas and urban mar-
city and of the area around it is one of the longest kets may have made them atrctive for production
and most detailed tat reman anld was written in of garden crops (perhaps with supplemental well
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irrigation for the runoff-fed reservoirs). three large pillars handsomely carved with
Finally, the sparse natural vegetation noticed figures; these connect above with certain pipes by
by Paes contrasts sharply with his characterization which they get water when they have to irrigate
of agricultural fields. Fields are seen as rich and their gardens and rice-fields. In order to makethis tankc the said king [Krishnadeva Raya] brokegreen; other vegetation as brown and bare. This downtah h the grounde bo e
view s bomout y thepoRenevidece frm thedown a hill which enclosed the ground occupiedview iS borne out b thie pollen evidence from thie by the said tank. In the tank I saw so many
Kamalapuram reservoir (see chapter 7), in which people at work that there must have been fifteen
trees and shrubs comprise a very small pordon of or twenty thousand men, looking like ants, so that
the pollen record. you could not see the ground on which they
walked so many there were; this tank the king
Reservoirs portioned out amongst his captains, each of whom
had the duty of seeing that the people placedPaes was struck by thle relative dryness of under him did their work, and that the tank was
the interior plateau compared to Portuguese Goa finished and brought to completion. (Sewell
(on the west coast). Within the first few pages of 1900:244-45)
his narrative, Paes has mentioned both the impor- Paes went on to desciibe how the reservoir "bursttance of reservoirs and their insecurity of supply: two or three times" (Sewell 1900:245), and how the
This country wants water because it is very king was advised by Brahmans to make a sacrifice.
great and has few streams; they make lakes in Ths sacrifice is said to have consisted of the heads of
which water collects when it rains and thereby sacnficeas san u nsified ofbthe hes
maintain themselves. They maintain them- sixty men as well as an unspecified number of horses
selves by means of some in which there are and buffaloes (Sewell 1900:245).
springs better than by others that have only the Paes's description of what is probably
water from rain; for we find many quite dry, so Rayakere raises severl issues. This reservoir, while
that people go about walking in their beds, and not the longest in the study area, is certainly the
dig holes to try and find enough water, even a tallest (about 22 meters high). However, even
little, for their maintenance. The failure of the
water is because they have no winter, as in our though it has not been breached, it holds no more
parts and in India [Portuguese Goa], but only than a meter of water in the rainy season, nor did it
thunderstorms that are greater in one part of operate effectively in the Colonial period (Kelsall
the year than in another. The water in these 1872:16-17). Water apparently percolates quickly
lakes is for the most part muddy.. . (Sewell through the soft soil beneath the embankment, so that
1900:238) no water is available to be distributed to fields below.
That runoff-fed reservoirs were observed by Paes Paes notes the "bursting" ofthe reservoir, this
to be ubiquitous, and yet very uncertain sources of generally is a problem related to water flowing into
water, confinns contemporary and archaeological the facility at too great a velocity or in too great a
observations of reservoirs. quantity for the strength of the embankment. Paes
Perhaps the most widely quoted sections of apparently did not remain in the area long enough to
Paes's nrrative that relate to agriculture are those observe the operation of the reservoir, but this
relating to the large reservoir known as Rayakere apparent anomaly must be noted.
located near Hospet (for a brief description of this The placement of the reservoir to capture runoff
reservoir see Davison-Jenkins 1988). Nuniz also from the two hills was aptly described, but Paes's
discussed this reservoir, and the two accounts may comments on a supplemental source of water are
profitably be compared (see below). According to interesting and, as far as I can tell, have never been
Paes: taken seriously as a factual account. Upstream from
Besides this the king made a tank [reservoir] the Rayakere, near Rajapura, is another smaller
there, which, as it seems to me, has the width reservoir, now breached. To the west of the narrow
of a falcon-shot [a type of artillery, according valley dammed by the Rayakere embankment is a
to Sewell 1900:244] and it is at the mouth of complex system of interconnected reservoirs, what I
two hills, so that all the water which comes have called the Dhanayakanakere system after the
from either one side or the other collects thiere lretrsrori h ru.TeppsPe
and, besides this, water comes to it from more dares ried sbringin sh rupplementalpw atersnoh
than three leagues by pipes which runalongdecbda rnngsplm tlwtritofe
the lower parts of the range outside. This Rayakere may have allowed the reservoir to filll
water is brought from a lake which itself sufficiently for distribution to fields below. These
overflows into a little river. This tankc has pipes are noted to come from more than thee leagues
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away, "along the lower part of the range outside." the Portuguese engineer asked for lime but was told
This phrase could mean many things. The pipes that lime was not known about or used. In fact,
could have run along the base of the hills "'outside" lime was used extensively in plaster and for other
the reservoir, but inside the valley (perhaps from purposes, though generally not in reservoirs. Nuniz
the Rajapura reservoir), or along the base of the went on to describe the construction problems of
hills "outside" the valley (perhaps from the the reservoir, problems that now have taken on an
Dhanayakanakere system). No traces of pipes are almost mythic quality:
visible today. Clay pipes were used extensively in The King commanded to throw down quantities
Vijayanagara structures, as were copper pipes, but of stone and cast down many great rocks into
the lauer have all been removed for scrap. In the valley but everything fell to pieces, so that
general, it is difficult to try and interpret travellers all the work done in tfie day was destroyed eah
accounts such as Paes's as literal, accounts of night. (Sewell 1900:365)
historical "fact," but in this situation it is tempting The requisite sacrifices were made, and "with this,
to suggest that the high degree of investment in the the work advanced" (Sewell 1900:365).
reservoir and its proximity and importance to the The reservoir itself seems to have operated well
growing city of Hospet (Nagalapura, according to enough to produce revenue:
Sewell 1900:162 or Tirumaladeviyara-Pattana, He [the king] made a bank acss the middle of
according to Fiiozat and Filliozat 1988:13) made it the valley so lofty and wide that it was a
necessary to ensure its supply at whatever cost. crossbow-shot in breadth and length, and had
large openings [espacos, perhaps luices]; and
Fernao Nuniz below it he put pipes by which the water
Femao Nuniz was another Portuguese escaped, and when they wish to do so they close
horsetrader who spent several years in the city of these. By means of this water they made many
Vijayanagara. Nuniz visited the city between about improvements in the city, and many channels bywhich they irrigated rice-fields and gardens, andA.D. 1535 and 1537 only fifteen years or so after in order that they might improve their lands he
Paes. Nuniz's account contains a long history of gave the people the lands which are irrigated by
Vijayanagara and its kings; this secondawy materal this water free for nine years until they had
appears to be mixed in with observations Nuniz made their improvements, so that the revenue
made himself. already amounts to 20,000 pardaos [a type of
Both Paes and Nuniz commented on the types gold coin]. (Sewell 1900:365)
of crops grown in the region and on the number and Nuniz's account shifts to the present tense at this
variety of items they saw for sale in the market. point, describing the fortifications around the
These observations are compiled in table 6.1. Of reservoir, perhaps indicating that he had seen the
the area outside (between?) Hospet and Vijayana- reservoir itself. Although the story of construction
gara, Nuniz wrote: "Outside these two cities are problems and subsequent sacrifices was included
fields and places richly cultivated with wheat and by Nuniz, he never suggested that the reservoir did
gram and rice and millet, for this last is the grain not function.
most consumed in the land." (Sewell 1900:366) The similarities between Paes's and Nuniz's
Reservoirs stories are worth noting. Both describe the lengthof the reservoir in terms of the range of a projectile.
Nuniz wrote an account of the construction of Whether this indicates borrowing or simply shared
a reservoir that most analysts have assumed is descriptive devices is not clear.
Rayakere, the same reservoir described by Paes:
This King [Krishnadeva Raya] also made in his Caesaro Federici
time a lake for water, which lies between two Caesaro Federici, an Italian merchant dealing
very lofty serras. But since he had no means in in horses, visited the city of Vijayanagara in A.D.
the country for making it, nor any one who 1567, shortly after the disastrous battle of Talikota
could do it he sent to Goa to ask the governor to in 1565. Federici stayed in the city for seven
send some Portuguese masons .. . (Seweil monthis, attempting to collect payment for some
19*36-5 horses thiat th retrating court "purchased" but
This account may be fancifull, since reservoir- neverpaid for (Wheeler 1974:136-37). Thus,
building was clearly not unknown to Vijayanagara although the city had been sacked and looted, it
engineers. NuIiiz describes (Sewell 1900:364) how must not have been completely depopulated.
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TABLE 6.1 Plants identified by Paes and Nuniz in the vicinity of Vijayanagara (data
from Sewell 1900)
DOMINGO PAES (1520-1522)
rice cotton oranges
4grains" betel limes
Indian-com cloves grapes
horse-gram mangos pomegranates
mung jackfruit roses
wheat lemons grass and straw
FERNAO NuNIz (1535-1537)
rice "oil seeds" mangos
"grains" gingelly jackfruit
millet cotton citrons
Indian-corn betel oranges
gram areca limes
mung herbs tamarind
pulses beans pomegranate
wheat brinjals grapes
barley radishes roses
Federici must have had some reason for staying, private announcements of agreements and transac-
presumably he believed it would still be possible to tions (and, rarely, of events). Such agreements
obtain payment. Indeed, there were several included gifts or donations, sales, tax remissions,
(unsuccessful) attempts by Arividu kings to resettle and exchanges of goods and services. Stone inscrip-
the city. He described the state of the city: tions are often found in association with temples or
The city of Bezeneger is not altogether de- on boulders, reservoir sluices, or other public places.
stroyed, yet the houses stand still, but emptie, In contrast, copper plate inscriptions were portable
and there is dwelling in them nothing, as is and probably represented more pnrvate records.
reported, but Tygres and other wild beasts.
(cited in Loschhom 1985:349) QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
INSCRIPTIONS The Inscriptional Data Base
The most extensive source of historical In the following sections I present an analysis
information on the Vijayanagara period is the of Vijayanagara-period inscriptions based on a data
inscriptional record. Contemporary inscriptions base of 1538 inscriptions from eleven districts in
were generally made either in stone or on copper Kamataka in order to isolate trends im agricultural
plates and refer primarly to what may be called land use and investment. The complete data base is
ritual/economic transactions. The most abundant contained in Morrison (1992).
category of inscription is that recording grants to The incriptional data base constitutes onfly a
temples, as discussed in chapter 2. However, it sample of thie known incriptions from thie Vijayana-
would be misleading to characterize all inscriptions gara period. Because inscriptions are published in
as records of temple donations or of other dona- many different serial and occasional publications,
tions. Inscrptions can be thought of as public or Vijayanagara inscriptions may be found scattered
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throughout a large body of published work. Un-
published inscriptions are also numerous. Thus, it
should be emphasized that the inscriptional data
base does not constitute a complete set of inscrip-
tions, or even of published inscriptions from each
district in the data base. The principal sources used
in the compilation of the data base were Gopal
(1985a, 1985b, 1990), Nagaraja Rao, ed. (1983,
1985), Patil (1991a), Patil and Balasubramanya
(1991), and an unpublished compilation of inscrip-
tions generously provided by Dr. C. S. Patil of the
Directorate of Archaeology and Museums,
Kamataka.
Coding
In order to facilitate comparison of a large
number of inscriptions, it was necessary to reduce
each inscription to a series of coded categories in
the data base. Naturally, a great deal of informa-
tion contained in each inscription is lost in the
process. However, the large-scale comparisons
made possible by quantitative analysis do provide
important adjuncts to the study of individual
inscriptions, revealing the timing and tempo of
change as well as its form.
The full text of the data base codes is given in
table 6.2. Most inscriptions were carved either in
stone or copper, a few were found on wooden doors
or in other unusual proveniences. Both the lan-
guage and script of each inscription was coded.
The calendnrc system used in southeem India
in the Vijayanagara period differs from the Euro-
pean system in that the cycle of Saka years does not
correspond exactly with years A.D. In most cases,
sufficient detailed astronomic information is given
to allow epigraphers to convert the date precisely
into day, month, and year A.D. In a few cases
where these astronomical data were not present, or
where the inscription was damaged, the Saka year
could only be converted to a range of years A.D.
(eg. 1546-1547). In these situations, the year A.D.
was recorded as the first year in the series. The
month was recorded whenever possible in order to
determine if there were seasonal paterns in inscrip-
tions. No such seasonal pattern could be discemed,
either for all inscriptions or for agricultural inscrip-
tions.
TABLE 6.2 Inscriptional Data Base Reference Codes
1. Published Reference.
KN = B. R. Gopal
ARE = Annual Report of Epigraphy, ASI
AREE = Annual Report of Indian Epigraphy
ARSEE = Annual Report of South Indian Epigraphy
2. Form of Inscription.
1 = Stone
2 = Copper
3 = Wooden door/other
3. Language of Inscription.
1 = Sanskrit
2 = Kannada
3 = Telugu
4 = Tamil
5 = Marathi
6 = Kannada and Sanskrit
7 = Kannada and Telugu
8 = Sanskrit and Telugu
9 = Persian
4. Script of Inscription.
1 = Nagari
2 = Kannada
3 = Telugu
4 = Tamil
5 = Tamil and Grantha
6 = Grantha
7 = Grantha, Tamil, and Kannada/Nagari &
Telugu
8 = Kannada and Nagari
5. Date of Inscription: Year (years A.D.).
6. Date of Inscription: Month.
O= unknown
1 = January
2 = February
3 = March
4 = April
5 = May
6 = June
7 = July
con't.
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table 6.2 con't
8 = August 48 = Molakalmuru
9 = September 50 = Alluru
10 = October 51 = Arakalagud
11 = November 52 = Arasikere
12 = December 53 = Beluru
54 =Cg na7. Location of Inscription: District. 55= Hotenarasipura
1 = Bellary 56 = Manjarabab
2 = Raichur 60 = Chikkamagalur
3 = Kolar 61 = Koppa
4 = Chitradurga 62 = Mudagere
5 = Hassan 63 = Narasimharajapura
6 = Chiklnagalur 64 = Srinigeri
7 = Mandya 65 = Tarikere
8 = Dharwad 66 = Krishnarajapete
9 = Tumkur 67 = Maddur
10 = Bangalore 68 = Magavalli
11 = Shimoga 69 = Mandya
8. Location of Inscription: Taluk. 70 = Nagamangara
1 = Bellary 71= Pandavapura
2= Harapanahalli 72=Srirangapauana
3= Hospet 73 Byad~PUag
4= Kudligi 74=Byadgi
5 = Sandur 76= Gadag
6= Siruguppa 76= Gadag
7= Hadagalli 77 =aHangal
8=RHGB 8 = Havend
9 = Shrihatti 79= Hirekerur
11 = Gangawati 80= Hubli
12= Koppal 81= Kundgol
13=Lingasur 82= Naragund
14 = Raichur 83= Navalgund
15 =Yalibargi 84= Ranibennur
16 = Kushtagi 85 = Ron
17 =Manvi 86= Anahealic
20 = Bagepalli 87= Gubbi
21 = Bangarapete 88 = Kunigal
22 = Chikballapur 89 = Madugiii
23 = Chintamani 90 = Ravugaga
24 = Gauribanda 91 =Sika
25 = Gudibande 92 = Tipalur
26 = Kolar 93 = Tumakuir
27 = Malur 94 = Anekal
28 = Mulbagal 95= Bangalore
29= Sidlaghatta 96= Channaatna
30 = Srinivasapura 97= Devanahalli
40 = Challakere 98= Doddaballapura
41= Chitradurga 99= Hosakote
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table 6.2 con't
10. Dynasty. 2 = member of royal family
1 = Sangam 3 = temple/god
2= Saluva 4 = nayaka/local elite/chief
3 = Tuluva 5 = merchant/commercial group
4= Arividu 6 = villager/nattar/nattavar
7 = officer
11. King. 8 = brahmin(s)/agrahara/natha
1 = Harhara I 9 = individual
2 = Bukka I 0 = uiknown
3= Bukka II
4 = Harihara II 13. Donee. Same codes as donor.
5 = Devaraya I
6 = Bukka IIlVijayaraya I 14. First gift/grant mentioned in inscription.
7 = Harihara III 1 = gift of village
8 = Devaraya II 2 = gift of land
9 = Devaraya m 3 = gift of wet land
10 = Virupaksha 4 = construction of reservoir (or gift of)
11 = Naasimha I 5 = maintenance of reservoir
12 = Narasimha II (Immadi) 6 = construction of canal
13 = Vira Narasimha (II) 7 = maintenance of canal
14 = Krishnadeva Raya 8 = tax remission
15 = Achyuta Raya 9 = nonagricultural
16 = Sadasivaraya 10 = commercial agreement
17 = Ramaraya/Aliya Ramaraya 11 = meligolaga rights
18 = Vernkata(pati) II 12 = cash gift for agriculture
19 = Venkatadeva I 13 = land transfer
20 = Kampana (Sangama) 14 = land reclamation
21 = Praudhadeva Raya (Sangam) 15 = land below a reservoir
22 = Naasa Nayaka (Tuluva) 16 = gift of office
23 = Ramadevaraja (Arividu) 17 = gift of money income
24 = Venrkatapatiraya I 18 = gift of dry land
25 = Sriranga I 19 = founding of village
26 = Mallikaiuna (Sangam) 20 = land below a canal
27 = Venkatapatiraya IV 00 = unknown
28 = Timmarakayya (Tuluva) 15. Second gift/grant mentioned in inscription. Sme as
29 = Tirumaladeva (Tuluva) . firstgift.30 = Savamanna Vodeya (Sangam) first gift.
31 = Ramachandra Raya 16. Condition of Inscription.
32 = Venkatesha 1 = good
33 = Jommana Udaiyar, son of Kampana 2 = damaged/incomplete
34= Vira Bukka Bhupati and Devaraya (Sangam) 3 = heavily damaged
35 = Srirangam (& 39)
36 = sons of Bukka I 15. Association. Where the inscription is located.
37 = Tirumala (brother of Ramaraja) 1 = on or near temple
38 = sons of Vira Harihara 2 = on other structure
40 = Sriranga IV 3 = sculpture or architecturl element
50 = Ibrahim Adil Shahi II 4 = on or near tank
96 = unspecified Devaraya 5 = on or near canal
97 = a Mahamndaleshwara 6 = in field/outside of village
98= unspecified Bukdca 7= on portable medium
99= unspecified Harihara 8= within village
9= on or near well12. Donor.
1 = king _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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All inscriptions in the data base are located in The category of gift or grant also includes
Kamataka state (see figure 6.1). Within the state, what may be better termed transactions. Although
data from eleven different districts were coded. the majonrty of the coded inscriptions do refer to
Locational information recorded includes the gifts or grants, some also relate to transfers of land
district, taluk (a subdivision of district), village or other property, or to commercial or other agree-
(name of the nearest settlement), and the subject ments. Many inscriptions referred to multiple
location, or the smallest named unit of space grants, and two variables, "gift 1" and "gift 2",
(village or territorial unit) referred to in the inscrip- were coded. In a few cases, more than two grants
tion. In many cases, the modem settlements have were made. In these instances only the first two
retained the names of the Vijayanagara-period were coded.
settlements. The final category coded is association, which
The dynasty and name of the king mentioned refers to the context of the inscription. Because
in the inscription were also recorded. For the many of the inscriptions were published without
purposes of this analysis, kings were used as adequate contextual information, the value of this
supplemental indicators of temporal affiliation. variable could not always be detennined.
Inscriptions in which no year was given and no king
indicated were deleted from the data base. Inscnrp- ANALYSIS
tions without years but with the name of a king and All Inscriptions: Subject
dynasty were assigned a year on the basis of the Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of grants
mean regnal date for that king, using dynastic data (category "grant 1") across the entire data base.from Nilakanta Sastri (1966; see table 3.1). In
. The most common grant mentioned in the inscrip-eighty-seven inscriptions were dated in this way. tional data base is the grant of a village, labelled inOnly inscriptions dating to between A.D. 1300 and figure 6.2 as "income." Villages appear to haveA.D. 1700 were coded. No inscriptions lsting had specifically demarcated territories and to haveViJayanagara kings (or fulture kings) occur beforeVAyD.1300,anagara ki ugs( futrewkings)0o scuripbbeen associated with specific hamlets or subsidiaryA.D 1300, nd although a fe post-1700.iscrp- settlements. In the Vijayanagara period, villagestions claiming V'ij'ayanagara afffliation do occur, the
rather than the larger territorial unit, the nadu,political situation in Kamataka had become quite
a
complexbythi time akigteyar10 pear most often as thie objects of tasactions.
convenient termination point. Grants of villages refer not to the actual physical
The same codes were used for both donor and territory of the village, but to rights in income or
donee. Donors and donees are usually mentioned income shares, from various taxes on the village, ofbyonae,Donorsandthe onamesoparentsuany g onedp which the most important were agricultural leviesbyname, and names fparents d grandpar- (cf Neale 1979). Stei notes
ents (usually father and grandfather) are also often cf. eae . S nts:
noted, as well as any title held by the donor. In Vijayanagara inscripons are concerned withnew
many cases, it was not possible to assign the donor and public claims upon shares of village income.
or donee to one of the functional classes in the data To be stressed here is that the 'rights in land'
base. In these cases he or she was simply described always refer to shares in income, not 'dominion inbane. "Individucal." This uncertswassin yhascrtainy land,' and that in many cases such shares haveas an "individual." This uncertainty has certainly always existed but were not before given the
resulted in an undemumeration of certain types of public and formal status achieved in the fifteenth
donors, but there is no reason to believe that this and sixteenth centuries. (1980:421)
undemumeration is differentially concentrated in The second most common category of grant,
any single category. Some inscriptions also refer to labelled as "other," is nonagriculturl. These grants
multiple donors. Unfortunately, multiple donor refer to a variety of activities such as the construc-
inscriptions first appeared only after the stmcture tion of temples, maths, rest-houses, or other struc-
of the analysis had been set, and multiple donors tures; gifts of lamps, money, and other things to
were coded according to the first donor mentioned. temples; or to thie bestowing of titles, rigts, or tax
The practical result of thiis decision is that villagers remissions not related to agrcultural production.
and village assemblies are slightly under-repre- Grants of land are the thiird most common
sented, since they sometimes were involved in topic of the coded inscriptions, followed by te
transactions with local elites, whose names were construction of agrcultural facilities, and the
invariably mentioned first. expansion or establishment of new settlements. The
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FIGURE 6.1 Distnrcts of the state of Karataka
subject of some damaged inscriptions could not be overwhelmingly to transactions ivolving agcul-
discerned; tese were coded as unknown. Land ture-land, income from land, te construction and
grants may be divided by types of cultivation; in maintenance of agrcultural facilities, and thie
figure 6.2 thiey are taken as a whole. Several clearing of new agricultural land. In thie following
inscriptions refer to thie construction of agrcultural sections I will disaggregate thiis distribution by
facilities or to arrangements made for thieir mainte- time, district, and topic.
nance. In figure 6.2, te category labelled "sette-
ment" includes thie clearing of new agrcultural land All Inscriptions: Temporal Distribution
and thie establishment of new settements as well as Figure 6.4 shows thie overall temporal distri-
thie resettlement of deserted villages and the recla- bution of inscriptions in the data base. The distribu-
mation of land for agriculture. tion is bimodal, withi a lower and more temporally
Most inscriptions recorded only one gift, as diffulse peak centered around thie beginning of thie
indicated in figure 6.3. In general, however, thie fifteenthi century and a higher, more focussed peak
distribution of second gifts follows that of first in the early to middle sixteenthi century. The
gifs, at least in overall frequencies. Thus, it is clear overall distribution of inscriptions by time, or thie
that the subject matter of inscriptions relates rate of inscriptional activity, can stand as a proxy
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Temporal Distribution of Inscriptions
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FIGURE 6.4 Number of inscriptions by year, all districts
measure of the tempo of economic/ritual transac- reflecting both the tempo and the magnitude of
dons in te region as a whole. The founding of thie gifting through time.
empire and thie establishment of political contrl Signiicant differences bet:ween districts exist
over areas both around the city and further south in thie temporal distribution of inscriptions. Figure
prompted a flurry of inscriptional activity in thie late 6.5 shows the distribution of inscriptions by year
fourteent and early fifteenth centuryr. In the late by district (see figure 6.1). Bellary District inscrip-
fifteenthi and very early sixteenth century tere tions are bimodally distributed, but the sixteent-
appears to have been a lull in inscription-writing, century peak in thiis district, which contains thie city
reflecting a slowdown bot in gifting and in publi- of Vijayanagara, is particularly marked. Raichur,
cized commercial tasactions. In the early to just nort of thie Tungabhadra, shows a similar
middle sixteenthi century, a boom in inscription- pattern, although thie number of inscriptions is
writing appears to reflect the dynamic state of much greater in Bellary District. Dharwar and
politics and thie economy. In large part, thiis six- Chitradurga are thie two districts closest to te "core
teent-century peak in thie overall distrbution of area" of Bellary/Raichur. Inscriptions from thiese
incriptions is fuelled by Bellary District, as twvo districts are bimodally distributed, as are most
discussed below. After thie battle of Talikota (A.D. of the others. Shimoga is notable for the number of
1565), thie record is characterized by a slow decline early inscriptions it contains; many of thiese are
in te number of records. Both thie shape and thie "hero stones," which commemorate deaths in battle
magnitude of inscriptional peaks are of interest, or skiImiishes. Thus, although the overall temporal
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FIGURE 6.5 Number of inscriptions by year for each district
pattem of all districts is bimodal, the areas nearest in fact, qualify as local elites. The pattem of royal
to the city show a particularly strong sixteenth- gifting is stiking, particularly if both royalty and
century peak in the occurrence of records. royal officers are considered. Inscrptions involv-
ing royal officers as donors peak shaiply in the
Donors and Donees middle to late sixteenth century, as do all inscip-
Who were the people involved in the transac- tions, but in the former case the strength of this late
tions reflected in inscriptions? Donor classifica- peak contrasts sharply with the relative
tions were simplified (see table 6.2) into six catego- unimportance of officers as donors in the early
ries: royalty, which refers to either the king or his period. An early peak in donations by "others"
family; religious groups, including temples and contrasts with the increased importance of both
Brahmins; local elites, including nayakas and local elites, kings, and royal officers in the later
"chiefs;" others, such as merchant groups, groups of Vijayanagara period (see Morrison 1994a for a
villagers, and groups of craftspeople; unknown, more detailed analysis).
which includes the categoines of unlknown and The pattems of donees are almost mirror
"individual;" and officers, restricted to royal images ofte donor curves (figure 6.7). Kings
officers. Figure 6.6 shows te distributions of never appear as donees, and local elites and royal
inscriptions by donor category thirough time. Local officers are similarly uniimportant. Not surpris-
elites are te most common donors, followed ingly, religious institutions-and temples constitte
closely by unkinown donors. Many of thiese indi- the majority of this category-appear as thie major
viduals known only by name and not by status may, recipients of gifts. Many donees cannot be as-
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Inscriptions by Donor
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FIGURE 6.6 Number of inscriptions by donor category, all districts
signed to functional categories, but the shape of the square equals 256.9, with 50 degrees of freedom,
"unknown" curve closely follows that of the significant at the p<.000l level). When only royal
religious institutions. In a few types of transactions, donors, their officers, and local elite donors are
such as the construction of agricultural facilities, considered, significant district-wise differences still
donees are not routinely listed, presumably because exist (chi-square equals 94.89, with 20 degrees of
the facility benefits many different people and is in freedom, significant at the p<.0001 level). Royal
a category of action different from that of a simple donations are more important in the Bellary District
land grant. "Others" appear more often as donees than elsewhere, though donation by royal officers
in the sixteenth century and as donors in the late are important in a number of districts.
fourteenth and early fifteenth. The low number of
inscriptions with "others" as donors or donees Gifts and Grants
makes it difficult to dissect this pattem, but several Figures 6.2 and 6.3 indicated the distribution
of the early inscriptions with others (in this case of gift categories in the data base as a whole.
villagers) as donors refer to communal construction Significant differences also exist in the overall
of agricultural facilities, while many of the later pattem of gifting through time (chi-square equals
inscriptions wfit "others" as donees (mostly 118, withi 35 degrees of freedom, signficant at thie
nonagricultural specialists, primarily barbers) relate p< .0001 level). Figure 6.8 shows te temporal
to tax exemptions. distribution of the first gift by year. Most gifts
The distribution of donors is not uniform conform to the now-familiar bimodal temporal
across districts. A crosstabulation of donortypes pattern, except for gifts of land which, althiough
and districts reveals significant differences (chi- they increase in te sixteenlth century, do not
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FIGURE 6.7 Number of inscriptions by donee category,, all districts
exhibit the strong peaks that gifts of villages and least, contains more inscriptions overall from te
nonagricultural gifts do. later period.
Agn'cultural Inscriptions: Land Irrigated land includes all land descinbed asAgriculturaZInsriptions: arulbeing wet, below a reservoir, or below a canal. If
Land grants in thie inscriptional record are the temporal distribution of irrgated land grants by
sometimes differentiated as either wet land, dry district (figure 6.10) 'is compared witlthat of land
land, land below a reservoilr, or land below a canal. in general (figure 6.9), several interesting pattems
Unfortnately, many inscriptions do not distinguish emerge. In Bellary District te sample size is fairly
between different types of land (or else te transla- low, but a strong sixteenth century peak is evident,
tors do not). Figure 6.9 shows thie temporal distil- with only one mention of inigated land before te
bution of land grants by district, where the general beginning of the silxteenthi century. Inscriptonal
category of ""land"' incorporates all types of land. references dating firom before the sixteenth century
More than any other district,, land grants in Bellary and referrnng to wet land in the district do occur, but
District are temporally clustered, concentrated in these are all unpublished. In no other district,
te period between lS15 and 1570. The Datsm for however, is thiere a late veak in donations of IM-
70.uititi ekr u imlr side ae ado hemgiueadsdens fa
arfoefrall, ie ftedsrcsajcn oi feBlayDsitTeayia a:mo
Belr.TevntoCewe itit nln olrDsiti vrl adgat scmidb
.rnt 60qiesiig oee.I ot oa n h itiuo f mae d nKlr ml
Shmg 0i it,eryln.rnsaemr ixencnuyices nirgtdln oa
cm on 50aegat,ee huhKlr ttos otat hrl i noealdciei
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FIGURE 6.8 Temporal distribution of gift one, divided by gift category
gifts of land. agricultural facilities was insufficient for more
detailed analysis. In Bellary District, however, fourAgricultural Inscriptions: Facilities of the five inscriptions located on reservoirs or
Ninety-one inscriptions referred to the con- other facilities fell between the years 1536 and
strucdon of canals, reservoirs, and wells, the only 1556; the fifth dated to A.D. 1661. Thus, the
types of agricultural facilities represented in the distribution of these inscriptions supports and
inscriptional record. In other cases, inscriptions supplements that of other inscriptions directly
were built into agricultural facilities, or lay near recording facility construction.
them, but did not refer directly to the construction The temporal distribution of inscriptions
of the facility. Figure 6.1 1 indicates the prove- recording canal construction for all districts is
niences of coded inscriptions. Temples are the shown in figure 6.12. Of importance is the early
most common location for inscriptions, followed by cluster of five dates between A.D. 1375 and 1415.
fields and villages. Inscriptions placed on rocks in Five more inscriptions are found in the period
fields may be underrepresented in the data base, between A.D. 1475 and 1560, while several addi-
since these are the hardest to locate. "Copper" tional unpublished inscriptions also fall within this
refers to portable copper plate inscriptions, latter range. It was not possible to disaggregate the
"architec" to inscriptions on isolated architect;ural data on canal construction given te very small
elements such as columns, and "agricult" to inscrip- sample size.
tions on or near agricultural facilities. Unfortu- References to reservoir construction were
nately, the number of inscriptions associated wit more numerous. The combined distribution from
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FIGURE 6.9 Temporal distribution of land grants by district
all districts is bimodal, withi the larger peak falling QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
in the early period. Thus, reservoir construction in A great deal of informnation on V'ij'ayanagara
central Karnataka as a whole (figure 6.13) seems to agriculture, and land use contained in inscriptionshave been an important Early V'ijayanagara activity was, of necessity, collapsed into fairly general
thiat came back into importance in te middle ctgre ntepoeso oigisrpin o
sixteentli century. Thbe late fourteentli- to early- the data base. While it is not possible to discuss allfifteenth-century boom in reservoir construction o hsifraini eal ilcm eto
actually achieved a magnitude greater than that of several inscriptions relevant to understanding
tile sixteenthi century. When reservoir data are agricultural intensification. Because the 'inscrip-
categorized by district, however, a different picture tional record is largely focused on the disposition of
emerges (figure 6. 14). The disthibution of inscrip- land and of its products, volumes could be (and
tions referring to reservoir construction in Bellary have been) written regarding the structur ofDistriCt iS idiosyncratiC compared to other districts. Vij'ayanagara agriculture based on inscriptions
In Bellary District, construction references bunch (Breckenridge 1985; Mahalingam 1951; Randhawatightly together in the middle sixteenth century, a 18 aawt 94Sen18;Vsaah18)
patmse nn te isrc otiigm r
tionappe s pm n year n al sae Y ea Yics ed ncar t 2.A Yoeditar h e,a
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FIGt RE 6.10 Temporpa disthibution of irsigated land gcants by district
addir onal category, garden land, has been em- the data base,thefo re most common categories
ployed in revenue classnification schemes sincefie were wet land, dry landt and land beneath a reser-
Colomal period, while wet-cum-dry production has voir. Land beneath lnoff-fed reservoirsmis wet-
not been consistently employed as a revenue cum-dry landpar excellence, suggesting thiat tis
category. This variable categorization of agricul- diree-part classification may have some udlity.
tural production raises several issues. First of all, However, it is clear that much more precise divi-
what were nouecategodes of land classification in sions also existed. Based on his reading of inscrip
the VijayanVagara period? Werefom ns of produc- tions fromuhe endere empire, Mahalf gam (1940e41-
tion associated wial specific plor ofllad?a at is, 42) has classified categones oflnd thes into those
is it legitimate to speatof dry lands as wenl as of on wet crops and those on dry crops. For revenue
dry a icultare?Finally, can such categorization be pu gposes, the foa of tenure was considered, as
usefull for understanding V'ij'ayanagara intensifica- well as the success of the crop and its stage in te
tion; and how canthese fouins of land use be fa ndowcycle:
werecteddiffrentiatedlgin theinscriptionsincludIn the taiable land a distkcton was made be-IndiRenous land and land use classificabion -we addA ied,unutiae 4wasteA (nwly..q
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where these were grown or marshes in which red In an inscription located near a reservoir in Kolar
lotuses were grown or lands producing ............ .alarge District (A.D. 1371; Gopal 1990:20), a grant of rice
number of othier crops. There was also some land was received as kattu-godagi (or kattu-kodaga,
differentiation made between wet crops being see chapter 3) by a naSyaka for having constructed a
raised on wet lands and wet crops being raised on reservoir in the name of his mother. The specilficdryand.(LImUgam194:42 desl'gnation of rice land may indicate somethingSeveral inscriptions from thie data base inform about the security and abundance of supply of that
On land classification. In an inscription from particular reservoir. Specific plots of land were
Hassan District (A.D. 1360; Gopal 1985b:136-37), viewed as "4belonging to"' or being associated with
two villages were granted to a temple in order to agricultural facilities. It is particulay interesting in
support thie activities of various ritual specialists. thie light of the interconnection of features in thie
The villages were described as yielding a certan study area that reservoirs and canals were said to be
amount of revenue. In addition to tfie villages, associated withi botl wet and dry land. Another
garden lands below a reservoir (or reservoirs?) inscription associlated with a reservoir embankment
were included in the gift. What appears to have in Kolar Distxict (A.D. 1428; Gopal 1990:48)
been given in thiis case was, in fact, not the land "registers thie gift of thie tanlc excavated byitself but thie income from certan specified taxes on Danakanidevi . .. with all te wet lanld below
that land. The word garden may have been added iriae yi,an h r ils tahdteeo
by te translator, since it appears in parentheses. lmGoatel ytand:8) thendrcanaldswereassciaedtherto
An inscription of A.D. 1417 from Shimoga District sGomeprylands0(A.D. 1660,caasH eeass ociatrict Gopal
indicates the importance of perennial crops in 1985bdrad157'16,HasnDsiit oa0etemliningland value as well as ffie situation of a * '
plot~~L.300ni--i gcutrlfclte:Mineac fFclte
Naan-agd,hsbohr,...adalh0h udno aneac fcnl n
m emeso fa lofMgrvli. te
the tankaknownutemlea rchitecturellagriculturalv fieldecoppersplatdee vilagere yfm(oa
aotse were grw o andsprduin...alrgDitct(.D. 131;Gopal 1990:203), a95:v)goevran ofhrwreoices
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FIGURE 6.12 Canal constMction and maintenance, all districts
involved. Several inscriptions refer to grants of inscription of A.D. 1400 in Bangalore District, a
land or land tax for maintaining carts for reservoir stone mason was rewarded with wet land, dry land,
repair and maintenance. Such carts were used for and a house for his work in repairing a reservoir
hauling away silt from the bed and for bringing sluice (apparently during construction; Gopal
earth and stones for strengthening and repair of the 1985:86).
embankment (Gopal 1985b:147). These mainte- Two records from Chitradurga District dated
nance gifts were made by nayakas (Gopal tO A.D. 1410 and 1424 (Gopal 1985b:61-62) de-
1985a:13-14), members of the royal house (Gopal scribe the complex transactions and obligations
1985b:147), or villagers themselves (Gopal involved in the construction and repair of a canal
1985b:139-40, 146). In the two cases in which and anicut. These two inscriptions are worth
villagers arranged for the maintenance of carts quoting in detail, but several tenns must first be
(Gopal 1985b:139-40, 146), income from specified defmed. Mahajanas have been variously defined as
taxes (and exemption from others) was provided to the "Bralmana residents of the entire village; all the
several individuals responsible for the work. In a members of the village assembly ... [or] members
Hassan District inscription of A.D. 1371 (Gopal of a village council" (Sircar 1966a:177). Vrittis are
1985b:13940), "it was stipulated that the beneficia- units of land measurement, as are kolagas:
ries themselves were to meet the expenses of the This record is described as a . . . (deed of transac-
buffalo (kona), wooden implements (kirumuttu), tions). ThemahajanasofHarihara-kshetra, having
iron (kabbuna), and oil for the carts (probably attheirownexpensebuiltadam totheriverHaridra
castor oil; see Gopal 1985b: 146). The tax demands withfin the boundaries of ([the land of?] Ithe temple
imposed on cultivators to cover the cost of repairing of) god Harihaa and dug a canal through the god's
breached reservoirs could be heavy, and an inscrip- land to Harihara [village], the Ing granted two
tio AD. 1527 fro Chtaug Ditrc de parts of all thie land irriated by the said canal forscrnIbesDho farmersrmig rate awgay fromth eir godHariharaandthetirdpartwas gifted to thosescnbes owfarers migated aay fromffieirmahajanaswhogotbuiltthecana. Thelandforthie
village as a result of the heavy tax burden for mahajanaswasdivided ito111 vrittisanddistrib-
facility repairs (Gopal 1985b:74). Specialists may utedaniong several Brahmanas.........Thecanalpassed
have been called in for repairs to sluices. In an through the villages of Bannikodu, Beluvadi,
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FIGURE 6.13 Reservoir construction, all districts
Hanagavadi, Harihara, Gutturu, and Gam- initial construction of thie canal on teir own
gayarsykerethelandsinwhichweredistributed initiative, and the thie army commander financed tfie
asshown above. Itis stipulatedthatthedonees and repairs. The contracting out of thie construction to
the temple were to bear the expenses for the main- the son of thie king's minister is interesting, suggest-tenance of thie caral and its repair in case of brealc ing tiat thie iJ1iiative of tfie mahajanas was at leastdown etc. in the sameprpron.cnredbpoiialees.TonsftosThe later portion . .. records that Jagannatha conromBllary Doistrical lea.der.146wo66inscpaonthe ministe (mantrt) . . . with the permission of thie freort onla DSothcIndA.Dn 45146 Mking . .. entrusted the work of construction of the Reoto ofihinEpigraphy 1923-24, No.
dam on theHaridrato his son Bullapawhocared 434 of 1923; Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy
it out to the satisfaction of the mahajanas. (Gopal 1977-78, No. B 105) record the repair of an aniicut
1985b:61) by nayakas.
TFhe work of the contractor Bullapa tu1ed out not Finally, insctrpions about agricultural facili-
to be so satisfactory, since the anicut breached just ties may indicate conothe dates and sequences.
fourteen yeakslater. Themahajah and the temple Seve ,lcanals and reservoirs in the study area were
did not, however, ftiancestie repair: dated by associated inscgpotons (chapter 5). In
The strong dam on the exverHnefdraearlier built the sist ertisin teresting, sget
byBuea ja[Buoh apa], at the insance of the records the constictiv of a canal to an appa snty
king and mahapradhana Nagana dannayaka pre-existdng reservoir in order to provide a secure
having breached,etis Bullarasa met Chama- supply of water tg tne city of Penukonda (Gopal
eipalia,ste man)c wihenderi.. . and persuaded 1990:42).
him to get it repaired. He having agreed to bear
the cost ofrep=, the dam was reconstuctedbo Settlements, Expansion, and Agriculture
toBeusolatisfaCtomry, asinc teulanicut(breache jutTie haniaeconstructiondrreoatesoan rsequences
foree9easlae.5hbmhjaa6adth2eml several caalh ndreservir inthdaena astudy afreasere
dilnt,howgfever,g fin ncesthpriepa yir: o dtedn by asocniatedvinscrition (chaptyert 5).ing
bycnoBulaaj [Bulap]wasnt the ionstnc of hvesrecordsasoithedcosrc nreof ascanataapaedntly
havfing breahdt ngisBuai arasm editnueChama supply ofwlatert thmescnity of tPnkonda (Goalura
Buwlarniase andC hamarajajaiseuo ize.(oancdh Thedr constructiona rrenovtion ofsa reservoir
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FIGURE 6.14 Temporal distribution of reservoir construction by district
sagara. The establishment of the village of cost of 1000 hons. The land under the tank was
Mallasamudra (now Mallsandra; Gopal 1990:94-95) made free from taxes on wet land, dry land,
in Kolar District in A.D. 1399 involved the excava- arecanut,jack fruit,mango tes, sugarcane,plan-
tion of a reservoir, the raising of a garden, and the tain trees, betel creepers, saltpan (uppiniamole),
planting of trees in the village, which was estab- harvest grain, ploughs ofbullocks-and other im-
lished by an officer (of the king?). Two inscriptions posts. (Gopal 1985a:148-49)
(A.D. 1438 and 1416) from Bangalore District In all cases in which the official establishment or
(Gopal 1985a:44,45) mention the excavation of new re-establishment of villages is commemorated,
reservoirs in conjunction with the resettlement of some reference was made to a reservoir. Settle-
abandoned villages. The exemption of land below a ments without associated reservoirs do certainly
new reservoiisfrom various taxes indicates some of exist; it may be that these settlements were never
the crops that could be grown, as in this inscription formally founded or never received donations or
from Bellary District (Harapanahalli Taluk, A.D. investments.
1419):
On the occasion ofa solar eclipse, this Hariyanna DISCUSSION
[a local leader or administrator] gave to several The historical record of Vijayanagara consti-
mahajanas like Bachappa, son of Bommarasa of tutes an important body of information relating to
Rik-sakha,Singanna,sonofVithiappaofVasisthia- agricultural production and reveals a great deal
gotra and the like, forest lad near Arasiyakere aotpbi o ulczd netetmacl
which they converted into a pura namedabupulc(rulize)nvsm tingic-
Hariyasamudra, a srotrya-agrahara [a rent-free ture and about te collection and disposition of
Brahman village]. Thereupon thiey founded itby various rights, taxes, and obligations. Inscriptons
reclaiming thie forest and excavating a tank, at the may be considered as descriptive of some agricultural
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and economic practice but not as normative, since tion attain special importance as agricultural
they refer disproportionately to the activities and strategies in tfie study area in tfie sixteenth century.
concems of elites, even within the general classifi- The temporal distribution of land grants, too, is
cation of agriculturalist. Brahmans, in particular, anomalous in Bellary District, concentrated in and
were often the recipients of gifts, and are thus increasing in magnitude in the middle sixteenth
prominent in the record even though they almost century. Clearly, general pattems of agricultural
certainly did not constitute the majority of the donation and investment in the examined area exist,
population. Historical sources contain little infor- and just as clearly, the pattems found in Bellary
mation on the actual practice of agriculture other District are unique in several respects.
than that plows and bullock traction were used, as Travellers' accounts provide a level of detail
were carts, iron tools, and so on. The classification not present in inscriptions, but they also present
of land into wet and dry categories is evident, and many problems of interpretation and comparability.
the specification of land below reservoirs as a All of the travellers cited drew a picture of exten-
category supports the three-fold classification into sive and lush fields, which contrasts rather mark-
wet, dry, and wet-cum-dry production. The cat- edly with the scanty natural vegetation. Many
egory of garden land is not as clearly indicated in described large urban produce markets and the great
the inscriptional record. quantity and variety of goods available there.
Historical accounts of the construction and Certainly, both foreign and indigenous
maintenance of agricultural facilities are limited to sources are invaluable for assigning dates to spe-
the larger-scale features of canals and reservoirs. cific structures, sites, and features, but there are also
Occasional references to wells occur, but these limits to the information provided by written
more often than not refer to wells located in villages sources about production in the study area. Only
or along roads and thus perhaps primarily for large-scale features are routinely discussed in the
domestic consumption. Analysis of the inscrip- inscriptional record. Without archaeological
tional data base has revealed clear temporal patterns knowledge of the range of type and scale of agricul-
in the construction of agricultural facilities, with the tural facilities in the study area, the role of small-
first peak period of construction occurring in the scale and dry farning in the agricultural repertoire
late fourteenth and early fifteenth century, and the would be severely underestimated. The numerous
second in the middle to late sixteenth century. In and well-dated Vijayanagara inscriptions do,
Bellary and Raichur districts, the districts surround- however, provide an almost unparalleled opportu-
ing the city of Vijayanagara, the sixteenth-century nity to examine the tempo of change on both a local
peak dominates, in contrast to the pattem from and a regional scale.
other districts. Thus, reservoir and canal construc-
7
Identifying Land Use:
Pollen and Charcoal
JHE SEDIMENTARY REcoRD of Vijayanagara landscapes are both "nal" and "made" environ-
1 reservoirs constitutes the third source of ments, and interpretations linked to environment or
information on past agriculture and land use em- vegetation as well as to agricultural practice must
ployed in this study. In this chapter, I discuss two integrate this dual identity.
techniques that may inform on past land use in the
Vijayanagara region: pollen analysis and micro- POLLEN ANALYSIS
scopic charcoal analysis. Information derived from Pollen analysis, the study of "fossil" (that is,
these analyses may provide data on vegetation and non-contemporary, although the material is not
vegetation change, fire history, soil erosion, and on truly fossilized) pollen for the purposes of environ-
the hydrological regime of reservoirs. mental reconstuction, is one way of detecting and
Botanically oriented studies of archaeological analyzing past agriculture. Environment, in this
sites and regions have sometimes maintained an sense, may include factors such as soil, tempera-
uneasy relationship with human action, either ture, and rainfall as well as the activities of human
focussing primarily on the human use of plants or, beings. Human impact on vegetation is variable at
where research has been directed toward investigat- different scales, and diverse agricultural strategies
ing regional vegetation and climate, viewing human might be expected to shape local and regional
impact on vegetation as disturbance. In part, this vegetation in fairly complex ways. Thus, it is
unease is based on the research problem pursued. important to pursue multiple scales of sampling
Ethnobotanists must, however, come to terms with and analysis (cf. Dimbleby 1985).
background pattems of vegetation and vegetation Pollen grains consist of two layers. The inner
change, and palaeobotanists with thme significant and layer, or intne, is composed mostly of cellulose
long-term impact human beings have had on plant (Moore and Webb 1978:31) and is not particularly
distributions. I seek to avoid thiis paradox by resistant to decay. The outer layer, or exine, is
considering the regional vegetation record as an composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, pectic
artifact of bothi ecological and human forces, as a substances, and sporopolleni (Bryant and
record of a transformed landscape. Agricultural Holloway 1983:194). Sporopollenin is highly
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resistant to decay (Moore and Webb 1978; Faegri, mous, or self-pollinated species, also produce few
Kaland,and Krzywinski 1989). Identification of grains, which are not often deposited in fossil
pollen and spores rests on the observation that each contexts.
family or genus (and sometimes species) produces The historical development of pollen analysis
a morphologically distinctive product, with specifi- in Europe and North America is not coincidental;
able size range, number and arrangement of pores species diversity is lower than in Africa (Living-
and apertures, and exine characteristics. stone 1984:23) or Asia (Chanda 1972:340;
Vishnu-Mttre 1985), and many taxa are anemophil-
Production, Dispersal, and Preservation ous. In Asia some of the major cultigens, such as
The methodological bases for interpretation of rice (Oryza sativa) and sugarcane (Sacharrum
fossil pollen proflles consist of bodies of informa- officinariwn), are cleistogamous (C!handa 1972:338;
tion drawn from the operation of contemporary Vishnu-Mittre 1972:353). Tropical environments,
processes in plant biology and ecology, hydrology, in general, (e.g. Byrne and Horn 1989; Livingstone
and sedimentology. As discussed below, differen- 1984:23) also contain many more zoophilous
tial pollen production, dispersal, and preservation, species ffian temperate enviromnents (see also Tilak
as well as specificity of identification, sampling, 1989). Knowledge of dispersal modes provides the
and even forms of data presentation intervene analyst with expected frequency trends, so that
between the observed patterns and our ability to deviations from these trends can be explained. For
make statements about past vegetation. Much example, anomalously high concentrations of
recent research has been directed toward under- zoophilic pollen may occur in human coprolites
standing these processes, and the impact they have (Bryant and Williams-Dean 1975), or in archaeo-
on the fossil pollen record (cf. Birks and Gordon logical sites.
1985; Roberts 1989). Morphological differences contribute to the
Part of the appeal of pollen analysis is that it potential for long-distance transport of a pollen
represents a quantifiable, albeit indirect, measure of grain. Factors such as shape, size, and weight
past vegetation. Unlike macrobotanical analysis, converge in determining the buoyancy of a pollen
where deposition often depends on human interven- grain. Some large, heavy pollen grains such as
tion (whether intentional or not), and preservation those ofZea mays and Abies do not travel far from
may be quite varable even wi'thin a single isolated their parent plant (Bryant and Holloway 1983:195).
location, pollen continuously accumulates in soils Others, such as Pinus (which has two large air sacs
(Dimbleby 1957, 1985) and, importantly, in lakes, or "bladders") are notable for their mobility
bogs, and other bodies of water, providing a strati- (Erdtman 1969; Moore and Webb 1978:2-3).
graphic record of vegetation. This record is far Studies of dispersal mechanisms and distance-
from pristine. Beginning with the point of origin- density pattems for specific species under a variety
the plant-it is certainly not possible to make the of atmospheric conditions and topographic settings
equation of one grain to one individual. Different are necessary to evaluate the representativeness and
species vary significantly in the volume of pollen catchment area of the fossil pollen record (Tauber
tfiey produce. In part, this disparity is related to the 1965; Wright 1967; Webb, Laseski, and Bemabo
mode of pollen dispersal. Anemophilous, or 1978; Birks and Gordon 1985). No such studies
wind-pollinated, plants must produce large quanti- have been carried out in South India.
ties of pollen to reproduce. For this reason, and Even anemophilous pollen may not be trans-
because of their wide distribution, they tend to ported solely by wind. For most sediments, the
dominate the pollen record (Bryant and Holloway contribution of water transport is significant (Swain
1983:194). Zoophilous pollen grains are coated 1973; Cwynar 1978; Patterson, Edwards, and
with a layer of sticky lipids so they can adhere to Maguire 1977). For example, in a simulation study
their animal vectors (Bryant and Holloway of Lowland Maya agricultural practice, Wiseman
1983:194). Zoopilous species poduce far fewer (1978) generated an expected maize pollen influx
grains, and thiese grains are less likely to find thieir value based on thie expectation ofmaie
way into the fossil record. Some hydrophilous, or monocropping (and studies of modern maize pollen
water-pollinated taxa, lack resistant exines and thius dispersal). Thle actual maize pollen concentration
generally are not preserved (Bryant and Holloway from his study of lakes Petenxil and Eckinxil was,
1983:195; and see Cox 1993). Finally, cleistoga- however, even higher than the monocrop simulation
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projection. This becomes less surprising when it is ecological measures that provide an essential basis
noted that the parameters of the model specified for assessing past human adaptations to the environ-
only airborne pollen transport. It seems clear that ment," several methods for transforming pollen
the role of runoff in pollen transport is a significant counts into ecological statements about past vegeta-
factor in dispersing (or focussing) pollen (Dimbleby tion are being developed.
1985; Peck 1973). Pollen is also only one compo- Moving from pollen to vegetation requires
nent of sediment, whether in a lake, field, or two steps. The first involves developing an under-
archaeological site. Thus, the more general pro- standing of the ecology of the species involved
cesses acting on sediment, including erosion (Birks and Gordon 1985:41). The second step
(Butzer 1982:127-33), faunal mixing (Dimbleby involves determining the nature of the relationship
1985:101,122), and sediment focussing (Davis and ofmodern vegetation to its contemporary pollen
Ford 1982), are relevant to understanding pollen spectra (Bryant and Holloway 1983; Birks, Webb,
stratigraphy. The resolution of soil pollen stratifi- and Berti 1955; Davis and Goodlett 1960;
cation (Dimbleby 1957, 1985) is even less than that O'Sullivan and Riley 1974; Prentice and Parson
of lake sediments, as it.is more prone to distur- 1983; Parson and Prentice 1981; Webb et al. 1981;
bance. Webb, Laseski, and Bemabo 1978). Surface pollen
Preservation issues, while important in pollen sampling of contemporary pollen is thus very
analysis, are not as crippling as those of macro- important (cf. Davis 1969). Birks and Gordon
botanical analysis. Pollen of some taxa such as (1985:141) note that "a quantitative relationship is
Populus are differentially degraded in lakes and assumed to exist between the numbers of pollen
bogs (Webb, Laseski, and Bemabo 1978:1157). grains of a taxon deposited in the sediment at a site
Mechanical abrasion may affect certain shapes of and the number of individuals of that taxon in thie
pollen grains more than others (Bryant and vegetation surrounding the site," but this quantita-
Holloway 1983:193). The poor preservation of tive relationship is extremely complex. The usual
pollen under conditions of alternate wetting and approach to the problem involves skipping over the
drying may be partly accounted for by mechaiical intermediate effects of differential pollen produc-
weathering, although chemical conditions are also tion, dispersal, and so forth, and directly comparing
important. In general, pollen survives well under the modem pollen rain with its vegetational source
conditions of low pH (Moore and Webb 1978; area to arrive at pollen "signatures" for vegetation
Faegri, Kaland, and Krzywinski 1989; Dimbleby (Birks and Gordon 1985:142). This approach
1957), but preservation under more basic conditions sometimes tends to lump vegetation into plant
is not unknown (Bryant and Holloway 1983:193; communities (Webb, Laseski, and Bernabo 1978).
see also Mardn 1963). Tschudy (1969) argues that, Birks and Gordon term this the comparative or
in fact, oxidation potential (Eh) is a more important analogue approach (1985:143; for a fuller discus-
predictor of pollen preservation than is pH, since sion see Davis 1969; Birks and Birks 1980).
certain hydrogen-producing bacteria occur in low An altemate procedure, which emphasizes
Eh environments, and this reducing environment is individual plant taxa, involves the derivation of
favorable for pollen preservation. Biological agents numerical "transfer functions" (Bryant and
can also be highly destructive. Certain aquatic and Holloway 1983:209) for translating pollen counts
soil phycomycetes degrade pollen, and this degra- to plant counts. A basic component of this analysis
dation is not uniforn for all species (Bryant and is the calculation ofmodem "pollen representation
Holloway 1983:197). factors" (Davis 1963), which are defined by
comparing the proportion of pollen of a specified
Pollen Analysis: Interpretation taxon observed in a surface sample with the propor-
In light of the complex of factors that act on tion of that taxon in the surrounding vegetation.
the pollen record, it is not particularly surprising The vegetation proportions must sum to one. That
at few pollen analysts attempt to descrbe past is, pollen representation factors must be denrved for
vegetation except in the most general way. How- all species contributing to the sample (Birks and
ever, while Barker and Gamble (1985:10) coin- Gordon 1985:7). More recent work has greatly
plain: "We do not yet have a reliable route to expanded and improved Davis's initial formulation
follow from counts of pollen grains to statements (Parsons and Prentice 1981; Prentice and Parsons
about planlt biomass, primary productivity, or othier 1983; Webb et al. 1981).
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Both the analogue approach and the pollen elsewhere (cf. Birks 1986).
representation approach require definition of the Evaluations of the Landnam hypothesis have
pollen source area (Birks and Gordon 1985:145) or addressed a number of issues. As Covich
vegetational catchment. This defmiition can be (1978:145) discusses for the Maya area, the as-
problematic since, for example, pollen grains of sumption that swidden agricultural practices can be
some species may travel long distances. Modem unambiguously discerned from pollen diagrams is
pollen studies may require definition of a discon- predicated on the assumption that such agricultural
tinuous catchment, with local individuals contribut- regimes require extensive deforestation and that
ing strongly to the pattem, intermediate individuals they are the only determinant of such deforestation.
less strongly, and perhaps distant individuals of Such an assumption clearly requires some ground-
only certain species playing a part. Thus, experi- ing in measures of the "base" stability of an eco-
mental studies and studies of contemporary pollen logical system and the altemate causes of, and
provide means of evaluating the basic assumptions periodicity in, vegetational shifts (Rowly-Conwy
of pollen analytical methods (Birks and Gordon 1984b). The Landnam interpretation has also been
1985:146). Unfortunately, analyses of contempo- challenged on archaeological grounds
rary pollen spectra and their relationship to vegeta- (Rowly-Conwy 1984b), and one pollen analyst has
tion are absent in South India, except for a few even suggested that subsequent pollen zonations
studies from the Ghat forests (Blasco and have been unduly influenced by this interpretation
Thanikaimoni 1974), and it has not proved possible (Edwards 1979). It may also be significant that the
in the present study to use either pollen signatures notion of an earlier phase of swidden agriculture
or pollen transfer functions to specify vegetation preceding setled agriculture fits easily into a
patterns more accurately. unilinear view of agricultural intensification, in
which land extensive strategies necessariy pre-
POLLEN ANALYSIS AND AGRICULTURE ceded more land intensive stmtegies. The demise
Archaeological applications of pollen analysis of the swidden hypothesis for early European
have focussed on one oftwo scales: the individual agriculture has, then, significant implications for
site or the region. Unlike macrobotanical analysis, studies of agricultural change trughout the world.
where the cultural association of materials (but see Palynological indications of past agriculture
Covich 1978:15 1) has largely confined research to do not consist solely of plant successions. Direct
the intra-site scale, pollen analysts have had a long pollen records of cultigens are sometimes preserved
history of evaluating the impact of human activities (Byme and Hom 1989), but the identification of
on a regional scale. Early identification of prehis- economic plants is often hampered by problems of
toric forest clearance, or Landnam, in Europe was specificity of identification. Many of the important
made by Iverson (1941) on the basis of pollen domesticated foodstuffs belong to the grass family,
evidence (and see Godwin 1944a, 1944b; Simmons Gramineae (Poaceae). Different genera of grass
1969a, 1969b). Iverson's inference was based on pollen are distinguished chiefly on the basis of size,
an initial increase in herbaceous plants and a slight and considerable overlap exists between sizes of
decline in arboreal taxa such as lime, elm, oak, and wild and domestic grass pollen in many parts of the
ash. This was followed by a short-lived maximum world. Zea can be readily distinguished from other
of willow and ash, and then birch and hazel (Iverson grasses in the New World (Irwin and Barghoorn
1941), the latter two indicating secondary succes- 1965). In Europe and Westem Asia it has proved
sion. In the final phase, forest trees except elm possible to distinguish a "Cerealia type" of pollen
(Ulmus) (Bryant and Holloway 1983:192) regained from that of wild grasses (Dimbleby 1985:149) on
their fonner importance (for a review, see Birks the basis of size statistics (Faegri, Kaland, and
1986). The interpretation of a period ofBrand- Krzywimski 1989:235). In Africa (Livingstone
wirtschaft, or shifting cultivation (Fori 1984), 1984:23-24; Bonnefille 1969), wild and domestic
preceding more intensive forms of agriculture in grass pollen cannot be statistically separated,
Europe has been widely accepted. Indeed, shortly although thie pollen of several indigenous domesti-
after Iverson published his 1941 paper, numerous cates (not grasses) can be identfied. Guinet (1966)
other similar studies appeared on England (Godwn examined pollen from several South Indian grass
1944a, 1944b, 1956), Ireland (Mitchell 1951; M. species and found thiat it was not possible to distin-
Morrson 1959), Scotland (Donner 1962), and guish wild from cultivated grasses on thie basis of
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size alone (see also Chanda 1972; Vishnu-Mittre household refuse, noting the coincident distribution
1972). Caratini and Tissot of the Institut Francais of small sherds and charcoal in the fields (1985:144;
de Pondichery, on the other hand, have found and see Wilkinson 1982, 1989). Pollen analysis,
differences in pore size and morphology between combined with distributional archaeological data,
modem hybrid rice (Oryza sativa) and other may prove to be an effective means of identifying
grasses (personal communication 1992). It is not manuring practices. Barker, for example, marshals a
known, however, if other cultivated Gramineae combination of ethnographic, documentary, and
can also be distinguished on the basis of pore size archaeological arguments to make a case for field
and morphology, or if traditional rice varieties are manuring near settlements in prehistoric Europe
similarly identifiable. (1985:52). Other crop management practices may
The use of weeds (cf. Harlan and de Wet also be amenable to pollen analytical investigation,
1964; Tadulingam and Venkatanarayana 1932) as given an understanding of these practices and their
indirect cropping indicators is an important part of effects in the pollen and archaeological records, and
palynological investigation of agricultu (e.g. an attention to sampling and analysis at the appropri-
O'Connell 1986), particularly where direct ate scale for the research issue.
evidence of cultigens is absent. In the New World, Although percentage diagrams of pollen
the presence ofAmbrosia as a field weed appears assemblages convey important information, absolute
to provide a marker of intensity of clearing. In counts and influx measures (Davis 1963; Stockmarr
North America, indigenous maize agriculture is 1972) are also important for the investigation of early
not characterized by Ambrosia pollen (Bryant and agriculture, since changes in sedimentation rates may
Holloway 1983:217; McAndrews 1976), while signal geologic processes associated with vegetation
colonial European agriculture is. In Mesoamerica, clearance (Butzer 1972, 1982). In addition, more
where indigenous population densities were much minor vegetation changes may be discemible only
greater and where there is archaeological indica- with absolute diagrams, since the values of a domi-
tion of intensive agriculture, the association is nant species in a percentage diagram may mask
reversed (Byme and Hom 1989). Even within trends in rarer species. For example, Holloway,
cultural groups, fields of the same species treated Bryant, and Valastro (1981) were able to isolate a
in different ways may create a variable pollen vegetational shift in their record using absolute
record. For example, the field weeds of dry rice values that was not apparent in the percentage
are quite distinct from those ofpaddy rice (Barrett calculation. Microstratigraphic studies have also
1977). In Europe, weed assemblages have been been successful in tracing small-scale pattems of
used to distinguish cropland from pasture land, the human impact (Sarmaja-Koronen 1992).
so-called "arable-pastoral index" (Dimbleby
1985:145). Dimbleby suggests that anomalously POLLEN ANALYSIS FROM THE VUAYANAGARA REGION
high (vis-c-vis local vegetation) pollen concentra- Pollen analyses were made from a 57-cm-long
tions of particular species or types of species in core extracted from the sediments of the Kamala-
archaeological sites may relate to direct consump- puram Kere. The Kamalapuram Kere (VMS-231, see
tion or use of that species not only by humans but chapter 4) is a large reservoir which contains water
also by animals. For example, high ivy (Hedera) year-round. Water is retained by a masonry-faced
concentrations in some European Mesolithic sites earthen dam nearly 2 kilometers long (figure 7.1).
are suggested to be associated with red deer Approximately 1700 meters of the embankment
husbandry (1985:142; see also Jarman 1972). appear to belong to the Vijayanagara-period reser-
More secure interpretations of agricultural voir, recent additions in concrete have extended the
practices on a local scale might include evidence embankment on either end. Three sluices date to the
of field manuring. Dimbleby (1985:144) dis- Vijayanagara period, and two of these are connected
cusses the pollen taxa found in the chalk soils of to stone basins beneath (to the north of) the embank-
fhe south of England, a locus of intensive agrcul- ment (one of t-ese is illustrated in figure 2.7).
ture. Species included, among others, a high The Kamalapuram Kere is one of thie few
concentration ofPteridium (bracken), which does reservoirs in thie Vijayanagara metropolitan region
not grow on such soils, and of insect-pollinated that is not solely dependent on runoff from seasonal
Liguliflorae. He suggests that thiese were intro- or semi-permanent water sources. Instead, its
duced as fertilizer from farmyard manure and holdings are supplemented by thie Raya Canal, which
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FIGURE 7.1 VMS-231, the Kamalapuram Kere. Map of water depths and core locations.
itself is supplied by an anicut from the Tungab- reservoirs in Block 0, for example, did not contain
hadra River. Thus, the Kamalapuram Kere con- any pollen.
tains a much more certain water supply than other The Kamalapuram reservoir was probably
reservoirs in the region. It has never been com- constructed in the early fourteenth century (chapter
pletely dry within local memory (about forty 5; an inscription of A.D. 1518 also appears to refer
years). Only if the canal source were somehow to the Kamalapuram Kere; Gopal 1985a:180). This
blocked, diverted, or otherwise stopped, might the would put its construction in the very begining of
reservoir dry out. Even so, some water from the Vijayanagara period, giving this body of water
seasonal runoff still would have flowed into the the potential to provide information on the entire
reservoir along wn'i the overflow from several span of Vijayanagara, Colonial, and Post-Indepen-
Vijayanagara-period reservoirs upstream. This dence vegetational history.
constancy of water supply has important implica- The Raya Canal anicut was submerged in the
tions not only for agrcultural production, but also Tungabhadra dam project ofte 1940s and 1950s
for pollen preservation. Pollen grains are more (Kotraiah 1959; Davison-Jenkins 1988), and thie
likely to be preserved where conditions are either flow trugh te canal is now regulated by the
uniformly wet or dry; pollen degrades rapidly irrgation authoioties at the Tungabhadra dam.
under conditions of alternate wetting and drying. Currently, a moderate but consistent supply of
Samples taken from the fill of several seasonal water is released into thie reservoir each year from
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the Raya Canal. Because of the submergence of the shrubs. Thus, pollen from the 'characteristic'
Raya anicut, it is not possible to detect its species of the three vegetation series found in the
elevational position in relation to potential varia- study area are not necessarily prominent in the
tions in water height-the Tungabhadra River used pollen record. Many of these genera are insect
to rise dangerously high during the monsoon season pollinated, while others such as Acacia are also
(Kelsall 1872) and fall quite low in the dry season very heavy and are generally not trnsported for any
before the construction of the dam-and thus to distance. The most acute problem in interpreting
assess its reliability. It is assumed that the Raya, pollen diagrams from the dry interior zones of
like other Vijayanagara canals, provided a fairly southem India is, however, the lack of studies
secure, year-round flow of water. relating to pollen production and dispersal and to
The date of the Raya Canal is not entirely pollen-vegetation relationships.
clear. Davison-Jenkins (1988:97) argues that the The Kamalapuram Kere receives input from a
anicut and canal mentioned by Nuniz in his recap of wide catchment area, particularly since the water of
Vijayanagara history is the Raya Canal, which thus the Raya Canal is ultimately derived from the
dates it to the fifteenth century. However, this Tungabhadra River. The runoff catchment of the
argument is unconvincing. Even if Nuniz's account Kamalapuram Kere is also large. Overflow from
is treated as a simple, factual, historical account, he the smaller reservoirs VMS-241 and VMS-242
mentions a canal that was "brought inside the city" upstream was channeled into the Kamalapuram
(Sewell 1900:301), a description that matches the Kere; the watershed of these reservoirs included the
route of the Turtha and not the Raya Canal. It may Sandur Hills. Thus, the pollen source area for the
be that the Raya Canal and the reservoir are con- Kamalapuram reservoir is likely to have been quite
temporaneous, but the occurrence of the inscription large, including all three of the vegetation series
from Penukonda (chapter 6) referring to the con- found in the region, and the pollen record from this
struction of a canal in order to supplement a reser- reservoir ought to provide a large-scale, regional
voir's supply should indicate that this contempo- record of past vegetation.
raneity cannot be assumed.
Vegetation ~~~~~~~Sampling Programn
Three sediment cores were extracted from the
As discussed in chapter 2, the study area is Kamalapuram Kere; only one of these (lKP) is
characterized by vegetation of the xeric Albizia discussed here. The reservoir was cored in early
amara-Acacia series. The slopes of the Sandur June 1990, at the height of the dry season. In spite
Hills support vegetation of the Hardwickia- of this, and despite several years of drought in
Anogeissus series, while the hilltops contain plants northen Karnataka, the water level was only
of the Anogeissus-Terminalia-Tectona series slightly below the average, perhaps one meter less,
(Gaussen, et al. 1966). The vegetation in the area judging from water staining on the masonry em-
has, however, been greatly modified by human bankment. The reservoir was not very deep,
activity and cultivated species today constitute a ranging from less than one meter at its marshy
significant proportion of the regional flora (N. P. edges, to the deepest area near the sluice, where the
Singh 1988). water depth was about four meters. Water depths
Blasco and Thanikaimoni have argued that the and core locations are indicated in figure 7.1. All
interpretation of South Indian pollen diagrams must cores were taken from a rft, using a modified
be made somewhat differently from temperate zone version of the "UNAM" corer developed by Roger
records: Byme of the University of California Berkeley.
In South India, we cannot follow the conven- The corer used on the Kamalapumm sediments was
tional division of arborescent group and non constructed under the direction of Dr. Phadke at the
arborescent group, because surface samples co nstru mentation of Univeratyfrom Nilgiri and Palni have shown that certain Department of Instrumentation Science, University
forest types may be represented even if pollen of Poona, India, and was christened "UNAM Dho"
gans of herbaceous plants are found in (UNAM two). Because te lengt ofte core's
abundance (Guinet 1966). (1974:633) barrel was only 30 cm, it was necessary to obtain
The reason for this pattern appears to relate both to several overlapping cores, or "slugs" of sediment.
te relatively low pollen production and the limited Additional samples currently being studied were
dispersal of pollen from many common trees and obtained using a corer withi a longer barrel.
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Core Description are worth noting here, however. First of all, the
The upper 2.5 cm of the core lKP consists of clay rich sediments presented a minor processing
red silt and clay, followed by 4.5 cm of red silt and problem requiring several rinses with detergent to
clay mixed with black silt. Particles of the two deflocculate the clay. More problematic, however,
different colors are well mixed, showing no strati- was the presence of resistant organic materials that
graphic separation such as layering or banding. Silt necessitated the use of concentrated (70 percent)
is the predominant grain size in this stratum. Red nitric acid. Nitric acid may be hamful to pollen,
silt and clay recur at this point and continue for 22.5 causing degradation or even destruction of the
cm. A distinct stratigraphic break is evident in the grain. Because exotic pollen grains (Lycopodiuwn
transition to brown sand and silt at this point in the tablets; see Benninghof 1962; Stockmarr 1972)
core. This level is 16.5 cm thick. The basal 11 cm were added to the samples during processing, it is
of the core are composed of heavy brown clay. possible to assess the potential effects of nitric acid
This stratum probably extends to a greater depth on the fossil pollen by determining if, in fact, the
than the recovered core; however, it was not Lycopodiwm grains were damaged. In some cases,
possible to push the corer any deeper into this dense Lycopodium grains were affected by the processing,
sediment with their long spines "bumed" off by the acid.
The cause of the color variation in the upper Most grains were unaffected, however. Thus only
red and red-black silty levels of the core is not minor degradation ofthe fossil pollen might be
entirely clear. Nevertheless, the overall zonation of expected
the core from clay to sand to silt, a shift from Concentration
smaller to larger and then to medium particles, is of Polen concentrations in 1KP were quite low,interest. All strata, of course, actually consist of consistent with results obtained from other semi-
admixtures of particle sizes, but the general pattem arid environments (e.g. Clary and Dean 1992).
of size sorting is clear. The stratigraphy of a core Clary and Dean (1992) have argued at a mini-
taken from Halla Kere, a small reservoir to the east Clary and Dean(92 hav arguedithatai
of Kamalapuram Kere, exhibits a similar zonation mrequredo1 order to make a refable count. Thefrom clay to sand to silt dominated layers. Figure
* ~~~Kamalapuramn pollen concentrations fall well7.2 shows the stratigraphy of cores IKP, 2KP, and Kamalapram len coneration fallewel
3KP in relation to one another and to the depth of centrations did, however, slow down the counting
the reservoir. Munsell color determinations of the rocess considerabl .since entire sldes or even
wet sedaments aretmdcated next to each slug, multiple slides per level had to be counted to locateWhere a stratum sparmed more ttian one "slug," the minimum number of200 grains/level used inMunsell determinations were made on each section. the analysis.
As is clear from the figure, all of the silty layers are
very close in color, in part as a consequence ofthe Core Chronology: Radiocarbon and Introduced
difficulty of assigning a single color term to a Species
variegated sediment. In fact, the same color
category used to describe a red silty level in 3KP Six radiocarbon samples from macroscopic
(2.5YR 3/6) is used to describe a mixed red-and- organic material (seeds, leaves, twigs) were submit-
black silty level in 2KP. Thus, it is difficult to ted for analysis, the results of which are listed in
assign much relevance to Munsell colors, except in table7.1. All ofthe samples were quite smallpand
very general tenns. All of the silty levels were in weranalyzed by accelerator mass spectromety by
the 2.5 YR range (red/dark red), and all of the Geochron Laboratores of Cambridge, Massachu-
sandy levels and clay levels were in the 5YR range setts. Although smal radiocarbon seies from
(yellowish red). rather closely spaced samples are expected to yield
a few anomalous dates (Michels 1973:156), the
Processing dates reported are difficult to interpret since tey
Pollen were extracted from thie sediments exhibit a wide range of variation and thieir strati-
using 10 percent HCI, 49 percent HF, 70 percent graphic and chronological orders are not coinci-
HNO3, and acetolysis. All samples were processed dent. The two uppermost dates were reported to be
in thie same way; a complete account of processing less thian 100 years old, a result that was expected
steps is given in Morrison (1992). Several points based on their stratigraphic position. At 32 cm, a
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TABLE 7.1 Radiocarbon dates from Kamialapuram Core 1. Dates are uncalibrated.
Level Sample Number Date (B.P.) Date (B.CJA.D.)
6.5 GX-17505-AMS <100 years recent
22 GX-17506-AMS <100 years recent
32 GX-17507-AMS 719 +/- 93 A.D. 1231 +/- 93
36 GX-17508-AMS 1,723 +/- 90 A.D. 218 +/- 90
44 GX-17509-AMS 494 +/- 90 A.D. 1456+/- 90
46 GX-17510-AMS 1,418 +/- 90 A.D. 532 +/- 90
1 2.5 YR 4/6
2.5YR 3/4
2.5 YR 4/88
~~~5YR3/2 ~ ~ ~ 5 R.3/
*W2.5 YR 3/6
Corel1-
_ 5 YR 3/3
Core 2_
o 1 2 4 cm
East West|
FIGURE 7.2 Kamalapuram Kere, cores 1-3 stratigraphy. Stratum colors are given as Munsell
readings. Symbols are discussed in text.
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single seed was reported to date to between A.D. world provides an additional temporal control.
1 138 and 1324, somewhat older but within the Ricinus, the castor oil plant, is a native of Africa.
general range expected. At 36 cm, a date of Many economically important South Asian plants,
between A.D. 128 and 308 was reported. These including Sorghum and many of the millets, are
four dates, while surprising, are at least in temporal African in origin and were present in India probably
sequence. At 44 cm, however, material from that by the second millennium B.C. (Possehl 1986).
level dated to between 1366 and 1546, squarely Ricinus is present thughout almost the entire core.
within the Vijayanagara period. Although this New World plants provide a more precise marker of
date, along with the two recent dates, constitutes time, since they all post-date A.D. 1500. Alter-
the best "fit" with the other temporal indicators, it is nanthera appears in the core at 28 cm. Thus, the
younger than dates from the two higher levels. portion of the core above 28 cm should date to the
Finally, the material from the 46 cm level returned a sixteenth century or later. Casuarina was intro-
date of A.D. 442 to 622, which, again, is out of duced into India in the 1780s (Tissot, personal
sequence since it is older than level 44 but younger communication 1992); it appears first at 18 cm and
than level 36. occurs consistently in tfie upper portions of the
Several factors must be considered in assess- core. Thus, if there are no gaps in the sequence, the
ing the radiocarbon dates. First of all, radiocarbon portion of the core between 18 and 0 cm should
dating is often problematic within the time range of represent the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth
interest. The real problem, however, probably lies centuries. As noted, a constant sedimentation rate
with the context ofthe macrobotanical material cannot be assumed, so this sequence cannot be
sampled, which has likely undergone humification retrodicted.
and thus has been subject to reworking of its carbon Vegetation Groups: Identification
compounds (Michels 1973:159).
The stratigraphy of the core provides a broad The identification of pollen grains and spores
framework for chronological assessment. The from 1KP was facilitated by use of the excellent
reservoir was probably constructed in the early pollen reference collection of the French Institute,
fourteenth century, and the core almost certainly did Pondichenry, India. Much of the pollen from the
not reach the original land surface (or the base Kamalapuram core could only be identified to
surface, since the reservoir was likely to have been family, although some genus and species-level
excavated into the original soil), so that the base identifications were possible. Families character-
levels are thought to post-date the early fourteenth ized by a single form of vegetation such as herbs,
century, but perhaps not by much. The Kamala- shrubs, or trees were grouped together in figures 7.3
puram reservoir is still in operation, watering a and 7.4. A few families are quite variable in fonm;
large area under rice and sugarcane. The uppermost these were not included in the overall groupings.
levels, then, date to the twentieth century. Thus, if The most serious difficulty is presented by the
there are no gaps in the core-and none could be grasses, which dominate the pollen assemblage.
discemed stratigraphically through visual inspection The most important agricultural crops of the
or by x-ray of the core-the pollen record should Vijayanagara period: rice, sorghum, millets, and
extend from the fourteenth to the twentieth centu- possibly sugarcane, are all grasses. In Bellary and
ries. The lowest portions are suggested to date to Raichur districts alone, 97 species in 63 genera of
the Vijayanagara penrod, and the higher portions to noncultivated Gramineae were reported by N. P.
the Colonial and Post-Independence periods. It Singh (1988). Most of these occur in disturbed
cannot be assumed that the length of core repre- zones such as cleared areas and cultivated fields,
sented by each century is of equivalent length, since and as weeds around habitations and along roads.
that would require that the sedimentation rate of the The great diversity of grasses defies precise eco-
reservoir be constant through time. This assump- logical categorization, however. General trends can
tion cannot be supported, and in fact, the archaeo- be discened in both the proportion of grasses to
logical and historical evidence suggests, quite to te other types of vegetation and in te absolute amount
contrary, tat erosion was more of a problem at of grass pollen deposited in te reservoir through
some times than at others, as thie differential grain time (see below).
sizes in thie sediment also suggest. Appendix 2 lists all of thie families identified
In addition to stratigraphy, the presence of in te analysis of lKP, and, where identification
plants introduced into India from other parts of the was made only to family or genus, all of the poten-
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FIGuIRE 7.4 Vegetation groups: concentration
tial species represented by that identification are There is no indication of climate change between
listed. The list of potential species is based on the the Vijayanagara and modemn periods, and changes
distribution of contemporary vegetation in Bellary in species distributions are likely to have been
and Raichur districts, as reported in N. P. Singh primarily influenced by human activity.
(1988). Although modem vegetation distributions
may not reflect past vegetation types exactly, they Vegetation Groups: Results
constit:ute thie best data available for the region. The overall resullts of the Kamalapuram pollen
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core are presented in figure 7.3, which indicates fled grains. However, these unknown types are
relative abundance of taxa, and figure 7.4 indicating quite unlikely to be grasses, which are easily
pollen concentrations. It can be seen that grasses identified. Thus, the proportional rise in grass
dominate the assemblage, followed by herbs and pollen actually does relate to a decrease in other
trees. The category of cultivated species refers to taxa. The preponderance of grass at the base of the
non-grass cultigens. On the far right of the diagram core is significant. At no other level does the
are species introduced into India from the New relative or absolute abundance of grass pollen reach
World. the levels it attains near the base. It is not possible
Figure 7.4 shows a decline in overall pollen to assess the proportion of vegetation types directly
concentration in the middle portion of the core, from the proportion of pollen types, but it is very
between approximately 28 and 14 cm. This decline stiking that the contemporary landscape-defor-
can be seen quite clearly in the grass curve ested, overgrazed, virtually denuded of natural
(Gramineae), the dominant pollen type, but it is a vegetation and covered by agncultural fields-does
general feature of this portion of the core. The not create as strong a grass signal.
declining concentration of pollen in the core could The basal grass maximum declines between
have been caused by an increased sedimentation 52 and 40 cm, with only a slight rebound at 42 cm.
rate at this time. At the 24 cm level, the core This decline is evident in both relative and absolute
contains almost no pollen, and counts from this pollen counts, and represents a change in environ-
level were not included in the diagram. Except for ment conducive to grass growth. The cause of that
the extremely low pollen concentration (nine grains change is open to intexpretation; it may represent a
counted on one slide, as compared to between 65 decrease in cultivated grasses, or in open habitats
and 618 grains per slide for the other levels), there favored by wild grasses, or some combination of
is notiing else of note about the 24 cm level. It factors. Between 14 cm and the top of the core,
contains charcoal (see below), and there is no grass pollen increases in absolute temns but contin-
visually apparent stratigraphic break. There are ues to decrease as a percentage, largely due to the
several possible explanations for this lack of pollen. increase in Compositae (see below).
One may be that the reservoir actually dried out Herbaceous plants exhibit a very clear pattern
during this period, and the consequent wetting and of incidence in the upper portion of the core.
drying destroyed pollen in sediments near the Proportonally, they peak at approximately 10 and
surface. Altemately, the low pollen concentration 28 cm. The initial peak actually seems to reflect the
could be seen as an extreme example of the low striking decline in numbers of grass pollen grains
concentrations in nearby levels. deposited, however, and the concentration of
What can be seen in the grass curve is a herbaceous plants in the core is very consistent
marked peak near the base of the core that rises to a before the upper 10 cm, with only a slight increase
very high proportion of the total assemblage, between 48 and 44 cm. The record of herbaceous
approximately 90 percent. This peak undergoes a plants, many ofthem field weeds, is considered in
long and sustained decline, until it reaches a mini- more detail below.
mum at about 40 cm. Following this low point, Shrubs constitute only a very small proportion
grasses rebound somewhat between 40 and 28 cm, of the pollen record, and in several levels no shrub
after which they again undergo a slow and sustained pollen at all was counted. For this reason, it is
decline. Because of the composite nature of the difficult to assign much significance to the distribu-
grass curve, it is difficult to interpret this pattem. It tion of shrub pollen. There are thre periods during
is tempting to suggest that the dramatic increase in which shrubs appear in the record. The first two of
grass pollen between 56 and 52 cm is a conse- these correspond with periods of increase in arbo-
quence of agricultural intensification, caused by the real pollen, and it is probable that both trees and
expansion of cultivated fields and the concomitant shrubs were responding to similar conditions at
growth of both weeds and crops, and by the clearing tese times. Both -e tree and shrb curves exhibit
of non-grass vegetation. Figure 7.4 indicates, a decline between approximately 52 and 44 cm
however, thiat grass was dominant in the pollen during the period of most signficant change in the
record from the very beginning of thie sequence, and grass curve. The loss of trees and shrubs is not
in fact, te relative increase of grass at 52 cm is precisely aligned withi a growth in grass pollen,
largely a product of a relative decrease in unidenti- although tere is a slight increase in herbaceous
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plants. At the base of the core, grasses already blocked in order to clean out silt and vegetation.
dominate the record, and tree and shrub pollen is Perhaps the potential drying out actually represents
already undergoing a precipitous decline. The maintenance of the reservoir, including the removal
proportion of trees and shrubs remains low until of aquatic plants.
about 40 cm, when it begins to increase. This Most of the aquatic plants are represented by
pattem may indicate pressure on the woody vegeta- plants belonging to just thre families, Typhaceae,
tion in the study area from the beginning of the Cyperaceae, and Potomagetonaceae (figure 7.7).
record, followed by a period of more open vegeta- Typha angustata is an aquatic or marshy-habitat
tion, with a later (and limited) regeneration of trees herb which grows in shallow water around the
and shrubs. Trees are discussed in more detail edges of reservoirs and other bodies of water
below. (appendix 2). Similarly, the five genera of
The curve representing cultivated plants does Cyperaceae that are found in the study area grow in
not include any cultigens belonging to the family shallow water. In contrast, Potomageton nodosus,
Gramineae. Only pollen grains which could be although it also grows in shallow water, can grow
securely identified to genus, and which are known pardally or almost completely submerged (appendix
to have been cultivated (that is, they do not occur 2), so that it has the potential to invade more of a
naturally in the area and are cultivated today), are reservoir than simply its edges. The strong pattern
included in this category. The cultivated genera are in aquatic plants is created almost entirely by
discussed in more detail below. Potomageton, with some contribution by
Cyperaceae. Typha concentrations are remarkably
Grasses and Aquatic and Herbaceous Plants consistent throughout the core, with a slight in-
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 indicate the percentages crease near the top and a decrease in the lowest
and concentrations, respectively, of grasses, aquatic levels.
plants, and herbaceous plants in the Kamalapuram The strong pattern exhibited by the aquatic
core. The grass curve is the same as that repre- plant concentrations in the core also raises ques-
sented in figures 7.3 and 7.4. Next to the grass tions about the pattern of the grass curve. Below 48
curve is the record of pollen from aquatic plants, cm, there appears to be no relationship between the
which exhibits a very striking pattern. There is a concentration of Gramineae and of aquatic plants in
well-defined peak in aquatic vegetation (with a the core. During tfie period ofmaximum aquatic
slight decline at 40 an) between about 44 and 32 plant growth, however, smaller peaks in the grass
cm. The rapid growth in aquatic plants corresponds curve co-occur with those of aquatic taxa It is
with a decline in grasses, and begins somewhat possible that some of tihe grasses making up the
before the period in which trees and shrubs begin to overall curve are aquatic species, and in the areas
reappear in the record. Normal maintenance of where grass pollen pattems echo those of aquatic
reservoirs includes cleaning out aquatic plants, so plants, the possibility is even stronger. If this were
that the rapid growth in aquatic vegetation almost the case, then the pattern of non-aquatic grass
certainly indicates a period duning which the decline above 52 cm would be even more marked.
reservoir was not well maintained. By the time Figures 7.5 and 7.6 detail the pollen record of
trees and shrubs began to regenerate, the reservoir the more common types of herbaceous vegetation.
had become choked with aquatic vegetation. The By far the most ubiquitous of these is Compositae
rapid decline in the concentration of pollen of (Asteraceae), of which twenty-seven genera are
aquatic plants (at about 28 cm) occurs at the same found in the study area today, eight of them New
dme as the first intmduced species appear in the World intmductions (appendix 2). All of these
record, and shortly before the possible drying out of genera are characterized by herbaceous plants
the reservoir at the 24 cm level. Thus, the postu- favoring open habitats, and a great many ofthem
lated drying out period follows the begining of occur as weeds in cultivated fields, though some
renewed maintenance of the reservoir. Because the favor wetter and o%ther drier environments. The
Kamalapuram Kere is supplied by both seasonal pollen of Compositae can be divided into categories
runoff and the river-fed Raya Canal, virtually the on the basis of several characteristics; one of thiese
only way the reservoir could dry out (seasonally) is the length of the spines, with grains often sorted
would be to block, divert, or otherwise stop the into "4low spine" and "high spine" categories. As
flow from the canal. Today, canals are periodically indicated by figures 7.5 and 7.6, te recent increase
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in Compositae pollen consists entirely of "low types near the top of the core is also interesting in
spine" types, and in fact, thie distributions of "low light ofte number of introduced genera of
spine" and "high spine" pollen are nearly exclusive, Compositae, such as Xanthiwn, which is a low-
with a small "low spine" peak at 44 cm falling in a spine intrduced genus (N. P. Singhi 1988; Saldanha
"high spine" trough. It would be worthwhile 1984). Whatever genera of Compositae are repre-
knowing what, if anything, these differences relate sented, however, the marked peak in Compositae
to. The eclipse of "high spine" by "low spine" pollen near the top of the core is signficant and
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indicates thiat late Colonial and/or recent land use is Trees
quite different from that of the Vijayanagara period Trees are not well represented in the
in thiat it is marked by a somewhat different weedy Kamalapuram pollen core, but it is difficult to
flora, make any assessment of the reladive importance of
The record of Amaranthiaceae is quite consis- trees in thie vegetation of thie region given thie lack
tent through time, with onfly minor changes evident, of inlformation about pollen production and dis-
Most genera of Amaranthaceae present in the study persal of local plants (and see Blasco and
area occur as weeds in cultivated fields. The genus Thanikaimoni 1974). Figures 7.8 anld 7.9 give te
Justica belongs~to the family Acanthaceae. Both of breakdownl of the most common tree types mnte
tese occur in figures 7.5 and 7.6, since genus-level sample. Acacia and Phoenix are numenically
identifications were not always possible. In thie predominant, and at least for Acacia, that probably
study area, two species of Justica are found (appen- also reflects its importance in te vegetation. I
dix 2). One grows in moist, open areas at low have already noted the period of decline in trees
elevations such as open patches in deciduous and shrubs; this pattern is exhibited by many of the
forests, and te other is found exclusively in thie groups in figures 7.8 and 7.9. Pollen labelled as
Sandur Hills (N. P. Singh 1988). The exact prove- Acacia may also belong to the genus Albizia
nience of te Justica in thie core cannot, of course, (family: Mimosaceae). The ten species ofAcacia
be determined, but its association with open and Albizia in the study area all occur in dry
patches is signiicant since the two periods duning situations in thorn scrub forests, wit some also
which it occurs in te core correspond to what are found in deciduous forests. Acacia chundra
postulated to be the Vijayanagara period and thie constitutes a major component of the vegetation in
Colonial period, respectively. Non-Justica Bellary and Raichur districts (N. P. Singh 1988).
Acanthaceae is a minor component of the record. The initial decrease in Acacia near thie base of the
Other Acanthiaceae genera tend to prefer moist core corrsponds with the increase in grasses, and
situations, and one (Hygrophila) is often associated thie regeneration ofAcacia wit a decline in
wit reservoirs. Polycarpaea is a member of the grasses. Phoenix, or wild date palm, occurs
family Caryophyllaceae. and is found in sandy soils naturally in thie area in dry deciduous forests,
in cultivated fields and other disturbed areas growing in dense stands in valleys (Saldanha
(appendix 2). 1984:19). The distribution of Phoenix pollen is
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similar to that ofAcacia. Casuarina, as noted of the pollen record. A few grains ofAzadirachta
above, was introduced into India and is sometimes indica (the Neem tree) were also identified.
grown in large stands for charcoal. Not all pollen
from palms (Palmae or Aracaceae) could be Non-Gramineae Cultivated Plants
identified; these are classified as a single group in The combined pattern of non-grass cultivated
figures 7.8 and 7.9. Other families such as Big- plants shows litle significant patterning through
nonaceae (probably Dolichandrone, see appendix time except for a slight increase in the upper levels
2) and Combretaceae make up minor components of the core. However, some interesting patterns do
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emerge when this composite curve is separated into and this dominance is reflected in the larger
its component taxa (figures 7.10 and 7.11). These amounts of coconut pollen between 10 cm and the
data should be treated with caution because of the top of the core. Cocos has its second highest
small amount of pollen they reflect. Arenga concentration at the base of the core, but it quickly
pinnata (Gomuti palm; Ambasta 1986:51) and declines in importance before reaching a small peak
Jasminum auriculatum (Jasmine) are very rare in between 44 and 40 cm. This pattern may simply be
the sample. More common are Cocos nucifera a product of the small sample size of coconut pol-
(coconut) and Ricinus communis (castor oil plant). len at the base of the core, but it is at least qualita-
Cocos is an important cash crop in the area today, tively interesting as it indicates the production of
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coconuts in the Vijayanagara period (also noted in uling but not on a supraregional scale. While
historical sources, see chapter 6). Whether or not individual cane fires are usually small, burning less
the apparent decline in Cocos in the lower third of than ten hectares at a time, fires are frequent
the core is a "real" phenomenon or just a sampling wherever it is possible to grow sugar cane.
fluctuation, it is apparent that overall the earlier Fire is also employed to control weed and
record of coconuts indicates that they were of less shrub growth along field borders, roadways, and
importance than in the later record. The more near settlements. Fire may be an important tool for
recent focus on Cocos production occurs at the time forest clearance, although this is no longer a con-
of the first New World species and during the cem in the Vijayanagara region. At present, no
period in which it was suggested that renewed crop grown in the study area other than sugar cane
maintenance of the reservoir was taking place. is regularly burned.
Ricinus may originally have been a native of Undoubtedly, the most well-known role of fire
Africa, as are many other Indian cultigens, al- in agricultural production is in "slash and bun" or
though some botanists feel that Ricinus may be swidden agriculture (Iverson 1941; Stewart 1956;
indigenous to India (see discussion in Narain Mellars 1976; Jacobi, Tallis, and Mellars 1976;
1974). The distribution of Ricinus, which may be Simmons, Kershaw, and Clark 1981). Swidden
grown as either a dry or an irrigated crop, is agriculture was widely practiced in India and is well
strkingly different from that of Cocos, occurring documented in the literature of the Colonial period
neither in the earliest nor in the latest portions of from the seventeenth to early twentieth centuries.
the core. The context of Ricinus cultivation thus Chola inscriptions of the eleventfi century from the
appears to have been quite different from that of state of Tamil Nadu refer to swidden plots
coconut cultivation. (kummari) of "forest people"' (Stein 1980:26). Stein
(1980:75-76) discusses the tensions between
CHARCOAL ANALYSIS lowland peasants and the non-peasant inhabitants of
Just as the types and quantity of charcoal the hills and dry forests, a tension well documented
from archaeological contexts are used to make into the sixteenth century. In the Vijayanagara
inferences about the human use of fire within region, swidden cultivation could have been sup-
settlements, regional records of fire history may be ported on the slopes of tihe Sandur Hills. There is,
preserved in lake or reservoir sediments. Quantita- at present, no evidence of this agricultural regime
tive analysis of charcoal content in sediment cores during the Vijayanagara period.
has the potential to infonn on both natural fire Finally, the non-agricultural use of fire was
history and on the frequency and intensity of fire in also significant. Both wood and dung were prob-
the context of agricultural practice and in settle- ably burned in domestic contexts. Some forms of
ments. craft production also employed fire extensively,
either in kilns or open bums. Charcoal, which is
Fire In Context produced locally, is often used as the fuel for
Fire plays an important role in the contempo- ceramic, lime, and metal kilns. Thus, we must
rary agricultural practices of South India. The guard against assuming that the fossil record of fire
stubble remaining in sugar cane fields after harvest- relates solely to agricultural buming (cf. Patterson,
ing is regularly burned off, and the ashes are either Edwards, and Maguire 1987:4). This point is taken
plowed back into the soil or carried off to other up below in the discussion of charcoal transport.
areas and distributed on the fields. Because of the
long maturation period of sugar cane, eleven Proxy Measures ofFire
months, and its reliance on irigation water, plant- Given that information on fire history may be
ing, weeding, harvesting, and burriing of cane fields of interest in reconstructing Vijayanagara land use,
occur more or less simultaneously across large the question arises how best to investigate the fossil
areas in a patchwork fashion. Areas under cane record of tat history. Archaeological investdga-
production have a mosaic-like appearance, withi tions in the Royal Center have revealed evidence of
multciple crop stages simultaneously represented. fires thiat destryed numerous buildings in thie
Groups of several neighboring fields served by a "'Noblemen's Quarter"' area. Investigators have
single water source are often at a similar stage of attributed thiis evidence to the burning and sacking
development. Thus, the need to coordinate water of the city following the battle of Talikcota in
flow to fields requires some coordination of sched- A.D.1565 (Balasubramanyam personal communica-
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tion). Other, more localized ash levels are evident a set of concentric rings of charcoal size classes in
in excavated sections, but these do not inform on the absence of wind, wi'th multiple sources causing
regional scale fire history. As with pollen, the overlapping patterns.
action of lakes (or reservoirs) as regional or even In practice, however, the dynamics of char-
supraregional sediment traps provides the best coal transport are much more complex. In an
possibility for reconstructing Vijayanagara fire important study of the physics of charcoal transport,
history. J. S. Clark (1988b) has shown that wind has funda-
The most common measures of fire history mentally different effects on different size classes
from lake sediments include microscopic and of charcoal. Clark identifies three major fonns of
macroscopic charcoal; pollen assemblages and wind transport: (1) suspension; (2) saltation, in
accumulation rates, chemical digestion of elemental which moving particles strike other particles lifting
carbon, geochemistry of lake sediments, and them from the surface and movmg them downwind;
sedimentological measures (J. S. Clark 1988a, and (3) traction, or movement along the surface.
1988b; R. L. Clark 1982; MacDonald et al. 1991; Smaller particles are more subject to suspension,
Patterson, Edwards, and Maguire 1987; Swain intermediate size classes are moved by saltation,
1973; Tolonen 1986; Waddington 1969; Winkler and larger particles are moved by traction. Clark
1987). A growing literature, mostly concerned notes:
with the reconstruction of boreal forest fire histo- mineral particles approximately lOO±m in size
ries, discusses each of these methods in detail. are most easily entrained by wind; cohesive
Several recent studies have compared the efficacy forces and aerodynamic properties of smaller
of different methods using documentary history and particles make them difficult to pick up, and
fire scars on trees as controls (e.g. MacDonald et al. larger particles are too massive. Although
1991; J. S. Clark 1988a). MacDonald and others difficult to entrain, smaller particles tend to be
(1991:65 foundittle cnsisteny betwen proxytransported long distances, if they are sus-(1991:65) found l ons enc twe roxy pended. Source areas for dust fallout at a given
measures of fire history and documented fires. point may be subcontinental or even global,
Pollen records provided some indication of vegeta- depending on particle size and atmospheric
tion succession but presented a limited picture of conditions. 'Coarse dust' (5-50pn) transported
postfire recovery. The results of carbon digestion- by dust storms is generally deposited within 100
combustion techniques were not consistent with km of the source. 'Fine dust' (2-ljO.Lm) is
microscopic and macroscopic charcoal pattems and frequently transported hundreds to thousands of
maybe affected by very small charcoal particles, kilometers, remaining in suspension untilmay e t lprce,washed out by precipitation. (1988b:69)
which are not counted in visual studies, and by
changes in sediment types (see Winkler 1985:319). Charcoal particles have a much lower density than
Visual studies of charcoal, both microscopic and mineral particles, so that charcoal fragments in the
macroscopic, provided fairly good indicators of fire 130 to 150 p.m range are the most readily lifted by
history in a region up to 120 kilometers from the the wind (Clark 1988b). Most charcoal fragments
sediment source (MacDonald et al. 1991:62, figure examined microscopically fall well below this size
8). The following discussion is limited to visual category and thus must be considered representative
studies of charcoal from lake sediments. of burning over a large spatial scale. Clark (1988a)
describes a method for examing macroscopicFrom Fire to Lake: Production, Dispersal, and charcoal using thin-sections of sediment cores.
Deposition This method is, however, appropriate only for
Fires may vary a great deal in the amount of annually laminated or varved deposits. Such
charcoal they produce and in the extent of dispersal deposits, which do not include the Kamalapuram
of that charcoal. Relevant variables include the sample, are rare, especially in the tropics. Macro-
type of fuel, the size of the fire, and weather scopic analysis of charcoal holds great promise for
conditions. It is often assumed that larger frag- studies of fire history, particularly since larger
ments of charcoal are found nearer the source of the pieces of charcoal are also the most readily identifi-
fire and smaller fragments farther away. Patterson, able to genus or type (e.g. Byrne, Michaelson, and
Edwards, and Maguire (1987:5-7) present a simple Soutar 1977, 1979; Hutchinson and Goulden 1966).
zonal model ofte effect of distance on the quantity Future analyses of thie Kamalapuram material will
and. size of charcoal fragments deposited after a include macroscopic as well as microscopic char-
fire. They tentatively suggest that the deposition of coal studies.
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The second major contribution made by J. S. (cf. Bonny 1976; Peck 1973). Thus, fires in the
Clark's (1988b) study is the identification of a finite reservoir catchment to the south of the reservoir are
"skip distance" between the point where most expected to contribute disproportionately to the
particles of a given size leave the ground and where charcoal record in the reservoir sediment.
they setae back down. Indrafts and convection in
the rising hot air of a fire create turbulence in which Fossil Fuels and SootBalls
particles are suspended, and the specific skip The buning of fossil fuels can produce
distance depends on the height of the convection opaque, black spheres, altemately referred to as
column created by a particular fire. In general, the "opaque spherules" (J. S. Clark 1988b) or "'soot
higher the convection column the larger the skip balls" (Winkler 1985:319), which can be confused
distance and the larger the particle size, the smaller with charcoal from plant tissues. Morphological
the skip distance. Clark (1988b) fails to stress, studies of opaque spherules have been carried out
however, that this skip is applicable only for by Clark and Patterson (1984) and Renberg and
airbome particles. Even for easily entrained smaller Wilk (1985). These spherules, approximately 5 to
particles, some proportion is left in situ in the bum 35 jm in diameter and composed of iron oxide
location. Further, his model is based on wildfires, (Patterson, Edwards, and Maguire 1977), have been
which may differ significantly from small, con- recognized in sediments less than 100 years old
trolled burns in several ways including type of fuel from eastern North America (Clark and Patterson
and height of the smoke plume (cf. Patterson, 1984). If such objects are limited to industrial
Edwards, and Maguire 1977). Most fire history sources and automobiles, then their occurrence in
studies attempt to find fossil evidence for individual South Indian reservoir sediments should signal
large forest fires, events of high intensity, short quite recent time periods, perhaps less than fifty
duration, and variable periodicity (see J. S. Clark years. However, Patterson and others (1987) wam
1988b for a discussion of fire periodicity and that opaque spherules may be produced by wildfires
sampling intervals). Many of these analyses have or domestic burning. If the latter is true, then the
failed to isolate individual fires. However, the distribution of opaque spherules should be variable
overall importance of fire during different periods throughout the Kamalapuram core, and they should
are just the sort of broad patterns likely to be occur in the earliest levels.
isolated in charcoal studies.isoltedin o s i Pollen Processing and CharcoalCharcoal size categories must be carefully P enaroessing andiCharcal
considered in light of the recent scholarship on the Because of its composition, charcoal is not
dynamics of charcoal transport Different size destroyed in the process of pollen extraction.
classes do not always co-vary (MacDonald et al. There is some indication that samples treated with
1991:61, table 2), and size categories may have to nitric acid, such as the Kamalapuramn samples (see
be individually studied and interpreted. A size- below), contain a significantly smaller proportion
based analysis of the Kamalapuram charcoal record of charcoal than samples not treated with nitric
can be found in Morrison (1994b). acid. Nevertheless, the relative proportions of
Clark's (1988a, 1988b) studies focus exclu- charcoal in each stratum appear to be stable even
sively on air trnsport of charcoal, and, in fact, he with nitric tratment (Singh, Kershaw, and Clark
asserts that air transport is the most important 1981; Patterson, Edwards, and Maguire 1987).
mechanism of charcoal deposition in lakes, at least Nitric acid treatments, necessary for the pollen
for areas with uncompacted forest soils. Swain extraction in the Kamalapuram case, also have the
(1973:391) suggests that slope wash of charcoal benefit of removing opaque pyrite crystals
into lakes may be quite important even in forested (Waddington 1969; Patterson, Edwards, and
areas (see also Cwynar 1978; Patterson, Edwards, Maguire 1987). Thus, the Kamalapuram samples
and Maguire 1977). Fires themselves may increase can only be compared internally or to other samples
surface runoff and erosion (Tsukada and Deevey processed in a similar fashion.
1967; Swain 1973; Cwynar 1978). In eithier case, it
is clear that water-assisted movement of soil must CHARCOAL FROM THE3 VUAYANAGARA REGION
be considered in thie case ofte Kamalapuram Kere, Charcoal analysis from te Kamalapuram core
where no forest cover exists, rainfall is highly was carried out using te same slides employed for
seasonal, erosion severe, and soils are compacted pollen analysis (see discussion above). Most pre-
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vious studies of microscopic charcoal have been between superimposed objects. Where small pieces
made either by counting the number of charcoal of charcoal lay atop clumps of cellular material, the
parficles or the measurement of their areas by point resultant form was counted as one object, generally
counts (Patterson, Edwards, and Maguire 1987). with a high grey value standard deviation. Such
An eyepiece graticule, which divides the field of charcoal was not counted by the procedure. For
view into grid squares ofknown size, may be used. this reason, slides were made as thin as possible.
Charcoal fragments are then counted by grid square
class (1 square, 2 squares, etc.) (Waddington 1969). Charcoal Results
The charcoal counts or area determinations can be Special scans of the charcoal slides were
calculated as a percentage of the total pollen sum, made in order to count Lycopodium. These values
or as a ratio to the pollen sum (Patterson, Edwards, were then used to calibrate the charcoal counts,
and Maguire 1987; Swain 1973). Charcoal counts which are indicated in figure 7.12. The charcoal
can also be expressed in relation to absolute quanti- record from the Kamalapuram core shows a great
ties and influx (Byme, Michaelsen, and Soutar deal of variation through time, with several major
1977), just as pollen can (MacDonald et al. peaks and many more minor ones. Figure 7.12
1991:57). gives charcoal data both in terms of the number of
Charcoal counts of the Kamalapuram Kere charcoal particles (minimum size cutoff 156 gLm2)
slides were made using an automated system that and the area of charcoal (mm2). Both methods
analyzed the level and uniformity of darkness of yield similar results with the exception of two
parficles on a microscope slide. This automated peaks at 16 and 10 cm.
system is described in detail by Horn, Horn, and Beginning at the base of the core, a small
Byrne (1992). Five hundred randomly selected charcoal peak can be seen in the lowest level,
fields of view were analyzed for each slide. Views followed by a decline and then a major peak at
were selected from within a 12 x 12 mm area in the about 52 cm. At this same level a decline in trees
center of the coverslip (22 x 22 mm) in order to and shrubs and an increase in grasses were also
avoid problems of slide variation at the edges of the recorded. Thus, although some of this charcoal
coverslip. Only particles with a minimum linear may be attributable to domestic burning in the
dimension of 25 pm and a minimum area of 156 Vijayanagara period, it is likely that it also relates,
Wm2 were counted. Images on the slides were at least in part, to land use practices which led to
analyzed by the computer as containing grey shade the creation of a more open, less wooded land-
values between 0 and 63, where 0 is black and 63 is scape. The context of Vijayanagara-period burning
white. All pixels in a particle image were analyzed is less clear than is recent buming. Trees and
individually and mean grey shade value and sometimes shrubs were collected for firewood to be
standard deviations were calculated. Only objects used in domestic contexts, but fuel was also needed
having a mean grey shade value of 3.5 or less and a for charcoal production for use in such craft
standard deviation of 5 or less were considered. activities as metallurgy. Sugarcane or other crops
Thus, particles had to be quite darik and uniformly may have been bumed off, and buming may also
dark in order to be counted as charcoal. Periodic have been employed for the clearance ofthomy
visual monitoring of the procedure provided a high vegetation and the eradication of weeds, as it is
level of agreement between the occurrence of today. Charcoal peaks in this densely settled
charcoal and its fit with these criteria. Magnifica- region undoubtedly relate to periods of intensifica-
tion was set at 160X. MacDonald and others tion of human buring activities, and many of those
(1991) also used an automated counting system, but were probably related to agricultural operations.
they counted every particle larger than 10 pm long Following the marked charcoal peak at 52 cm,
and 10 pm wide. Because of the high frequency of the amount of charcoal in the sample drops off, and
long, thin charcoal particles in the Kamalapuram then rises again into two minor peaks between 46
sample, these parameters would have excluded a and 26 cm. Above this point, the difference be-
great deal of charcoal. As it is, charcoal counts are tween the count data and the area data become
probably somewhat low due to bleeding of light much more pronounced. Table 7.2 gives descrip-
onto the edges of the particles, which leads to tive statistics on charcoal area data from each level.
higher mean grey shade values. More problematic, At 8 and 10 cm the mean area of charcoal in te
perhaps, is the computer's inability to distinguish sample rises sharply in response to an increase in
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TABLE 7.2 Charcoal in lKP: level, number of charcoal particles, minimum, maximum, mean, and
standard deviation of area
Level N Minimum area Maximum area Mean area Standard
(M2) (pjm2) (XM2) Deviation
0 18 174.4 2361.5 699.4 581.9
8 102 228.1 15372.4 3005.6 2969.5
10 77 163.7 14375.6 2875.1 3226.0
12 69 158.3 6853.7 991.0 1374.1
14 47 158.3 5058.4 880.4 1013.9
16 443 158.3 5952.0 612.2 581.6
18 213 161.0 3574.4 536.9 470.6
20 67 158.3 3767.7 824.9 880.5
22 30 169.1 1132.4 297.9 187.7
24 211 158.3 4613.0 473.8 542.7
26 65 158.3 8114.9 681.4 1160.3
28 43 161.0 5283.8 710.4 889.6
30 43 158.3 1800.6 552.2 427.7
32 144 163.7 5884.9 521.6 704.6
34 49 158.3 2906.2 660.0 596.6
36 38 169.1 1084.1 456.5 263.8
38 164 161.0 9263.5 731.2 1333.4
40 69 158.3 6711.5 638.6 986.3
42 10 169.1 3222.9 682.7 919.2
44 24 166.4 2756.0 446.3 519.0
46 50 158.3 1663.8 466.0 361.9
48 84 163.7 5643.4 652.2 855.2
50 253 161.0 2699.6 454.7 387.9
52 235 158.3 4723.0 592.6 667.7
54 179 158.3 9384.2 645.7 992.3
56 41 166.6 2954.5 690.4 676.1
the size of the largest charcoal particles. It may be uppermost level is troubing in light ofthe sugar-
that this increase in particle size relates to a change cane hypothesis, but the very small size of the
in the distance between some buring activities and sample (N=18) makes it difficult to evaluate the
the reservoir. Today, the area around the hypothesis. Future analyses of both macroscopic
Kamalapuram reservoir is almost all planted in and microscopic charcoal from other Kamalapuram
sugarcane, which is burned off after each harvest, cores should clarify this issue.
If there were a shift in the pattem of apricultural The most pronounced charcoal increase
land use around te reservoir from some othier crop occurs at approximately the 16 cm level, during a
or crop mix (dominated by rice?) to thie commer- period of very low overall pollen concentration but
cially important sugarcane, then an increase in bothi before some ofthe vegetation changes associated
the quantity and size of charcoal in te reservoir with the uppermost levels of the core. This peak is
sediments might be expected. That thiis pattern of not characterized by larger particles but by an
increased charcoal size does not continue into thie increase in thie number of particles.
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FIGURE 7.12 Charcoal concentrations by count and by area
In geneml, the pattemn that emerges from the quantities of tree and shlub pollen were reduced
charcoal analysis is similar to that of grasses and significantly in what is suggested to be the Middle
herbaceous vegetation, wit initially high values in or Late V'ij'ayanagara period, only to undergo a
the lower portions of the core followed by generally rebound, probably at thie end of thie V'ij'ayanagara
lower values in te middle part of thie core and a period. In the post-Vijayanagara period, the
resurgence of high values in thie upper portion of reservoir became choked withi aquatic vegetation.
the core. Thus, charcoal pattemns correspond, at About the time thie reservoir was cleared of swampy
least in a general way, with the pattems of open, vegetation, the first introduced New World species
transfonned vegetation. Bot bumng and open appear in thie record, and thie concentrations of
vegetation are indicated in the V'ij'ayanagara period pollen also decreased, possibly as a result of
and again in te Colonial to recent periods, when increased erosion (associlated with renewed clear-
agricultural production was thie most intensive. In ance of vegetation?). At 24 cm, the reservoir may
te period dun'ng which the reservoir sediments have dried out completely for a time.
contained a large amount of aquatic pollen, the Toward te top of the record, probably thie
charcoal record reaches its mini'murn with bothi later Colonial or the Post-independence periods,
measures perhaps indicating a cessation of mainte- agricultural production seems to be of renewed
nance activities in and around the facility. importance, but thiis agnicultuml landscape appears
DISCUSSION ~~~different foml the Vijayanagara period landscape inDISCUSSION
~~~~several important respects. First of all, thie grass-
Interpretation of the pollen analysis from the domilnated V'ij'ayanagara record 'is not duplicated in
Kamnalapuram core is hampered by thie imprecision the record ofmodern commercial agriculture.
of dates from the core and by the lack of detaled Instead, herbaceous plants appear much more
studies relating modem vegetation in dry interior important., and specifically, Compositae (withi "low
SothIdio fe ole ecr. evrels, pne ole gans cm t onftu a inii
evrastonpttes aveemrgd fom fi cntpr oron f e olln lor. cnutp35e
pollenacharcoa analyse. Thse trsas.peasi.raedu ite.Wieccnt
beginsiingIGUR 7.1Cheodadacnurn harcoa cnetainsmbyicaimountandeby a orea rcnedmnsi
loer v luesin the mi dll parof theecorandhuspeestn od. Indthe constijayanagr periodtheircretvlea
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a commercial crop. Thus, the impression of Vijay- The first, smaller peak is found in the lowest level
anagara agriculture is one of a pattem of land use (56 cm), followed by a larger peak at 52 cm. The
that was already intensive from the beginning of the larger peak falls in the period of grass pollen
pollen record. Grasses did increase proportionally maximum and tree and shrub minima (during the
at the beginning of the record, but the concentration period of sixteenth century intensification?).
of grass pollen at the base of the core was consis- Pollen analysis of Vijayanagara area sedi-
tentdy high. ments is still at a preliminary stage, and significant
The record of charcoal is generally consistent problems of chronology and interpretation remain
with the pollen record, with periods of more inten- to be addressed. Future research will include
sive burning occurring near the bottom and top of analyses of the pollen and charcoal records from
the core. Unfortunately, charcoal peaks cannot be additional cores and from additional sampling
dated precisely, but it is very interesting that, in the locations in order to place the record from this
lowest levels of the core, two charcoal peaks occur. single Kamalapuram core in context.
8
Conclusion:
Intensification at Vijayanagara
I N THIS ANALYSIS I have approached Vijayana- Intensity of agricultural production relates both to
gara land use and intensification from the land and to labor, and as such, can be divided into
different perspectives afforded by three different the fonns and frequency of working (land intensity)
and independent lines of evidence: archaeological and the intensity of working (labor intensity).
surface survey; historical documents; and pollen Agricultural intensity is thus multidimensional and
analysis. Each of these bodies of information may be more profitably conceived in terms of
informs on the nature of Vijayanagara land use and organization rather than simply effort
environment-both natural and constructed-and its
change through time, and each offers a different Labor and Intensity
view of the possible dimensions of Vijayanagara I have noted that the facilities associated with
intensification. both wet and wet-cumr-dry agriculture-canals,
ImNTNsrry aqueducts, and reservoirs-all require substantialinvestnents of labor for construction. The
Before the process of intensification can be Anantarajasagar inscription discussed in chapter 2
discussed, it is necessary to consider more closely provides just one illustration of the enormous scale
the measurement of intensity. I have asserted that of of effort required in the construction of a large
the three categories of production identified in this reservoir, and the accounts of travellers such as
study, wet production may be considered the most Paes and Nuniz (Sewell 1900) also evoke the often
intensive, followed by wet-cum-dry and dry produc- massive efforts involved in construction. Althiough
tion. This rathier simple progression is based on it is clear that labor for the construction of these
consideration of bothi labor and land, and, as noted facilities was mobilized in large work groups, it is
below, although it obscures a considerable amount not known if wage labor was employed or if
of variation, thie general relationship between workQers were under some sort of labor obligation to
production category anld intensity level holds. local leaders (cf. Karashima 1992) or perhaps to
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temples. Certainly construction financing was
generlly arranged through temples for these large
projects.
The initial construction effort for the larger
dry facilities must also have been laborious, al-
though there is little infornation on this point that
is specific to the region. Large dry facilities such
as terraces may have been constructed all at once
by large groups of workers-perhaps through
cooperative organizations since the inscriptional
record is silent on this point-or may have grown
accretionally, the product ofmore intermittent and
long-term efforts of a smaller group. Like dry
facilities, historical documents do not describe the
organization of labor involved in the construction
of smaller wet-cum-dry facilities.
Overall, in terms of the initial effort of
construction, both wet and larger wet-cum-dry
facilities rate very high in comparison to dry and
smaller wet-cum-dry features. However, construc-
tion costs, both of labor and capital, are only one
aspect of the labor intensity of an agricultural
strategy, and even these initial costs must be
considered historically contingent. A canal or
reservoir is constructed only once, and even though
it may require extensive maintenance or repair (see
below), the facility, once constructed, becomes part
of the landscape. Thus, for a farmer with access to
land watered by an extant reservoir, wet-cum-dry
agriculture could actually be a less labor intensive
activity than dry agriculture.
Facility maintenance creates additional labor
demands. All facilities require some sort of peri-
odic or occasional maintenance, and some of the
inscriptions described in chapter 6 outlined arrange-
ments for the provision of people and carts for such
routine maintenance. Facilities were also subject to
the potentially devastating action of surface runoff
in a region where rainfall is highly seasonal and
vegetation cover sparse. Breached reservoirs,
terraces, and other features could and did give way
to the force of erosion induced by monsoon runoff.
Again, quantitative information on labor require-
ments for maintenance and repair is sparse, but it
seems that wet and wet-cum-dry facilities again
demanded the greatest amounts of labor. Further,
the demands of facility maintenance would have
been strongly conditioned by the individual place-
ment of the facility, not just the size and type of
facility. Some small reservoirs, for example, were
more subject to breaching by virtue of their topo-
graphic, edaphic, and geological context.
Although agricultural facilities are the most
archaeologically visible product of past land use,
most effort expended in agricultural production was
spent on fanning activities and not on facilities.
Contemporary and historically documented agricul-
tural practices associated with different crops in
southeem India provide guidelines for assessing the
labor requirements of different forms of agricultural
production in the Vijayanagara period. Activities
such as plowing, levelling, mounding, planting,
weeding, watering, manuring, harvesting, and
processing were part of all farming, but in terms of
total labor required the demands of wet crops were
greater than those of dry crops, particularly where
more than one crop per year was grown. Some
crops, such as wet rice, were particularly demand-
ing. In a sense, there are no wet-cum-dry crops as
such, since either irrigated or unirrigated crops
could be grown under wet-cum-dry regimes.
However, irigated counterparts of "traditionally"
dry crops often produce much more, and perhaps
such crops were treated with particular care, as, for
example, irrigated cotton is today. Thus, the
correlation of labor intensity with cropping regime
is only broadly correct.
The timing of labor demands, as well as their
magnitude, influence how labor will be mobilized,
whether in larger work groups or in small family
groups (cf. Stone, Netting, and Stone 1990). Wilk
and Netting (1984:7) distinguish between "linear'
labor, in which tasks are performed sequentially,
and "simultaneous" labor, which is carried out all at
once by a large group. In this scheme, labor
demand bottlenecks associated with tasks such as
cane cutting or rice transplanting would demand
simultaneous labor, while more intermittent chores
such as repairing terrace walls could be canried out
with linear labor.
For both wet-cum-dry and dry production, the
timing of agricultural activities is closely tied to the
weather, while producers on wet fields have a
somewhat greater degree of independence from the
timing of the monsoons and thus have the potential,
at least, to more closely contrl the timing of
periods of peak labor demands. However, farmers
involved in larger scale systems of facilities must
also cooperate with other producers in the system,
whether that system is a canal network, a system of
reservoirs, or simply a strng of adjacent dryland
features. As noted above, Conelly's (1992:214-15)
study of the growth of wet rice agriculture in
Napsaan, Philippines showed that this course of
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intensification did not lead to reduced farm diver- agricultural production in the Vijayanagara area is
sity since the temporal labor requirements of wet water, the potential length of cultivation of a given
rice were compatible with other fonns of produc- plot depends entirely on its water supply (see Stone,
tion such as arboriculture and swidden cropping. Netting, and Stone 1990 for a discussion of the
He notes, "While there is some overlap in the temporal extension of agricultural chores into tle
timing of labor requirements in the two systems, dry season as a strategy of intensification).
the periods ofpeak labor do not coincide" On wet lands, water might be available year-
(1992:215 emphasis in original). More work could round. Irrigation water from canals carried fertile
be done to compare the timing of agricultural silt and suspended nutrients to wet fields. Wet rice
operations for traditional rice varieties and those of is particularly interesting in that production can be
dry crops in southeem India; however, several points sustained, apparently indefinitely, without fallow-
might be made here. First of all, the periods of ing due to the unique conditions of the paddy field.
peak labor demand for wet production could rarely Two crops per year of rice are possible from canal-
have been met by individual households. Thus, irrigated fields. Such well-watered areas can also
some form of labor mobilization was necessary. support crops with longer maturation period such
Such labor demands undoubtedly helped to struc- as sugarcane and tree crops. Wet-cum-dry fields
ture the organization of settlement in the region. probably rarely achieved this level of cropping
Second, the timing of dry operations is often frequency, except where water supplies were
annually very variable, given the uncertainty and particularly reliable. Dry fields are even less
variablity of the monsoons in the region. frequently planted. In a dry year, and dry years
Labor demands of different forms of produc- come quite often, no crop may be possible and
tion are mirrored in the social composition of South some fallowing is necessary to restore soil fertility.
Indian communities. In the wet coastal deltas of the The pattern of change in Vijayanagara land
far south, large numbers of low-caste people work use was not temporally ordered with respect to
as agricultural laborers, since even small rice farms these three categories. Thus, they can in no way be
have difficulty managing with only household labor considered "stages" or steps in a unilineal process
(Mencher 1978). In the drier inland regions, where of intensification. Instead, multiple strategies and
reservoir irrigation is more important, local social scales of production characterized agriculture in
profiles reflect the lower demand for casual labor. every period. The process of intensification was
The Vijayanagara region, although within e dry itself complex, involving changes that can be
zone, is somewhat of an anomaly given its exten- discussed under the headings of intensification
sive area of canal imrgation, and tfius might be proper specialization and diversificaton.
expected to have required a somewhat larger than p s
usual labor force for agriculture. THIE COURSE OF INTENSICATION
No simple measure of labor intensity for
different forms ofproduction can be devised, since The Sequence
so many factors must be taken into account in Although humans have used and occupied the
determining labor requirements, including tempo- Vijayanagara area for a great deal of time, it was
rally variable considerations such as the amount and not until the Vijayanagara period that the study area
distribution of rainfall in any given year. However, became the focus of a large population concentra-
it is possible to roughly order the thre forms of tion and an area of highly intensive agricultural
production wet, wet-cum-dry, and dry into a production. With the founding of the city in the
relative ranking of labor intensity involved in early to middle fourteenth century, regional popula-
production, keeping in mind the potential complex- tion, as reflected in urban and rural settlement,
ity of the issue. expanded quickly and dramatically. The large
walled area of the Urban Core was constructed at
Land and Intensity this time, manring the initial shift away from thie
Intensity can also be measured from te small, nucleated pre-Vijayanagara settlements near
perspective of land, as is done in thie Boserupian the river. The early Vijayanagara period saw a
measure of fallow period. Here thie sequence from major expansion in thie area covered by archaeo-
wet to dry also holds and is, perhaps, even more logical remains. Thus, it seems that land use was at
clear-cut. Because the primary limiting factor in once more extensive as well as intensive. Many of
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the canals date to the Early Vijayanagara period, as Basavanna Canal was constructed along with
does the Kamalapuram Kere. During the late several new anicuts. The Raya Kere, the massive
fourteenth century there was a peak in the number reservoir near Dhannasagara in the Daroji Valley,
of inscriptions generally, as well as in the number and innumerable other reservoirs were constructed.
of those relating to the construction of facilities and Dryland features near sixteenth-century settlements
to land transactions. Figure 8.1 shows the temporal and reservoirs may also date to the Late Vijayana-
distribution of published inscriptions relating to the gara period.
construction of agricultural facilities for all districts The largest peaks in the inscriptional record of
studied (see chapter 6); figure 8.2 shows references the study area all occur in the sixteenth century, a
to both construction and maintenance for Bellary pattem not mirrored by some areas further away
District only. Published inscriptions, and inscrip- from the powerful effects of the city. The construc-
tions generally, reflect only a portion of the actual tion of agricultural facilities, the transfer of land,
constuction and maintenance activity. and the overall level of inscriptional activity were at
The earliest portions of the pollen record may their maximum in the Late Vijayanagara period,
date to the Early Vijayanagara period. This record dropping off quickly but not dying out altogether
indicates a landscape already dominated by grasses, after the destruction of the city in A.D. 1565.
but also a time in which the relative proportion of By the seventeenth century, there is little that
grass pollen rose sharply. Trees and shrubs appear is new in the archaeological record. No new
to have been subject to considerable pressure and settlements, monumental architecture, or agricul-
began a decline which was not checked for some turl facilities can be dated to the immediate post-
time. A moderate charcoal peak also shows up in Vijayanagara period. At some point the process of
the lowest level of the core. tree and shrub clearing, or the pressure on woody
The fifteenth century, or Middle Vijayanagara vegetation, was reduced, and trees and shrubs
period, appears to have been a plateau of sorts, with enjoyed a period of regeneration also marked by a
few new monumental structures built and few new decline in grasses and an overall low concentration
settlements established. Of the admittedly few of charcoal deposited in the sediments of the
dated settlements, only Malapannagudi may date to Kamalapuram reservoir. Maintenance of the
this century. The number of inscriptions referring reservoir appears to have been neglected, and the
to the construction of agriculturl facilites reservoir became choked with aquatic vegetation.
indeed, of all inscriptions-is lower in the fifteenth By the time of the first introduced New World
century than in any other part of the Vijayanagara species, the concentration of pollen in the core had
period. It is difficult to date the changes in vegeta- also dropped, perhaps indicating an increased
tion precisely, but the pollen record immediately sedimentation rate caused by increased erosion of
above the lowest levels of the core shows a continu- unmaintained terraces or by breached reservoirs
ation of trends already started. Trees and shrubs upstream. Later, the reservoir was cleaned out,
continued to decline, and grasses reached a maxi- trees and shrubs again cleared, and a new phase of
mum. The quantity of charcoal decreased dramati- agricultural production begun. In this re-estab-
cally, only to rise again to an even larger peak a lished agricultural landscape, extending probably
short distance up the core. from the Colonial period to the present, grasses
By far the most dramatic changes are those were (and are) no longer as dominant, and a modi-
associated with the sixteenth century. By ths time, fied weedy flora was established. Coconuts, an
the general layout of the city and of the agricultural important cash crop, gained a new importance.
landscape around it was already established, but in Many settlements in the survey area were
the early to middle sixteenth century, both settle- occupied in the Colonial period and continue to be
ment and agricultural production underwent a occupied today, sustained both by the Vijayanagara
variety of changes. Many new monumental struc- channels and, since about 1950, by lands watered
tures were built in and around te city and, impor- by te Tungabhadra reservoir. The locus of settle-
tandy, a large number of small settlements were ment has shiifted away from te Vijayanagara area
founded. The population of Vijayanagara expanded toward the west, and now the city of Hospet,
out beyond the Urban Core walls with the extension established in the sixteenth century (Tirumala-
of settlement into the area north and west ofVMS- deviyara-Pattana; Filliozat and Filliozat 1988:13), is
123, the outer circuit of thie city walls. The new thie major population center of the region.
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Facility Construction and Maintenance
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FIGURE 8.1 Temporal distribution of the construction and maintenance of agricultural
facilities, all districts
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Intensification Proper the subsurface contexts of agricultural facilities. It is
The construction of wet agricultural facili- important to continue efforts to identify pollen types
ties and the extension of wet agriculture clearly more precisely (especially grasses) and to explore
constitute stategies of intensification proper. The other techniques such as macrobotanical and
land that was watered by canals in the Vijayana- phytolith analysis of sediments from domestic,
gara period had certainly been exploited for a long agricultural, and lacustrine deposits. Did intensifica-
time, as the pre-Vijayanagara (and, in part) early tion proper involve the use of improved crop variet-
Vijayanagara distribution of settlements near the ies or the addition of manuring, transplanting,
river attests, but in the Vijayanagara period this additional weeding, or other types of agricultural
same land was used more intensively. Crops practice? Were fallow periods in dry and wet-cum-
could be grown more often, and more labor was dry fields reduced? We are not yet in a position to
invested in the construction, maintenance, and answer these questions. The course of intensifica-
repair of facilities, and almost certainly also in tion proper through the Vijayanagara period can, at
farming practices. present, be only roughly sketched out, but it is clear
Many of the Vijayanagara canals date to the that strategies that can be classified under the rubric
early part of the city's occupation, but there are of intensification proper occurred throughout the
also a number of Late Vijayanagara, sixteenth- entire period, even the very beginning. A definite
century constructions in the zone of canal irriga- bimodal pattem of intensification proper can be
tion. The Kamalapuram reservoir dates to the outlined, a pattem similar to that evinced by strate-
Early Vijayanagara period, but facilitates some of gies grouped under the heading of diversification
the most intensive agriculture in the region. Dates (see below).
for the unnamed canal-fed reservoir north of the The category of intensification proper included
river and for the Bhupati Kere are not secure, but what, for Boserup, was intensification-the reduc-
the massive aqueduct that carried water from the tion of fallow periods. However, as I have argued
Anegundi Channel probably dates to the sixteenth elsewhere (Morrison 1994a), fallow length is diffi-
century. Thus, there seem to be two primary cult to measure archaeologically and, in any case,
periods of activity in the construction of wet constitutes only one single strategy of intensifica-
facilities in the region (and see chapter 6), the tion. Given that wet agriculture is generally associ-
fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries, and thus ated with shorter fallow periods than dry agriculture
two periods also of archaeologically recoverable in South India, the early significance of wet produc-
examples of intensification proper. tion would seem to violate Boserup's (1965) postu-
A great deal more remains to be leamed lated sequence of intensification.
about the types and proportions of crops grown
.e.zi
and about actual cultivation practices. It is Specialization
tempting to view the overwhelming domination of Of the three strategies of intensification,
the pollen record by grasses at the base of the core evidence for specialization in the Vijayanagara
as indicative of a Vijayanagara-period focus on period is perhaps the most circumstantial. Because
the production of food grains, and even to see the agriculturalists and others had to meet demands for
initial proportional increase in grasses as a cash revenues increasingly through the period, and
consequence of fourteenth-century intensification, because we know of the existence of large urban
with the later grass maximum as reflective of the markets, it seems probable that producers met some
sixteenth-century peak in intensification. Clearly, or all of tese cash demands by production for and
the data do not allow such precise assignments. participation in these markets. A wide variety of
Modem rice and sugarcane varieties are cleistoga- products were offered for sale in the bazaars, indicat-
mous and thus would not be expected to contrib- ing the production of a diverse assemblage of crops
ute much pollen to the record. and probably also indicating the presence of garden
In order to address some of these questions land (a form of wet producton, see chapter 2) in and
raised by considering intensification proper, around the city. Although tere is a minor peak in
several different research avenues could be coconut pollen at the base ofte Kamalapurmn core,
followed. We must obtain information from the concentration of coconut pollen never reached
domestic contexts of processing and consumption anything like that produced by the limited commer-
in non-elite contexts and, just as importantly, on cial production of coconuts in the area today.
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Further out from the city in the broad plains to crops could be grown, depending on the situation of
the east, toward Bellary, are extensive areas of facility and on seasonal precipitation. In a real
regur, or black cotton soil. These level plains are sense, then, the expansion of reservoir Irrigation in
not suitable for reservoir construction and are too the Vijayanagara region can be considered as both
far from the river for wet agriculture. Thus, these an extension of wet and dry cultivation, extending
areas may have been devoted to specialized produc- wet agriculture into areas out of the reach of canals,
tion of cotton, a dry crop. Cotton was an essential and intensifying dry agriculture, and as the exten-
raw material for the weaving industry, which sion of a uniqueform of production in its own right.
achieved great economic and political importance in Reservoirs were not a new "invention" in the
the Vijayanagara period (Ramaswamy 1985a, Vijayanagara period, and they were present
1985c). Although we know that there must have throughout the entire sequence, but the dramatic
been production for markets, we do not know to expansion of reservoir construction in the sixteenth
what extent commercial farming affected subsis- century (and to a lesser extent, in the fourteenth
tence production. It may be that the expansion in century) represented a diversification and elabora-
cultivated area in the sixteenth century, especially tion of production strategies.
of wet-cum-dry and dry lands further away from the Just as important in promoting spatial diversi-
city, permitted wet lands nearer the city to be tumed fication in agriculture was the mechanism of temple
over to market production. If there were indeed a investment. As discussed in previous chapters,
rise in specialized production for markets in the temple donors and thus holders of rights in produce
Vijayanagara period, and particularly during the were often scatered over large areas, so that
period of sixteenth century intensification when investors had rights in produce from a variety of
cash demands seem to have begun in earnest, then it locations in ecologically diverse zones.
would also seem that this particular strategy of Diversity was not simply sometiing that was
intensification was driven by nondemographic added to Vijayanagara productive strategies, but
considerations. instead was present from the beginning, with wet,
dry, and wet-cum-dry production occurring in all
Diversification periods, and only the relative quantities and propor-
Diversification as a strategy of intensification tions changing. It would be helpful to know if the
is clearly indicated in the case of Vijayanagara. overall level of diversity in agriculture actually
The expansion of cultivated area in both the Early increased thrughout the Vijayanagara period or
and the Late Vijayanagara periods increased the not. In terms of the number of types of facilities,
spatial diversity of the archaeological landscape only the Late Vijayanagara aqueduct was a feature
around the city. Cultivators outside the zones of "new" to the area (but then, there was ever only
wet agriculture and alluvial soils faced different one). Unfortunately, it is not possible to tell
constraints on production and transportation than whether or not the number of different crops grown
they did in the perennially irrigated zones. Spatial or of varieties of a single crop changed trugh
expansion on a large scale is indicated in the time, or whether households balanced agricultural
historical record of the sixteenth century, with and non-agricultural activities in different ways.
many inscriptions recording the clearing or recla-
mation of land and the founding of new settle- Producers and Production
ments. The previous sections have highlighted
Expansion of cultivation cannot be contrasted several of the important questions about tihe organi-
with intensification, however, since it often also zation of agricultural production in the study area
incorporated intensification, both of land and labor. that cannot be answered at this point, given our
Reservoirs were an important component of the information about the nature of Vijayanagara
agricultural landscape, supporting, along with wells, productive systems. It has been possible to make a
that variable category of production classified here number of generalizadtons about producotin but
as wet-cum-dry. The construction and maintenance very few about producers. It would be possible to
of resenrvoirs was a relatively labor-demanding say much more about diversification and specializa-
strategy, but reservoirs were able to use the local tion, for example, if we knew more about te nature
landscape with its rocky hills and heavy seasonal of landholding. Did farmers workc a number of
runoff to maximum advantage. Either wet or dry scattered plots under different types of irrgation
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regimes, or did they focus on only one type of dramatic period of expansion and intensification in
field? Did farmers construct and maintain the the sixteenth. Then, the intensity of agricultural
small-scale facilities themselves? Decision making land use and of settlement appears to have dropped
about water distribution even in the canal system off until some time in the Colonial period, with the
was apparently not centralized-to what extent twentieth-century dam project finally prompting the
were local corporate bodies such as urs and nadus present period ofmaximum population and produc-
involved? How was access to different types of tive intensity.
land structured? How was labor for production
mobilized? Many important questions about the DISCUSSION: BOSERUP AND TE COURSE OF
relationship "on the ground" between producers and VIJAYANAGARA INTENSIFICATION
production in the metropolitan region persist, The primary focus of Boserup's (1965)
largely because we still know very little about the account of intensification was on causes, rather
nature of and variability in productive activity in than courses of intensification, but because of the
non-elite domestic contexts. Allied to questions overwhelming importance of the Boserupian model
about production in such contexts are concerns in shaping anthropological discussions of intensifi-
about distribution and consumption. Clearly, cation, her conception of the path of intensification
structures of access to land, to resources, and to as characterized by a simple, linear progression of
opportunity were not the same for all members of decreasing fallow periods and improved technology
Vijayanagara society, and the production of food is has also shaped anthropological research to a great
only one aspect of its eventual disposition and extent (and see Morrison 1994 a). In fact, in the
consumption. Vijayanagara case, a Boserupian sequence of
DISCUSSION: INDEPENDENT LINES OF EVIDENCE change is not supported. There is no simpleprogression of form in agricultural production, and
A key aspect of this analysis has been the use no single measure of intensity is sufficient to
of three different, independent lines of evidence. capture e mdiversity and flexbility of ihe system.
Inscriptional data were relied upon to date surface Contra Boserup, agricultural systems consist of
archaeological material much more than I would multiple strategies which may be flexibly employed
have preferred, but tihe analysis of inscnrptions in by producers. This is a normal state of affairs in
chapter 6 extends beyond the few dated features in nonindustrial productive systems, and not an
the survey area. In general, the three lines of anomaly caused by viewing a process of unilineal,
evidence proved to be complementary, and notwith- evolutionary change at a single point in time.
standing the chronological difficulties involved in Further, tiere seems no reason to believethat
trying to match evidence from the three data sets to Vijayanagara agriculturalists followed te Law of
obtain infornation on the shape of a single pattern Least Effort-clearly a whole suite of constaints
of change, the approach has proven a valuable one. and opportunities structured agcultral choices,
Small-scale and dryland features were coi- and in the earlier periods of the city's occupation,
pletely absent from the historical record, but agrcultural activities seem to have been organized
prominent in thie archaeological record. Pollen to minimize distance from the settlement rather
analysis of the area revealed just how important tfian to minimize labor investment, with intensive,
such extensive activities as grazing and burning wet agriculture present from the very beginning.
were in shaping the regional vegetation, and pointed Considerations of risk in this region of low and
to the potentially dramatic effects of erosion on the annually variable precipitation (which was also the
landscape (seen also in the surface record of location of almost constant warfare) may also have
hundreds of silted up reservoirs). Historical docu- been a consideration in the early focus on wet
ments, on the other hand, were valuable for devel- agriculture. Factors influencing the organization of
oping an understanding of the processes of agricul- agricultural production were complex, and the
tural investment and of the socio-political context course of change reflected thiis organizational
of agricultural production. All three lines of complexity.
evidence show remarkable agreement in thie overall
form of Vijayanagara intensification-an initial Causes
spurt of growth in thie fourteenth century, followed If the courses of intensification tun out to be
by a relative lull in thefieEfteenthi century and a more complex than a simple progression of fallow
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reduction and technology improvement, then what studies of the relationship between modem vegeta-
of the causes? It is always difficult to isolate causes tion and pollen rain are urgently required. Addi-
with any degree of certainty, but in the case of tional cores from the Kamalapuram reservoir and
Vijayanagara, the "cause" for productive intensifi- from other sampling locations are being analyzed
cation was actually a complex and interconnected for comparison with lKP, and additional radiocar-
suite of factors. Demography was certainly very bon detenninations will be made. Studies of
important in shaping agricultural land use, and both macrobotanical material from sediment cores have
periods of intensification were marked by popula- also begun, and extensive macrobotanical and
tion increases (certainly in the Early period and sedimentological studies of excavated contexts are
probably also in the Late period), but demographic planned.
forces were mediated by other factors. Indeed, the Quantitative analysis of inscriptions from the
demographic changes at work in this period fol- study area proved to be useful in defining chrono-
lowed the exigencies both of resource distributions logical pattems as well as for the more traditional
and political pressures, with migration to the city detailing of qualitative information on politcal and
playing a major role, if not the major role, in its economic context. The inscriptional data base is
population dynamics. These other, nondemo- currently being expanded to cover newly discovered
graphic variables were of great consequence in and translated inscriptions, a larger sample area,
shaping the course of change and included demands and more fme-grained analysis of contenL The
for revenue, monetization, and commercialization. latter includes, for example, more careful analysis
Demands for cash payments of revenue obligations done of donor/donee identities (gender, caste,
may have forced participation in a market economy occupation, etc.). The locations of donated villages
(cf. Morrison 1994c). Increasing military spending and lands could be profitably mapped out along the
may have prompted increased revenue demands on lines of the study done by Heitzman (1987) in order
producers. The causes of Vijayanagara intensifica- to detail the spatial pattems of land control through
tion were complex, related to forces at once com- time (see Morrison and Lycett 1994 for a more
mercial, political, and ritual, with demography detailed spatial analysis of inscriptions than given
playing an important if indirect role. here).
The focus of this study has been on produc-
CONCLUSION: THE STUDY tion, but in the end a more balanced view of Vijay-
This analysis of land use and intensification anagara land use and economy must also include
constitutes a beginning inquiry into the topic of information about the domestic contexts ofproduc-
productive systems and strategies in the Vijayana- tion and consumption: the household. Curent
gara period. Certain limitations of the study are archaeological research in the city of Vijayanagara
evident and indicate future research directions. on elite contexts would be complemented by studies
Archaeologically, the study is hampered by a poorly of the households of agriculturalists and other
developed chronology and by the limited area producers.
surveyed. Both of these problems are being ad- In the Vijayanagara region, the course of
dressed by ongoing research. Surface studies are agricultural change as well as its causes have
ongoing, and we have begun a program of excava- proved to be complex and diverse. It has not been
tion to complement the surface studies already possible to support a view of a unilinear progression
carried out. of change nor to devise a single measure of inten-
The analysis of pollen and charcoal provides a sity that would adequately capture the variety of
very promising, if preliminary, look at past vegeta- productive strategies and scales employed at a
tion and burning. Because this study was the first single point in time. If the path of intensification at
ever analysis of reservoir pollen from pre-Colonial Vijayanagara is not simple, then it is unlikely to be
India, and one of the very few studies of pollen simple in any other case, and the cause or causes of
from the dry interior of South India, only very such an internally diverse process are thius bound to
general interpretations could be made. Ecological be equally complex.
APPENDiX 1
List of Recorded Sites
SITE BLOCK DESCRIPIION SIE BLOCK DESCRIPTION
1 0 lime kiln 45 0 isolated wall
2 0 village 46 0 rock-cut stairs
3 N aqueduct 47 0 rock-cut stairs and wall
4 R reservoir 48 0 reservoir
5 R slag scatter 49 0 isolated walls
6 W fortified hilltop and step well 50 0 rock-cut stairs
7 S temple 51 0 rock-cut stairs
8 S step well 52 0 erosion control walls
9 0 single-room structure 53 0 erosion control walls
10 0 fortification wall 54 0 lime processing site
11 0 cistern 55 0 erosion control walls
12 0 single-room structure 56 0 wall segment
13 0 L-shaped wall 57 0 wall segment
14 0 single-room structure 58 0 erosion control wall
15 0 single-room structure 59 0 reservoir
16 0 artifact scatter 60 0 erosion control wall
17 0 gateway 61 0 erosion control wall
18 0 rockshelter 62 0 reservoir
19 0 fortification wall 63 0 erosion control wall
20 0 fortification wall 64 0 structure
21 0 reservoir 65 0 L-shaped wall
22 0 shrine 66 0 ceramic scatter
23 0 cistern 67 0 terraces
24 0 wall and mortar 68 0 long wall
25 0 fortification wall 69 0 temple
26 0 Neolithic ash mound 70 0 rock shelter
27 0 fortification wall 71 0 sculptures
28 0 lithic scatter 72 0 reservoir
29 0 single-room structure 73 0 single-room structure and wall
30 0 single-room structure 74 0 erosion control wall
31 0 ceramic and lithic scatter 75 0 rockshelter
32 0 linear rubble pile 76 0 ceramic and lithic scatter
33 0 rockshelter 77 0 isolated wall
34 0 fortification wall 78 0 ceramic scatter
35 0 village 79 0 temple
36 0 temple 80 0 temple
37 0 village 81 0 road segment
38 0 single-room structure or well 82 0 erosion control wall
39 0 two-room structure 83 0 temple complex
40 0 well and superstructure 84 0 masonry-lined spring
41 0 single-room structure 85 0 bastion
42 0 temple complex 86 0 fortification wall
43 0 step well 87 0 pathway
44 0 stairway 88 0 terraced area
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SITE BLOCK DESCRIPTION SiTE BLOCK DESCRIPTION
89 0 isolated wall 146 S erosion control wall
90 0 erosion control wall 147 S rock shelter
91 0 reservoir 148 S structure
92 0 carved boulder 149 S ceramic scatter
93 0 gateway 150 S reservoir
94 0 sculpture and inscription 151 S well
95 0 check dams 152 S road segment
96 0 isolated wall 153 S artifact scatter
97 0 reservoir 154 S sculptures
98 0 erosion control wall 155 S cistem
99 0 masonry-lined spring 156 S inscribed slab
100 0 check dams 157 S inscribed sheetrock
101 0 village 158 S road segment
102 0 terraces and shrines 159 S reservoir
103 0 shrine 160 S road segment
104 0 shrine 161 S ceramic scatter
105 0 step well 162 S sculptures
106 0 erosion control wall 163 S rockshelter
107 0 single-room structure and walls 164 S temple complex
108 0 reservoir 165 S reservoir
111 0 temple complex 166 S isolated wall
112 0 step well 167 S wall and artifact scatter
113 0 reservoir 168 S structure and hero stone
114 0 mounded area 169 S artifact scatter
115 0 mounded single-room structure 170 S rockshelter
116 0 temple complex 171 S sculptures
117 0 reservoir 172 S platforms
118 0 temple 173 S temple
119 0 temple 174 S isolated wall
121 S iron processing site 175 S structure or well
122 S reservoir 176 S residential terraces
123 S fortification wall and gate 177 S sculpture
124 S isolated walls 178 S habitation area
125 S reservoir 179 S iron-processing site
126 S games and peg holes 180 S step well
127 S isolated wall and peg holes 181 S erosion control wall
128 S mandapa 182 S roadway and shrines
129 S temple complex 183 S roadway and temple
130 S isolated wall 184 S mandapa
131 S shrine 185 S isolated wall
132 S reservoir 186 S platform
133 S terraces 187 S step well
134 S terraces 188 S single room
135 S ceramic scatter 189 S step well
136 S reservoir 190 S reservoir
137 S road system 191 S terraces
138 S reservoir 192 S wall and rooms
139 5 one-room structure & check dams 193 5 terraces and check dams
140 S settlement 194 5 reservoir
141 S sculptures 195 5 lithiic scatter
142 5 temple complex 196 5 isolated walls
143 S step well 197 5 artifact scatter
144 5 temple 198 S check dams
145 5 rock shelter 199 5 terraces and check damns
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SITE BLOCK DESCRIPTION SITE BLOCK DESCRIPTION
200 S step well 254 S temple complex
201 S bazaa street 255 S platfonn
202 S residential area 256 S gateway complex
203 S room or platform 257 S temple
204 S well 258 S bastion
205 S terraces 259 S fortification
206 S reservoir 260 S temple
207 S terraces and well 261 S shrine
208 S walls and check dams 262 S wall footings
209 S roadway 263 S gravel-mulched fields & terraces
210 S step well 264 S terraces
211 S terraces 265 S shrine
212 S artifact scatter 266 S temple
213 S well 267 S temple
214 S step well and roadway 268 S temple
215 S mandapa 269 S temple
216 S well 270 S temple
217 S gateway and temple 271 S temple complex
218 S temple 272 S shrine
219 S terraces 273 S temple
220 S mandapa 274 S isolated wall
221 S terraces and walls 275 S shrine
222 S settlement 276 S gravel-mulched fields & terraces
223 S long wall 277 S cistern
224 S roadway and well 278 S ceramic scatter
225 S roadway 279 S fortification wall
226 S reservoir 280 S check dams
227 S well 281 S cistern
228 S settlement area 282 S isolated wall
229 0 reservoir 283 S check dams
230 S reservoir 284 S fortification wall
231 S reservoir 285 S ceramic scatter
232 S sculptures 286 S isolated walls
233 S wall and sculpture 287 S check dams
234 S well 288 S isolated wall
235 S platform 289 S columns
236 S temple tank 290 S petroglyph
237 S temple complex 291 S step well
238 S temple 292 T shrine
239 S mandapa 293 T temple
240 S well 294 T step well
241 S reservoir 295 T inscribed stone
242 S reservoir 296 T inscribed sheetrock
243 S rockshelter 297 T Islamic-style tomb
244 S roadway 298 T step well
245 S isolated wall 299 T check dams
246 S artfact scatter 300 T check dams
247 S bastion 301 T reservoir
248 5 erosion control wall 302 T reservoir
249 5 lithiic scatter 303 T mandapa
250 S erosion control wall 304 T shrine
251 S artifact scatter 305 T embankcment
252 5 temple 306 T isolated wall
253 5 shrine 307 T erosion control wall
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SITE BLOCK DESCRIPTION SITE BLOCK DESCRIPIION
308 T erosion control wall 339 T fortification wall
309 Y reservoir 340 T round and rectangular structures
310 T check dams 341 T quarrying locale
311 T rubble mounds 342 T reservoir
312 T step well 343 T rubble wall structure
313 T erosion control walls 344 T terraces
314 T erosion control walls 345 T road wall
315 T reservoir 346 T reservoir
316 T shrine 347 T check dams
317 T temple complex 348 T road wall
318 T shrine 349 T reservoir
319 T reservoir 350 T erosion control walls
320 T erosion control walls 351 T platform/water control
321 T defensive wall 352 T isolated wall
322 T reservoir 353 T isolated wall
323 T erosion control wall 354 T (road?) wall and platform
324 T reservoir 355 T reservoir
325 T fortification wall 356 T (road?) wall and platform
326 T road system 357 T reservoir
327 T round structure/watch tower 358 T road walls
328 T step well 359 T single-room structure/lookout
329 T columned structures 360 T road
330 T reservoir 361 T village
331 T erosion control walls 362 T terraces
332 T erosion control wall 363 T erosion control wall
333 T rock cair 364 T reservoir
334 T rock cairn 365 T village
335 T reservoir 366 T shrine and isolated sculptures
336 T rock shelter 367 T shrine
337 T rock cairn 368 T temple
338 T shrine 369 T reservoir
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